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PREFACE

In my opinion, this technical report is somewhat different from
the usual Office of Education evaluation product.

The differences are not so much due to differences in the questions
we asked and the difficulties we faced. The differences are due to our
idea of what constitutes a relevant evaluation of an educational product
that is supposed to raise norm-referenced, standardized achievement
test scores.

Enough evidence had accumulated to make us doubt the reasonableness
of the assumption that available standardized achievement tests are
sensitive to what most compensatory reading teachers are doing in class.
Thus, we sought to document facts that would make it plausible that the
treatment received by s..idents would teach them what to answer on the
test selected as the outcome mevsure. First, this entailed fine.ng out
what was actually done (not merely what was supposed to be done) ; and

second, it entailed an analysis of the connection between what was done
and what would teach the items.

Most evaluation products address these two points in an abstract
way referring to item domains and teaching objectives, instead of
specific items and activities. We 1-,ave attempted to do a more detailed

analysis. The reader will judge how successful we were.

This report also differs somewhat from many Office of Education
evaluation products in its technical approach. Where possible, we have
not calculated statistical hypothesis tests which are meaningless in
this type of evaluation. We tried to create successful inductive
arguments based on reported facts, not based on a nonexistent sampling

scheme. We also attempted to directly measure our variables for formal
analysis. This avoided the necessity of making post-hoc scales for some
important variables. For example, we had our site visit staff assess

implementation based on their experience; no further scaling was done.
Our regression equations were aimed at modeling the bivariate distribution
of pretest and posttest scores, as opposed to the distribution of posttest
scoras given pretest scores. The reader will judge how successful these
techinques were.

I attempted to include in this report enough information about our
procedures and analyses so that the reader could understand the bases
for our conclusions, draw his own conclusions, or carry out the activities
himself in another study. The majority of readers interested in the PIP
field test and its outcomes are not concerned with the details of the
steps we took in our evaluation. These readers are referred to Volume I,
the Summary Report.
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The original aix PIPs, Aeveloped by RMC and tested in the field
during the school years 1974-1976 are the subject of the evaluation
described in this report. These original PIPs are no longer in use;
they were thoroughly revised by our subcontractor, RMC, on the basis
of first-year evaluation findings.

This report owes its quality to the efforts of the project staff.
Our evidence on whether the PIP projects should influence outcome scores
was analyzed by Arlene B. Tennenbaum )nd Christine Miller, assisted by
Christine Padilla. Many technical problems associated with our analysis
were investigated by David Kaskowitz.

The high validity of our field work is due to the conscientious
work of our field visit staff: Dorothy Booth, Jay Cross, Cassandra Duarte,
Phillip Giesen, Georgia Gillis, and Margaret Needels. They actively
p-xticipated in all phases of the project.

Encoding of datE and preparten of raw data files was supervised
by Bert Laurence and Bill Lambert. The creation of analysis files and
execution of analyses were supervised by George Black. George Byrd,
Jerry Kauffman, Pat McCall, John Rollin, and Roy Sutton all helped
program analyses. Quality control procedures for machine-readable data
were supervised by Elizabeth Milrod.

The labor of repart writing was ahared by Trudy Nio
David Kaskowitz (Chapter 3), Georgia Ginis (Chapter 4),
an Christine Miller (Chapter 5), and myself. Elizabeth
by Nancy Craig, who WAS project secretary, and Christine
coordinated ,.)ur efforts.

(Chapter 1),
Marian Stearns,
Milrod, assisted
Padilla

Marian Si:earns vas project director and author of Volume I of this
report. Anc Bezek was our project officer.

iv
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SU MA RY

EVALUATION OF THE FIELD TEST OF PROJECT INFORMATION PACKAGES (PiPs)

Purpose of the Study

In its continuing search for successful means by which to disseminate
exemplary education projects, the U.S. Office of Education supported the
deVelopment of six Project Information Packages (PIPs) in 1973. The PIPs
were designed to provide "how to" information and ,instructions to facili-
tate the installation and implementation of exemplary compensatory
reading and mathematics projects in new school districts with a minimum
of technical assistance. The projects selected for packaging passed
criteria of effectiveness with respect to reading and mathematics skills,
as well as meeting other criteria. They were reviewed and passed as
exemplary projects by the Education Division Joint Dissemination Review
Panel. Four of the projects were for elementary school students and two
were for middle or Secondary school students. Five of the six projects,
originally developed by local education agencies (LEAs) with ESEA Title I
funds, were "pull-out" projects. These projects supplemented the regular
school reading or mathematics programs rather than rcplacing them; they
served a special target group of students, and required additional.space
and teaching staff. The sixth project, for junior high school students,
originally developed by a local education agency wi1i other federal funds,
was not a pull-out project but, rather, served.all students in a specified
grade and required regular classroom teachers to make changes in their
instructional methods.

The central pr"..nciple assumed in developing the PIPs (the "replication"
principle) was that, if the antecedent conditions of the effective instruc-
tional project could be established in a new site, the project would be
reproduced in the new site, and would again prove effective in terms of
student achievement gains. In addition, two other assumptions were made.
First, it was assumed necessary to match the setting of the replicating
site with the setting of the origi.nal, successful site. This was to be
accomplished by proviling information to potential project adopter sites
about the original projects and their settings in an Analysis and Selection
Kit (ASK). Districts interested in replicating a packaged project would
use the ASK in selectlng an appropriate project that matched local condi-
ticns. Second, it was assumed that project management was the key to
replicating the original conditionr:. Given this assumption, the PIPs
highlighted the importance of a dynamic, experienced project director who
had responsibility for orienting others in the school district, hiring
staff and providing for inservice training and mobilizing the resources
necessary to establish the antecedent conditions for effective instruction.
Information provided in the PIPs was management-oriented to help project
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directors and teachers set up conditions for the original instructional
program to be recreated; the packages specified requirements for space,

qualified staff, materials and equipment, student selection, scheduling,
record keeping, and the like. The PIPs differed in the amount of infor-
mation they provided about the actual instructional program. All but

one did not describe in detail the teaching/learning episode, classroom
interaction, or sequences of events within the instructional program.
Nor did the PIPs describe the uses of each of the recommended curriculum
materials, since it was assumed that the appropriate events would follow,
given the appropriate mix of resources and the specified teaching staff.

In fiscal year 1975, PIPs were tried out in a number of sites across
the country. Under Section 306 of ESEA Title III, grants were awarded
to 19 sites for the purpose of implementing one of the exemplary projects
via a PIP at each site. To assess the,feasibility of replicating
successful projects via packages as a way of improving reading and
mathematics skills of disadvantaged children, a contract was awarded to
Stanford Research Institute in June 1974. The two-year study was to

examine the implementation of the packaged projects in the tryout sites
and to focus on the following questions:

Are local education agencies motivated to adopt a packaged
project?

Can exemplary projects be implemented in new sites via the
PIPs? Where implementation problems are due to faults in
the packages, can reasonable modifications be recommended?

What functions and in what amount is technical assistance
required? If considerable technical assistance is required,
can the packages be made more autonomous?

Are the projects, implemented via the PIPs, effective in
improving student achievement?

What are the effects of the projects on student attitudes?
Are the projects acceptablta to the local education agency,
to teachers, parents, and the community?

What is the cost of implementing the projects?

The first-year study objecLives were to examine the project adoption
and installation processes by documenting the discrepancies in each of
the 19 sites from RMC expectations and PIP specifications, determining
rhe usefulness of the PIPs for guiding project implementation, and
determining the soundness of the principles and assumptions upon which
the PIPs were developed. Also of concerf, during the initial year were
the identification of implementation problems encountered by the tryout
sites and recommendarions about how Crk:: pack:.ges might be revised i:.
light of the problems identified. RMC was toe subcontractor responslble
for the latter formative evaluation tasks.

vi
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The second-year study objectives were to investigate the impact of
the projects on student achievement, to explain differences from expected
outcomes, and to explore the participating school districts' intentions
for continuing the projects in school year 1976-77 when Title III,
Section 306 money was no longer available. RMC created a new ASK :.nd
revised the PIPs based on results of the first year study.

The Study Approach

The central concept of the ASR/PIP dissemination strategy s that

of replication: In the right community, the PIP with little or no
technical assistance, plus a good faith effort on the pa....t of qualified
staff, will replicate the successes of the original project.

To test this concept the first year was devoted to assessing the
degree of project installation, and the effectiveness of the principles
used to select and package the exemplary projects to be reproduced.
Therefore, the first year's major evaluation strategy was to compare
projects with nip specifications.

During the first year, five visits were made to each of the 19 field-
test sites to observe the project, to interview project and nonproject
personnel involved in installation, and to conduct pre- and post-student
testi.ng. Although the first year of the evaluation focused on prJject
installation rather than impact on participating students, both standard-
ized achievement tests and attitude surveys were administered to a minimal
sample of participating students to get a sense of likely effects and to
make sure that the implementation year was not disilaptive in terms of
student achievement and attitudes. Observations of the projects during
the site visits were used to determine the degree of implementation of
the specified elements in the instructional environment. Interviews
were conducted with administrative and instructional staff members to
learn about the installation process, to determine the causes of imple-
mentation problems, project modifications, and deviations from PIP
specifications to determine acceptability of the packaged projects and
the like. Informal contacts were also made with parents of childrel who
were participants to determine their reaction to the project.

In addition to the site visits, contact report forms were used
throughout the year by project staff at the original nd tryout project
sites and by government and evaluation staff to report telephone conver-
sations, visits, and other contacts in which assistance or clarification
was requested, offered, or obtained. Finally, instructional staff
questionnaires and administrative staff questionnaires were administered
to assess staff attitudes toward the PIP and the local project, and
resource/cost questionnaires were administered to determine the resources
and associated costs of project installation.

The focus of the second year study was on project effectiveness as
measured by achievement test gains.
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To ensure that the instructional programs described in the PIPs were
well understood, a conference was held in Washington, D.C. At this
conference PIP project directors and the project directors at the original
sites were brought together. RMC staff members who developed the PIPs
were also present. This meeting provided the PIP project staff with
direct confirmation, or disconfirmation, of the pi'actices which were
intelded to be communicated by the PIPs.

After this conference, our evaluation activities in the field were
essentially similar to tho,.:e of the first year, except that in the second
year we tested all children, not just a sample as in the first year, and
we collected lesson plans and infomation on project curricula from
teachers in the site visit sample.

In the second year we also found it necessary to add some special
studies to our evaluation activities.

Results of the First Year Study

The results of our first year study, reported in Stearns (1976),
were generally favorable. Projects were implemented to the degree of
specificity required by the PIPs, and this was done with relatively
minor technical assistance. Student attitudes were not adversely
impacted by project participation, and most project staff were
enthusiastic.

However, there was little evidence that the PIP projects raised
reading scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (1970) to the extent
it was expected the original projects would have. We could see no reason
why this result would not reoccur in the second year. Consequently we'
conducted some special studies of th:t analytic foundations of the PIP
criterion of success.

Results of the Second Year Study

Special Studies

The special studies examined several assumptions implicit in our
concept of what would be evidence for PIP success. Our work may be
conveuiently divided into two areas. The first is an examination of the
properties of the AT as applied to the PIP evaluation (a test of the
replication principle). The second was our examination of the properties
of our statistical procedures as applied to the MAT.

The PIP replication principle is rooted in widely held beliefs about
the worth and properties of reading comprehension tests of the type
represented by the MAT. One of these beliefs is that, except for statis-
tical features, most nationally normed tests are essentially the same.
For example, OE bas funded the Anchor Test Study in which the MAT and

viii
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seven other tests were treated as equivalent tests of reading comprehension.
Therefore, the replication principle does not assert that the Pii projects
will raise test scores on only the tests which the originati"g projects
used. It is usually suggested that such projects would not be worth
disseminating, if their effects were so specific.

These beliefs have not been unchallenged. i:See Wa4:3 and Green
(in press) for papers on both sides of this controvers:.] We examined
the issue of how specific the effects of the Phi- projects would be,
based on the premise that in projects where the cer:ect PIP instructional
style is used, learning E,ains would.follow fro7 a reasonable length of
exposure to the PIP curriculum. We also assured that if a reading
comprehension test is relevant to the PIr curriculum these gains would
be detectable.

We therefore examined the PIPs to identify the instructional style
that was specified. We found thae very little information was provided
on the projects' philosophy of learning and instructional practices for
teaching children. It is fair to say that, overall, the packages described
project installation primarily from a Project Director's point of view;
they did not describe instruction from the point of view of a teacher
who had never implemented the project before.

That the PIP did not presume to teach how to teach was no oversight
on the part of the package designers. The PIPs attempted to establish
the preconditions for obtaining achievement gains by focusing on placement
of projccts in coLmunities with appropriate resources (through the ASK),
by focusing on project and classroom management, and by hiring staff who
had quaifications similar to those at the original site.

Therefore we determined to analyze the curriculum materials which
were used in tne projects for their relevance to MAT Reading. We found
th.2t projects using a given PIP did not use the same teaching materials,
that the materials used were not very different from the regular class-
room materials, and that project matei.ials generally were not especially
re3evant to reading comprehension tested by the MAT. (At the first and
second grades, content of the curriculum materials and the MAT Reading
subtest correspcnded somewhat more closely.) In summary, it would be
surprising if the projects, however well implemented, showed remarkable
gains on MAT Reading. And since the PIP curriculum was not very different
from the regular curriculum, what gains were observed might not be due
to the PIP project. A bi-ief examination of the tests used to validate
the originating projects showed that the original tests were generally
more suited to the curricula.

The investigation'of the properties of our statistical procedure as
applied to the MAT yielded soMe interesting f.ormal results, as well as a
better understanding of the implications of accepting the MAT norms as
longitudinally valid. We concluded the assumption that the MAT norms
are longitudinally valid should not be uncritically accepted. Assuming
that the MAT norms are longitudinally valid has implications about the
growth of Reading achievement which have not yet been independently

ix
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verified. For example,,as moasured by the MAT, Reading in children at
the 90th percentile in the ',(:cnd grade is growing almost six times
faster than is Reading i. igLit.h grade children at the same percentile;
Reading in second grac;,, C.tldrr. at the 10th percentile is growing only
1.5 times faster. If jY, tz%le it is certainly an interesting fact
for developmental psy:hologsts to explain. On the other hand, this
interaction of learning rate, grade, and percentile may just be an
artifact of the MAT scaling proceas.

Artifacts may indeed be present. In the fourth grade, where we
did not change levels of the test, only one site out of ten gained in
the percentile of its mean between fall and spring. At the third grade,
eight sites of nine showed gains in percentile, as did all seven sites
in the fifth grade. Simulations we performed confirmed these "grade
effects" were not necessarily effects of the PIP instructional processes.

Based on our special studies we concluded that the PIP replication
principle was not sound: there was little reason to expect that projects
which correctly rendered the PIPs would dreunatically increase MAT-type
reading scores.

Achievement lest Results

Analysis of our MAT achievement test results confirmed the expec-
tation that the Reading scores would not dramatically change.

Norm referenced analyses showed that Reading scores were not
(educationally) significantly greater than expected. The projects did
generally maintain at least the growth predicted from the norm tables.
However, since the growth predicted from the norm tables is generally
an underestimate of expected growth, given that the pre- and posttests
are not perfectly reliable, achieving more than the expectation calculated
from the norm tables is not as impressive as it at first seems.

Bivariate regression equations were fit to the pre- and posttest
scores, using dummy variables to encode the effect of well-implemented
teachers. We did not find that being in a well-implemented class was
systematically related to gains larger than the gains in poorly- or
moderately well-implemented classes.

11
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l INTRODUCTION

-

The evaluation of Project Infölbation Packages (PIPs) during the

second year of their field test is described in this volume. We present

the rationale, the data collection and analysis procedures, and our find-

ings with respect to instructional implementation and student achievement

outcomes. In this introductory section, we describe the history of'the

packaging concept and each of the six PIPs created for the U.S. Office

of Education (USOE) by RMC Research Corporation. In addition, we describe

the field test of the PIPs and the organizations involved.

1.1 Background of the PIPs

As part of its desire to spread innovative practices from federally

funded projects and to improve federal program performance, USOE supported

the development of six PIPs. These packages were conceived as an alterna-

tive to methods of dissemination that require demonstration, on-site

training, or other hands-on technical assistance.

The basic concept underlying the development of the PIPs was repli-

cation. The Office of Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPBE) within

USOE conceived of a package of instructions that would enable a school

district to replace an ineffective educational program with an educational

program that had proved effective in another district. If such a project

could be established at a new site as specified in the instru"ctions, the

assumption was that the project would prove effective again in terms of

producing equivalent student achievement gains. Presumably, the equivalent

gains would occur because the essential program features or setof 1.earn-

ing conditions had been replicated by the new site.

Another consideration in the packaging concept was that the package

be a complete and self-contained collection of information ald instruc-

tions assembled and structured so as to enable educators at a new site

to select a program and implement it. The package was to contain suffi-

cient do-it-yourself information to reproduce the program without assis-

tance.

In the spring of 1973, RMC Research CoLporation was commissioned to

create packages that provided "how to" information and instructions to

1
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facilitate the implementation in new school districts of selected com-

pensatory reading and mathematics programs. With efforts geared to find-

ing eight successful reading and math programs, RMC developed criteria

for selecting exemplary programs for packaging and embarked on an elabo-

rate search and review procedure. Over 2000 projects were suggested or

recommended for consideration; after an initial screening, over 100 were

subjected to a thorough review.

Three screening criteria were used by RMC to select programs for

packaging: (1) effectiveness, (2) cost, and (3) availability and repiica-

bility.

Effectiveness--RMC reviewed the results of a local evaluation of

each project to determine the validity of the data and the claims of

effectiveness.

The effectiveness criterion had two separate aspects, statistT-

cal and educational significance. Both were cast in terms of

(a) the pre- to post-test gains of project participants and

(b) the gains which would have been expected had they not re-

ceived the special treatment. The educational significance

criterion which was agreed upon specified that observed gains

had to exceed expected gains by at least one-third standard

deviation with respect to the national norms. The statistical

significance.criterion specified that the difference between

observed and expected gains had to,reach or exceed the five

percent confidence level using a one-tailed statistical test

(Tallmadge, 1974, p. iii).*

Because there were almost no cases in which a control group had been

used in the local evaluations, RMC decided that "expected gains" for

students in compensatory programS 'would mean that the group remained in

the same percentile on both a standardized pretest and a posttest. Any

group that exceeded these expected gains by at least a one-third standard

deviation (with reference to the norm distribution of the particular test)

met RMC's criterion for educationally significant gains. For one project,

A list of references is appended to this report.
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Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR), RMC used the regression-discontinuity

model to decermine effectiveness.*

RMC reported that selection of prcgrams that were successful enough

to be recommended turned out to be extremely difficult. "Not one of the

several hundred project evaluations which were examined provided accept-

able evidence regarding project impact" (Tallmadge, 1974, p. iv). Even

where adequate data had been collected, analysis and reporting practices

forced inferences to be drawn with caution. To meet the effectiveness

criterion, MAC decided that evidence of statistical and educational sig-

nificance had to be founl in two instances, for example, at two different

grade levels or for two different years. Under these conditions, only

six projects met the effectiveness criterion and the other criteria.

Cost--Although attempts were made to find effective programs that

were. also inexpensive--to make it more likely that programs would be ex-

portable to many sites--a recurring cost of $475 per student was eventually

established as the upper limit for projects selected, with the additional

provision that start-up costs not exceed $1000 per student.

Availability and Replicability--These areas were more judgmental

and were based on the fact that the packages were likely to be dissemi-

nated--at least on a trial basis--under the auspices of the federal gov-

ernment. Projects were rejected on the criterion of availability if

directors and staff were unwilling tl; cooperate in helping the packaging

effort or if the project was no longer operating and could not be visited

for validation. Projects were also rejected if they were not operating

in public schools or if their selection would amuunt to a USOE endorsement

of a single publisher's or manufacturer's commercial product(s). Projects

were rejected on the criterion of repl!,:ability if they required resources

not generally available in typical !..thool districts. This consideration

included highly unusual personnel, equipment, or environments. Projects

rejected on replicability grounds included a university-operated elementary

school and a project requiring major architectural modifications to the

school building (Tallmadge, 1974, p..iii). Since USOE felt that PIPs

RMC published a practical guide to project evaluation on the basis of

their experiences in searching for exemplary programs. SRI assumed

that the procedures described in this booklet by Horst, Tallmadge, and

Wood (1975) were those RAC endorsed. These procedures form the basis

of the norm-referenced analysis we'used to evaluate student achievement

in the PIP field test.
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might eventually be disseminated under Title I auspices, RMC excluded

from their search those programs that were not aimed at reading and

mathematics achievement for disadvantaged children in kindergarLen
through twelfth grade.

Although RMC had wished to find eight projects, only six satisfied
all the criteria. RMC prepered the program descriptions and the evidence

of effectiveness for USOE's Dissemination Review Panel, and all six
. projects were approved as exemplary projects. They were:

Project Catch-Up

Project Conquest

High Intensity

Tutoring (HIT)

intensive Reading

Instructional. Teams

(IRIT)

Programed Tutorial

Reading (PTR)

Project R-3

1.2 Nature of the PIPs

Newport-Mesa Unified School District

Newporz Beach, California

School District 189

East St. Louis, Illinois

School District of the City of Highland Park
Highland Park, Michigan

Hartford P 'blic Schools

Hartford, Connecticut

Davis County School District

Farmington, Utah

San Jose Unified School District

San Jose, California

After identifying the six PIP programs, RMC developed the packages

that conttineu the "how to" information. PIPs were boxes (18 X,14 x 12
inches) with ten upright drawers (containing nine components) and one

large flat drawer at the top (see Figure 1-1). Inside the drawers were.

brochures, manuals, filmstrips, cassettes, catalogues, charts, and the
like.

This a joint activity of USOE and the National Institute of

Educatlw, 01i.) and is called the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP).
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1.2.1 PIP Components

The first four components were concerned with planning and

other preimplementation tasks required to equip, staff, and set

up a new project in a school di3trict. They were primarily in-

tended to assist the director in installing the adopted project.

The remaining five components were more specifically concerned

with project implementation and were directly related to rne

day-to-day operation of the project after it was installed
(Tallmadge, 1974, p. v).

The components are described below according to their functions and

contents. Table 1-1, adapted from an RMC report (Piestrup, 1974), sum-

marizes the PIP components and their purposes.

Starter Set: Planning--This component provided the new project

director with multimedia materials to use in presenting the project and

in gaining support of parents, teachers, principals, and school boards.

The starter set described the features of the project for a general audi-

ence with some elaboration on these features so that the project director

could conduct subsequent briefings and answer questions on the project.

This component included one-page handouts, illustrated brochures, a film-

strip, and a tape cassette.

ProAect Management Directory--This manual brought together in calen-

dar form the list of management activities for the project. Key tasks in

installing and implementing the project were blocked by weeks so the

director could fill in the actual event, such as a me&ting with the princi-

pal, on the day it would occur. The directory summarized the tasks for

each month in a checklist to emphasize the importance.of accomplishing

the tasks as close as possible to the scheduled time. It also provided

budget-updating summaries for each month for the director to fill in.

Project.Management Displays--The displays were designed to attract

attention to the existence of the project and to elicit questions or in-

terest concerning it. The displays provided a time schedule overview

and summarized the key tasks to be per )rmed in developing the model

project and the components to be used in performing the tasks.

Staff Qualifications and Preparation Set--This set provided project

directors with information on hiring personnel. It contained a staff

6
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SUMMARY OF PIP COMPONENTS

component Personnel, Purpose Contents

Installation (start-up)
stage

I. Starter set:
planaing

2. Project man41-
mere; directeiy

). Project ma:age-
ment displcis

4, Staff goal:firs-
tions and preps-
ration set

Implementation stage
5. Starter set:

implementation

b. Classroom manage-
ment directory

7. Student relation-
ships 41DUM

S. Professional
refe.innships
yuide

nalr

For project director:
Provided orientation to proje7t
Provides public relations materiale on project and
package

Provides introduction to package (and director's role
in project)

For s:hool boards, principals, regular school staff,
potential project statf, parents:

Pi:liters information to elicit support

For project management personnel (project director,
sistant director, principal, as applicable):
Provides detailed guidelines and support materials
needed to plan and implement (operate) the project

For project director and visitors:
Proviees time schedule oserview
Summarizes component use
Displays component use and time schedule to visitors

For director:
Provides personnel selection guidelines

For staff:

Provides self-evaluation and orientation materials

For project classroom personnel:
Helps in starting each type of activity (testing,
teaching, other) including setting up environment
for the first time

For project classroom personnel:
Provides guidelines for classroom procedures
Provides samples of materials needed for administra-
tion of the project, record forms, letters and no-
tices, and the liko

For project staff interacting with children:
Describes the project ensironment. from the :hild's
viewpoint, that staff is expected to create (e.g.,
how he should perceive staff; what learning climate
he should experiencehigh pressute, self-directed,
and so on)
Distinguishes roles of different staff members in
creating environment
Describes desired student responses (e.g., confident,
competent, happy, eager) and gives specific inotanies

For all project staff (plus principal):
Define, roles in relation to all school staff (proj-
ect al) nonproject) with whom each project member
interActs

Provide, description, of potential sta:f conflicts
and suggested resolntions

For prolect director and teacnine staff:
Aids in selection and ordering of eom7ercia1 hard-
ware/software
Provides description, source, and features of core
and supplementary items

For teachir, staff:
1-..escrines experience of original prole.t. ;tan plus
modification (if any)

Filmstrip with cassette tape

Handout brochuve

Project director's orienta-
tion booklet (with cassette
tape for some projects)

Viegfoils

Project management calendar
Supplementary sections on the
major management tasks

Hajar management :asks chart

PIP use displays

Staff qualifications checklist

Invervice training topics

Implementation starter booklet
Original art tile

Teaching staff guide (e.g.. a
calendar and support materials)

Album

Guide booklet

Factsheets sad manufacturers'
brochures for core items

Supplementary materials list
with publishers' addresses,
available factsheets, and
brochures

Soot., Plestr.cd ,1474).
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qualifications checklist, information on training topics, and a suggested

agenda for training project teachers and aides.

Starter Set: Implementation--This component provided information

for the early weeks of instruction in the new project and included ma-

terials for decorating the classroom, a detailed calendar for the first

two weeks of school, and descriptions of how to begin each new activity

(testing, teaching, and the like). This starter set enabled new staff

to create an attractive environment appropriate for the region where the

project was to be implemented.

Classroom Management Directory--This directory, designed to corre-
spond to the Project Management Directory in format and purpose, contained

day-by-day management instructions for the classroom teacber. Calendar en-

tries indicated the sequence of events and reminded teachers to perform key

tasks throughout the year. The directory included monthly task summaries

in a checklist, budget records, and supplementary sections explaining

alternative strategies for accomplishing tasks and anticipating problems

and described the practical details of operating an instructional system.

Student Relationships Album--This album described the roles of staff

members in relation to students. Role illustrations were presented to

convey the "flavor" of the project ftom'a child's viewpoint. The album

dealt with the difficult areas of attitude change, self-concept develop-

ment, fostering achievement orientation, and eliminating prejudice.

Professional Relationships Guide--This guide described problems and

conflicts that occurred at the exemplary site and suggested ways of form-

ing good working relationships in the new project. The guide defined the

roles and responsibilities of project and nonproject staff in relation to

one another.

Hardware/Software Packet--This packet provided information on in-

structional macerials and equipment, some of which were optional. The

packet contained publishers' and manufacturers' brochures describing the

materials and instructional hardware to be used.

Flat Art File--This file contained reproductions of display materials

developed by the original project and instructions for the ptoduction of

8
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other materials. It enabled the adopting school to make use of project-
developed materials designed to enhance motivation, to improve self-

concepts, or to facilitate skill development.

In creating the zontent materials for the components of the PTPs,

RMC assumed the following principles:

It was necessary to match the setting of the replicating

site with the setting of the original site. An Analysis

and Selection Kit (ASK) was designed to provide local edu-

cation agency (LEA) staff with information by which to

choose the exemplary program best suited to their needs

and most likely to be fully implemented in the context of

their school district. (See Section 1.2.2 for a descrip-

tion of the ASK.)

The project director at the new site was the critical

element, and management of the installation process was

the key to replication of the original program in the new

site. Information provided in the PIPs was described to

enable project directors to set up the conditions for the

effective instructional program to be recreated.

Project directors were to select instructional staff who

were exemplary teachers in the same mold as those in the

original project. It was assumed that teachers could not

be trained to have certain instructional theories and

methods but that they could be selected to fit the project

model.

Minimum information to guide staff training and to guide

instructional practices would be sufficient if staff se-

lection were appropriate.

A list of curriculum materials used at the original site

was sufficient to permit replication of the originally

effective curriculum and instructional program, since

qualified staff would choose appropriately among the ma-

terials to serve the individual needs of the students.

1.2.2 Analysis and Selection Kit

Because the introduction of the packages to potential users and the

processes within the LEAs for selecting and adopting a program were not

encompassed by the PIPs, an Analysis and Selection Kit (ASK) was designed.

. The prototype kit consisted of the following:

9
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A brochure for wide dissemination, describing the six

exemplary programs and their availability in the form of

PIPs. (This kind of brochure had been available for other

package dissemination programs such as that sponsored by

the Right-to-Read program.)

Further information, available upon request, about each

program. (This information was to enable an LEA to choose

the program best suited to its neds.)

A set of orientation materials (actually the very materials

contained in the "Starter Set:Planning" component of the

PIP) to enable LEA staff to orient school board, community,

instructional staff, and the like to the selected program.

The ASK had barely reached the prototype stage when USOE found an oppor-

tunity to test the PIPs in the field.

1.3 Description of the Six Original Programs

The six exemplary programs, as they existed at the time they were

examined by RMC, are described below. Table 1-2 summarizes the character-

istics of each.

1.3.1 Project Catch-Up

Catch-Up in the Newport-Mesa Unified School District in California

provided remedial instruction in reading and mathematics to low-achieving

children in a low-socioeconomic suburban area. The program served chil-

dren from preschool through twelfth grade. (The Catch-Up PIP described

only the elementary portion of the program, kindergarten through sixth

grade.) The major instructional emphasis of the exemplary program was

on diagnosis of learning problems through ektensive use of criterion-

referenced materials. A special staff of certified teachers diagnosed

student problems and prescribed activities and materials for teaching

two or three specific skills.. The learning experience was provided by

certified part-time teachers and instructional aides in an attractive

"laboratory" environment. This lab was set up within an available class-

room in the school and operated only in the morning when both staff and

students were fresh. Students attended Lhe.lab 20 to 60 minutes daily,

depending on their need for extra reading and mathematics instruction.

It was essential to the philosophy of the program that each teacher

be responsible for the achievement gains of no more than 18 students.
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1-1

Table 1-2

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SIX EXEMPLARY PIP PROGRAMS

Program

Catch-Up

Newport Beach, California

---ToTiest

East St. Louis, Illinois

High Intensity Tutoring HIT

Highland Park, Michigan

Subject areas

Students

served

Nature of

program

Ptogram

Reading and math

Studencs in grades K-6 who need help

In reading or math; average student-

teacher ratio, 5:1.

Students come from classrooms to the

Catch-Up lab every morning. The lead

teacher, the two other teachers, and

-the aide work independently with chil-

dren for 30 minutes. Parent aides as-

sist in instruction.

ntenstve R.Tailing---------------

lnstructioaal Teams (1RIT)

Hartford, Connecticut

Reading

Students in grades 226 who are two

years or less below grade level, and

first grade repeaters; student-teacher

ratio, 6:1,

Students come from classrooms to read-

ing rooms (grades 1-3) or clinics

(grades 4-6) for 45 or 50 minutes each

day. Heavy diagnostic testing deter-

mine, areas that the lab clinicians

will work on with each student.

Reading and math

Students in grades 6 or 7 one to five

years below grade level tutored by stu-

dents in grades 7 or 8, at least two

years ahead of them on a one-to-one

basis.

One tutor works with one tutee using pro-

grammed curriculum for 20 minutes under

supervision of a reading or math special-

ist and two aides. Rewards are earned

by tutors as well as tutees.

--...
Programed Tutorial Reading (FIR)

Farmington, Utah

Project R-3

San Jose, California

Subject areas

Students

served

Nature of

program

Reading

Students in grades 3 and 4 who need

help in all areas of language arts;

student-teacher ratio, 15;1,

Forty-five students from several

schools are brought to one site each

morning for 11 weeks for intensive in-

struction by three language arts spe-

cialists in three one-hour sessions,

Reading

First graders who need help learning

to read are tutored on a one-tl-one

basis,

Students are tutored apart from their

regular classrooms for IS minutes a

day by paraprofessional tutors; pro-

grammed kits designed for the basal

reader used in the classroom are the

only curriculum materials used.

Reading, math, and social studies

In the project's first year, all seventh

graders in heterogeneous classes (gifted

and slow learners); student-teacher ra-

tio, 20:l.

Forty-five minute periods of reading,

math, and social studies offer an ince-

grated curriculum orientad to gaming/

simulation, individualized instruction,

and an intensive involvement study trip.

A cadre staff ((Ate teacher per subject)

moVes with students to grades 8 and 9.
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1.3.2 Project Conquest

Conquest in East St. Louis, Illinois, used a clinical approach to

reading and served students in grades K-6 who were two years or less be-

low grade level. The instructional staff diagnosed each child's reading

problems through an intensive 17-step diagnostic procedure and prescribed

a structured learning program to be followed by each child. Remedial

instruction was provided in 45-minute sessions held four to five days

per week. The teachers, called clinicians, received extensive in-service

training and supervision in remediation techniques, testing, diagnosis,

and related areas. The centers were designated as clinics (for grades

4-6) or reading rooms (for grades K-3) and were separate from the regular

classroom, serving several groups of students per day.

The Conquest student experienced three or four activities in the

following areas during each session: programmed reading, comprehension,

phonics/vocabulary/sight words, and oral or recreational reading. In-

struction in at least one of the areas was assisted through the use of

a teaching machine.

1.3.3 High Intensity Tutoring (HIT)

HIT in Highland Park, Michigan, was a peer tutoring program that

used highly structured materials for sixth, seventh, and eighth graders..

Older students tutored younger ones daily in reading or mathematics, or

both, using programmed and drill materials. Both tutors and tutees were

performing one to three years below grade level on standardized tests.

Tutoring was fast-paced and intense. The percentage of correct responses

for each tutee in the program was calculated daily to ensure that presen-

tation of new materials was adjusted to the student's rate of learning;

the goal was for students to achieve a correct-response rate of 9070-9470

each day. Interaction between tutor and tutee was structured to maximize

the time that each tutee was engaged in active learning behaviors. Tutors

checked each answer as it was made and provided correct answers and rein-

forcement according to a structured procedure. Rewards were an incative

device for both tutors and tutees. A unique feature of the HIT program

was that the tutor also improved academically during the learning process.

There were two HIT centers at each school (a reading center and a

mathematics center). Each waF staffed by a certified teacher and two

paraprofessional aides. To control the student error rate, teachers and

aides monitored the tutoring, distributed rewards, and kept detailed

records. Teachers administered Sullivan pretests to establi.sh an entry

level into the materials for individual students.
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1.3.4 intensive Reading Instructional Teams (IRIT)

The IRIT program in Hartford, Connecticut, was designed to raise

the level of language and readilg achievement of third and fourth grade

pupils who were deficient in the basic skills of language and reading.

IRIT employed a team-teaching approach with three specialists--for phonics,

individualized reading appreciation, and vocabulary/comprehension. Diag-

nostic testing identified the special needs of each student. The indi-

vidualized reading sessions offered reading assignments that enriched

the child's background, promoted his written and oral language skills,

and instilled pleasure in reading. The vocabulary and comprehension

sessions built perceptual and reading skills.

The IRIT program was divided into three 11-week cycles. Forty-five

students were selected for each of the three cycles. During the cycle

assigned to them, students left their regular classrooms to go to the

IRIT classes for three hours each morning, five days a week. The 45

students in the program were heterogeneously divided into three groups

of 15 each. During the three-hour morning, each group of 15 students

spent one hour on phonics, one on individual reading, and one on vocabu-

lary and comprehension.

1.3.5 Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR)

PTR* in Farmington, Utah, provided tutoring to underachieving first
graders in beginning reading as a supplement to conventional classroom

teaching. The tutoring materials included the same basal readers that

were used in the regular classrooms, aloug with a comprehension and word

analysis book and word list cards.

The teaching strategy employed many of the elements of programmed

instruction: frequent and immediate feedback, specified format, and

individualized pace. However, whereas programmed instruction had often

sought errorless or nearly errorless learning with many cues at first,

followed by a fading of cues, the PTR proceeded in the opposite manner

with minimal cuing at first, followed by increased prompting until the

child could make the correct responses.

First grade students were tutored on a one-to-one basis by care-

fully trained tutors for 15 minutes each day. The tutors were parapro-

fessionals who ranged in skill and experience from high school students

to teacher aides and community members or parants.

The PTR program was originally created by Douglas Allson at the
University of Indiana.
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1.3.6 Project R-3

"R-3" stands for student readiness, subject relevance, and learning

reinforcement. The original program in San Jose, California, was a junior

high school program for reading, mathematics, and social studies in which

the teachers engaged in team planning to create a highly motivating pro-

gram for the students. All seventh grade students participated in R-3;

the program followed these students as they moved on into the eighth

grade, and then into the ninth grade. Each student attended one 45-
minute period in each of the three subject areas daily. Because R-3

served an entire grade, the group was heterogeneous (i.e., not composed

only of low achievers).

Important components of the R-3 program were gaming/simulation ac-

tivities, learning contracts, individualized instruction, intensive in-

volvement study trips, and parent involvement. Gaming/simulation rein-
forced skills Aearned in each subject area. Contracts encouraged the

student to set his own goals and to work independently; each student was

held responsible for completing his contract. Teachers used an eclectic

approach to instruction and to their use of instructional games, simula-

tion, contracts, and intensive involvement. Project staff made home
visits to involve t...e parents in the child's program.

1.3.7 Summary
'41)

The six exemplary programs were different from one another. Some

were for elementary grades, others for middle-school. Some required non-

professionals as instructors; others required highly qualified reading

specialists.

Although each program was unique, certain features were similar. For

example, two of the six programs, PTR and HIT, were tutorial programs in

which instruction was provided on a one-to-one basis. This allowed im-
mediate feedback, a specified format, and an individualized pace. The

few curriculum materials used were programmed to maximize the amount of

time the tutee was engaged in active learning. Both projects employed

supervised students or paraprofessional staff to monitor the tutoring

process. Three programs, IRIT, Catch-Up, and Conquest, were laboratory
programs. They all used a diagnostic-prescriptive instructional approach

in which learning deficiencies were identified and a curriculum prescribed

for each student according to hiE needs. Students in these programs spent

more time receiving treatment than did students in the tutoring ptograms.
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All except Project R-3 were "pull-out" programs. That is, they sup-
plemented rather than replaced regular classroom teaching; they required

students to leave class and go to another locdtion to participate. In

addition, except for R-3, these vograms did not require regular class-

room teachers to make changes in their methods or behavior other than

adjusting schedules so that children could be released to participate in
the project.

In R-3, all seventh grade students participated and continued in

the program during the eighth and ninth grades. Unlike the other projects,

which emphasized reading or reading and math, R-3 included three subject
areas: reading, mathematics, and social studies.

1.4 Field Test of the PIPs

In February 1974, while RMC 1-7as developing the PIPs, the Title III

program office announced the availability of four types of grants under

Section 306 and sent application requirements to all school' districts.

The announcement of Title III grants contained no information about the

six PIP programs except that they were reading and mathematics programs

for disadvantaged elementary and secondary students. Although RMC had

sent OPBE some of the information LEAs would need for selecting a program

suited to their needs, they had not yet put infozmation about all of the

six PIP programs into a brochure.

After a joint review of applications by Title III program officers,

OPBE staff, and consultants, 21 PIP grants were awarded. One school

district, which received grants for both the PTR and the HIT PIPs, re-

turned the award after its board of education refused to approve partici-

pation in the program. Since two districts had been assigned two PIPs
eazh, the final tally was 19 projects in 17 school districts. Table 1-3

lists the school districts participating in the field test of the PIPS.

The field test of the six PIPs was an opportunity for OPBE to try

out the PIPs in school districts and to evaluate the feasibility of the

PIPs as a method by which USOE could disseminate programs that would im-

prove the reading and mathematical skills of disndvantaged 'children.

OPBE called for a "comprehensive portrayal and analysis of the process"

from which to decide whether to continue, terminate, or modify the six
PIPs and the packaging concept.

The principal criterion by which USOE intended to judge the effective-

ness of PIPs was that of educationally significant growth in achievement.

From USOE's point of view, if the student achievement test outcomes in the
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Table 1-3

SCHOOL DISTRICTS PARTICIPATING IN PIP EVALUATION

PIP Project Location School District

Catch-Up Bloomington, Indiana Monroe County Community Schools

Brookport, Illinois Brookport School District

Galax, Virginia Galax City Public Schools

Providence Forge, Virginia New Kent County Public Schools

Wayne City, Illinois District No. 100

Conquest Benton Harbor, Michigan Benton Harbor Area Schools

Cleveland, Ohio Cleveland Public Schools

Gloversville, New York Gloversville Enlarged School District

HIT Lexil.-f-on, Mississippi Holmes County School District

Olean, New York City School District of Olean

IRIT Bloomington, Indiana Monroe County Community Schools

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma Oklahoma City Public Schools

Schenectady, New York Schenectady City School District

PTR Canton, Mississippi Canton Public Schools

Dallas, Texas Dallas Independent School District

R-3 Charlotte, North Carolina Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools

Lake Village, Arkansas Lakeside Public Schools

Lorain, Ohio Lorain City Schools

Schenectady, New York Schenectady City School District

field-test sites showed gains equal to those of the original programs,

the PIPs could be judged successful in terms of program effectiveness.

For effectiveness to be determined, pre- and post-tests of participating

students were required. USOE specified the following criteria for se-

lecting test batteries:

The selected battery is to include subtests, at all grade lev-

els, to assess vocabulary, reading comprehension, word analy-
sis skiils, mathematics concepts. reasoning and computation

skills. The selected battery (or batteries) must further meet

the following crizeria:

1. Provide evidence of subtest reliability and validity.

2. Contain interlocked forms for grades kindergarten through

12 (K-12).
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3. Contain alternate forms for pre- and post-testing.

4. Be basic-skills oriented (i.e., subtest items should be

independent of specific curriculum content).

5. Be of an appropriate difficulty level for the student

sample.

6. Include in the norming sample students similar to those

in the treatment and comparison groups of the field test.

7. Be easily administered and scored.

8. Require a reasonable amount of administration time (HEW

Request for Proposal 74-40, p. 18).

In the test selection task, it seemed appropriate to consider the

seven standardized achievement tests included in the Anchor Test Study.
*

These tests were: the California Achievement Test, the Cooperative Test

of Basic Skills, the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, the Metropolitan Achieve-

ment Tert, the Sequential Tests of Educational Progress, the SRA Achieve-

ment Tests, and the Stanford Reading Tests.

Of these instruments, the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) was

the only one for which both fall and spring normative data were available.

Since it met more of the criteria than did the other tests, it was sched-

uled for the PIP field-test evaluation. Discussions with personnel at

the UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation revealed that the 1970 edi-

tion of the MAT was among the highest rated tests in the CSE Elementary

School Test Evaluation report (Hoepfner et al., 1970).

1.5 Organization of the Evaluation

During the past two years many groups were involved in the evalua-

Lion study. As mentioned earlier, the Office of Planning, Budgeting,

and Evaluation within USOE initiated Che packaging concept. The Division

of Centers and Supplementary Services in USOE's Bureau of School Systems

awarded grants under ESEA Title III, Section.306, to 17 school districts

to implement the PIP projects.

Each of the 19 tryout projects had an organizational configuration

based on the instructions in its PIP. Each of the six PIPs called for a

The Anchor Test Study (Loret et al., 1974) was the result of USOE's attempt
to devise an approach for equating s.'ores f-om different reading tests.
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project director to manage the project, to hire and train the instruc-

tional staff, and to orient other district personnel and the public to

the PIP program.

USOE awarded a contract to SRI to evaluate the PIPs in their two-

year field test. SRI in turn subcontracred with RMC for the formative

evaluation and a revision of the six RMC-developed PIPs. During the

first year of the study, RMC staff accompanied SRI staff on field visits.

During the second year, RMC made revisions based on the findings of the

first-year evaluation and continuing input frcm SRI staff members as the

main evaluation progressed. The second-generation PIP's represent attempts

to fill the gaps and to resolve the ambiguities identified during the

evaluation of the first-generation PiPs.

To foster understanding of thelr education programs, directors of

the exemplary projects provided assistance co both SRI and RMC. The

exemplary projects also provided some minimal assistance, upon request,

to the PIP field tryout sites.

The SRI evaluation focused on the degree of implomentation of the

PIP-specified installation activities at each site during the first year

and on the effectiveness of the projects in terms of student achievement

during the second year. In both years the evaluation plan called for

extensive fieldwork through observations, interviews, student testing,

and collection of information regarding curriculum materials. Distinct

groups performed the functions required for onch of these data collection

activities. Site visitors were the basic &au collection unit. Each of

these six professionals was expert in at least one PIP program. Their

function was to visit their assigned project sites several times a year

to observe the PIP implementation proces and to interview the educators

on site. It is upon their judgment that our finds about degrees of
implementation depended.

Although student achievement was the primary focus of the second-

year evaluation, achievement and attitude tests were given to students

during both years. SRI used its own personnel to administer the pre-

and post-tests in fall and spring. At sites having a large number of

students to be tested, SRI administrators hired and trained qualified

personnel at the test site to give and monitor the tests according to

SRI procedures.

Because SRI personnel are stationed in Menlo Park, California, site

assistants were hired at: each of the project sites to help the SRI. evalu-

ation staff. These local site assistants were hired by the site visitor

upon recommendations Llade by the local project director. The principal
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duties of the site assistant were to set up the logistics of the site
visits and co perform the clerical tasks associated with the testing of

project students (e.g., scheduling testing, identifying students to be

tested, labeling test booklets, and shipping test materials back to SRI).

In addition, when needed, the site assistant provided SRI with copies of

local documents, such as student lesson plans and lists of curriculum

materials used by the PIP instructional staff.

1.6 Evaluation Issues

The central evaluation issue for the seconq year report is the
validity of the replication principle. This concept is that the PIPs
would induce projects which raise achievement test scores to the same
degree as the original projects, if the original project and PIP project
were given the same norm-referenced achievement test.

This idea of replication is rooted in some widely held beliefs about
the worth and equivalence of some nationally normed achievement tests.
First it is believed that raising scores on these tests is desirable and,
secondly,it is believed that, at least among the tests used in the Anchor
Test Study (Loret et al. 1974), most achievement tests are equivalent.
Thus, the replication principle does not assert that PIP effects are test
specific. Indeed, many policy makers would argue that projects with such
specific effects would not be worth disseminating.

Our first year results, which showed definitely unspectacular test
gains, led us to question the validity of the replication principle.
However, we could not definitely assert that we would not see the expected
results for this report.

Consequently, we decided to execute three types of analyses. The

first analysis used the concepts underlying the replication principle.
These results are reported in Section 3.7. However, based on our first
year's experience we knew that the analysis techniques used in Section 3.7
were flawed. The full extent to which they were flawed and the importance
of the flaws were not clear. nerefore we undertook a second type of
analysis, called a special study. The special studies examined, both
analytically and empirically, some of the assumptions underlying the
replication principle. The analytic results are discussed in Section 2.3
and the empirical results .2re in Section 3.8. We call the third type of
analysis we did a curriculum-referenced analysis.

The curriculum-referenced analysis is described in Sections 4, 5,
and 6. This analysis was based on the premise that test scores go up in
response to a well-implemented, appropriate presentation of a curriculum
which is relevant to the test ifTems. In our interpretation of this
concept, the curriculum must, in the judgment of a competent ,specialist,
appear relevant to the test items. We assumed that the PIP-specified
teaching style had already seen shown to be relevant. Presumably if
PIPs worked . the well-tmplemented teacher would show better gains thon
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poorly-implemented ones, If the MAT was equally suited to the PIP-specified
(and used) curriculum. The extent to which we were able to show this
effect is discussed in Section 6.

To summarize, the main evaluation issues were:

The validity of the replication principle and the associated
norm-referenced analyses.

The results of the norm-referenced analyses: Did the
replication principle predict our test results?

The type and impact of formal errors in the norm-referenced
analysis.

The results of the curriculum-referenced analysis.

The curriculum-referenced analysis involved several furtbar issues:

What was the PIP-specified instructional style?

To what degree was this style implemented by teachers?

What was the PIP-specified curriculum?

To what extant was this curriculum used?

Is the Metropolitan Achievement Test sensitive to the
curriculum which was specified and used?

Did teachers who were well-implemented show better gains
on the MAT (given the age, race, and sex distributions
of their classes) than poorly- or so-so-implemented
teachers?

The next section discusses some of the analytic foundations of the
replication principle and the associated norm-referenced analyses.
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2 STRATEGY OF THE SECOND-YEAR EVALUATION

2.1 Introduction

The Analysis and Selection Kits (ASKs) and the Project Information

Packages (PIPs) under scrutiny in the SRI field evaluation were thought

of as examples of "strong packaging." That is, they were prescriptive

instructions for selecting and implementing specific educational projects.

Each set of instructions was intended to be, by itself, sufficient for

implementing a copy of a previously successful project, provided of course

that the project personnel were willing to make a good-faith effort to

follow the ASK-PIP instructions. 1
-

\

The fundamental motivating principle behind PIP packaging was faith

in the "black-box" concept of scientific investigation. This familiar

research model was adopted from engineering problems in which a closed

system, the black box, is assessed by measuring its inputs and outputs.

The events inside the system are not necessarily important for predicting

outcomes; it is necessary only to relate observable inputs to observable

outputs.

The design of the PIPs applied this input-process-output concept at

several levels of detail. At the grossest level, when the ASK instruc-

tions were followed, the PIPs were to be put into a socioeconomic context

that matched the context of the originating site. The PIP itself was to

supply the "process" of education. Educationally significantly improved

achievement test socres were to be the expected output. At a finer level

of detail, the PIP design told the would-be implementer how to hire

qualified staff, how to order materials, and how to manage relations

between project and nonproject staff and betw T1 project staff and

students' parents. These events were the inpui to the black box that

was thought of as representing the educational process. The output of

the process was to be the already-mentioned educationally significant

gain in children's test scores.

The ASK-PIP combination, then, was designed to replicate an originating

project by duplicating the project's obvious inputs: socioeconomic context,

staff, community relations, and materials. The educational process in the

originating site was, by and large, thought of as a black box. As a

consequence, the PIPs relied on projects having hired teacher; who already

knew these details. The PIP relict; on having the correct input; the

the output was assumed to folLow.
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This volume of the report on the results of the PIP field trials will

focus on how the black-box approach to strong packaging has fared. In

particular, we will examine the claim that the PIPs would produce projects

that would cause students to achieve the educationally significant growth

that the original projects did.

Our measure of growth was based on the 1970 Metropolitan Achievement

Test (MAT). The obvious first step for detecting educationally signifi-

cant growth on this or any other test was to define "educationally signifi-

cant growth" so that it could be identified as an output of the originating

project; it would then be possible to detect the same event on the output

of the replicating project.

As discussed in Volume One, the originating projects were selected

in part on the basis of their standardized achievement test outcomes.

Consequently, the process for selecting the originating sites defined

the sense of "educationally significant growth" that was appropriate to

this evaluation.

The selection process, as described in the Dissemination and Review

Panel literature, called for the analysts to prefer projects that could

demonstrate that students in the project had an average growth of one-

third of the norm group standard deviation over that growth expected with-

out the project. Projects Catch-Up, HIT, IRIT, and R-3 were chosen in

this way. PTR was chosen on the basis of treatment-control group achieve-

ment test differences.

All projects were originally evaluated using different standardized

achievement tests, except for Conquest, which was selected without

reference to any normed test.

1

The black-box model predicted that the replicating projects would

achieve the same criterion (relative to educationally significant growth)

that the originating sites achieved. This criterion however, was not a

function of the project only; it was also a function of the measurement

methods associated with the several normed tests used in the selection

of originating projects. This is unfortunate because the theory and the

application of nationally normed achievement tests are not very satis-

factory. It became necessary to perform the evaluation while dealing

with technical problems not necessarily relevant to the central issue:

Are PIPs examples of a dissemination strategy that is worthy of continued

federal support?

To remain focused on. this central issue, we designed our evaluation in

two segments. The first segment: follows the spirit of the black-box model,

nccepting the measurement- theory which It assumes when applied to the riP
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projects. The second segment reanalyzes the test data from a point Of

view that is not as dependent on the measurement theory. When data are

examined from two points of view, the conclusions they imply may differ.

The PIPs may be successful if judged by the black-box approach and not

successful if the associated measurement theory is rejected. We, as

evaluators, have an obligation to state which analysis we credit. We

feel that the best analysis rejects the measurement theory implicit in

the black-box outcomes. In section 2.2, we describe our two analysis

designs and explain our preference.

2.2 Justification for Norm-Referenced Analysis

Insofar as achievement test scores are concerned, the rational

selection of projects suitable for strong packaging was accomplished by

assuming what is equivalent to "generic true-score test theory," as

discussed by Lord and Novick (1968, p. 164). (Nontest criteria for the

selection of projects are described in Volume One.)

The theory of generic true scores treats observed test scores as if

they were based on the following sampling scheme:

Randomly select n persons from the infinite population of

humans.

Randomly select N tests from the infinite population of
achievement tests; administer them K times to each person.

-- Assume that the K x N test scores on these tests are
independent for a given individual.

We may then write the following standard random effects analysis of

variance model for an observed test score, Y. Let EjY jk be the expec-

tation of Y with respect to the population indexed by j; then the model

is:

where

=u+A+P+ APag + egakYgak a g

g indexes tests g = 1, G

a indexes individuals a = 1, A

k indexes replications k = 1, K
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Aa = Ta - u

Ta = EgEkYgak

u =EEEg k aYgak

Pg = pg u

Dg = EaE Ogak

APag = EkYgav - u - Aa - Pg

ab

egak is the specific error of measurement; Aa is the effect of the ath

individual; Pg is the effect of the gth test; APag is the interaction of

the ath individual and the gth test.

Using this conceptualization, we may talk about the various tests

used to assess the outcomes of the originating projects as being parallel
achievement test forms. In practice, of course, the forms are only

nominally parallel (see Lord and Novick, 1968, p. 174). Obviously, the

choice of a particular test is not important, as long as it is a member

of the universe of acceptable tests. As discussed in Section 3, our

choice--the MAT--is an acceptable measure of Outcomes in the sense of

generic test theory.

The user of the model (Eq. 2-1) conceives of estimating the generic

true score. Ta, defined as the expectation of Yga k over the hypothetical

universe of tests and replications. In this sense, for a given individ-

ual, all the sampled achievement test scores in the universe estimate

the same thing--not the same specific true score, EkYgak, but the same

g,:neric true score, EgEkYgak. It is possib;e to use the random effects

model (Eq. 2-1) t;, estimate generic true scores and their variances if

there is a data set in which persons were given multiple tests. Unfor-

tunately, no such data were available on the set of potential originating

projects. so the generic true-score model was not used in the selection

process, except to justify treating different normed tests as generially

equivaleAt.

Based on the idea of generic equivalence, if only one test were

available from the universe of tests, the best estimate Df 1:1-:e generic

true score For ;1 group of project children is that group's average of
observed scoreii. Our best method of comparing programs is on these av-

The Anchor Test Study 0974) applies these ideas t the MAT and 7 other

tests. The obvious criticism of the Anchor Test Study and the PIP

replication principle is that they both ignore differences in item content.
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erages. A reasonable plan for selecting projects that increase generic

test scores would be to select projects that moved the average observed

test scores higher than would be expected without the project.

The two qUestions that immediately arise are how much more than ex-

pected, and how much is expected. The first question was sett,led, somewhat

arbitrarily, by accepting projects that had a growth of one-third of the

norm group standard deviation over expected growth. The question of how

to define "expected growth" was answered by using a control group average,

if one was available. If one was not, the test's norm tables were used

to estimate expected growth, as follows:

Compute the average test score in the fall. Call this F.

Find the fall percentile corresponding to F. Call the

fall percentile F'.

Find F' in the spring percentile tables. Let S be the

corresponding spring score. S is taken as the expected

spring average score.

Evidently, there is a "sampling error" involved in F, S, and the

observed spring score, 0. This error should be taken into account by

making justifiable assumptions about the joint distribution of F and 0,

as estimators of average generic true scores, and then deducing what a

reasonable statistical test might be. However, the procedure actually

followed was to assume that

TN-1
0 - S

IS2X S2y 2rxySxSy

(2-2)

is approximately distributed as student's t with N - 1 degrees of freedom,

where

0 = observed average spring test score

S = expected average spring test score

S
x

observed pretest standard deviation

Sy observed posttest standard deviation

xy = observed pre-post correlation

N = number (-.1-i1cren with pre- and post-scores.

Calculation of this statistic is called a "norm-referenced analysis,"

after Horst, Tallmadge, and Wood (1975).
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The parts of the evaluation that are true to the design principles

of the PiPs are based on the conceptual measurement associated with Eq.
2-1. The ability of the replicating projects to move generic test scores
is assessed by computing the norm-referenced analysis based on the value
of standard scores obtained from the 1976 version of the MAT. If the
lower limit of the 95% confidence interval, based on the t test (Eq. 2-1)
for the difference between observed and expected scores, exceeds one-

third the norm grout standard deviation, we can say that the criterion
has been achieved.

2.3 Special Analytic Studies of the Norm-Referenced Analysis

As stated, we feel the norm-referenced analysis should not be taken
as the principal test of the validity of the PIP concept. The measure-
ment framework imposed by the adoption of generic test theory, and the

computation of the norm-referenced analysis, should be viewed as devices
for expediting the selection of projects-for packaging. These devices
should be viewed, and were viewed, as rules of thumb, not as serious
models for selecting exemplary programs. The next paragraphs provide
our justification for these remarks.

The generic true score may well be a useful construct for situations

in which tests are actually sampled and in which there are replications
of tests and samples of persons who have taken them. Certainly, the cor-
respz,nding random effects analysis of variance has found useful applica-

tions. However, there was nothing in the selection of the PIP originating
projects to justify the introduction of generic true scores; there was
only "conceptual" sampling. Because generally orly one test was associ-
ated with each originating project, it is impossible to compare the orig-
inating prolects on estimates of their generic scores.

As a result, we are forced to acknowledge that the PIP projects were
selected on the basi's of several specific scores, no matter what the con-
ceptualized sampling may have been. Similarly, we must view the MAT
achievement scores as specific scores because we cannot compute any of the

parameters associated with the generic scores, since the MAT was the only
test J.iv,m1. The results of the norm-referenced procedure are not opera-

Liorally the vLlitlation of the originating project although,

in the sense of generic true-score theory, they are (conceptually) esti-
mating the same thing.

In short. the norm-r,1:eranced analysis of the MAT achievement data

is not operationalfy ideucical to the "educationally significant" output
that was found at the originating sites. We do not know whether the orig-
inating site woud have passed the HAT-based norm-referenced test of edu-
cational si4niicance.
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Additional reasons for not regarding the MAT norm-referenced analysis

as critical stem from the properties of the MAT standardization and from

the t test (Eq. 2-2).

2,3.1 Criticisms of the MAT Standardizing Procedure

A norm-referenced procedure is only as valid as the norms on which
it is based. The 1970 Metropolitan Achievement Test, published by

Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., was made to 1970 test industry standards.

The test is in some ways superior to other tests of that period, princi-

pally because the MAT has empirical norms for both fall and spring. *

The test makers provide a table of standard scores that are supposed

to enable users of the MAT to test out of level and to measure directly

the "amount of achievement" on an interval scale. The publishers state:

The standard score scale for the Metropolitan Achievement

Tests provides two basic conveniences for the test user.

The scale makes forms within a battery equivalent and pro-

vides a continuous, equal interval system for each test
across all material. Once raw scores are converted to

standard scorea, one need not be concerned in further

interpretation with either the batte.,:y or the form from

which the raw scores came (MAT Guidelines No. 1).

We feel that these claims are too strong for the standardization program
that was used. Our principal concern is that norming and scaling were
done on a cross-sectional, not a longitudinal, basis. In addition, the
members of the MAT battery were equivalenced by the equipercentile method

without regard for a student's grade. We feel that equivalencing within

grades would have been preferable, especially in the lower grades where
growth is rapid.

The standardization procedures that were followed have the potectial
for failing in at least two ways. First, because the equivalencing of
the various members of the battery was not made grade-specific, the ar-

ticulation of the tests between grades may not be good. Second, the
cross-sectional norms may mask the MAT's sensitivity to "cohort effects."
If the test s sensitive to such effects, the longitudinal implications
of the norms may not apply to either the norm sample children or the PIP
children. For example, children in the eighth grade MAT sample may well
have had educational experiences in the elementary grades much different

Only fall oata were used in the standardization program.
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from the experiences of the children in the sample's elementary schools.

This would mean that the growth curve implicit in the MAT norms is not

what would have been observed had the norm group's second graders, for

instance, been followed.

There is evidence consistent with the existence of both poor artic-

ulation between members of the MAT battery and the existence of cohort

effects in the MAT norms. Pelavin and Barker (1976) examined the artic-

ulation between the various members of the MAT test battery by testing

disadvantaged children twice within seven days on members of the MAT

series. Since no large change in the children's achievement could be

expected in a seven-day period, one would anticipate that a given child

would get the same standard score both times, even if he took a different

test each time. Pelavin and Barker found only weak evidence that disad-

vantaged children get the same score both times. On this evidence, they

conclude that evaluators who are predominantly concerned with education-

ally disadvantaged students should base their evaluation on something

other than standardized test scores.

Further support for their conclusion can be obtained from the MAT

raw-score to standard-score convernsion tables. Figure 2-1 shows selected

equipercentile standard-score growth curves for the Total Reading sub-

scales of the MAT. The test batteries and subscales are described in

more detail in Section 3. In Figure 2-1 the growth curves change abruptly

between the firat and sccond and the seventh and eighth glades for Total

Reading. Presumably, the "sampling error" in these graphs is small, so

we should regard the changes as real.* Is this how achievement scores

change, or are the fluctuations cohort effects? We note that whatever

the fluctuations are, they are not uniform across percentiles. ',:or

example, in the Total Reading curves, there are some interesting dips

between the fourth and sixth grades for the curves greater than the 80th

percentile; these dips do not appear on the lower equipercentile curves.

A curious feature of Totai Reading score growth in the seventh grade is
that for children of the 50th percentile or less no growth is expected

until the summer, at which time the curves fairly shoot up on the standard

score scale.

On the whole, "summer growth" for Total Reading is about as large
as the "school year growth." This means that the growth during May and
early June, plus the grow-.h in September and early October, is nearly
equal to the growth in the seven months of instruction biltween October
and the following May. If there is not an abrupt change in the learning
rate in May or October, we must conclude that there is significant growth
in most MAT-relevant skills when there is no school. Expressed in another

Whether the change.=. are real or not, the norm-referenced analy:is treats
them as real. ate variations are assumed to be valid and exactly known.
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way, the MAT is measuring skills that grow about as fast out of school
as in.

Table 2-1 shows the average of the ratios of spring to fall growth
to the following fall tO sprirw growth for Total Reading and Total Math

for 'selected percentiles. The table shows great variation in the average

Table 2-1

AVERAGE OF THE RATIOS OF SPRING-TO-FALL GROWTH

TO THE FOLLOWING FALL-TO-SPRING GROWTH

FOR TOTAL READING AND TOTAL MATH,

FOR SELECTED PERCENTILES

Number of.

Ratios with

Nonzero De- Avera,e Ratios

nominators Total Total

Readin Math ReadinPercentile

1

4

6

10

/0

50

80

90

96

99

8

7

7

7

7

9

9

9

9

7 0.106 0.250

7 1.395 0.454

8 1.519 0.787

8 1.068 0.988

7 1.047 1.661

8 1.942 1.724

8 1.203 1.025

8 0.775 1.473

8 0.434 0.833

4 0.45 6 0.872

summer growth as a function of percentile, with the center percentiles

being most suhject to it. It is p,rticularly interesting that on the

average about 707. more growth is fouad in May, June, and September than

in October through April.

Since the MAT norms are crosssei:Lional, we do not know whether these

t'inciings represent Eacts or artifacts. The Coleman (1966) report and the

Jencks (19;2) study have both shown that which school is attended does not
influence standard reading scores very much. It seems that such findings
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are built into the norm tables; however, we do not know whether the findings

are based on the way MAT skills grow, or en poo test linknges, or on
cohort effects.

lt is possible to discuss the problems of cort effects and link-

ages in the context of the classical test theory that was used to guide
the MAT's construction. Within the classicai point of view, we could

derive models of growth that included cohort effects, item difficulties

and the consequent sutscale difficulties. This work would form the sta-
tistical background for a model that repre3ented "PIP effects." However,
we did not do tnis exercise because oUr analysis of the conient of the

MAT items convinced us that the MAT does not represent a good "sample"
of the PIP curricula.

Our content analysis, which is discussed in detail in Section 5,
also suggests that the "trait" that the MAT measures should not be called
"achievement" for programs that are highly individualized. Individualized
programs are so narrowly focused that children acquire the specific skills
that enable them to accomplish specific tasks. The concept of achievement
underlying the MAT is oriented to general skills that may be specialized

to increasingly difficult tasks. In the MAT system the degree to which
a child has the skill is quantified as proportional to the difficulty of
the items he can do. If it is true that the individualized instruction

that is supposed to result from PIP implementation causes children to
learn srecific skills, we would expect that the item difficulties as cal-
culated from PIP children who had the same curricula would be much dif-

ferenL !:rom those calculated from the normative data. Unfortunately, as
will be seen in Section 5 of this report, the number of children who have

had similar curricala is not large enough to allow a convincing test of
the issue.

In concluding this discussion of the MAT norms, we note that the'
utility ol standardized tests for evaluations is a well-discussed problem.
The basi,- issues are not empirical ones, but matters of judgment to be
discussed in terms of the tester's objectives. Some policit..:s require

that educational inincvetions significantly affect scores relative to a
norm group before the programs can be considered useful. In this case,

the standardized test is criterial no matter what the objectives of the
particular innovations are. We consider such policies rational, if they

are clearly and deliberately defined in terms of the test's content and
the.composition of the test's norm group. Based on our analyses of the

correspondence of the PIP curricula and the MAT content, discussed in

.Section 5, we feel that the use of the MAT for evaluating the PIPs does

not meet this condition, except in the nonempirical sense of gene. - .:est

theory.
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Before describing our alternative to the norm-refereiice analysis,

we discuss technical difficulties with the "t test" (Eq. 2-2) and with

the one-third standard deviation critrion for educational significance.

2.3.2 Criticisms of the Norm-Referenced t Test

The central t distribution is defined as the quotient of a stand-

ardized normally distributed random variable and the square toot of the

quotient of an independently distributed X2 variable and its degrees of

freedom. For the usual application, this would be:

Vii- (7 - u)

t = .o

n-1 2 2
Etx. - x) E(x. - 37.)

i i

2 n - 1
- 1)o

where xi i = n are independently and normally distributed with ex-

pectation u and variance 1:72, and where:

x-i

The model for the.t test described in Section 2.2 evidently would

have xi being the difference between the observed and expecb?.d score for

observation i. Formalizing the equal percentile score transformation,

the following paragraphs derive a distribution for the difference,between

the average expected and the average observed spring scores.

We may describe the processes of calculating the equipercentile score

as follows. Let

sl dlzi = /1 (SI)

z2 = /2 (s2)

s
2

_ u

a2

where sl is the fall standard score and where ui and al are the expected

values and variances of the fall scores. Similarly, /2 is the corres-

ponding function for the spring.
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Assuming the standard scores are normally distributed, the percentiles

of s i=1,N are given by:

=

zi

-u2
`1)[2. (s )] e du

Since and L are invertible, we may write the formula for the equi-

percentile 3tandard score as:

sE 22-T-11[L1 (s1)] )

a2 P(z1) + u2

a2 u2

a2

(si ul) u2

For notational simplicity, we may set 02/a1 to b; then

sE = b (si - u1) + u2

The result is that the equipercentile score is a linear function of the

fall scores.

In fac.t, the equipercentile method of pr.-_NcLing the spring score

is the same as the usual regression method, -LI- ir is assumed that fall

and spring scores are perfectly correlated. If this correlation, c, is

positive and if b > o, the equipercentile expeclation will be less than

the regression expectation for scores less than the fall true mean. For

in this case,

but because

we have

o < c < 1 and cb < b

(sl - 41) < 0

cb(s1 -
)

+ 42 >b(s1 - 41) + 42

Therefore, the equipercentile prediction is an underestimate, from

the regression point of view, for scores less than the mean. If si 41

> o, the last inequality reverses. This says that, for fall scores greater
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than the true fall mean, the equal percentile expectation is too large,

from the regression point of view.

This bias wiil operate r o make the PIPs achieve expectation more

easily than if the fall-spring correlation 'in the norms were taken into

account.

If we assume that the fall and spring scores are jointly normal with

parameters ul, 1.19 GI, a?, and 0, where p is the fall-spring correlation,

the joint distribution of the spring and equipercentile scores is bivariate

normal with paramet._-:s uE, u2, bal, ol, and p, where uE, the expected value

of the equipen:entile scores, is equal to u2. If we assume that SEi, S2i,

=1,N are a random sample from the joint distribution of erpHcted and ob-

.erved spring scoreS, it can be shown that

tN_1 =

: + (bAG

1
)2- - 2 FM EYEY

7

S
2

- S
E

(2-3)

is distributed as t on n - 1 degrees of freedom, where &22, &12, and p are

the usual unbiased estimates of the corresponding parameters, and where

1 1
S2 = 2: S2i and SE = /2 SEi

N .

1=1 i=1

This formula differs from that given by Horst, Tallmadge, and Wood

by the presence of b and by the substitution of N for their N - 1. For

moderately large samples, the effect of substituting N for N - 1 is neg-

ligible. The effect of h may be seen by the following argument. Suppose

b > 1, then we have the inequalities:

b&12> 8.12

if ba
1
2 - 2Pri

1 2
> 0, then

111)&12 -2p1a2) > &12 2veyl&2
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2 2^ 2 - '+ b 01 - 2pb o1u2 > a22 + t-12 2Pla2

Obviously, if b < 1, these inequalities reverse. Thus, whether the norm-

referenced test is conservative or liberal depends on the ratio of the

norm group's spring standard deviation to its fall standard deviation.

When b > 1, the denominator of the t test is too small and will give a'

larger Type I error rate than that reported.

Table 2-2 shows the values of b for the MAT subtests used in the PIP

evaluation. For these subtests, b tends to be about 1.05, with a minimum

value of about 0.8 and a maximum value of about 1.2. These values imply

that, if the observed variances are nearly equcl and if th F,. observed cor-

relation is about 0.5, the denominator for the t statistic obtainod from

the norm-referenced procedure may be anywhere from 87 too large to 11%

too small.Z'. On the whole, however, this error may not be important, com-

pared with the error introduced by uncritically taking the nonlongitudinal

MAT standard score norms as valid estimates of fall-spring growth.

2.3.3 Criticisms of the Criterion

of Educationally Significant Growth

We have mentioned that one-third standard deviation above normal

growth is the criterion for educational significance. For the norm-

referenced analysis, it is convenient to refer to this as "the criterion."

However, in the PIP analysis it is not "one" criterion because, as shown

in Table 2-2, the standard deviation of the norm group changes as a func-

tion of time and su5test.

Because the criterion of significance changes, the relatir...snip be-

tween it and plausible measures of growth is not fixed, but may vary

somewhat. For example, since average growth decreases with grade, if we

compare the criterion for significant growth with the gain at the 50th

percentile, we find that (1/3)0(t) is an increasing fraction of expected

growth, unless 0(0 decreases as a function of time. Table 2-2 shows

that 0 tends to increase with time, but the pattern is not consistent

because of decreases in the middle grades. However, on balance, educa-

tionally significant growth is a larger fraction of 50th percentile growth

at higher grades. It is not clear that we want our criterion for growth

to be harder to obtain, relative to mean change, at higher grades.

To assess the relationship between a(t) and the expected growth on

Total Reading for various percentiles, a polynomial regression equation
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Table 2-2

RATIO OF SPRING TO FALL STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NATIONAL STANDARDIZATION

GROUPS ON SELECTED MAT SUBIESTS USED IN THE PIP EVALUATION

Grade

Word

Knowl-

edge Reading

Total

Reading

Math

Compu-

tat;.on

Math

Con-

cepts

Math

Problem

Solving

Total

Math

(Numbers) X
2

o

Grade 2

Fall SD 11.4 11.6 10.9 12.1

Spring SD 10.2 11.7 10.9 10.0 11.8 12.1 11.1

b 0.39 1.01 1.0G 0.92 0.96 0.06

Grade 3

Fall SD 11.4 11.7 11.6 10.2 11.8 12.7 11.4

Spring SD 12.0 13.6 13.0 10.7 12.4 13.1 12.0

b 1.05 1.16 1.12 1.05 1.05 1.03 1.05 1.07 0.05

Grade 4

Fail SD 12.8 14.5 14.0 10.7 12.5 13.1 12.0

Spring SD 12.8 14.5 14.3 12.1 12.0 13.3 12.1

b 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.13 0.96 1.02 1.01 1.02 0.05

Grade 5

Fall SD 12.7 14.0 13.5 9.9 11.3 12.5 10.4

Spring SD 11.0 12.4 13.0 11.2 12.7 13.0 19.2

b 1.02 0.89 0.96 1.13 1.12 1.04 1.17 1.05 0.1

Grade 6

Fall SD 13.6 15.3 14.7 11.6 12.1 13.9 12.1

Spring SD 13.7 12.6 13.5 12.2 14.3 13.6 12.7

b 1.01 0.82 0.92 1.05 1.18 0.98 1.05 1.00 0.04

Grade 7

Fall SD 13.5 15.1 14.7 11.3 11.9 13.7 12.2

Spring SD 14.5 16.1 15.8 12.7 12.5 14.2 12.8

b 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.12 1.05 1.04 1.05 1.07 0.01

Grade 8

Fall SD 15.0 35.9 16.1 13.1 13.6 14.7 13.6

Spring SD 15.5 17.1 16.9 14.4 14.8 15.0 14.4

b 1.03 1.08 1.05 1.10 1.09 1.02 1.06 1.06 0.03

Grade 9

Fall SD 15.7 16.4 16.3 14.7 15.2 14.7 14.2

Note: b = spring divided by fill.

SD 7 standard deviation.

Source:. Speo4-a4 Report No.8, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., June 1971
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was fit to the normative standard scores and percentiles. The basic idea

is to simultaneously find two polynomials, P
1
(0 and P

2
(t) so that for a

standard sccre y:

f(z,t) = y = P1(t) + zP2(t)

where z is the normal deviate corresponding to the per;:encile for y. In

this representation, PI describes changes at the mean as a function of

time, and P7 describes changes in the standard deviation.

After some preliminary runs, a second degree polynomial was

for PI, and a fifth degree for P2. The resulting equations are:

1.1(t) = P
1
(t) = [0.17 + (8.2 X 10-3) t - (2.8 X 10-5)t2] X

a(t) = P (t) = [0.12 - (7.4 X 10-3) t (3.7 X 10-4) t2

- (7.3 X 10-6)t3 + (6.3 X 10-8) t4

selected

132

- (2 X 10-10) t5] X 132

where t is time in months from beginning of kindergarten.

We have shown thecoefficients to two places. The five place equa-

tion we fit by BMD 07R* has a coefficient of determination of 0.995 on

756 error degrees of freedom. Although this coefficient is large enough

for our present purposes, the reader is cauti ..,ed that errors as large as

107 can be found fairly frequently, when predicted norm standard scores

are compared with actual scores. Overall, however, predicted standard

scores for the five place equation are quite close to the actual scores

found in the norm tables. Presumably, this good fit reflects the normal-

izing transformation used to construct the standard scores.

Table 2-3 shows the rates of change of the mean and standard devia-

tion for the fitted normative standard scores for Total Reading. Compared

with changes in the mean, changes in the standard deviation are small.

The fitted data indicate there is a slight tendency for the standard de-
viation to decrease at the higher grades; essentially, however, the cri-

tarion for growth--one-third the MAT norm standard deviation--is a constant

criterion for all grades. Since average growth decreases as a function

Biomedical Computer Programs (1973), pp. 387, ff, as modified by George Byrd
of SRI.
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Table 2-3

RATE OF CHANGE OF MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION

FOR FITTED STANDARD SCORES: TOTAL READING

Grade

Months

from

Kinder-

garten

Monthly

Rate of

Change

of u

(1)

Rate of

Change of

i.:. per

Nine.Months

(2)

Monthly

Rate of

Change

of a

(3)

Rate of

Change of

a per

Nine Months

(4)

Ratio

of (3)

to (1)

(5)

1 14 0.979 8.81 -0.090 -0.81 -0.091

90 0.935 8.42 0.065 0.59 0.071

2 26 0.890 8.01 0.133 1.20 0.150

32 0.846 7.61 0.140 1.26 0.170

3 38 0.802 7.22 0.111 1.00 0.14
44 0.757 6.31 0.063 0.57 0.083

4 50 0.713 6.42 0.013 0.12 0.019

56 0.668 6.01 -0.029 -0.26 -0.043

5 62 0.624 5.78 -0.056 -0.50 -0.087

68 0.560 5.04 -0.065 -0.59 -0.117

6 74 0.535 4.82 -0.057 -0.51 -0.106

80 <491 4.42 -0.039 -0.35 -0.079

7 86 ,.447 4.02 -0.019 -0.17 -0.042

99. 0.402 3.62 -0.012 -0.11 -0.030

8 98 0.358 3.22 -0.035 -0.32 -0.099

104 0.314 2.83 -0.110 -0.99 -0.350

9 110 0.269 2.42 '-0.262 -2.36 -0.975

of grade, the criterion is an increasing function of average growth. As

already mentioned, the implication is that in terms of average growth it

is harder to achieve the criterion at higher grades.

The following question naturally arises: if the criterion is not a

constant fraction of average growth, is it--for a given grade--a constant

fraction of the growth at other percerti1es? To answer this question, we

refer to our model and evaluate:

(1/3)P7(t)

dPi(t) zdP2(t)

dt dt
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for selected values of t, where z is the normal deviate that corresponds
to a piarcentile being investigated. Table 2-3 shows dP1(t)/dt and
dP7(t)/dt for selected values of t in Columns (1) and (3), respectively.

Table 2-4 shows

[dP1(t) zdP2(1)-1

dt dt

for the second and eighth grades. We are :1.4glecting (1/3)P2(t), since it is

only a scale factor. Table 2-4 shows that the ratio of the criterion to the

growth of the fitted data is relatively conitant across percentiles within

grades, but not between grades. However, the relatively little varj.ation

within grades should probably not be neglected because at the second grade
the crfterion is a Larger fraction of growth of the fitted scores at low
percentiles than at high ones, while the reverse is true at the eighth
grade. Ira column (3) of Table 2-4, we see that the main'explanation is

Table 2-4

RECIPROCAL OF7THE RATE OF CHANGE

OF FITTED STANDARD SCORES,

FOR SELECTED PERCENTILES

AND GRADES: TOTAL READING

(Per Nine Months)

Per-

cen-

tile

Spring,

Second

Grade

(1)

Spring,

Eighth

Grade

(2)

Ratio

of (2)

to (1)

(3)

10 0.167 0.244 1.461

20 0.153 0.273 1.784

30 0.144 0.299 2.076

40 0.137 0.325 2.372

50 0.131 0.353 2.695

60 0.126 0.387 3.071

70 0.121 0.432 3.570

80 0.115 0.500 4.348

90 0.108 0.640 5.926
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that. for the fitted data, Total Reading for children at the 9uth percen-

tile of tne norm group in the second grad .?. is growing almost 6 .times

fastu. than Total Reading of the eighth grade norm children at the same

percentile, while Ietal Reading of.second grade children at the 10th per-

centile is growing only about 1.5 times faster.

Thus, we find that the detailed answer to the question (of whether,

for a given grade, the criterion is easier to achieve relative to some

percentiles than to others) must be given on a grade-by-grade basis. We

have found two grades at which the answer is affirmative. It is not clear

that one would desire a criterion of educationally significant growth to

be more difficult to obtain relative to some percentiles than to others,

especially if the percentile that is more difficult depends on grade.

However, it is important to note that the nonconstancy of the cri-

terion just reflects changes in the norms. Since the norms are not lon-

gitudinal, they are not strong evidence that the rate of growth for given

percentiles changes as a function of grade, or that the ranking of rates

for percentiles reverses for selected grades. It may be that the phenom-

ena are just apparent and that a constant criterion is, in fact, reason-

able. Nevertheless, as already remarked, the norm-referenced analyses

assumes these phenomena are not apparent.

As discussed, there are several technical problems with the norm-

referenced anal;.:;is, but the technical problems are not the reasons we

reject.the norm-referenced point of view. Our cpinion is that the tech-

nical problems are just symptoms, as discussed in Sc..-tion 2.4, which de-

scribes the .inalysis we prefer.

Further discussion of the properties of norm-referenced E.rualysis

can be found in Section 3.8 and in a forthcoming SRI technical publica-

tion authored by Kaskowtiz et al. Several of the results presented

above were first ol;tained by him.

2.4 Justification for the Curriculum-Referenced Evaluation

Broadly speaking, the purpose of evaluating an educational innovation

is to see whether the innovation meets selected objectives. Often the

evaluator must choose the objectives that the innovation is to meet. He

may.choose from the objectives of federal policymakers or of the innovator,

or may choose those implied by his own values.

We admit that our decision to reject the norm-referenced model iF

based on our concept of what is a ieasonable evaluation of a field exper-

iment like the PIP field trials. The decision is based on our vnlues,
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not on technical points. For the convenience of the reader, the next

paragraphs state our biases and their implications for the design of
evaluations.

We propose as a principle that an evaluation must describe what oc-
cUrred. An adequate evaluation does this in enough detail to assure rea-
sonable men that there is a direct connection between the processes of
interest and the outcomes of interest. Our principle demands only that

the major terms in the evaluation be cleaned in enough detail so that

their relationships can be seen. For the PIP field experiment, this

means that "FIP," "MAT raw score," and related terms must be explained

in language that allows competent educators to know what is meant. Ob-

viously, there is nothing profound here; we are merely making our view
explicit.

Relative to the definition of technical terms, we propose the pos-

itivist's "principle of abstraction." This principle is a version o;
Occam's Razor: Entities should not be increased without reason. The
principle of abstraction states that whenever one desires to defi:te an

entity that is said to be common to a collection of entities, i is suf-
ficient to refer to the collection. (This.eliminates the abstract prop-
erty; the principle of abstraction is actually a principle that does away
with abstraction.)

No merely formal analysis of evaluation data will satisfy our pro-

poL4ed evaluation principles because a merely formal analysis will leave

the main treatment and outcome terms operationally defined (e.g.,

"achievement" would be defined as whatever the MAT measures) . In this

evaluation, the norm-referenced analysis, as its name suggests, is coin-".

pletely dependent on the operational interpretation of "achievement" as

whatever the MAT norms measure. This interpretation is related to the

concept of "true score," which is operationally defined as whatever the

items that were answered correctly have in common. "True scores" defined
in this way is just the sort of technical term that the positivist's

version of Occam's Razor eliminates. We feel that the technical troubles

associated with the norm-referenced analysis are symptoms of the confusion
that results wh . i we allow ourselves to focus on entities, like true

scores, that would be eliminated by the principle of abstraction. With-
out assuming the existence of true scores, the Thurstone technique, which

make the cross-sectional norms appear longitudinal, loses its appeal.

The principle of abstraction is quite radical, unless taken with a
grain of salt. Applied to technical and to nontechnical terms, it would

eliminate so many entities that ordinary conversation would be impossible.

The thing called "wall paper," for instance, would be eliminated; we would
have to refer to its more elemental properties, like its color and extent.
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Obviously, we do not wish to eliminate the conveniences of ordinary

linguistic conventions. The principle of abstraction should be applied

in making the definitions of key technicz:l terms, but not applied to the

point where we lose the ability to communicate plainly.

When these ideas are used in defining this evaluation's principal

dependent measure, the MAT raw .,core, we are compelled to view the MAT

not as an entity, but as a ccilection of items. When we define "PIP,"

we are compelled to view a PIP not as an entity, but as a set of instruc-

tions for implementing a specific project. To satisfy our first princi- -

ple, we are obligated to display those instructions that are supposed to

make children answer the MAT items correctly, and we must supply reasons

for believing that .i'esponses to the MAT items are connected to the PIP

instructions.

The connection we assert is that, all other things being present,

items will be learned from a competent teacher, given an appropriate

curriculum and a reasonable length of exposure to it. Thus, our evalu-

-ation of the PIPs as they impart achievement test scores, is aimed at

determining the connections between the PIP-specified curriculum that

was used, instructional procedures that were used, and the MAT items.

If we find that MAT items (that were covered by the PIP-specified

curriculum materials that were used) are not learned, we would have no

evidence of PIP success.

If we find that MAT items (that were covered by the PIP-specified

curriculum mat .als that were used) are learned, we would have evidence

consistent with success, but we would have no proof of success. This is

because all PIP projects, except R-3, are "pull-out" programs in which

the children spend only a few hours a day. Therefore, the regular school

curriculum may be responsible for any observed gains.

The curriculum-referenced analysis, therefore, has the following

distinct activities:

An in-depth examination of each PIP's curriculum and its

instructional techniques.

A program of data collection to verify that the curriculum

and instructional techniques were used in the field.

An analysis of the curriculum that was PIP-specified and

used, with a determination of which items of the MAT are

relevant to the curriculum observed in the field.

Data analyses that quantitatively assess the association

between PIP implementation variables and relevant items.
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2.5 Report OrganB,ation

Tn spite .of the earnest preachings of those who subscribe to our

evalunticq principles, some readers will assert that true scores are a
useful construct. For them, and to complete the black-box analysis de-
scribed in Section 2.1, we give in Section 3 the results of the nonn-
referenced analysis and the results of a modified norm-referenced anal-
ysis. The modified version attempts to overcome the technical problems
that were discussed earlier, as well as several additional technical
problems.

Section 4 introduces the curriculum-referenced analysis with a dis-
cussion of the activities that were directed toward defining the PIP
instrLctional programs and their curricula. It also describes the re-
sults of the field activities that were geared to discovering whe. in-
structional components were implemented.

Section 5 describes our analysis of the relationship of the MAT
items to the curriculum that was PIP-specified and used. It also in-
vestigates the issue of whether the tests given to the originating sites
were more'closely related to the PIP curriculum than the MAT is. We also
discuss the possibility of analyzing children's scores with the discussion
-.limited to only those items that were shown to be covered in the PIP
program.

Section 6 consists of formal analyses relating PIP-relevant MAT
items to implementation variables.
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3 RESULTS OF THE NORM-REFERENCED ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

In Section 3, we present the results of the norm-referenced analysis

of the MAT data. The norm-referenced analysis is regarded by some as the

principal measure of PIP effectiveness. That is, if the PIP design is

successful, the PIP projects will show educationally significant gains

for their students, just as the originating sites did. We have examined ,

the generic true-score justification for the norm-referenced analysis

and have found that it had no empirical content; even though several

achievement tests were used in selecting the originating sites, no actual

sampling of tests or students was done. Since this evaluation is based

on a single test, the MAT, the following analyses are not operationally

equivalent to those conducted on the originating sites. For that reason

our analyses cannot, strictly speaking, show the results that the originat-

ing sites did. Because of this nonequivalence, as well as because of

our distrust of the longitudinal validity of the MAT standard-score norms,

we do not feel Ct the results shown below adequately test PIP effec-
tiveness.

3.2 Test Selection

Although strict adherence to the concepts of generic true-score

theory implies that one need not be overly concerned about ttie details

of test selection, no one recommends that the generic theory be taken

that seriowily.

Because the norm-fereaced procedures depend on having credible
norms, we took care to select a test that had empirical norms for both

fall and spring. The MAT has '-his feature. We also took care to I-est

in October and April, the months in which the MAT normative testing was

done. Only later did we realize that only fall data were used in the

equivalencing of test batteries. The use of only part of the data.

TL total sample of students at each grade level takin3 Form G of the

MAT durini.; the fall standardization was used as the scaling population

(MAT Guidelines No. 1, 1972).
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probably accounts for the erraticism shown in Figure 2-1 and possibly

accounts for the slight reduction in norm standard-score variance at
the middle grades.

We also required that the test permit out-of-level testing, since

many of the PIP children were thought to be at least one grade level

below their normal grade. Through the device of standard scores, the
MAT also had this feature. However, use of standard scores is not

equivalent to using the "raw" norms directly. We have already observed

that the standard scores appear quite smooth statistically (as opposed

to graphically). It was observed that only 9 parameters account for

essentially all of the variance in the 16 norm tables for MAT Total
Reading. It is difficult to imagine how we could predict "raw" norms

that well with the same number of parameters.

Since the test Gelection was made before the PIPs were operational,

the curriculum thai would be employed in the field could not be deter-

mined. However, we ,ould see that, roughly speaking, the MAT items

covered a good range of topics in mathematics and that the reading items

were reasonable.

Overall, we feel that the MAT is one of the best off-the-shelf

achievement test batteries. It certainly satisfies the requirements o

generic true-score theory, and, for those who are not put off by the

consequences of assuming that the MAT norms are valid longitudinally

and known without error, the MAT provides a very good basis for a norm-

referenced analysis.

So that those who are unfamiliar with the MAT battery can under-

stand the types of items designated by the subtest labels (such as

"Mathematics Concepts"), we describe below the MAT subtests used in the

PIP evaluation.

MAT Primer--The MAT Primer was given in the fall to all

first grade children in the study (Catch-Up, Conquest,

PTR) and in the spring to the first grade children in

Canton (PTR). The Primer is composed of three subtests:

Listening for Sounds, Reading, and Numbers. The Numbers

subtest was not applicable to PTR or Conquest, which are

reading programs, and was therefore not administered to

children in those projects.

The Listening for Sounds subtest contains 39 items.

Twenty-one items require the child to match a sound

spoken by the tester with a picture of an object whose

name begins or ends with that sound. Eight items require

the child to match a spoken word with a written word.
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The Reading subtest consists of 33 items. In 11 items the

child must select a letter that the tester has said aloud

from a group of four letters. Seventeen items require the

child to select the one word out of four that "best tells"

about a picture. The remaining five items require the child

to select one of three sentences that best describes a

picture.

The Numbers subtest is composed of 34 items. Twenty items

are read to the child. These items test the child's knowl-

edge of shapes, sizes, 1:1 correspondence, numerical recog-

nition, money, measurement, time, place value, and number

series. Fourteen items require the child to do some simple

one-digit addition and subtraction problems and write the

answer in the test booklet.

MAT Primary 1--The MAT Primary I was given to all second

grade students during the fall (Catch-Up and Conquest).

In the spring it was given to all the first graders in

the study (Catch-Up, Conquest, and PTR), except those in

the Canton PTR project. This test consists of four sub-

tests: Word Knowledge, Word Analysis, Reading, and

Mathematics. The Word Analysis subtest was given only

in the spring to the first graders. The Mathematics

subtest was given only at the Catch-Up sites.

The Word Knowledge subtest consists of 35 items; for each,

the child is required to select from among four words the

one word that best describes a picture.

The Word Analysis subtest is composed of 40 items; for

each, the child must match a spoken word with a written

word.

The Reading subtest has two parts, consisting of 13 and

29 items, respectively. In the first part of the subtest

the student selects one of three sentences that best

describes a picture. In the second part he must answer

eight riddles and then read five simple paragraphs and

answer qUestions about each one.

The Mathematics subtest is also divided into two parts.

The first 35 items examine the student's understanding

of counting, money, measurement, place value, and story

problems. The second r,art, which consiste of 27 items,

tests the student's ability to add and Jubtract one-

and two-digit numbers and to solve some simple equations,

such as: 4 + . = 7.
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MAT Primary II--The MAT Primary II was given to all third

graders in the fall (Catch-Up, Conquest, and IRIT) and to

all second graders in the spring (Catch-Up and Conquest).

Primary II consists of seven subtests, five of which were

administered to the PIP students: Word Knowledge, Reading,

Mathematics Computation, Mathematics Concepts, and Mathe-

matics Problem Solving. The mathematics subtests were given

only to students in Catch-Up, since Conquest and IRIT are

reading programs.

The Word Knowledge subtest consists of 40 items. The

first 17 require the student to select from four words the

one that best describes a picture. The remaining items re-

quire the student to identify synonyms and antonyms.

The Reading subtest is also divided into two parts. The

first 13 items require the student to &loose one of three

sentences that best describes a picture. The remaining

31 items are questions about six simple paragraphs that

the student must read.

Mathematics Computation, a subtest of 33 items, requires the

3tudent to add one- and two-digit numbers, with two and

three addends, multiply one-digit numbers, and solve simple

equations, such as: 28 - = 19.

The Mathematics Concepts subtest, as in Primary I, tests

the student's knowledge of geometry, measurement, concepts

of fractions, place.value, number series, inequality, and

properties of number systems.

The Mathematics Problem Solving subtest consists of 35 items,

about one-half of which are dictated by the tester. All

items are simple story problems, with the exception of two

that instead require the child to pick the correct number

sentence from a group of four.

MAT Elementary--The MAT Elementary was administered to

all fourth, fifth, and sixth graders,during the fall

(Catch-Up, Conquest, HIT, and IRIT). In the spring, the

Elmentary was given to all third and fourth graders

(Catch-Up, Conquest, and IRIT). The Elementary consists

of the same seven subtests as the Primary II, five of which

were administered to the students: Word Knowledge, Read-

ing, Mathematics Computation, Mathematics Concepts, and

Mathematics Problem Solving. The three math subtests were

administered to Catch-Up and HIT in the fall and only to

Catch-Up in the spring.
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The Word Knowledge subtest contains 50 items that require

the student to identify synonyms and antonyms.

The Reading subtest is made up of 45 items that require

the student to read some stories and to identify.the main

idea, draw inferences, and det?rmir :? word meadings from

the context.

Mathematics Computation is a subtest of 40 items that re-

quire the student to perform addition, subtraction, multi-

plication, and division. Seven items require the manipula-

tion of decimals and fractions. Four items are simple

mathematical sentences like 4-9 = 9.

The Mathematics Concepts subtest contains 40 items that

attempt to assess the student's understanding of basic

mathematical principles and geometry.

The Mathematics Problem Solving subtest consists of 35

mathematics word problems. Three items require knowledge

of how to read a chart.

MAT Intermediate--The MAT Intermediate was given to all

seventh grade students in the fall (Catch-Up and HIT). In

the spring it was given to all fifth and sixth grade students

(Catch-Up, Conquest, and HIT). The format of the Intermediate

parallels that of he Elementary, and the same five subtests

were administered. Again, students in Conquest did not take

the mathematics subtests because Conquest is a reading

program.

The Word Knowledge and Reading subtests have the same number

of items and the same format as the Elementary, although

the questions tend to be somewhat more difficult.

The three mathematics subtests in the Intermediate have more

items that focus on fractions, perceats, decimals, and round-

ing than does the Elementary.

MAT Advanced--The MAT Advanced was given to all eighth and

ninth grade students in the fall (Catch-Up, HIT, and R-3).

In the spring it was given to all seventh, eighth, and ninth

grade students (Catch-Up, HIT, and R-3). The same five sub-

tests were given. The format of the Advanced parallels

that of the intermediate, and the same numbers of items are

included in each of the subtests, but the difficulty factor

has been increased.
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3.3 Test Schedulinl. Administration

The major features of the test scheduling were determined by our

desire to test syncronously with the MAT norms and by the schedules of

the schools that housed the PIP projects.

The desire for staying within the MAT norm testing dates (mid-

October and mid-April) meant that only the middle cycle of IRIT projects

could be tested. Since there were no MAT norms above the ninth grade

(and the ninth grade norms are extrapolated), we decided not to test the

tenth grade PIP participants in the Olean HIT project.

Fall testing was completed between 6 October and 24 October 1975

by "test teams" composed of a test administrator and a test monitor.

Every available PIP participant was tested. Spring testtng was completed

between 5 April and 7 May 1976. PIP participants who were absent during

the fall testing period, or whose tests were subsequently invalidated,

were not tested in the spring. The rather long testing period in the

spring was caused by the necessity to accommodate local testing plans

and Easter vacation.

We attempted to complete testing within five working days at each

PIP project, both in fall and in spring. Table 3-1 shows the fall and

spring testing dates for each project, and the number of'test teams.

In those projects where testing could be completed within five

working days by one test team, the SRI site visitor served as test

administrator and the local site assistant served as test monitor.

Where testing could not be completed within five working days by one

test team, local personnel, in addition to the site assistant, were

hired and trained by the site visitor to serve as test administrators

and test monitors. One exception was Benton Harbor, where testing

could not be completed within the designated time by one test team and

where local conditions did not provide for proper use of more than one

test team. An SRI floating site visitor assisted the site visitor as-

signed to Benton Harbor.

The test teams were trained for one or two days by the SRI site

visitor in accordance with the Manual of Procedures for Project Informa-

tion P.kages Testing. They were then supervised each day by the site

visi",:r throughout the duration of the resting.

The Manual of Procedures for Project Information Packages Testing

was developed to be the reference manual for the achievement testing

phase of the PIP evaluation. This manual explained the duties of the
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Table 3-1

TEST DATES AND NUMBER OF TEST TEAMS

Project

Fall 1975 Spring 1976

Test Dates

Number

of Test

Teams Test Dates

Number

of Test

Teams

Benton Harbor 10/6-10/9 1.5* 5/3-5/7 1.5"

Bloomington (Catch-Up) 10/9-10/15 3 4/15-4/21 3

Bloomington (IRIT) 10/15-10/17 1 4/21-4/22 1

Brookport 10/9, 10/10, 10/14 1 4/6-4/9 1

Canton 10/6-10/9 4 4/12-4/15 4

Charlotte 10/6-10/9 4 4/12-4/15 3

Cleveland 10/14-10/17 6 4/7-4/8 5

4/12-4/14

Dallas 10/13-10/16 3 4/5'-4/8 3

Galax 10/20-10/22 1 4/12-4/14 1

Gloversville 10/20-10/23
*

2 4/26-4/29 2
*

Lake Village 10/13-10/16 1 4/19-4/22 1

Lexington 10/6-10/10 3 4/12-4/15 3

Lorain 10/13-10/16 /4 4/20-4/23 3

Oklahoma City 10/6 1 4/12 1

Olean 10/20-10/24 3 4/5-4/8 3

Providence Forge 10/16-10/17 1 5/3-5/4 1

Schenectady (IRIT) 10/21-10/22 1 4/27 1

Schenectady (R-3) 10!17-10/19 3 4/29 9

Wayne City 10/6-10/8 1 4/6-4/8 1

*
Indicates more than one SRI site visitor.
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site visitor, test administrator, test monitor, and site assistant. It

also described the procedures for packing and shipping completed tests

to SRI. The spring version of the manual is shown in Appendix A.

- -

As shown in Table 3-1, :he number of test teams for three projects

(Cleveland, -Charlotte, and Lorain) decreased by one in the spring. We

had decided to test in the spring only those children with valid fall

tests, which reduced the number of test lessiens required. In the

Schenectady R-3 project, the number of test teams was increased from

three to nine in the spring, and the number of days of testing was re-

duced from three to one. This was doue to accommodate local test schedules

and to ensure cooperation from the host school district.

The test battery for both fall and spring consisted of the MAT (Form F)

and one of two affective tests--either the Faces Atcitude Inventory or the

Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale (IAR). In addition to the

above test battery, a PIP and site-sfecific Student Attitude Questionnaire

(SAQ) was administered in the spring. A discussion of the student atti-

tude measures appears in Appendix A to Volume One. Since five of the

six PIPs were designed to supplement reading and/or math curriculum, only

the reading and math tests of the MkT were given. Although the sixth T'l?

(R-3) was a replacement p-!:.gram (that is, replaced the entire curriculun),

only the reading and mat rure alministered because the criteria

for effectiveness at the site dealt only with reading and

math. Table 3-2 shows levels tested at each pr6ject and the

test administered.

Table 3-2 also s: ows 2'1T levels assigned to each grade level in

the :Fall and spring. Wit:, xception of graenes 5, 6, and 7, all fall

tests administered wer els recommended by, the test publisher.

OriRinally t.he plan Ivy; ., ,se the same test 7t each grade level for

the pre- and post-test: However, when the ThlJ 19i5 test scores showed

no serious "bottoming o...tt" in tPrms of raw :irure8. a decision was made

to move to tie recommended test levels for 1 gr;;;:es, This LI-tH;:r1

was made becau,:e of our desire to stay clos.! :3 LLe emp iricai_ norms and

to prevent ceiling effects from obscuring PIP effects. An exception

was made for the Canton PTR project. -'!;:re is no mandatory kindergarten

in the State of Mississippi, hence th l'1R students were in their first

year of school. Examination of each stant's placement in the PTR

curriculum in early spring 1976 indicatee chat none of the PTR students

would hit the ceiling of the Primer, whie moving up to the Primary I

level would have been unfair to many students, who simply would not

comprehend the Primary I question:.
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The MAT reading and math tests were administered in conformity with

dirctions outlined in the Teacher's Directions booklet for each level of
the test. These directions were incorporated into SRI's Manual of Proce-
(lures for Project Information Packages Testing. The manual also pro-

vided specific schedules for administering the reading or math test, or

a combination of both, at each level. Overall, the schedules were trun-
cated from the schedules recommended by the publisher, since we adminis-
tered only reading and math tests. We wished to administer the tesLs in

as short a timJ as possible to reduce the time lost from instruction and
to prevent student fatigue. Tests were administered over a period of
one to three days, with the reading test given the first day. Tests
were given in no more than three sittings, with an hour between sittings.

Students receiving the Primer were tested in groups of 15 or fewer.

Students receiving the remaining levels of the MAT were tested in regular
class sizes, not to exceed 30 students.

Table 3-3 provides a comparison between the recommendations provided

by the publisher and the schedules devised by SRI for completing the

testing at each level. The table indicates some modifications in the
order in which subtests were administered. In a few cases, the Reading
subtest was ,riministered before the Word Knowledge subtest to provide

more efficient scheduling and to allow the most difficult subtest to be

given to the lower grades when the students 'aere the most alert. The
table also shows that the Word Analysis subtest of the Primary I was

administered in the spring to provide a comparison subtest for Listening

to Sounds on the Primer for all first grades except Canton.

The practice items of each test were administered before actual

testing, which added five to ten minutes to the first sitting for the
Primer, Primary I, Primary II, and Elementary levels. Although the
schedule provided in Table 3-3 was the same for both fall and spring,

it does not show the Studen: Attitude Questionnaire, which was administered

in the spring. The SAQ w-s administered in conjunction with the affec-

tive test in each case and added five to seven minutes to adminic%lation

time.

3.4 Quality Control Procedures

To ensure a high degree of confidence in the field-test data, SRT

incorporated quality control piocedures during all phases of fall 1975
and spring 1976 testing. Quality control began with the shipment of

test materials and ended with the test data on computer files.
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L
Exc1,61 Prbc110. itims exceit rrlmer.

bride 4 f1111, iJarles 1 .19II 4 topri64t,

brides 5 and
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For a description of quality control procedures in the field, see

the Manual of Procedures for Project Information Packages Testing in

Appendix A.

Formal procedures for handling mate-ials at SRI assured quality

control of coding, keypunching, and test scoring.

After the tests were returned to SRI, each test booklet within a

test carton was examined, item by item, and coded for keypurmhing by
trained personnel following specific instructions. This examin.-tion

maintained quality control by ensuring that responses were indi-

cated and unambiguous for keypunching and that the,content, ot test

carton were not inteqrated with the contents of other test :al'

Care was taken thaL oding errors could be traced back to th,
responsible.

After the review and coding of each test item, each item response

was made machine-readable through direct keypunching from the test book-

lets to disk. All keypunched documents were 100% key-verified and then
transferred onto magnetic tapes. Each keypuncher identified the job(s)

he completed and returned the test booklets and keypunched information to

PIP project personnel. Keypunching was completed at SRI in the fall ld

subcontracted to an independent firm in the spring.

All test booklets were scored by -a program written by project staff.*-

Cur programs provided for built-in audit totals for the number of records

processed. Edit checks were performed by computer to identify meaning-

less codes and, where appropriate, to test the data for logical incon-

sistencies. The edit checks were also performed to verify diat all

entries correspond, d to the coding specifications and keynunch instruc-

tions. Computer tests for logical consistency dealt prir...lrily with

assuring that the correct sequence of subtests was being scored.

To ensure that field-test data were properly processed into machine-

readable form, project staff manually examined at least a 10% sample

of each type of test battery given, at least a 107 sample from each

site, and at least a 107 sample of each test carton. Thi entailed

comparing, item by item, eacn student's test booklets with the same

information on the raw test data file. Any errors detected were flagged,

and a notation was made next to each error identifying it-as keypunch

or coding error. Higher than average coding error rates indicated that

all test booklets handled by the reviewer in question should be reexamined.

This resulted in one item in the Elementary Reading subtest being com-

pletely rescored.

Bert Laurence of SRI designed our procedures for producing scored recoi .s.
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Error rates were calculated in terms of coding errors, keypunching

errors, and overall number of errors. Since a data field on the keypunch

cards was reserved for each response and since the data field sizes

varied depending on the test battery, the total number of data fields

manually checked was calculated. TUe total number of errors detected

was then divided by tire total number o5 fields checked to arrive at the

error rate. Cinaliv, all errors detected were corrected.on the raw test

data files. Table 3-4 shows the error rates encountered during quality

control procedures for fall and spring testing.

Table 3-=(.

SUM\RY OF ERRORS FOUND DURING QUALITY CONTROL

CHECK, OF KEYPUNCHING AND CODING

OF MAT SUBTESTS, FACES TESTS,

AND lAR TESTS

Fall Spring

Sets of test booklets 3,491 3,491

Sets of test booklets sampled 359 349

Suhtests check6d 822 1,890

Subtost fields checked 26,752 83,686

Keypunch errors found 0 .145

Error rate 0 0.0017

Coding error.=, found 9 9

Error ra i o 0.003 0.0001

r.)Lat orror rat , 0.003 0.0018

3.5 invalidation of Tests

As (L.scribed in Appendix A, the test administrator was allowed to

invalidate su)tests of PIP participants on site. Subtests were invalidated

under one or more of the following conditions:
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a Student refused to respond throughott most of the subtest

Student borrowed answers consistently

Student mark,d multiple answers consistently

Student became ill during the subtest

Student was absent

Student worked the wrong subtest

Student was in special education

Student had a severe physical/mental handicap

Other reasons specified.

The last condition provided for any unforeseen situation that, in the

judgment of the test administrator, was serious enough to constitute in-

validation.

Table 3-5 shows test invalidations, by type and number, for Total

Reading and Total Math for each project tn the fall. Table 3-6 provides
the same information for the spring. Table 3-5 shows that, for both
Total Reading and Total Math, most invalidations were due to abseateeism,

followed by reasons categorized as "other." One project, Canton, had

a significant -.umber of invalidations in Total Reading because students

provided multiple answers. We attribute this to their unfamiliarity with
taking tests, since it was their first year of school.

Table 3-6 shows that, for both Total Reading and Total Math, a lead-
ing cause of spring invalidations was, again, absenteeism. However, most
losses were due to the withdrawal of student:- from the PIP program.

Children were classified as "withdrawn from the program" for several

reasons. Some were simply noted as no longer in the program and'were
lost to us. In the IRIT projects, we listed the children not assigned

to the middle cycle as withdrawn from the middle cycle; such children

may have been assigned to other cycles. In Gloversville Conquest, we

found that some children who were tested had not been assigned to the

project full time; we also coded these children as withdrawn.

Because of various site conditions, we were unable to test a constant

fraction of the children originally rostered in the projects. In IRIT,

as already mentioned, the children in the first and third instructional
cycles were not tested. In Gloversville, we were forced to invalidate
57 tests because of poor project implementation. Finally, poor test

administration in Cleveland forced us to invalidate 37 tests in the.

fall.
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SiASN INVA1.1DAItf'N

a. Iota; Readinie

Project

V1113 1 est s

Reason 1or Invalidatton

,;itiu,ed Response r.rrowed Anst,:zs MtAtipie :.:1:;wers

stodeut

Durtnp

III

Test
-4..--------

i'vrcent

ut

Rostered

Students

Number

of

Students

ee r con t

d

h,ncterod

Nrudont.

tiwr.t,cr

ol

Spljet.;

Percent

ot

Rosterel
Students

Nr1,,!r

o1

students

Percent

cwi

Ro;tered

!itudents

Number

of

Students

Percent

ol

Rostered

Students

Number

ot

Students

Catch-Cp

Bloomince,n 171

Brookport ')9 4t1.12

Cala* I+ +2.1)

Providence Porve

wayne City

6!

1

.

'47.s2

I
1 1..;t:,

Total Catch-Up --17T 7777: T 77:

Conquest

Benton Harbor 132 44,2 9';

Cleveland 1M2 ii.,14 :

Gloversville 213 citji:

Total Conque3t ;2; 777 2 777. --7 U."257.

HIT

Lexington 21'1

Olean 217 44,h 1 0.437.

Total HIT

i

-riar.

-7.77 777 i

.

777TT

--8400minittun ' 4h.V,',..'

,vo.4anuma C.

Schenectadv

'''
9'3-74

,

Total 1A1T -7777 7777:

PTR

Canton 14 74.07Z :0 10.56:4 1 0.53:1 15

Dallas 1h1 i7.5

Total ?TN 177 7= ;!," -7717 T =TT 7 4,027:,

R-3 .

Charlotte 2? 92.P1: : 0.btr4

Lake Villaw, ;i4 98.11

Lorain 3:1 H9.dt,

Schenectady 14, 717.39

Total R-3 7717 --. 7
. -TT=4.. ,

Total, all .or,!,,ct5 2,4 )o,b1".. 2', 0.74:: 1
11,01".: I,., 6.52t 71 0



fable 1-5 1:Continued)

4 Total Reading (Concluded/

Protect

Reason 1,m- Ilvalidation

Total

Sti.dents

go:leered

Ab.witt Wr6n,A ::11Dteit SpeciaI Education

Stude.t

HIS 11.nd; ,p 0 her

Number

.-11

Students

Peront

:;f

Rostered

',ft:dents

I-

Number

of

Student

rerc.lt

kustered

Students

Number

of

Stud,nts

Percent

uf

Rostered

Students

Number

of

Students

Percent

of

Rostercd

Students

Number.

of

Students

Percent

of

Rostered

Stud.mts
---......

Catch-Up

Bloomington
gi 4.64: 12 13.25Z 192

Brookport -p
. .3.28

61

Galax 5 !.8I
n4

Providence Forge

Wayne Citv 1

. 2.38
42

Total Catch-Up 19 -7771 2.84Z 423

Conquest

Benton Harbor 9 5.717.
140

Cleveland 30 6.6l 1 0.22Z 37 8.15Z 454

Gloversville 7 3.81
220

Total Conqueit -77 7777 T 777: TT 7371 814

HIT

Lexington 5 2.06:
243

Olean q 3.91 3 1.30Z 230

4-11
Total HIT 14 -7777 3 TETE

IRIT

Bloomington 3 t.95:
76

Oklahoma City 1 4 .26
47

Stienectadv 1 6.39
47

Total 11(11 8 -717 170

?TR

Canton
,

1.54Z 10 5.2.4Z 189

Dallas ....
" 11.64 1 0.54 184

Total PTH -7 7: ; 3*.
TT 7771 373

R-3

Charlotte 5.73: 2 0.66Z 294

Lake VIllao , 1.47
136

Lorain 27 6 1.616Z 4 1.10 J6S

Schenectmi/ ft: 8.:I I 0.45 9 4.05 222

Total R-3 64 777 7 1.5 T771 1,017
____,
0.b9,

Total, all r)rufeLt.; 5.151 1 ).03Z 7 0.21Z 0 0 78 2.39Z 1,270
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of 1.dmber

Rc.,tvNd of

Students ,1tudents

dt

.0stered

Students

Number

of

Students

Ftroot

ot Number

Rostered ii

Students Students

Percent

of

Fostered

Students

btulent 111

During Tott

Percent

Number of

of Rostered

Students Students

92,711

41.80

92.19

40.63

'1,1 62

92,672

'6 7

Table 3-3 (Cuncludd)

b, Total Math

Reason f ealtdation

Vah 1-sts Refuvd kespcnse borrowed Ansv... ; daltIple Am:were

Pen:en: Percent

Protect StUdf:litS

Cattn-lin

Bloomington

Brockport

611ax

ProvideNe ForlY

'ayne t;itst

101a1 Cdtch-tp

178

56

59

41

392

Total 4 !

11-3

Charlotte

Lake Yilligt

Loratn

Schenectody

Total R-1

Total, all

104

Its6

190

212

131

331

.17;

85.252

4).0

40.6 4

12,527.

96.32

40,68

85.59

91.15:

1

6

Th

0.4C!

rf a

6 14'4

6, Total 41,1clud'. 11

Roason for Laval

Pro'?!ct

Absent Wron.! Subtest

Number

of

1;tudents

Percent

of

Rostered

Students

Somber

ot

Students

Perwdt

of

Rosto'4.:

Student'

Catch-Up

400mingtou

Brookgor:

Galax

Prtodeace Forge

ayne Ci'y

Catch-tp

..pogon

Olviu

Total HIT

6-i

').narlo'te

Lake Viltage

Lovajo

Schenectady

Total R.)

Lorain

_Sennett:10Y_

5

5

I

-717

15

27

211

5

22

:2
7
22

:2

711

8.20

.81

2..39

-777T!

12.311

4.0

7.71

6.801

3,66

6.01

9.91

0.8,2

6.02

9.91

udent

SpecAl Oucati,n ''as handicap

Perce.,t

Number of Number of

of dostered uf Hostered

Stud.rta Students Students Students

Other

6 1.642

1 0.45

7 77!
6 1.642

1 0.45

J L L
Note; To!.,1 ;.ach not applf.:aole for Conquest. IRIT, and PIT.

tlumbe r

of

Student s

Percent

of

kosterei

Students

Tata!

Students

kostered

1

7

0.511 192

61

64

42

423

122

0.50: 200

Ti7rrz

6 1.64

8 3.60

.17 7.7
6 1.64%

8 3.60

294

136 .

363

222

71.77

365

222



1.161e 36

;0'410 Ill 11d2111d 11STS, 22 EASK 411 IN1ALI14111011: 5P11161.:

total Readinv
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Studult 111

'td:I, 1,,t.; 6111s,1 kspow;c 1 14ed Answers Multiple Answers DutitA Test
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:010 t 11 Nimbor 01 Nihibtr of Number of !lumber of
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r..6.113,,
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...
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Ilenton Idurlot 114 lil..51:
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I 0.22:
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Hit

I.,x,,tn 21C 111.2a:: I U,41t
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dill !1: '..1 :,h,;77 1 0.1111:

1311
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:,t.11 ,

e-I
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1.1rir1.1to ;,..1.1 It1.2S;
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1 n )R.11 1J.4!)
...r-r

,
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Lleveland

iloversvil10
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S-1
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9

5
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5

25

7

11

Is

8

In

2

2

3

13

H
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3

IY

2n

loY.

VI'l
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8,2II

I , )6

4,69

4.26,

3.51%

5,51
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11 0

I

i

I

T

4

ii

6

777:

0.442

(777

2.12:
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Y,18l

9

1

5

2

77

6

30

7

77

5

9

14

i

3

3

m

3

22

.25

17

2

27

16

b4

175

4.891

3,28

7.81

3.13

2,38

-7.77

5.712

6,61

3.16

7511

2.06:

3.91

77771

2. 952

4.26

6.38

771

1,592

11,96

7.7.

5.74

1.47

7,40

6.11

h

7

9

2

24

13

61

64

717

15

6

-IT

30

14

11

7

5

28

33

16

6

9

31

196

3.13:

11.46

14,06

3.13

767

9.292

13,44

29.09

192

151

64

64

42

-71

141

454

220

4.5)..

4.1 r,

3.49

16.954

6.172

2.61

77731

39.471

29.79

23.40
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2,652

15.22
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5.442

4,41

2,47

77

8.992
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243
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1.61.

1.321

4.10

4.2n

2.94,

7,071

473
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47

47
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136

365
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1,017
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13.42

12.61
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6.0,;

f..294
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Table 3-6 (Concluded)

b. Total Math

Reason tor lrvalrdatIon

Student 111

v411. Tests Refused Res.tnse Borrowed Answers Multi le Answers Dorton Test

Perceot Percent Percent Percent Percent

',lumber ot Number of Number of Number of Noxber of

.t ilavered of Rastered or Rasteted of Rostered of Rostered

Protect
...............0

Students Students Studelts Students Students Stclents Students jtudents Students Students

Catch-Up

Bloomington 155 10.712 1 0.52:

Brookport

tullax

40

46 11.0

Providew2 Feo 50 79.13 1.56

1iartc Ctty 41

ToNd Catch-Up 70 7777 7 7.71

HIT

Lexinvtoo 91 76,71:

Olean

Total HIT

175

777
81.',1,

717

R-3

Charlotte 222 75.51:

Lake Village 112 84.71 1 0,142

Lorain 745 80.32

Schenectady Ill 17,91 2 0.90

Total R-3 812 14.842 7

Total, all propcts 1,47C 60.51: 5 0.2:2 0 0 1) 0 0 0

Total Math (Concluded)

Pro oct

7tuteS.ecill
Reason tor lival'dation

Absent in Pall ---Tiiihdrift-777

Total

Students

Rostert-'

Abieut Education

Number

ot

Students

Percent

of

Re,tered

St, dtnts

Number

64

Students

Percent

of

Rostered

Stu3ents

Nunher

uf

Studen1s

Percent

of

Rostered

Students

Humber

of

Students

Percent

of

Rostered

Students

!labor

ot

SUldonts

Nrcont

ot

Rostered

Students

Catch-Up

..l.

Blonmirnlon 19 9.401 1 0,527. 11 6.772 3 0.02: 192

Brookoort h., 5 h.20 4 0,07 61

Cala* n.:5
5 /.81 4 0,14 h4

Providence Forge 19.44
6 9.38 64

Wayne C;ty
1 2.38

42

Total Catch-up .. 7767 , T 7177 TIT
r

7) 77717, 423

111T

LexinRton , 7 5.74:
15 12.30: 7 5,742 122

Olean 11 5.00
.8 4.00 7 _Lyn 200

Total R1I 17 5.:3:
21 7.14: 14

R-3

Charlotte 1? ;2,91: -
20 6.80: 14 4.76: 294

Lake Villa;o 5 3 53
5 3.68 .i 7.21 136

L.irain 12 3,7:
22 6.02 16 4,j9 345

Schonectadl .!ti 1:.6!
77 9.91 222

Total R-3 ,
T77 777T77

,..) ) t, . 7. 17 777: T-51.7

Total, all pr)1.:!.. 154 3.7a: 4 0 1 0,44: 114 h.75: I; 3 3.581 1,162

Note: Total Mdth not applicable fQr Congust, IRIT, and FIR.



3,6 Generalizability of Test Results

We do not feel that the techniques of sampling theory statistics

can be applied to the data. As usual in this type of evaluation, nD

sampling of children, teachers, or sites was possible. We do not k,.ow

how to define either the sample space or its associated probability

measure.

Consequently, relative frequency procedures, Neyman-Pearson signifi-

cance tests, and confidence intervals do not have their usual empirical
justiiication. In particular, the norm-referenced analysis, because it

is just such a procedure, loses its empirical justification. A further

consequence of the inability to sample is the haphazard distribution of

sample sizes. If we pretend that sampling theory applies, the usual

inferential statistics act as if we were more interested in comparisons
with larger sample sizes. For example, the norm-referenced analysis

will reflect a presumed interest in R-3 and a presumed disinterest in

IRIT.

Even had we been able to follow the canons of sampling theory

(sampling chIldren to be assigned to PIPs, schools, and teachers), the

resulting generalizability would not have been a very useful feature of

our evaluation. This is because, as a result of our work, the PIPs we

evaluated will probably not be used again. In fact, one of the main

purposes of this report is to justify this recommendation and to describe

how we came o make it.

3.7 Achiving Criterion Growth

3.7.1 Norm-Reforenced Analysis Results

The_ results of the norm-referenced analysis are presente'' in this

section.. Table 3-7 shows the one-third standard deviation criterion for
growth. We demanded that the lower limit of the 957, confidence interval

corresponding to the t test" (Eq. 2-2) be greater than the criterion
beore we sai'd that the criterion was met. We also demanded that the

upper limit of this confidence interval be less than the criterion before

Our computer program for the analysis uses the normality assumption to
interpolate between percentiles to calculate expected growth if an
exact value is not found in the norm tables. The method of converting
standard scores to percentile ranks and determining expected spring
scores for the norm-referenced analysis is described in Appendix B.
The computer program was written by SRI's George Black.
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we conclude that the criterion was nut mec. Srmilar conventions were
applied to the concl(:s,ons about nol:mal growth. If the lower limit of
the 957, confidence interval was greater than zero, we said that normal
,!wth was achieved. lf the upper limit was less than zero, we con-

cluded-that normal growth was not achieved. This procedurecollap3cs
the two-part KMC criterion (see page 2) into a single test.

Table 3-7

ONE-THIRD STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE MAT
NORM STANDARD SCORES FOR SPRING

Grade

Word

Knowledge ReadinE_

Math

Compu-

cation

Math

Con,:epts

Math

Problem

Solvin

Total

Readin:
Total

Math
*

1"
t9.9 2.0

.

1 7.8* 3.4 4.7
') 3,4 3.9 3.3 3.9 3.6 3.7
3 : 4.0 4.5 3.6 4 4.4 4.3 4.0
4 4.3 4.8 4.0 4.0 4.4 4 8 4.0
5 4.3 4.1 3.7 4.2 4.3 4.3 4.1
6 4.6 4.7 4.1 4.8 4.5 4.5 4.7
7 4.8 5.4 4.2 4.7 4. 7 5.3 4.3
8 5,7 5.7 4.8 4,9 5.0 5.6 4:8
9 5.1 5.4 5.3 5.2 4.9 5.4 4.7

Note: Values in this table for Yrades 1-8 are derived from tables in
the Metropolitan Achievemcnt Te!ic Special Report No. 8,

Summary Statistics for Natf.onal Standardization GrotlaL (Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, Inc., Ncw York, N.2w York, June 1971). Values
for grnde 9 are computed from the Standarrl Score co Percentile
Rank table in the Metropolitan Achievemat Tests, Teacher's
Handbook (Advanced) (Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., New
York, New York, 1971).

Pri:1:er test battery given in Canton grade 1 only.

Listening for Sounds subtest.

Word Analysis subtest.

'Mathematics subtest.
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The use of these confidence interva1s does not imply that we endorse

their relative frequency interpretation in the PIP study. As discussed,

the conditions under which the PIP field trials were conducted make it

difficult to justify applying the techniques of sampling theory to the

data.

Table 3-8 shows the results of the norm-referenced analysis for

PIPs, by grade and subtest. This table is most appropriate for those

wishing a global view of PIP success, since projects are not distinguished

here. Overall, the table shows that the PIPs did not result in projects

that produced educationally significant growth. Of the 21 PIP and grade

combinations that provided enough data to determine improvement in Total

Reading, all showed that criterion growth was not achieved. In two in-

stances, there was not enough information to reach a decision. Of the

six PIP and grade combinations that provided enough data to decide in

Total Math, four showed that criterion growth was not achieved. In nine

cases, there was not enough information to reach a decision.

For grades higher than the first, the PIPs did not retard growth

from the equipercentile expectation. Of the 20 Total Reading and Total

Math PIP and grade combinations shown in Table 3-8 for which there were

enough data to decide, we concluded that normal growth was maintained in

19. At Catch-Up grade 4, we concluded that equipercentile growth was not

maintained in Total Reading.

Because the total scores are sums of the subtest scores, we were not

surprised to see the same picture prevailing for the subtests. Generally,

the PIPs produced projects that were more successful in producing gains

on the mathematics subtests than on the reading subtests.

Table 3-8 also illustrates some points already discussed. The first

grade was expected to make very large gains compared with higher grades.

However, the observed gains over fall were not proportionately great.

The erratic nature of the equipercentile growth curves (Figure 2-1) is

apparent in that the equipercentile expected growth was negative for some

PIP, grade, and subtest combinations. We see this whenever the gain

over expected is greater than the gain over fall, as in HIT eighth grade

Math Computations. When the gain over fall equals the gain over expected,

the equipercentile growth is zero, as in R-3 eighth grade Total Readiag.

Except for PTR (two sites) and Catch-Up (four to five sites), the

PIPs produced projects that showed growth consistent with the equiper-

centile expectation. Except at the first and seventh'grades, the PIP

projects beat the equipercentile expectation at least as often as they

failed it. However, at the first grade they failed-it by wide margins

in the three PIPs with a first grade.
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As discussed in Section 4, our fieldwork shows the projects to have

been reasonably implemented, but the six PIPs ,...waluated failed to produce

educationally significant growth in the sense of the norm-referenced

analysis. However, in the same sense, the PIP projects did generally

achieve equipercentile growth.

These results do not imply that some of the projects were not success-

ful. Tables 3-9 through 3-14 show the results of analyses of variance

applied to thu standard scores of projects for a given grade--for Catch-Up,

Conquest, HIT, IRIT, R-3, and PTR. These tables also show the basic

statistics that entered into the norm-referenced analysis shown in

Table 3-8. Table 3-9 through 3-14 show that, with the exception of the

Catch-Up and Conquest projects, there were project differences on Total

Readiug or Total Math in either the fall or spring (significant differences

at p 0.05) at all grades for all PIPs. This suggests that the global

norm-refrenced analyses shown in Table 3-8 were not representatiVe of

all the sites for a given PIP.

Table ..j-15 shows the results of the norm-referenced analysis conducted

by grade, site, and subtest. In spite of the significant F tests for

project differences, the table shows fundamentally the same picture as

Table 3-8. Where there were enough data to reach a decision, the decision

is that criterion growth was not achieved in Total Reading. The PIP did

b"ter on the Total Math standard scores; here, if there was enough

i....ormation to reach a decision, in over oneTthird of the cases, the

dyision is that criterion growth was achieved. However, the sample

s'-e becomes so small for many project and grade combinations that we

ue not able to reach a decision over half the time.

The result drawn from Table 3-8 concerning the achievement of normal

g-,Nwth is also substantiated at the project level; in the 22 cases where

N. could reach a decision on Total Reading using the norm-referenced pro-

cedure, 19 cases confirmed normal.growth. The three exceptions were all

in the fourth grade, one of the two grades in which we gave the same

level of the MAT in fall and spring. In the 18 cases where a decision

could be reached on normal growth in Total Math, all 18 were favorable.

Also consistent with Table 3-8 is that the PIP projects were able to

meet the equipercentile growth expectation, often showing large (although

generally nonsignificant) gains over expected. For example, the IRIT

third grade projects all showed about .5-point gains at grade 3 for the

Reading subtest. In Math Computation, as well es in Reading, Brookport

and Galax Catch-Up made similar large (but nonsignificant) gains over

expected in both the fifth and sixth grades.
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Table 3-11

IESULTS OF THE NORM -IIEPERENCED ANALYSIS, IV PIP, GRADE, AND 8597E51

1 Word Knowledge Meth Compu mon eh Con WI . Meth Problem Solving Mel Reeding 7o7Tliin
CA'A Olin MI Dente Meeto Cain Coin PVC Mufti Nei Gain Clin OM Hence Dente Cain Gain over Dente Meet' Coin Nin over Nati Meet Cain

,

Neeee Heeta
over Expected t Criterion Normal over Expected t Criterion Nornel over Expected t Criterion Normal over Expected t Criterion NORIA over Expected t Criterion bail over Criterion Noroll

PIP Gall Cain Ted Ccowth Growth Fell psin Telt iIrawt6 Dcowth Fell pain Tett Cr 4g6 or4mti Pall ciin Sett Otowch Wail Fill Unin Zeit Clod Growth 9II1 Cain leuo 1nov44 tccth SaIl Cain luut Crowth Grath

Male
Credal

4 viten 1.11 -4,93 -6.14 Not No' 10.28 -4,12 -4.60 Ng
I No

10.26 -10.61 -11.05 No' Nol
No, pupill 4/ 41

46

Stole /

4 eieel 12.50 1.50 1.67 In Unknown 5,92 -1,18 -115 No Unknown
912 -0,41 -0.58 No 13nknom I6.59 1.59 1.10 Unknown Unknown

No. pupae

bride 1

4 aim 3,14 0,14

50

0.16 No Unknown 3.63 1.61

50

0.89 Unknown Unknown 9,20 1,20 1,0 NO Unknown 3.62 -1.99 -2.56 No No 4.85 -0.15 -0,11 No Unknown 2.10 0.11

59

0.25 No Unknown 6.30 .1.10

46

.1 ill No Unknown
No. mile SI 40 46 45 52 40 44

Crick 4

5 lite, 3,11 -013 -1,14 No Unknown 1.16 -1.0/ -1,19 No No 1,91 1,59 1.60 No Unknown 5.11 -0,01 -0,01 No Unknown 511 -0,11 -0,14 No Unknom 2,96 -1,14 -1.46 No Na 1.64 0,64 1.95 No kWA
No. pupil. 88 83 81 81 77 83 IS

Grade 5

5 litee 1.80 -0.0 -0.51 No Unknown 9.14 1.14 3.53 Unknown Yee 1115 1,85 7.17 Yee Yee 9.36 6.91 6,04 Yea Ye. 9.00 4.44 3,89 Unkonvn Yee 6.66 1.66 1.34 No Yee 11.15 512 5,7. Unknown ?NI

NO, pupil. 71 13 11 70 70 73 66
I

Oride 6

4 lieee 2,19 -011 -0.99 10 Unknown 5.88 0.67 0,68 No Unknown 11.80 6.00 5.09 Unknown Yei 9,49 5.49 4.44 Unknown Yee 7.42 1.45 3.08 Unknown Yee 1,91 .0,16 -0,0 Ng Unknown ID S5 1.36 8,09 Yee Ye,

No. pupil. 19 40 40 19 19 19 18

Grade 1

1 lite 8.10 0.44 1.11 Unknown Unknown -OM 4.41 -5.18 No Unknown 5.10 1,10 8,99 Unknown Unknmm -4.10 -4.70 -1,95 Unknown Unknown 10.60 8.60 1.18 Unknown Unknown 8.00 eD,W -7.00 64 'Unknown 4,60 3.10 0.91 Unknown Unknown
No. pupil, 5 5 5 5 5 1 5

Gude 8

1 lite 8.71 5.00 2,09 Unknown Unknown 5.00 1.12 2.89 Unknown Unknown 5.15 337 1.55 Unknown Unknown 5.00 5.00 2,40 Unknown Unknown 2.00 0.00 0.00 Unknown Unknown 6.75 515 2.64 Unknown Unknown 5.00 5.00 4 61 Unknom yo,

No. pupil. 4 4 4 4 4 4

Coquet

Gude 1

i lite 4.6 100 -ISA Nov Nov 1010 -13,10 -33,50 No No

No. pupils 21 20

Grade /

3 eitee 10.1 -OA -0,14 No Unknown 9.00 1,00 1.79 No Unknown
9.81 0.80 2,09 No Yes

No. pupill 16e 161
I59

Gtede 1

5 victi 1.90 0.90 1,60 No Unknown 5.12 3,12 5.38 Unknown Yee
3.85 110 2,28 No Yes

No. mill 115 118
115

Ornde 4

3 Wel 5 0 0.07 OA No Unknown 4,10 -0,09 -2.72 No Unknown
5.56 1.08 1.98 No Unknown

No, u',Ia 178 10
108

Cm)! 5

3 lico 6,50 1.10 LS, No l'a 3.55 4.55 4,50 Unknown Yee
8.69 1.69 5.45 Unknown Yes

Pc. mil

trade 6

1 oitse 5.17 1,11

68

1,67 No Yee 1.16 1.56

60

1.74 tin Unknown
6.95 2,95

68

4,84 No Yee

No. puplu 87 81

7

81



1161e 3-6 (Concluded)

PIP

Nord Know edge hiding Ma h Conputerion ' ith Cone ptl Meth Frodles Solving Total Reeding Tote! 64th

Olin

over

Pill

Glin over

Expected

Glin

t

Telt

Neu

Criterion

Growth

lento

Nom:

Growth

Glin

over

Fill

Gain over

Expected

coin

t

Telt

Nem

Criterion

Growth

Neel

Kenigl

Growth

Gale

Dm

Fall

Gila over

Emoted

Gill

t

Telt

Melts

Criterion

Crowth

Motu

Nonoll

Growth

Clin

over

rill

Win over

Expected

04111

t

Teet

Meets

Criturion

Growth

Meet.

Nornel

Growth

Coin

over

/ell

Glin over

Expectud

Olin

t

Tolt

Mem

Criterion

Growth

Medi

Nonoil

Growth

Gun

over

Pell

Glen ever

Expected

Cain

t

Teit

Neel

Criterion

Growth

Neel

Normal

Growth

Cnin

over

Fill

iain Her

Expected

Gilt Tent

Neel

Criterion

Growth

Neel

kneel

Growth

NIT

Grade 6

I nits

Tutors 5.71 1.13 3.69 No Un nown 3.68 "1.12 "0.99 No Unknown 8.36 3.90 1.10 Unknown Unknown 5 09 2.09 1.29 Unknown Unknown 6.10 3.10 0,90 Unknown Unknown 1.59 I.59 1.86 No Unknown 6.90 1.90 1.46 Unknown Unknown

No. pupill 21 22 2 II ID 11 10

buten 4,12 0.05 0.01 No Unknown 1.12 0.19 0.14 No Unknown 2,92 10.92 7.52 Ye. Yel 9 35 10,65 7,68 Si, lel /.60 4,60 4.14 Unknown Yel 5.71 1.29 1,31 No Unknown 11.04 7.04 6.05 Yen Yee

No. pupill 41 41 25 26 25 41 23

Gude 1

1 oitel

Tutor, 1,99 0.27 0.42 No Unknown 1.40 0.91 1.25 No Unknown 4.45 1.95 2.41 No Yee 0 12 404 -0.91 No Unknown 8,17 6.55 1.86 Yee Ye. IA 0,88 1,55 No Unknown 5.68 3,68 1,15 Unkuwn Yee

No, pneill 90 90 74 14 71 90 72

Toteni 0,66 0.66 0.69 No Unknown MS -0,15 -0.66 No Unknown 5,40 4.05 1.62 leknvvr Yel 1 62 1.01 0,69 No Unknown 6,78 4.51 1,21 toknry Ye, 0.33 -0,18 -0.22 No Unknown 5.17 3.17 1.58 Unknown Yel

No. pupilt 64 64 50 50 50 64 46

Gude 8

2 litel

Toros 1,41 1.41 1,61 Ho Unknown 3,11 3.15 2.75 No Ye, 0,21 1.16 0,45 Unknown Unkno -2,26 -2.26 -1,30 No Unknown 2.63 1,11 0,14 Unknown UAROVA 1.74 3.07 1.86 No Y 1 -0.17 -0.11 .0.18 Or Unknowi

No. pupil. 46 46 19 19 19 46 19

Twteee 1.84 0.83 0.91 No Unknown 3.00 1.00 0.91 No Unknown 1,69 4.69 3.89 Unknown Yel 1 91 1.91 1,10 Oo Unknown 134 1,84 1.86 No Unknown 1.24 1,14 7.81 No Ye, 2.15 1.71 2.56 Unknon l'Pl

No. pupil; 63 63 45 46 48 6! 40

Credo 9

2 litel
t

%tore 0.69 -1,11 -1.81 No Unknown 1.08 1.51 1,46 No Unknown 4,33 2,65 1.52 No Yes 3 50 1,50 3,33 Unknmm Ye, 4.41 2,61 2.42 Nu Ye, 1.87 1,87 1,51 No Ye, 4.08 4.08 6.11 Unknown Ye.

No, pupill 11 12 45 46 48 II 40

Tuteeo 1,72 1. 7: 1,96 No Unknown 1.63 -2.16 .1.01 No Unknown 1.11 1,17 0.93 No Unknown

No. /gill 18 18 III

Ill)

Grede 1

1 eitg 4,94 1,44 1,28 No Yes 1,61 1,04 1.52 Unknown Yee 1,14 1,42 3.61 No le,

No. pupils 67 61 66

GrIde 4

I libel 1.19 -1,21 -1.01 No Unknown 1,79 -1.21 -0,80 No Unknown 3.44 -1.23 -1.39 No Unknown

No. pupill 14 34 14

8-1

Gude 8

4 lite, 3.15 1.15 1,06 No Yee 4,28 4,21 13.60 Mo Yes 2,16 336 14.83 No Yll 1 35 Lb 12.19 No Ye, 3.51 2,58 8,39 No Yee 4.18 3.58 16,03 No Ye, 138 1,38 15,96 No Yet

No. pupill 180 190 786 780 112 119 114

lote: See inhl 3.15 for PPR,

'PriwerEiltening for Sandi: Friary 1Worl Ani lylie.

'Friner.-Nueher ; Feiner? 1.-ElthoutLA,



Table 3-9

0112I1117198 STATISTICS FOR CATCH-11P, BY GRADE

Vord Knowledge Reeding Math Com 'Nation Math Concepts Problem Solving Total Reedit; Total Meth

t t t 0 t
Statistic Fall Ego Spring Test Fall 8 p Spring Teat Fel 8a Spring Test Fall hp Spring Teat Fall Sep Spring Telt Fall Sap Spring Teat Fell hp Sling Tea

Grade 2 14 ;Neal Mean 34.55 46.58 48.08 1.61 35.34 43.40 41.62 -1.85 23.07 47.06 4832 1,93 46.18 44.73 14.41 45.07 44.66 -0.58 33.07 44.04 49,57 I 5
Primary 1, fell KO 7,10 4,92 4.23 1.75 4.05 6.08 8.6 9.19 5.38 5.49 4.05 1.46
Primary 11, spring 11 55 (41) 50 55 150) 50 54 (48) 49 49 48 55 1501 6 54 (46) 41

863 219,63 80.31 8.77 125.11 49.84 91.16 111,48 149.03 85,36 92.61 49.84 116.33
VHS 49,90 10,54 18.44 55,71 14.36 33,33 70.18 39.96 25.6 16.11 14.36 51,36
F ratio 4,40. 3.91* 0.48 2,24 1.41* ]74a

1.60 1.86 ?.33* 5,55* 3.41* 2.27
I'S

1

0.50 0.48 0,14 0.55 0.13

Grade 3 (4 sites? /lean 49.54 52.71 52,96 0.16 44.02 47,03 49.23 0.89 48.38 56.26 57.35 1.07 50.63 58.37 6,00 -2.56 49.08 54.02 53,61 -0.11 45,96 4,81 49,79 0.25 51,33 60,14 58.23 -1.63
Primary II, fill SD 6 41 7,49 7.80 10.34 1.79 9.33 9.04 9.19 8.63 11.71 5.92 8.46 1.50 9.52
Elementary, spring N 59 (51) 52 47 (40) 52 58 346 44 81 (45) 49 62 (521 52 47 140) 51 81 3441 411

11118 141.09 165.16 81.58 47.61 235.96 111.94 315.61 198.85 179,19 60.19 75.20 134,49 108.03 117.12
VHS 15.6 49.26 59.26 110.59 50.92 4,29 69.18 76,14 68,98 143,41 32,24 611.57 41.11 84.66

F ratio 3,99' 3 36. 1.41 0,43 4.6* 3.14* 4.56* 2,59 2,60 0.42 2.31 1.16 4.10 2.09
F-S OM 0.16 0,58 0.62 9.53 0.49 0.68 0

Grade 4 0 sites/ Mean 55.51 59.48 58.6 -1.34 53.41 58.11 55.10 -3.19 6.84 63.41 6.00 1.69 54.18 60.14 60.21 -0.01 54,76 61.12 60.80 -0.24 6.23 57,95 55.92 -1.46 5735 65.01 65.54 0.65
Elementary, fall SD 1.95 8.08 1.68 9.06 8.11 10.53 8.6 8.41 9,44 9.89 7.19 8.19 8.09 8,14

Elementum, spring 11 93 (83) 83 91 361 83 91 (81) 81 90 (81) 81 89 1711 BO 93 186 B? 81 011 18

IIHS 98.59 122.61 110.61 93.17 141.78 51234 45.63 32.92 121,25 135,44 19.01 ,I19.69 181,13 202.87
VHS 61.58 63.41 54.64 81.49 51.50 66.53 76.11 11.94 I 87,63 15,91 51,62 0,41 5930 44.52
F ratio 1,60 1.91 1,95 1,14 4,20* 8.62' 0.60 0,45

1.38 1.41 2.31 L53 1(03 2.42*
9-5 0.15 0.43 0.62 0,54 0.46

I 1511 0.70

Grade S 0 sites/ Hen 61.70 65,15 65.11 -0.51 56,95 61.11 61.11 3.5/ 62.41 64.92 74.51 7.51 58.6 61.10 61.19 6.04 60.90 64.44 69.03 3.69 56.30 65.5B 65.11 2,34 63,90 69,15 75.15 5.14
Elementary, fall SO 1.56 1.48 9,64 10.48 10.0 8.19 10.58 8.44 937 I 836 8,01 5.87 9,54 8.118

Intermediate, lone; N 79 (715 17 79 1131 71 81 (11) 13 81 (70) 11 81 1103 '1 79 116 11 79 1651 6
BeS 44.58 62.20 218.90 93.15 394.69 396.66 615.00 180.07 333.26 ?1.01 134.21 19.82 494.31 201.91
talS 6.68 55.65 86.03 110.85 87.65 58,49 85,31 64,14 6,01 10.19 61(40 14,63 59,24 56(10
F ratio 1.52 1,11 2.60 0.84 4.50' 6.18 1.10* 2.78* 1.92* 2.16 1.19 1.01 7,14* 3.10*
7-5 0.67 0.59 0.58 0.53 0.49 0.75 4,60

Grade 6 14 sites) gran 66,11 68 72 67,81 -0,99 62,87 61,98 68.86 0,68 69,51 75.03 81.36 5.08 65.14 68.21 74,05 4.44 67,13 12,05 15,10 3.06 6139 67.79 61,71 -0,01 71,09 14,80 82 33 6.09
Elementary, fall SD 8.02 933 10.66 11.47 10.9 9.26 9.99 8.57 10.61 9.61 9.05 10.65 9.58 1.21
Intermediate, opting N 46 1391 42 47 1405 42 44 3401 4/ 44 1391 40 45 (36 40 48 3391 42 44 WI 39

175 316,83 115.39 290.94 411.34 31338 348.15 190.03 254.91 68.98 .41.19 117.17 246,57 29636 191.17
015 60,54 95.11 101,11 109,08 96(98 64.98 91(10 68,36 81,19 6..11 12,41 103.11 76,11 19.95
F ratio 1,93 1.21 2.88' 1,83* 3,24* 5.36 5.04 4,37m 6.85m 2,85 2.92* 2.42 3,59. 4.1.
Fl 0.85 0,75 0.6 0.68 0,79 0.81 0,83

Grade 1 (1 site) Mean 18.40 19.20 79.60 0.17 82.10 82.60 62.00 -0 10 6./0 94,10 96.40 0,89 93.40 93,90 69.10 -0.95 86.60 88.63 91.10 1.28 80.40 80.40 6.40 0 94.20 6.70 98.80 0.93
Intermediate, fall SD 6.39 10.45 11.44 13.1? 6,14 MO 13.12 9.01 14.29 8.11 9.10 12.62 9.16 631
Advanced, spring N 5 (5) 5 5 151 5 5 151 1 5 (S) 5 5 16 5 5 151 5 5 1 151 5

F-S 0,91 0,94 0,65 OM 0.19 7.09 0.75

Grade 8 (1 site/ Mean

Advanced, fall SD

Adv anted , spr ing 9 4

6ey1 Lep la the nape ted mean; SD st ndard eviation number of students (number in parertheses are the ratchets of rhildren for whom both fell end sp in; lee are available); BMS between mean qv re WM within mean quare;
F-S in the fall to spring correlation.



Table 1-10

81309187193 STATISTICS FOR 1-1, BY

9-3 Statistic

ord Enovledge Readi /lath Computation Math C ncepta roobler 3iliTing Total Read ill_ Tots i.:7---

Fall Ex rin

t

Teat Fell E 5 nil

t

Teal Fall Ex S in Teat Fall ing_

t

Text Fall Ex S in Test Fall to. I rtn

t

Feet Fall Or. S rin

t

lest

Grade 8 (4 lite!)

Advanced, fall

Advanced, spring

Mean

sg

59

BM

4561

F ratio

F-S

BIM

13.76

926

2860.46

180.72

15.83,

83,31

(180)

84,89

14.14

813

1974.17

193.71

13, SS

0.88

7.06 80.84

14,75

931

1136,53

113,94

6.15*

81.20

(7901

85,14

15.16

622

2427.31

240.34

10,10*

0.84

81.80 90,47

12.33

933

591.45

150.72

3.92'

59.99

(786)

93.61

13.18

816

447,94

171,21

1.59

0.84

14.83 93.22

12.71

930

197.20

159. SO

SA*

83.28

(780)

86,84

14,29

917

853.97

101,86

4.23*

0,85

12,39 87.63

14.52

978

191.63

210,84

0.91

68.85

OW

91,11

14.17

811

813.06

216,10

3,16*

0.83

8.39 81.02

14.66

929

:463.69

207,76

1136*

81.21

(779)

85.51

15.51

812

2914,14

230,48

17.644

0.92

16.03 91.91

13,10

914

361.69

1711.88

2.13

97,43

(774)

95.59

13.91

811

146.31

191.41

3.91*

0.91

0.96

Fey: lop ir the expe teC roan; 611 atondard deviation; 71 nut r of atudenta Hobe!a in parenth Bea ire the numbera ol childre for tkom both fall and spring date are available); BM between mean square; RS within rear square F-S the f all to
pring correlation,

*9 50.05,



Table 1-11

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR CONQUEST, 60 GRADE

Conquest (lade

Word Knowledge Reading

hp Spring

I

Test Fall

Total Reading

Exp Spring

t

Test
Statistic F111 Exp Spring

t

Test Fall

Grade 2 (3 sites) Mean 38.79 49.50 49,19 -0,74 36,59 44.72 45,54 1,19 36,99 46.28 46.89 2,09

Primary I, tall SD 8,60 5,44 7,10 7,50 0.81 5,44

'rimary II, spring 206 (169) 110 198 (103) 173 196 (199, 110

888 631.09 33,67 383,73 233.33 524.04 64,5/

VMS 68,46 29.55 46.99 15.94 41,40 29.21

F ratio 4.22* 1,14 6,11* 4,24* 12.66* 2.21

F-S 0,63 0.51 0.69

Crade 3 (3 sites) Mean 48.40 51,46 52,70 1.60 44.38 46,35 50,07 5.08 45.77 47,86 49.89 2.18

Primary II, fall SD 6.19 7.15 7,48 8.57 5.85 7,77

Elementary, spring N 154 (115) 136 171 0381 138 154 (115) 136

BMS 34.17 55,43 107,36 73,70 55.56 69,87

WMS 36.40 51.08 55,41 73,30 33,68 59,89

F ratio 0.89 1,09 1.94 1.00 1,64 1.50

F-S 0.59 0,42 0,54

Grade 4 (3 sites) Mean 52,51 56,11 56.61 0.13 50.28 55,15 55,05 -0,12 50,02 53.99 54.19 1.96

Elementary, fall SD 7.29 1.58 7.69 10.55 1,29 8.04

Elementary, sprine N 149 (108) Ill 152 (III) Ill 149 (108) Ill

MS 49,38 19.92 283.62 314,41 110.25 89.49

VMS 53.14 56,14 59,35 107,45 52.22 04.25

F ratio 0,93 0,34 4.78* 2,93 2.11 1.39

F-S 0,71 0,64 0.73

Grade 5 (3 sites) Mean 59.10 64,13 65.51 2.42 56,05 62.16 66.91 4.50 56,71 61.6! 05.41 5,45

Elementary, fall SD 7..1 6.79 9.72 8,71 7,77 7.51

Intermon,ate, spring N 94 (66) 69 96 (09) 69 94 (68) 69

RMS 7lr, ,,i 401,96 85.71 257.11 041,06 417,51

VMS ,,'''.52 35.20 78,59 70,35 47,20 46,42

F rafio ',.36* 11.48* 10.03* 3,0* 14.050i 9.00*

F-S 0,76 0.55 0,12

Grade 6 (3 sites) Mean 65.21 66,10 71,07 3,67 63,83 10,77 72.13 1,14 63.19 68.45 71.40 4,64

Elementary, fall SO 4.82 8.01 11.97 10.81 10.74 9.26

Intermediate, sprine N 106 (87) 87 106 (87) 87 106 (87) 87

8MS 1983.80 1112.17 3096,08 1289,55 2608.74 1405.60

VMS 59.74 39.25 85,89 89,03 66,83 54.35

F atio 33.21* 26,33* 30,05* 14,49* 39.01* 25.86*

F-S 0,78 0,12 0.84

Key: Exp is the expected mean; SD ' standard daiation; N 2 number of students (numbers in parentheses are the numbers of

children for whom both fall and spring data are available); OS between mean square; VHS . within moan square; F-S is the

fall to spring correlation.
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Table 3-12

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR 181T, BY GRADE

!HIT Grade Statiqic

Word Knowledge Reading Total R21121

:10 S ring

t

TestFall Ex Spring

t

Test Fall Ex S ring

t

Test Fall

Grade 3 (3 sites) Mean 51,25 54.02 55,46 2.28 46,60 47.23 52,27 5.52 48,41 50,31 52,73 3.63

Ptimary II, fall S0 5,86 5,70 8.47 7.42 6,44 5,98

Elementary, spring S 105 (67) 67 105 (67) 67 105 (65) 66

IRIS 245.59 62.48 414,45 249,15 293,30 112,53

VMS 10.24 31,56 65.16 44,04 36.54 33.2/

F ritin 8,124 1,98 6,37* 5,084 8.034 3.38*

F-S 1.58 0.49 0.58

Grade 4 (2 sites) Mean 58.26 63,68 62,47 -1.05 55.19 60.74 54.53 -0.80 55,15 61.34 60.12 -1,39

Elementary, fall 9 7,80 7.79 9,06 9.95 /.67 7,93

Elementary, sprinc 4 58 (34) 34 57 (34) 34 57 (34) 34

8MS 84.00 543 53 4.41 450,42 42,20 4811.10

VMS 50.38 45.53 83,56 88,06 59,10 49,92

F ratio 1.39 11.94* 6.05 5.11* 0.11 9,62*

F-S 0.70 0.61 0,81

Key: Exp is the expected mean; 60 4 standard deviation; N number of students (number in parentheses

are the numbers of chi(dren for whom both fall and spring data are available); HIS , between mean

square; VMS 2 within mean square; F-S is the fall to spring correlation.

1., 8



Table 3-13

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR HIT, BY GRADE

ord knowledge Rea ing Math Com dation Meth Concepts Problem Solving Total Beading Total Math

t t t t t t t

HIT Grade Statistic Fall cap Spring Test Fall Sap Spring Telt Fill Sap Spring Test Fall hp ,v,ing Test Fell Esp Spring Test Fall Sep Spridjest Fall Sep Spring Test

Grade 6: Tutors (I site) Mean 69,29 11.55 15.27 1,69 72.58 11,17 15.95 -0,99 16,33 84,55 88,45 1,10 .4.6u i3.27 13.36 1,29 17.69 82,00 83,27 0,90 69,96 13.95 75.55 1,86 19.46 84.60 86,64 1.46

Elementary, fall ID 6.09 8.00 1.47 9.02 13.79 11.93 :3.89 11,27 15.69 11.63 6.91 7.88 14.60 10,98

Intermediate, spring N 24 (221 22 24 (22) 22 15 (11) 11 15 (11) 11 13 (10) 11 24 (22) 22 11 (10) 11

F-S 0.80 0,13 0,83 0.94 0.82 0.86 0,98

Grade 6: Tutees 11 site) Mean 58.21 62,15 62.20 0.05 50.41 65.03 65.22 0.14 59.54 6208. 12.10 1,52 55.55 54.24 64,96 1.68 59,00 62.04 66,48 4,14 51.09 61.24 62.54 1,38 61.48 65.65 11.12 6.05

Elementary, fall : SD 8.58 8.63 9.35 9,00 10,26 8,86 8.61 1.18 9,44 8.66 6,94 8.81 9,41 7,52

Intermediate, spring N 43 (4)) I 43 (41) 41 28 (25) 21 29 (26) 21 27 (25) 27 43 (41) 41 25 (23) 21

1-9 0,14 0.51 0.13 0,66 0,83 0.1 0,82

Grade 7: Tutors (2 sites) Men 86,62 88,28 68.54 O4/ 86.06 86,71 81,69 1,25 98,63 101.69 103.64 2.41 93.61 96.11 95,27 -0,91 91,36 93.66 100,11 8.86 86.89 87,94 88,82 1.55 99.12 101.71 105.19 6.15

Intermediate, fall
vp

11.90 11.99 10.81 13.96 11.99 10.43 14.21 12.55 11.03 11.08 11,41 13,44 12.14 11,11

Advanced, spring N 93 (90) 90 93 (90) 90 76 (141 74 16 (14) 74 16 (131 73 93 (90) 90 76 (12) 12

8MS 1523,26 2519.40 1078.02 2688.68 4292.12 1782,11 4806.96 2911.90 2890.62 2051.31 1889,35 3051,16 3930,17 2195,84

WMS 115.41 115.91 101,61 166.58 81.61 85.48 141,42 118.45 84.28 95.59 111.14 147,95 101 1/ 91.82

F-ratic 11.86, 22,14* 10.02* 16,14* 48,99, 20.86* 31,99* 25.14* 34,30, 21.46* 11,00* 10.61* 18,87, 21,41*

1-3 0,81 0.85 0.81 0,81 0.84 692 0,90

Grade 7: Tutees (1 sites) Mean 72.45 71.19 73.84 0.69 11.49 14.11 13.42 -0.66 84.04 85,7) 89,88 3.62 16,65 17.39 78,47 0.89 77.38 79,13 84,15 3.21 12,19 13.49 13,31 -0.21 83,64 85,85 89.06 3.58

Intermediate, fall SD 9,51 10,15 9.62 10.34 9,90 9.64 11,06 9.86 10.15 11,02 9,55 10,34 9,45 9,13

Advanced, spring 9 67 1641 64 67 (64) 64 52 (50) 51 52 (50) 51 52 (50) 51 67 (64) 64 50 (481 51

EMS 1998,68 1539,80 1285.11 616,38 1913.86 484 76 1134.43 868.58 1400.98 2201,84 1939.01 1962.04 1662,30 1081.46

WNS 61.17 16,49 74.11 97,70 61,60 84.99 102.03 81.47 19.19 19,70 62.16 71,03 56.44 63.01

7-rstio 12.611* 11,20* 17,15* 6,92* 31.07* 5.70* 11.12* 10,66* 17.69, 27.10* 30.90* 25.47, 29.45* 11,16,

F-S 0,72 0,58 0,66 0.12 0.59 0.17 0,19

Grade 8: Tutors 12 sites) Mean 82,40 84,59 86.00 I 61 79.65 80.54 83,10 2.15 90,10 90.10 91.26 0.45 19.71 81.61 18.01 -1.10 84.85 86.08 81,79 0,84 81.15 82,34 85.41 3,86 90.55 91,26 90.89 -0.18

Advanced, fall SU 11.91 14.11 15.04 14,66 1.19 11,21 9.59 12.10 8,01 11,13 15,06 15.11 1.11 11.78

Advanced, ming 9 (2 146) 46 52 146) 46 10 (19) 19 21 (19) H 20 (19) 19 51 (461 46 20 (19) 19

BMS 5113,54 5142.50 5948.17 5017,98 215.25 110.51 619,29 1340.14 410.87 610.88 6579,10 5860.14 440,21 833,79

81.14 92,44 111.91 104,36 52.16 111.24 64.26 81,43 42.65 91,66 99.82 105,98 18.26 97.88

F-ratio 68.80 55.63, 53.15* 48.66* 4,13 1,33 9.64, 16,46* 11,04* 1,32* 65,91* 55,48* 11.50* 6,52*

P.S 0,91 0.86 0,35 0.81 0.61 0,94 0.66

Grade 11: Tutees (1 sites Mean 16.16 18.94 19,51 0,98 71.48 15,46 76.20 0,91 90,70 88.13 91.76 3,89 81.85 81.41 83.66 1.80 89.54 90.05 91,11 1.86 14.90 16,08 18,06 2.81 92.04 91,05 94,40 2.56

reading', I site, math) SD 10.19 12.45 10.61 11.06 11.21 10.52 9,20 12,29 9,34 11,05 10.10 12.12 10.13 11,64

Advanced, fall 1: (63) 65 /1 (611 66 53 (45) 50 54 (461 50 51 144) 45 71 (62) 65 52 (40) 45

Advanced, [spring 9595 2744:79 3466.14 2161.95 1466.27 3065,78 2871,01

4593 68.15 101,43 82.72 101.35 65,14 101,47

F-ratio 40.27* 33,66, 26.21* 14,41, 41,01* 21,80*

,.g
(6 92 0,61 0.75 0.82 0,81 0.85 0,83

Grade 9; Tutors (1 sites) Mean 86.40 89,)8 88,57 -1.85 83,09 85,44 86,94 1,46 100.96 106,06 106.58 2.5. 89.59 91.35 94.85 3,31 91.10 101.61 103.81 2.42 85,32 86,41 88.63 2.51 101.48 104.02 107.60 6.11

Advanced, fall SU 13.20 13,99 15,94 15.58 12.31 12.86 13.23 12.12 13,40 13.46 14,91 15.19 12.51 12.21

Advanced, spring 8 85 (71) 71 16 (12) 72 55 '46) 48 58 (46) 46 54 (44) 41 85 1711 12 54 (40) 43

/591 041.04 5380.18 10854.94 1714.80 1615.55 1165.15 3601.85 2408,14 4320.11 2341,94 9484,06 1516.16 3174.00 1914.51

WhIS 91.41 117.28 111.96 135.11 124.38 143.62 111,68 110.85 100,01 111.21 111.02 125.84 98,64 101.55

F-ratia 61.12* 48,43, 84,83, 51,54* 12,99* 8,11, 31,14* 21,13* 43,19* 1139* 65.43* 60.11* 92,16* 11.80*

7-2 0.90 0,84 0.82 0.85 0.85 0.91 0.94

Trade 9: Tutees (2 sites) Mean 11.00 1 (10 16,12 1.96 13,00 75,91 13.61 -1.07 12,45 13,89 15.06 0,98

Advanced, full SU 8,24 7.19 10.24 12.01 8.15 8.78

Advanced, apring 9 20 1181 18 20 118) 18 20 (18) 18

IIMS 26.11 14,67 1.05 61,34 10.64 52.11

415 10.20 54.06 110,61 149,31 19,67 78.64

7-natin 0,11 0.17 0.01 0,41 0,76 9.67

F.S 0.91 0,66 0.114

Key: Exp is the expected mean; SD standard deviation; N numb r of students In mbers i parentheses ate the numb rs of children f r whom both lull and opting data re available); S between mean square; WHS . within TOA square; F-S is he fall to sprin correlation.

'n 0.05,



Table 3-14

DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS FOR GRADE 1, BY PROJECT

Grade 1 Project Statistic

LiTtening for Sounds

Sprin

t

Test

iliaLieJlile

Fall Ex Spring

t

Test Fall

Reading

x. kin

t

Test Fall

Word

Ex

Analysis

S.rin:

t

Test Fall

Teial

Ex.

Reading

Spring

t

Test Fall

Total

Exp

Math

Spring

t

TestFall Exp

Catch-Up (4 sites) Mean 25,52 30,60 24.18 34.57 -4.60 33.40 31.72 23.54 34.00 -11.05

Primer, fall SD 3.65 8,55 4.32 6.19 6.87 6.86 5.09 5.45

Primary I, spring N 60 48 61 (47) 47 48 47 57 (46) 48

BMS 92.39 231.10 58.89 113.36 176.27 164.42 14.78 137.93

OMS 9.07 62,32 16.53 33.10 38.38 38.89 26.52 22.28

? ratio 10.19* 3,11* 3,56* 3.42* 4.59* 4.21* 0.56 6.19*

F-S 0.31 0.25

Conquest (1 site) Mean 32.64 41.90 30,93 42,05 -13,50 37.62 41.85

Primer, fall SD 4.56 1.56 4.56 4.30 4.15 4.32

Primary I, spring N 28 (21) 21 28 (20) 20 21 20

F-S 0.52

PTR (2 sites) Mean 23.56 29.04 1 26,95 $ 23,29 30,18 -18,77 29.24 $ 28.5e

Primer, full SD 2.28 4.49 7,00 4.11 5.63 5.33 6,49

Canton-Primer, spring N 333 168 119 301 (242) 281 118 114

Dallas-Primary I, spring BMS 53.47 367.67 551,35

WMS 5,07 15.69 30.08

F ratio 10.55* 23.44* 18,33*

F-S 0.32

Note: Test level was changed from Primer in fall to Primary I in spring for all grade 1 projects except Canton PTR, which received Primer inboth fall and spring. Tote Math represents the Numbers

subtest score for Primer and the Math subtest for Primary I. Total Reading for spring includes Word Krowledge and Reading subtests. Norms used for Primary in spring are mid-year grade 1 norms,

Key: Exp is the expected mean; SP * standard deviation; N . number of students (numbers in parentheses are the number of children for whom both fall and spring data are available); BMS . between

mean square; 05 ' within mean square; F-S is the fall to spring correlation.

*p

t

Canton only.

t
Dallas only.



Tohle 3-15

11811,11 01 11019-urtl08333 4040111 DI KIT 118110810 100180, 15 31101, Slit, LOD SIIII1S1

I Craden 1-5

Grade end Site WIN

Nord traledee Win Tout haw lintilooputation Nth Cott te IlIth Seale. Sol tnE Total 4174

Clio

over

Sell

G1111 over

1013111

Cam

t

Telt

MOM

Criterion

Growth

Norul

Growth

Glin

over

Pall

Gun over

Wetted

Oaln

t

Telt

NMI

Critnrion

Growth

Mortal

Growth

411(1

avir

MI

O1111 over

teplatid

Cain

t

Tut

Pinto

Critnrion

broth

broil
Growth

1111

one

NI

1110 OYU

Exerted

la1n

t

Tot

Nal
Criterion

Growth

Norml

Growth

Gain

over

1111

0130 ow

Wetted

Gab

I

Int

Ilenla

Criterion

Growth

Pored

broth

Cain

000

Pell

Cain over

Emitted

Gain

t

int

Neeta

Criterion

Growth

Scroll

Growth

Sun Cain ncr

4ver Expected

Fell Gain

t

Int

lent'

Criterion

Death

Noroal

Creotk

Cride 1.

cua-up
limiotton 52i39 12,29 1,21 1,10 Winn-, Clifton 1.01 0.13 1. /1 No Unknown 9.91 -1.01 -La No Moon 11.51 OA 0,10 No Soknom

Irookport 1/1 16.60 5.20 2.05 Unknom Unknown 4.60 -1.00 -0.96 Unknown Unknown 11,10 2.20 1.01 Unknown Unknown
15,22 1,10 1.98 Unknown Iral,nown

Calm 1011 9,60 1,41 -0,18 So Unknown 6.10 -1.69 -1,01 No Unlirown 1.50 -0,11 -0,21 No Unknown
1/.81 1,65 0.96 Unbar Unknewn

11opne City 1/1.

Conquot

lenton Kuhr 21161 nio 6.89 4.81 Unknown Tel 9.61 4,61 0,25 0nlmown hi 13.57 6.50 4.61 Unknown III

Cleveland 105105 9.01 -1.11 -1.11 No Unknown 9.06 0.10 1.10 No Unknom 9.25 0.19 0,93 No Unlinown

flower/Ile 26109 8,96 -1,64 -1.81 No Unknown 1.96 -0.04 4,02 No Unknown MI .0.61 -0,13 lo Unknown

Creole 3

Cnton-lip

iloomneton 12110 5.16 -1.61 -1.1,5 No Unknown 3.36 1,91 0.61 Unknown Moor 1,64 -0.01 .0.01 lid lIntrom 1,22 0.10 0.16 No Unknown 1,97 -4,51 -0,09 No No 4.60 -0.40 -0,19 No Unknown 5.61 1.11 1.48 No Un3nor

Itookpor 1 6144 5,00 2.08 1.16 Unknown Unknown 5.81 1.11 1.09 Unknom Milnom 6.30 1.10 0.41 Unknom Unlinom

Calm 816 LH 1,51 -0,08 Unknown Unknown 4,61 0.21 0.67 GAM Unknown 1.38 -0.60 -0.15 Unknown lnknon 1240 1,81 1.49 Num Unknown NM 1,79 0,52 01111Dan unknown 5.14 -0.66 -0.55 No Unknown 5,61 1,61 1,41 Unknown 0nIncd4

Sayne city

ft/MIMI

4/4°

Inane Eartor 14/09 LA 0.01 0.01 No Unknown 4,91 2,91 2,23 Unknown Yen 1,71 0,14 0.11 No Unknown

Oieveleno NOY 4,16 1, 16 2,10 No On 6.22 4.21 4.77 Unknom Yin 4.48 1,05 0,30 No On,

Clow-0mile 7100 1.29 -1,71 4,64 Union, Unknown 1.50 -0.00 -0.00 Mown Unknown 0.19 -1.51 -0.95 lo Unknown

HIT

Oloolineton 1310. 1.00 1.50 -2.12 So Unknown 1,54 5,81 2,90 Unknow In 1.61 0,11 0,10 No Unknoim

tkIlhoex City 18106 5,29 1.44 1,18 No Uniinown 5.91 4.71 1.80 Unknown Oh 5.01 1;56 7.01 lo en

OMenottody

bride 4

1110. 6.70 1,10 1,60 Voknon Pee 6,92 4,91 2.81 Nom Yee 6,00 0,15 2.47 011hmell Sn

Cech-Up

Bloom/con 40114 1.00 -I.00 -1.09 No Unknown 1.60 -1.14 .1.97 No No 1.11 -2,18 -1.10 No No 1,41 0.15 0.40 No Unknown 6,11 0.46 0,11 No Unkloso 6,18 1.11 1,49 Unknom Unknown 8,51 1.51 1.4: No 0nkown

Orookport Oh 1.17 -1.17 -031 Unknown Unknown 1,50 4.44 -0.26 No Unkoon 0.75 1.21 1.15 NO him 7.16 4,14 -0,05 Unknown Unknown 2,14 1,86 -0,11 Unknown Winn 131 -1.17 -0,10 Unknown Unknown 6.61 -0.85 -5.34 Unknom ' tinknown
1

Calm

nowidenee Tow

111

10,1/

1. /1

1.21

-1,01

-1,43

1,45

1.16

Unknown

NO

Unknown

UDY11011O

2,29

1,80

-lid
-1.10

-010

I,06

0n8norn

No

UrNnown

Untnown

4.41

1.05

0.40

-1.95

0,11

-1.111

Unknown

No

110110VO

Unknown

1,57

9.11

-5,57

1,51

-1,85

1,34

No

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

4,11

7.18

-1.19

1.58

-059

1.14

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

3,00

1.69

-1.03

-2.11

-0.10

.1,02

Unknown

No

lokoor

0ninown

3,51

8,40

-4.0
1,40

-1.34

032

No , 0okooko,

link/men 1 Onknor

Ireyne City 618 4.00 -I.07 94.90 No Unktown -2.25 -5.15 .4.16 No No 1.08 -2,15 -1.64 No No 11,51 4.11 1.11 Unknom Unknown 3.31 -1.61 1,02 No Unknown 1.11 1.18 -1,44 So No 6.13 1,15 1,01 So I Sol,nowo

Cogreat

6enton Harbor 16/0. 6.61 1.61 1.21 Mknom llnilnown IA 2,66 1,10 Unknown Uninom 1.16 3,39 1.05 Mom Yea

ulevelend 1110. 4,42 -0,18 1.82 Nc Arm 1.59 -OM -0,44 No Unknown 4.11 0,49 0.65 No Unknom

tauerioilie 15104 4,19 90.21 90.21 No Unknown 4,11 -0.21 -0,17 No Unknom 5.22 0.11 0.12 No Unknown

IIIIT

6loowington 1170. 4.82 -0,Id -0.14 No Unknown 1.11 -001 -0.01 No Unknown 4.09 0,12 0.11 No Unknown

Odhenectide 6/0. -1.03 -1.08 2.78 9.: No -3.51 4,50 -1,98 ite Won .5,00 .5,00 .5,70 0,, wo

Grade 1

Catch-Up

1lomington 21/16 ...14 0,12 0,10 No Unknown 9.94 1,94 2,15 Unknown lee 6,94 1,94 1.56 Unknown Unknown 10,51 6.01 1.11 Unknown Yen IMO 10.18 4.61 Int Int 8,40 4.40 2,'ial Nikon Ion 11.11 9.51 4.04 lee Yen

Itudiport 11/11 4,45 -0,71 -0,08 OD UnItoowo 11,11 1.21 1,01 Unknown Yin 7,27 1.12 1.59 Unknown Unknown 15.61 12.19 7.11 Yea lea 9.11 6.31 2.10 Colwyn Its 10.11 7.16 HO Unknown len 11.24 1,69 7.06 Yu Tee

Gnu 6/6 LIU 0.11 0,06 Unlinown Unknown 11.00 610 1.50 Unknown Unknown /X 1,61 0.61 Unknown hinny% 14,14 144 1,11 Unknown Yon 1,63 1,41 0.55 Unknown Ilnknow 9.81 6,11 1,66 illimoiro Nnlino. 15.12 8,04 2,01 Unknown linknon

Provtdenre row 18/16 1,94 -0,00 -0.08 No Unknown 1.10 1.00 1.32 Unknown Unknown 6.12 0,21 0.11 No Unknam 10,96 4.94 3.00 UnInom ha 6,51 1.70 1.41 Unknown leo 5,56 1.56 1,11 Unknown Unknown 8.14 3.11 1,45 1.16knokm 2to

lime City 414.

Commit

lentos Hebor 1210. 1.10 1.15 1,11 Unknown Tel 8.11 1.21 1.81 Unknown Unknown 1,60 1.60 2.11 Unknown Yes

Cleveland 11/0. 8.05 4.53 1.28 Unknom lee 11.11 0,81 0,75 Unknown lee 10,11 5,12 2,710 Unknown ine

Glove:T-011e 11505 1,06 IA 5,40 So Uolooso 10,1 4,60 0,45 Num In 1,91 2,65 1,65 No NI

.1



01111 1415 (Continued)

Grade ond Site IRON

hod Knoiligge 11eadi ; 1 taniiiiii
.. ......

lieth *titian NotVCo re h I
liCk ErohlelT;17iT--t---1777----7ig

Ilecto

Criterion

Growth

Nom/

Growth

Gun

over

Fell

Cm our

Expected

Csin

t

lee

4

Nees

Criterion

Growth

Normal

Irv/1h

au
ower

Pill

Cain over

Expected

Gkin

t

teu

Melte

Critetion

Growth

Norul

Growth

Gain

over

Fell

Clio OYU

butted

Cain Int

Nun

Critinlon

Growth

Norm41

Growth

Gtin

Mur

Fill

Gun Net

Eximr411

Cele

1

Tut

hue

1n1191144

Growth

1111,91

Growth

Gill

1991

rill

Clio over

1,14,649

c474

6

Tut

Nita

Criterion
Growth

bong
Growth

Clin

nut
Fell

Gun over

Courted

Coin

t

Toes

Neel

Criterion

Growth

Moil
Growth

lein

aver

Fill

Olin mer

Oxpected

Gain

t

thil

Gude 6

Goich-hp

troolmort 8/8 1,00 -1,00 -0.68 lia Unknown 10.11 5.00 1.58 lInknoM Utikoam 5.15 1,15 1.33 lo Yu 15.03 11,31 1,90 10 Yu 9,15 6,44 3,16 Unknown Yee 11.61 8.61 1.61 Unknown Mee an 9.11 4.10 lei See

Calor 8/9 4.18 1,11 1,17 No unknown 9,61 4,62 4,40 Unknown yes 1,25 1.19 1,15 Unknown Yoe 16,51 11,12 9,16 Yu Yu 12,11 9.11 1.61 Unknown Yee 1,00 1.16 0.81 Unlinom Unknown 11,11 9.06 4.9/ Yee Yee

Providence Serge 16/16 1,44 -1.16 -0,01 No Unlinokm 1,95 -1,41 -0,1' No lltinokm 1,11 3.01 1.11 la Minn, 7.71 1.11 1 Unknown Unknown LH 2.88 1.12 Unknown Unknom 1.94 3,04 1.91 Unknown Unknown 8.43 1.00 4,40 Pam Sel

Nem City 115 1.60 1,40 -1.07 No Unknown 4.20 -0.10 -0.18 0011nown Unknown 1.60 '1.20 '0.52 001nolin Unknown 11.61 1.60

.16

1.61 Unknown Unknown MO 6.60 6.11 Unknown Yes 1.40 1,51 0,65 Mum Worm 11.10 5.00 1.92 hnknom Unknom

Gomm,

hnton Harbor 1410' 4,64 1,19 0.07 Unknown Unknown 6.01 0,11 0.41 UnItnokm Unknown 5,16 1,11 1.11 0116,4411 Mom
Cleveland Woo 1,09 4,09 1.19 Unkfiown Yes 10.61 4.91 1.60 Unknown 511 8.95 5.94 1.01 Unknown Yii
Gloverullle 1110, 4.81 5,90 1,15 No Unknown 6,65 1.61 1.19 No Unknakm 6.39 1.19 1.11 No Yek

Illt
Lexington

Tutors 12110 1.13 1,11 1.69 No Unknokm 1,61 -1,12 -0.99 No Dillow/ 5.59 1,59 1.16 lo Warm, 1,16 1.90 1.10 Unknem Unknown 5,09 2.09 1.19 Unknown Unknown 6.10 3.11 0.90 Unknown Unknorh 6.90 2.90 1,46 (nlinown rnkookm

Eaten 41121 4.12 0,05 0.05 No Kam 1.11 0,19 0.14 No Unknown LII 1.19 LIO No Unilonl 10.90 10.90 1,51 Yu Yu 9.35 10.41 LH Yet Yu Lt.(' 4.60 4.14 Unknown Moe 11,10 LO4 6,05 7.1 Ion

Credo /

Gatth-016

Nunn City 5/5 1,20 0,40 0.11 Unknom Mho, -0.20 -0,60 1.30 6 Unknown 0,00 040 0,00 No Unknown 5.20 2.10 0.09 Unknown Unknown 4.10 -CIO -0,91 Unknown Unknown 10.40 0.60 1.18 Unknown Unknau 4,60 Lie 0,91 Unknown Unknam

III
initiator

Tem 2419 LBO 0,111 0,87 no Unknown -0,17 '2.0 '2.90 110 11, 4.01 '0.01 '0,09 No Unknakt 9,56 8,67 3.47 Unknown Yee 11,44 OM 0,14 Unknown Unknown 10.50 1,10 4,11 Unknown Yee 7.11 5.11 4,44 Unknown Sn'

Teen 10/ -0,91 -0,65 -0,41 No Unknown 1.10 -0,30 40.11 lo Unknown 40.15 -0.15 1.64 No Unknown /.11 9,31 4.19 Unknown 9e1 1.81 .1.11 -0,86 No Unknown 3.10 -0.31 -0.11 Unknom Unknown 5,41 4,11 1,87 Utilown 11.1.

Olean

%tort 66/61 1.01 -0.11 -0.90 No Cullom 1,61 1,61 1,66 No Unknown 1.59 0.19 0.11 No Unknokm 0.14 1.09 1.33 Na Unknorm 1,15 -1,25 41,14 No Unknown 8.49 1.44 6,81 Unknown Yu 5,44 3,44 5.12 Unknown Sea

Tenet 44140 1.19 1.14 (MI No Unknown 60,41 41,10 41,48 No Unknokm 0.19 0.19 0,70 Nn Unknown 4,55 1.15 1.07 Unknown Yet 1.57 1.1/ 1,23 No Unknown 1.60 5.60 1,49 Unknom Yu 1,08 4.01 1.97 Inkniwil gri

Gude 8

Catch-Up

dune City 4/41

NIT

Lelingtoo

Nark

?Meek

11/1B

11/0,

100

0.12

1.62

-0,41

1,14

-0,14

go

No

Unknown

Unknom

1.68

3.13

0,68

1,89

0.46

0,96

No

Unknown

Unknown

Uninom

LI9

1.11

2.19

0,41

1.11

0,11

No

No

Yee

Unknown

-0,06 0.94 0.35 Unknown Unlookt -1.00 -1.00 -0.80 No Unknown 1.09 0,69 0.42 Unknown tInknom 4,61 .0.63 41.40 So 'Wino.,

Olean

lutora 1511, 4,11 1.11 1,66 Urknom Unknown 4.13 3,46 1,94 Inknom Unknown 4.61 1.17 1.19 Unknown Yee

Nen 46340 1,91 2.45 2,11 No 5,1 2.81 1.16 1.03 No Inbar L11 1.12 L90 00 9o1 3.69 4.61 1.89 Unknown Yu 1,91 1.91 1.00 Na Unknown 2,84 1,14 1,66 No unhown 1,15 2.11 2.54 1141know YNN

R.)

Glurlotte OOM/211 1.91 1.61 1.33 No ye, 4.11 4,11 1,12 Unknown lee 4.48 4,41 10,82 No Yee 4,91 1,91 11.11 leo Yu 125 1,15 LH No Yee 4.06 2,14 1.11 No lei 4.16 4,10 10,11 Unknown low

Lake Village 120/Ill 1.19 1,51 1.10 No Yei 1,91 0,99 1.19 la Unknown 1,98 1.91 1.22 No lee 1.11 2.31 3.40 No Yu 1.111 1,61 1.19 No lei 1.23 0,91 1.17 No Unknown 1.49 l,49 2.84 tir 'lei

Lorain 171/165 1.80 1.90 4,41 go Yu 4.94 4,94 9,14 Unknown Yee 4.11 4.11 11.18 No Yee 1.61 1.18 L21 No Yu 3,03 1.01 7.09 Na Yee 4,03 1.01 4,11 Na Yu 1,41 1,41 10.24 No Yea

Schenectady 57111 1.90 1.90 1.9/ No Yei 4.15 4.31 4.60 10 giu 4.64 3.12 1.48 Ni Yes 1,13 1.07 1.18 No Unknown 5,21 1.13 1,81 Unknokm Yu 1,54 1,91 4.01 Mi Ira 1.11 2.41 1.41 161 go'

Grade 9

NIT

Lowington

Term 41517 om .1,44 -1,11 No Unkno661 1.61 0,14 0.10 No Unknown 1,07 1.01 0.91 No

,

Unknown 3,14 1,64 2,40 Unknown ler 4,11 4.11 1.19 Unknown Yel 6.11 6,116 /LS Unknown Yes 1,19 5.111 4.3 Unknown Yee

Neel
Olean

17510 1,95 1,45 MB No 110IONN4 2.12 -1,91 4.84 No Unknown 1.15 1.11 1,18 lo Unknown ,

%tort 11/11 0.90 -1,12 -1.69 No Unknown 2.41 40.12 40.34 No wow 1.63 ' -0,11 .0.01 llo Unknown 4,69 1,90 1.11 lic Unknown 1,49 1.91 1.94 Unknovn Unknown 1,04 1.41 1.11 So Unknown ).:!, 1,14 7.11 Unknown rea

Tuteu 110'



Table 3-15 (Concluded)

c. Grade 1

Grade and Site N

Listenin for SounOs/Words Anal sis

N

Reading

N

Total Math

Gain

Over

Fall

Gain Over

Expected

Gain

t

Test

Meets

Criterion

Growth

Meets

Normal

Growth

Gain

Over

Fall

Gain over

Expected

Gain

t

Test

Meets

Criterion

Growth

Meets

Normal

Growth

Gain

Over

Fall

Gain over

Expected

Gain

t

Test

Meets

Criterion

Growth

Meets

Normal

Growth---------,------ .

Grade 1

Catch-Up

Bloomington 26 7.96 -3.75 -3.04 No No 26 10.58 -3.76 -3.14 No No 25 8.44 -12.36 -9.94 No No

Brookport 6 4.00 -9.86 -8.76 No No 5 8.00 -6.50 -3.82 No No 6 13.33 -8.67 -7.21 No No

Galax 8 6.00 -5.29 -4,73 No No 8 8.13 -6.38 -3.25 No No 7 16.57 -3.43 -1.03 Unknown Unknown

Wayne City

Conquest

7 9.29 -5.95 -2.89 No No 8 12.87 -4.43 -1.47 No Unknown 8 8.13 -13.33 -15.67 No No

Cleveland 21 4.86 -12.90 -15.06 No No 20 10.80 -13.70 -13.50 No No

PTR

Canton 165 5.85 -0.32 -0.97 No Unknown 131 7.28 -0.18 -0.50 No Unknown

Dallas 112 5.45 -5.90 -13.12 No No 111 7,41 -7.09 -10.22 No No

NOTES: NR . number of children for whom Total Reading scores are available for both Ul and spring; NM . number of children for whom Total Math scores are available for

both fall and spring; N number of children for whom test scores are available for both fall and spring.

Test level was changed from Primer in fall (Listening for Sounds subtest) to Primary I in spring (Word Analysts subtest) for all grade 1 projectsexcept Canton

PTR, which received the Primer in both fall and spring. Gains for Total Math are based on the' Numbers subtest score for Primer and Math subtest for Primary I.

Norms used for Primer in spring are mid-year grade 1 norms. Norms used for Primary I in spring are end-of-year grade 1 norms.

*Data are not shown for grades having fewer than five students with valid test data.



It is noteworthy that these gains were made by students whose averages

were well below the norm group's average fall performance. Tables 3-16
through 3-21 show the means and corresponding interpolated percentiles

for each project with more than four cases per grade, by grade within
PIP. In general we see that, as intended, the PIP projects served very
low achievers. In Olean HIT, most children who were performing well above

their grade's norm group average were tutors for the project. At most

projects, most grades showed averages less than the 25th percentile of
the norm group, with several grades showing averages as low as the 2nd.
percentile. Exceptions were the two PTR projects, which showed percentiles
of 38 and 40 in Canton and in Dallas, respectively. For students with
valid tests, this is a deviation from package specifications in that PTR

was for children in the bottom quartile. Of course, if we were to take
into account the unmeasured performance of those children who could not

respond to the MAT, the "true percentile" would be lower.

A striking fe.i(u,.,, of the data in Tables 3-16 thfuugh 3-21 is the

evidence for "grade eftr!" in the Reac.ag subtest. Gains and losses

in mean .,:...!rcentiles for Reading are sllown in Table 3-22 by site and

grade. Three PIPs with seven sites had first grades, all of which showed
fall to spring losses in the percentile of their means. In the fourth

grade of the three PIPs with ten sites, nine showed losses; one site at

this grade, Benton Harbor Conquest, showed a gain. In the third grade

of the three PIPs with nine sites, eight showed gains in the percentile

of the mean; Gloversville Conqucst at this grade was stationary. In

t1.2 fifth grade two PIPs with seven sites all showed gains. At the sixth
grade, six of nine groups in three PIPs showed gains in the percentile
of their means. At the eighth grade all sites showed gains.

Again, there may be a problem with the norming and linking of the
members of the MAT battery. At the first and fourth grades, we see

definite decreases across a variety of sites and instructional programs.

At tlie third, fifth, and eighth grades we see increases across a variety

of sites and instructional programs.

Insofar as these analyses are concerned, we can only hope that

these effects represent some feature associated with the PIPs. However,

of the six sites with a third, fourth, and fifth grade, all but Benton

Harbor showed gains in Reading percentile at the third and fifth grades
and losses at the fourth. Gloversville remained stationary at the third
grade. All five sites with a third, fourth, fifth, and sixth grade con-

firmed the above sequence and showed sixth grade gains.

The possibility of grade effects further confirms our case for dis-

counting the norm-referenced analysis. However, wfthin the context of

the norm-referenced analysis, we must accept the effects not as
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artifacts, but as evidence, for example, that there was something wrong

in five out of six sites' fourth grades, which was not wrong in these

same sites' third grades.

At this time we know of no such grade-related problems, and we infer

that the grade effects are artifacts caused by some defect in thc MAT

norms. The effects are discussed further in Section 6.3.

We conclude on the basis of available data that by and large the PIP

projects did not pass the norm-referenced criterion of educationally

significant growth.

3.7.2 Comparison with Dissemination and Review Panel Criteria

The generally negative results presented above do not show that the

PIP field-test projects have failed the criterion that the originating

projects passed. As discussed in Section 2, the criterion used at the

original sites, of necessity, changed from test to test and from grade to

grade. That is, the "one-third standard deviation" does not represent

a single criterion; there were multiple criteria.

However, while with few exceptions the PIP projects have failed the

general criterion set at the beginning of this evaluation, it has not

been demonstrated that they failed the criterion of ieplicating the

exemplary programs' effectiveness, since the designs for evaluating the

exemplary programs and the PIPs were not identical.

In the next paragraphs, we sketch what the criterion analysis for

each of the PIPs would have looked like, had the procedures for the

original sites been followed.

Catch-1M--The original program was evaluated on 1971-72

data o.54ing the Cooperative Primary Reading Test for grades

1, 2, and 3. The project passed the one-third standard

deviation criterion on this test at grades 1 and 2. In

math it passed at grades 1 and 3.

For 1971-72 data on grades 4, 5, and 6, the California

Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) was used for evaluation

purposes. Only grade 4 passed either reading or math.

Grades 5 and 6 did not pass either.

In 1972-73, the MAT was used for grades 1, 2, End 3. In

an evaluation based on these data, grade 3 passed reading.

The other grades provided inadequate data for reaching a

decision. For this year, the CTBS was again used for
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Table 1-16

MEANS AND INTERPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR 042C11.0P

FOR FALL AND $PRING, BY PROJECT AND SUL:EST

Catch-Up NE/AM

Nord Knowleden iding Total geadln Math Com orlon Math Gonne ts tath Problem Sol in Itptil Math

S

Mean

rT7------

Ferrell.

tile

Fall ring Fall S rtn

Ferrer-

tile

Fell

Mean

Pcrrer

tile

S

Nein

rim

Percen.

tile

Fell

Nein

ereen.

tilt

III

Peron.

tile Melo

Fel

Parer

tile

S8r1ng

Mean

Pecan.

tile MOM

Fll

Percen-

tile

S

Mean

tin

?erten.

tile Mem

Fall I

Perce 1

tileMean

Peden-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mcii

Bloomington

Grade 2 32119

Primary 1 34.62 13 35.16 18 34.44 15 32,86 11

Primary II 46.91 lb 40.19 14 43.41 13
48. 12

Grade 2 21130

Primary II 51.39 26 45.86 12 41.73 17 48.39 11 53.41 14 49.86 18 51,97 10

Elementary 54.13 21 49.13 16 50.36 11 56.61 17 56.43 21 54.46 17 58.83 A

Grade 4 40/39

Elementary 55.80 18 58.80 16 53.11 A 54.72 11 53.15 18 55.87 14 4.10 II 61.62 13 54.67 11 60.80 16 54.00 10 62,11 13 57,13 9 65.85 11

Grade 5 32/26

Elementary 61,94 16 56.22 II 58.21 11 59.80 3 :4 10 2 56.21 5 59.61 I

Intermediate 66.09 16 66.16 17 63.16 4 70.07 10 61.48 13 66.63 12.35

Ilrookport

Grade 1 5/5

Primary 1 30,20 7 35.60 i 31.00 10 30.60 1

Primary II 46,80 16 40.20 14 43.20 12 47.20 II

Grade 3 6/44

Primary II 44,17 6 44.67 11 43.83 W

Elementary 49.17 11 80.2 19 48.11 12

Grade 4 6/6

Elementary 51.25 31 60.50 19 57,12 16 60.61 25 55.75 24 59.50 11 51,86 19 10,71 29 51,24 16 59.29 11 59,67 11 62.50 I/ 61.67 11 70.33 n

Grade 5 13/13 .

Elementary 59.31 12 52,11 9 55.75 11 64.15 7 56.15 3 51.29 5 82,85 4

Intermediate 63.71 II 64,00 14 OM 12 79.77 13 65.46 9 67.6. 13 '6,38 17

Grade 6 8/8

Elementary 66.50 15 63.13 12 64.38 13 65,75 3 61.62 4 60.15 3 66,.5 2

Intermediate 68.50 13 73.25 21 70.12 15 81.50 19 70,87 10 71.86 10 80.00 11

Giles

Grade 1 10/9

Primary I 40,90 31 37,50 31 38.80 16 35.89 20

Primary II 50.50 19 44.30 11 47.10 14 53.78 33

Grade 0 8/6

Primary II 45.63 10 40.75 7 41.81 8 41.43 B 43,00 9 44,14 9 46.17 7

Elementary 47.50 9 43.37 9 44.15 1 54,43 11 CI-) ii 49.19 8 54.111 10

Grade 4 1/1

Elementary 49.86 9 52.57 7 48.71 IC 51.00 7 46.11 7 31,14 7 51.19 6 52.86 2 51.37 9 56,29 / 50,00 2 NO 4 52.31 5 56.14 2

Grade 5 616

Elementary 56.33 7 34.50 10 5432 8 57,66 2 56.86 4 59.00 6 60.17 2

Intermediate 59.61 6 66.55 18 61.67 11 71,00 11 62.19 6 68.83 16 72.03 9

Grade 6 8/9
.

Elementary 64.00 0 61.75 II 61.88 IC 67.11 4 64.00 6 72.56 17 11,89 6

Intermediate 68.37 13 71.11 17 69.12 14 83.67 23 76.11 20 71.36 19 84.00 20

Providtnre Forge

Grade 4 20/15

Elementary 54.25 15 51.20 11 52.00 14 54,110 12 51.70 15 54.15 I/ 56.37 11 65.68 18 53.00 10 60.58 13 55.81 12 59.36 10 57,00 9 65.40 10

Grade 5 18/16

Elementary 63.44 19 62.11 N 51.06 20 68.06 16 65.53 15 67.62 19 71,12 14

Intermediate 61.19 19 70.39 25 68,28 21 19.00 30 71.06 16 13.19 34 '9.31 21

Grade 6 18/16

Elmmentary 64.26 II 60.17 10 61.71 10 70.33 8 64,76 7 63.31 8 70,75 5

Intemed tete 65,12 8 63.12 6 61.83 1
18.06 11 10.65 10 11.25 13 79.18 II

Bayne City

Grade 2 3d11.

Primary 1

Primary II

1rade 3 0/4'

Primary 11

Elementary

Grade 4 ' 815

Elementary 60.11 10 64.11 21 58.00 17 5).75 14 51.75 18 59,61 21 63,25 31 75.81 44 57.25 17 60.63 13 60.25 19 61.37 II 63.75 11 70,00

Grade 5 44/44

Elementary

It'ermediate

Grade 8 515

Elementary /2.40 29 14.60 31 11.40 19 81.00 18 14.60 23 81,21 34 02.40 25

Intermediate 74.00 21 18.80 30 16.00 16 91,60 46 84.20 38 84.60 39 91.20 41

Grade 1 515

Intermediate 78,40 29 82.20 36 80.40 24 91,10 38 93.40 70 86.60 11 94,10 4

Advanced 19,60 30 82.00 14 80.40 19 96,45 47 69,20 50 95,12 51 98.80 51

Grade 8 4.144

Advanced .

NOTE: NR Nude of children for whom Total Reading nom are available for both tall and aping; NM numbe of cbil ren for whom Tot 1 Math nom Ire available for both fall Ind spring, Other gubtest means and percentile. may be heed an larger

aample sista.

*Del ere not Own for grade, having fewer thin five studento with valid test data,



Table 3-17

MEANS AND INIESPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR CONQUEST
FOR FALL AND SPRING, BY PROJFCT AND SUBTEST

Total
Conquest %

Word Knowledge Reading Total Reading
Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Mean
Perron-
tile Mean

Percenz
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
ti!e Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile

Benton Hareor

Grade 2 25

Primary 1 33.18 11 32.61 .3 32.07 ID

Primary II 49.07 22 42.21 IS 45.64 19

U.t.i..... .1

II 45.21 43.20 9 45.08 11

E:ementdry 51.25 15 48.12 14 47.79 12

4 29

22 0' 10 57.68 13 50.39 12 57.86 18 49.18 10 56.54 15

.1..rnentarv 58.15 10 59.85 16 57.40 11

:rt.-rmeltat, 65.55 15 68.20 20 66.00 17

6,1.10 6

Elvmdnda, 61.50 10 63.36 13 62.21 10

In!,rmediato 08.14 :2 69.43 13 68.07 12

..-.1eveland

105

Prt-Arv 1 40.41 30 37.84 24 38.59 25

Prkrdry :! 49.44 24 46.94 :.6 47.84 27

(.1.1dd 3

PrImdry /: 48.48 15 44.42 10 45.75 12

E1,-entary 52.87 19 50.63 19 50.23 17

El,,entdrv

tirad, 5

52.04 12 50.45 I: 49.12 10 52.71 9 49.30 11 54.08 11

Elomontarv 52.18 3 49.17 4 49.71 3

Int,m,diate 60.24 8 62.33 II 59.82 8

58.41 3 53.45 3 53.95 2

6 3.50 6 64.09 7 62.91 0

; ,..rivtIlv

..-aiv : )8 1 . 36.40 21 31.19 21

?timdt% :: 47.7 19 44.42 2! 45.58 18

i.r.lAr, : 47.41 /5 47.43
50.43 i3 48..- 3 1'3 vI.71

I I-mee e .1. y 2 2 56.52 ll 52.61 lb 57.00 16 59.26 11 55.45 13

0 58.29 14 60.37 17

,rm..dlatd 68.65 23 68.74 22 68.29 21

H..,ntdrv 21 70.04 24 69.54 21

Intormiare 75,14 26 76.69 27 75.95 26

qo local N owrdwr .1 children for whom Total Reading scores are available for both fall and spring.
,16t.st ',cif, and porcentilo, may be based on "larger sample sizes.
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grades 4, 5, and 6. Grade 5 passed reading and grades 4

and 5 passed math. Thus, at one time or another, all

grades except grade I failed to meet the criterion.

Conquest--Conquest was not examined on the basis of a

normed test.

HIT--Grade 6 was evaluated for HIT on the basis of 1971-72

Wide Range Achievement Test data. The HIT pupils were

judged against the mean change of the age-specific norms.

TRIT--IRIT was evaluated uSing 1972-73 data from the

California Achievement Test. Grade 3 was successful.

Data were inadequate for evaluation of fourth graders.

PTR--For five sites, including the originating site,

previous PTR evaluation data are available for tutored

and control groups. The'dn.ta show statistically signifi-
-

cant results in favor of the tutored groups.

R-3--R-3 was evaluated using 1970-71 and 1971-72 data on

the CTBS. Eighth grade children's scores were examined

and the two-year gains in reading met the criterion.

Gains in math did not.

Data collected in 1972-73 on seventh graders indicated

that reading gains did not meet the criterion, but math

gains did.

Thus, in only one project, Catch-Up, was the MAT battery used and

then only for grades 1 through 3 during 1972-73. Only grade 3 met the

criterion.

Whether the PIP projects could meet the original criteria is an.

open question. Based on the analysis (in Section 5) of the similarity

of the original Cialidating tests to the MAT, it seems possible that, if

the original programs had been tested with the MAT and had been tried

on the PIP criteria, they might not have fared much better than the PIP

field-test projects.

3.7.3 Conclusion

The claim that the six PIPs would induce projects that could pass

the norm-referenced analysis for the achievement of educationally signifi-

cant growth is one of the PIPs' chief features. In Section 2, we reviewed

with the reader the foundations for this claim; we also discussed the

consequences of uncritically accepting the one-third standard deviation

criterion or the equipercentile definition of expected growth.
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Tehle 3-18

MEANS AND INTERPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR HIT

FOR FALL AND SPRING, BY PROJECT AND SUBTEST

HIT NR/NM

Word Knowled:e Readin Total leaden Math Com.utation Math Conce.te Math Problem Solver::

111152111111.11711MMErIM

Mean

Total

Percen- Percen-

tile Mean tile

Math

Percen-

Mean tele

Fall

... .

all S nn Fall S tin Fall S ran Fell

Mean

Percen-

tele Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen

tele Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mein

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile

Lexington

Grade 6

Elementary

Tutors 22/10 69,55 21 72.21 27 69.95 22 80.09 26 70.27 15 79.00 30 80,80 22

Tutees 41123 58.07 5 58.10 8 56.83 5 60.08 1 J5.35 1 59,04 2 61.65 1

Intermediate

Tutors 22/10 75.27 27 75.95 26 75,55 25 88,45 37 15.36 19 85.10 40 87.70 31

Tutees 41/23 62.20 5 65,22 8 62.54 6 73,00 5 64.69 4 66.64 5 72.70 3

Grade 7

Intermediate

Tutors 24/9 77.19 28 80,29 33 79.25 28 80,89 16 17,78 20 76.40 12 83.44 15

Tutees 20/8 65.45 1 66,90 11 65.35 9 71.75 5 66,12 5 67,30 4 71.62 2

Advanced

Tutors 24/9 79.67 31 78.62 27 79.17 28 90,44 31 78,22 20 86.90 28 90.78 28

Tutees 20/8 66.50 7 68.60 11 65.10 7 81,62 16 68.00 3 70,80 4 77,25 6

Grade 8

Advanced

Tutors 31118 75.65 16 78.65 18 73.71 If 76.39 16 14,35 13 77.55 16 90.28 21 90.22 22 80,39 15 77.39 II 84.00 17 86,39 19 95.17 16 89.33 15

Tutees 11/0* 67,41 6 67,29 5 65,17 5 68.50 7 65.18 5 66.88 6

Grade 9

Advanced

Tutors .0117 80,l0 16 80.63 15 74.02 12 77.65 12 77.37 12 79,45 13 99,21 31 103,05 40 82,24 13 86.95 20 90.68 18 96.89 24 96.00 22 101.18 32

Tutees 17/0* 73.29 9 76.94 11 71,94 10 74,06 7 1202. 8 75.47 9

Olean

Grade 7

Intermediate

Tutors 66/63 89.74 65 88,36 53 89.74 60 101.72 79 96.88 78 93.83 52 102.03 68

Tem 44/40 76,10 25 16,02 25 76.45 24 86.76 28 4.81 22 80.00 18 86.30 19

Advanced

Tutors 66/63 91.17 64 90.98 58 92,33 61 105.46 83 97.63 75 102,32 67 107.48 77

Tutees 44/40 78.09 26 75.61 23 77.05 24 91.31 33 80.38 25 87,60 29 91.37 29

Grade 8

Advanced

Tutors 15/1* 96,93 62 101.20 67 94.67 55 98.80 63 96,80 60 101.67 67

Tutees 45/40 80.50 23 84.43 27 16.78 18 79.64 21 78.82 18 82.64 23 89.13 20 93.42 25 81.41 17 83,33 19 89.05 26 91.89 30 91.05 18 93.80 24

Grade 9

Advanced

Tutors 31/23 97.23 55 98,03 51 96.16 50 98.56 50 98.06 54 39.68 53 106.42 57 111.12 62 99.00 50 101.48 57 106.76 58 109.80 62 109.96 54 113.22 62

Tutees 1/0*

Note: NM number of chldren for whom T tal Reading scores are available for b th fall a d spri g; NM . number f childrenfor whom Total Math scores are available for both fall and spring, Other subtest means and percentiles may be based on larger

sample sizes.

*Data e7e nut shown for grades having fewer than five students with valid test date,



Table 3-19

MEANS AND INTERPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR 1811
FOR FALL AND SPRING, BY PROJECT AND SUBTEGT

IRIT
Total

N

Woyd Knowledve Readin Total Readin
Fall s iir. Fall S rin Fall . :

Mean
Pereen-

tile Mean
Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-

tile Wan
Percen

tile

Bloomington

Grade 3
Primary II
Elementary

Grade 4

Elementary

13

28

55.14 I

59.50

89

28

57.14

64.32

30

27

49.69

57.46

21

27

57.23

61.21

39

26

52.15

57.46

33

27

55.77

61.86

33

27

Oklahoma City

Grade 3
Primary II

Elementary

28

50.86 23

56.14 27

46.41 13

52.34 23

48.04 18

53.11 24

Sehenectadj

,;:ade 3

Primary II

Elementary

Grade 4
Elementary

25

6

?.5h

54.83

li

16

53.76

53.83

72

8

42.88

53.33

9

18

49.60

51.67 8

44.72

53.00

II

18

.

50.72

52.00

19

8

Note: Total N number o1 cniisfren for whom Total Reading scores are for available for both fall and spring. Other
subtest means and percentiles may be based on larger sample sizes.

Table 3-70

MEANS AND INTERPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR GRADE ONE
FOR FALL AND SPRING, BY PROJECT AND SUBTEST

Project
Total

N

Listening
for Soundo

Word*
Analysis
Spring

Total
N

Reading

Total
N

Numbers Mathematics
Fall Fall Srring Fall S ring

Mean
Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile Mean

Percen-
tile

Catch-Up

Bloomington 26 26 15

Primer 24 58 42 23.23 41 23.80 55
Primary I 32.54 21 33.31 29 32.24 17

Brookport 8 5 6

Primer 28.33 73 25.00 50 25.17 63
Primary 1 32.33 20 33.00 24 38.50 41

Galax 8 18 7

Primer 23.87 15 24.12 47 23.00 52
Primary 1 28.87 14 32.25 23 39.57 44

Wayne City 7 8 8

Primer 30.57 86 27.50 73 24.25 58
Primary 1 39.86 63 40.37 54 32.37 17

Conquest .

Cleveland 21 20
Primer 37.76 92 31.25 93
Primary 1 17.62 51 47.05 n2

PTR

Canton 165 131
Primer 23.18 29 22.18 38
Primer 1903. 281 29.47 371

Dallas 112 111

Primer 24.01 36 24.62 49
Primary I 28.46 12 32.04 22

Note: Total N number of children tor whom s btest scores are available for both fall ar.J spring. No Total Reading score.

*Listening for Sounds for Canton only.

t Mid-year (not end-of-year) percentiles.
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Table 3-21

MEANS AND INTERPOLATED PERCENTILES OF MEANS FOR 8-3 ,

FOR FALL AND SPRING, BY PROJECT AND SUBTEST

a, Readin

R-3

'

NR

Word Knowledge Rending Total Reading

Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Mean

Percen-

tile

Percen-

Mean tile

Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile Mean

-Percen-

tile Mean

Percen-

tile

Charlotte

Grade 8, Advanced 228 83.61 29 87.42 35

_Mean

63.81 21 88.52 39 84,12 26 88,60 36

Lake Village

Grade 8, Advanced 123 74,43 14 77.12 17 77.15 18 79.07 20 75.22 14 78.20 16

Lorain

Grade 8, Advanced 271 82.41 21 86.21 31 81.21 23 86.15 32 82.09 23 86.87 32

Schenectady

Grade 8, Advanced 157 81.51 25 85.41 29 80.54 23 84.89 28 81.15 22 85.79 30

b. Math

R-3 NM

Math Computation

Fell

Mean

Math Concepts

Percea-

tile

Spring

Mean

Percen-

. tile

'lath

Fall
_

Mean

Problenj

Percen-

tile

---TpriIS

Mean

Percen-

tile

Fall

,Mean

Total

Percen-

tile

Math

Spr

Mean

ng

Percen-

tile_

Fall Spring,

Mean

Percen-

tileMean

Percen-

tile

Charlotte

Grade 8, Advanced 214 89,50 19 94.48 28 84,17 22 87.42 29 87.92 22 91.98 30 91,99 20 96,16 28

Lake Village

Grade 8, Advanced 120 89.4'; 19 90,78 23 81,41 16 83.25 19 86.43 19 87,66 21 90.52 17 92,02 20

Lorain

Grade 8, Advanced 285 91.90 24 94,57 28 85.50 25 88.63 31 88.76 24 92.79 31 93,81 24 97.22 32

,

Schenectady

Grade B, Advanced 155 92,47 25 94.00 26 81,77 17 87.00 28 87,57 21 91,11 25 '..1,98 20 95,67 27

NOTE: NR Number of children for whom Total Reading scores are available for both fall and spring; NM 2 number of children for whom Totn1 Math scores

are available for both fall and spring. Other subtest means and percentiles may be based on larger sample sizes.
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Table 3-22

SIGN OF FALL-SPRING CHANGE IN PERCENTILE OF THE MEAN
FOR READING SUBTEST, BY SITE AND GRADE

Project
Grade

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Catch-Up

Bloomington - - + - +
Brookport - - + - + +
Galax - - + - + +
Providence Forge - + -

Wayi-'1e-City - - - -

Conquest

Benton Harbor + + + + +
Cleveland - + + - + +
Gloversville 0 - + +

HIT

Lexington

Tutors - - + +
Tutees + - + -

Olean

Tutors + + -

Tutees - +

IRIT

Bloomington + -

Oklahoma City +
Schenectady + -

PTR

Canton

Dallas

R-3

Charlotte

Lake Village +
Lorain . +
Schenectady

Note: - = loss in mean percentile fall to spring

+ = gain in mean percentile fall to spring

0 = no change in mean percentile fall to spring.
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In Section 3.8 we display a modified norm-referenced analysis that
deals with some of the shortcomings of the unmodified analysis.

Perhaps no analysis but the unmodified analysis will satisfy some
critics of the PIP concept. We point these critics to the arguments in

Section 2, which show that passing the norm-referenced analysis and the

criterion of educationally significant growth is not a compelling reason

for justification of packaging.

We also point out that with a less conservative approach to the

norm-referenced analysis, we would find some evidence for the success

of the packaging concept. For example, all third grade IRIT projects
showed good gains on the MAT Reading subtest. On the same subtest the
Cleveland Conquest pro3ect showed fairly large gains over expected growth
at the third, fifth, and sixth grades, and Benton Harbor Conquest did
well at all grades. Furthermore, when as cautious a procedure as one-

tailed confidence intervals confirms that at least normal growth is

achieved in almost every case having enough data to decide, we may con-

clude that packaged projects have the potential for maintaining more

than equipercentile growth.

3.8 Special Empirical Studies of the Norm-Referenced Analysis

During the first year Of the evaluation of the PIP field test,

several peculiar properties of the norm-referenced procedure became
apparent. Questions were raised regarding the assumption of equal per-
centile growth as the basis of the normal growth criterion and regarding

the stringency of the criterion Eor educationally significant growth.

The validity of the equal percentile assumption was examined to a limited
extent, and the results tended to confirm the "straggler hypothesis,"

that is, that PIP participants may represent the kinds of students who

lose ground over tiAe. Examination of the stringency of the criterion

of educational significance indicated that gains necessary to attain

educational significance--relative to gains necessary to attain normal

growth--i.ncrease as a function of grade level.

As a consequence of these findings, SRI conducted a detailed in-

vestigation of the properties o the norm-referenced procedure as employed

in the PIP evaluation. The examination included not only the equal per-

centile assumption and the stringency of criteria, but also the statis-
tical properties of the procedure. Proper..ies of interest were the

sensitivity of the procedure to the unit of analysis and the effects of

the use of the standard deviation of the difference between fall and

spring observed scores to approximate the standard deviation of the dif-

ference between the spring observed and expected scores.
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The detailed results of the study are given in a working paper en-
titled "A Study of the Norm-Referenced Procedure as Applied to the Eval-
uation of Project Information Packages" (Kaskowitz and Norwood, 1976).
The purpose of this section is to summarize the results of the study
and indicate some of the implications for interpreting the results of
the norm-referenced analysis.

3.8.1 The Equal Percentile Assumption

The r,jor assumption of the normal growth model that was incorpo-
rated in the norm-referenced procedure is that, ceteris paribus, the
norm percentile score of a child, class, or site will, on the average,
stay the same between pretest and posttest. The sample of children used
in the standardization and norming of the MAT was designed to be repre-
sentative of the entire school population. However, the children in-
cluded in compensatory education programs, such as the PIPs, are usually
different from the entire school population with respect to demographic
and socioeconomic characteristics: They are more likely to be members
of a minority; they tend to be from lower income families; and they tend
to have low pretest scores on standardized achievement tests. More sig-
nifiCantly, evidence from the first-year PIP evaluation indicated that
they may be representative of students who lose ground over time, rela-
tive to the norm population. If this were the case, use of the equal
percentile assumption would lead to overestimates of the expected post-
test scores used in the test for normal and educationally significant
growth. One might then conclude that programs were not effective in
raising scores on standardized tests, when in fact they were.

The study of the equal percentile assumption entailed examination
of several large-scale data bases containing longitudinal MAT test data
on children who would ordinarily qualify for educational programs such
as the PIPs. Included were Follow Through (FT) project evaluation data
obtained from SRI and Compensatory Reading (CR) program evaluation data
obtained from the Educational Testing Service (ETS).* In addition data
from a subset of the MAT norm group were obtained from Psychological Cor-
poration. The norm data consisted of longitudinal information on a large
subset of children who were tested both in the fall and spring standardi-
zation programs.

The Follow Through and Compensatory Reading programs are funded by USOE.
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From the FT evaluation, data on a subset of children in the compar-

ison group--Non-Follow Through (NFT)--were used in the analysis. These

were children who had entered kindergarten in fall 1971 and had been

tested in at least two of the subsequent three spring test periods (1973,

1974, or 1975) when the MAT had been administered. From the CR evalua-

tion of children in grades 2, 4, and 6, three groups were of particular

interest: children in compensatory reading programs who were partici-

pating in the federal school lunch program (CR/SL), children in compen-

satory reading programs who were not participating in the federal school

lunch program (CR/NSL), and children in schools that had no compensatory

reading program who were participating in the federal school lunch pro-

gram (NCR/SL). For individual children, participation in the federal

school lunch program was the only available indicator of socioeconomic

status. About 75% of the CR/SL children were in schools where compensa-

tory reading programs were funded to some extent by Title I, and about

58% of the CR/NSL children were in schools where the compentory reading

programs were funded to some extent by Title I. These two groups, then,

consisted largely of children similar to those for whom the PIPs are tar-

geted.

The subpopulation of the MAT norm group was obtained to examine the

relationship between the gains predicted from the cross-sectional stan-

dardization design used to derive the percentile norms and the gains em-

pirically obtained from a longitudinal sample. These data were initially

analyzed by Dr. Michael Beck of Psychological Corporation, who reported

the results in a paper presented at the 1975 Convention of the National

Council on Measurement in Education (Beck, 1975).

Two major findings emerged from the examination of the data:

Expected posttest scores based on the equal percentile as-

sumption tend to be too low for students with extremely

low 'pretest scores.

Expected posttest scores based on the equal percentile as-

sumption tend to be too high for disadvantaged students,

especially disadvantaged minority students whose pretest

scores are not extremely low.

The first point is illustrated in Figure 3-1, which is a plot of the

empirical growth curve of the CR/SL group on the RAT Total Reading between

fall and spring of fourth grade. The empirical growth curve, indicated

by the dots in the figure, consists of the posttest mean standard score

for each value of the pretest standard score. The solid line represents

the relationship between pretest and posttest standard scores under the

equal percentile growth assumption. The empirical growth curve for the
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FIGURE 3-1 EMPIRICAL GROWTH CURVE FOR THE FOURTH GRADE CR/SL GROUP ON
MAT TOTAL READING: FALL PRETEST, SPRING POSTTEST
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CR/SL group tends t.0 track the equal percentile curve in the midrange of

fall scores, bet% .n standard scores of 46 (the 6th percentile) and 88

(the 94th percentile). However, the equal percentile curve shows that

students scoring below tIle 6th percentile in the fall tend to exhibit

gains that are greater 'than expected in the spring.

The second point, regarding gains for disadvantaged children, is .

illustrated in Figures 3-2 and 3-3. Figure 3-2 shows the empirical growth

curve for the NFT group on Total Reading between the spring of first grade

and the spring of second grade. Again, the equal percentile model under-

predicts the gains made by pupils with extremely low pretest scores.

However, it also overpredicts gains for children with pretest standard

scores above the extremely low level, as indicated by the empirical growth

curve lying below the equal percentile curve for pretest standard scores

above 25. Even with the phenomenon of higher than expected gains for

children with loW pretest scores, the NFT group had an average drop in

percentile rank of 6.9 points between the spring of first and second grade

and 2.4 points between the spring of second and third grade on Total Read-

ing. For Total Math the average drop was 6.3 percentile points between

the spring of first and second grade, but no drop between second and third

grade.

The CR evaluation groups showed gains in their percentile ranks on

Total Reading between fall and spring across the three grade levels in-

cluded in the evaluation. Tbe gains averaged about 10 points for second

grade, between 3 and 5 points for fourth grade, and about 2 points for

sixth grade.

The dramatic decline in percentile ranks for the NFT group over the

two-year period supports the straggler hypothesis--that is, in the ab-

sence of intervention programs, children targeted for compensatory edu-

cation prcgrams for the disadvantaged will lose ground relative to the

norm group. The data from the CR evaluation, on the other hand, are not

uhequivocal in denying the straggler hypothesis. For one thing, children

in the CR/SL and CR/NSL groups were participating in compensatory reading

programs that in fact may have reversed a decline in percentiles. The

NCR/SL group that iippeared to serve the role of comparison group had per-

centile gains that equaled or exceeded those of the two CR groups. Fur-

thermore, the NCR/SL group has characteristics that would call into ques-

tion the assumption that these children are typical of those who would

be in compensatory programs. They are disproportionately from the South,

from moderate-size cities, and of nonminority status. Finally, none of

the NCR/SL students, 2s contrasted with 44% of the CR/SL students, were

in schools where the estimated percent of students from families receiving

public assistance exceeded 257 of the school population.
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It would appear that out-of-level testing probably does not explain

the extraordinary gains in second grade. Pelavin and Barker (1976) in
fact found that when pupils are tested within a short time period on both
the Primary I and Primary II Reading subtests that standard scores on
Primary II tend to be higher than standard scores on Primary I. This
would mean that the out-of-level testing in the spring may have suppressed
the gains in standard scores on Total Reading.

Figure 3-3 is illustrative of the relative performance of white and
minority pupils. It shows the empirical growth curves for children in
the fourth grade CR/SL group on Total Reading; white children are indi-
cated by the broken line and minority children by the solid line. Be-

,14,,ten the pretest standard scores of 40 (the 2nd percentile) and 65 (the

48th percentile), the empirical growth curve for minority students is
consistently below that for white students. For the NFT group and each
CR group, this was a consistent pattern for Total Reading and Total Math:

Minority students consistenLly gained less in percentile ranks (or lost
more) than did white students. Of course, minority status was confounded
with other demographic and socioeconomic characteristics, such as median
income, size of place, and region, so that minority status of itself can-
not be identified as the sole factor in accounting for differences in
growth. Nevertheless, since so many of the disadvantaged children tar-

geted for programs such as the PIPs are of minority status, the differ-
ences in performance are of particular interest and import.

3.8.2 The Statistical Properti4s--of the Procedure

Two questions were examined regarding the statistical properties of
the norm-referenced procedure: (1) How sensitive is the test to the unit
of analysis? and (2) How good an approximation is the standard deviation

of the difference between the pretest and posttest scores to the standard
deviation of the difference between the posttest and expected posttest
scores?

Algebraically, the t statistic used to test for normal growth may be
expressed as follows:

X - fci

rt
pre

)

t =
liv

post - pre
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where

V

X
post = mean standard score on the posttest

X
pre = mean standard score on the pretest

post-pre = sample variance of the difference between pre- and post-

test standard scores

N = number of cases

f(x) = function that gives the "expected" posttest score, given

the pretest score.

The current procedtv-e converts the pretest mean score to a predicted

posttest mean score. The conversion could also be made individually for

each student's score; the individual predicted scores could then be ag-

gregated to yield the average posttest predicted score. Since the func-

tion that converts standard scores to percentiles is intended for use at

the individual student level, the question arises whether this alterna-

tive might yield different results. If the transform, f, is linear, there

would be no difference between the two procedures. In the criterion

study, it was found that under the equal percentile assumption the func-

tion could be closely approximated by a linear function so that the cur-

rent procedure is relatively insensitive to the unit of analysis. How-

ever, under alternative nonlinear models of normal growth, different

results can be obtained, depending on the unit of analysis selected.

The question of the variance estimate used in the denominator was

discussed in Section 2.3.3. Horst, Tallmadge, and Wood (1975) recommend

using V-post-pre to estimate V post-post, where post is an estimate of the

predicted posttest score under the normal growth assumption. The rela-

tionship between these two variances depends on the form of the function

that predicts the posttest: score from the pretest score and the relation-

ship between pre- and post-test scores. As indicated earlier, under the

equal percentile assumption, the function f i$ approximately linear.

Since the coefficient of the first-order term is close to one, the vari-

ance of the difference between the pre- and post-tests would appear to

be an adequate approximation.

Four sets of data on Project Catch-Up from the first-year PIP eval-

uation were reanalyzed to assess the impact of modifications in the sta-

tistical procedure.on the results of the norm-reterenced analysis. The

transformation from fall score to expected spring score was applied at

the :,:tudent level rather than at .the site level. The mean and the vari-

ance of the difference between the student observed and expected spring
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scores were used in the calculation of the t statistic. The results are
summaried in Table 3-23.

Table 3-23

COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF ORIGINAL

AND MODIFIED NORM-REFERENCED PROCEDURE

Al,

Test and Procedure

Number

of

Students

Gain

over

Expected

Gain SD*
t

Test

Meets

Normal

Growth

Total Reading (grade 3) 18

Original procedure 1.60 4.33 1.56 Unknown
Modified procedure 0.94 5.04 0.79 Unknown

Total Math (grade 5) 22

Original procedure 7.14 5.67 5.91 Yes
Modified procedure 3.15 5.04 2.93 Yes

Total Reading (grade 5) 19 '

Original procedure 1.47 4.13 1.55 Unknown
Modified procedure 2.05 4.70 1.90 Unknown

Total Math (grade 6) 27

Original procedure 1.11 6.77 0.85 Unknown
Modified procedure 1.06 6.70 0.82 Unknown

For original procedure, SD post-pre; for modified procedure,
SDpos 1:-post'

For three of the four sets of data shown in Table 3-23, the numerator
of the t statistic, gain over expected gain, is lower under the modified
procedure than under the original procedure; the denominator tends to be
the same under either procedure. As a result, the t values tend to be
smaller under the modified procedure. In all of these cases, the conclu-
sion regarding normal growth would have been the same under either pro-
cedure. However, in situations where normal growth is only narrowly
achieved under the original procedure, it may not be achieved under the
modified.procedure.
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3.8.3 Stringency of the Criteria

Ideally, the criteria of normal growth and of educationally signifi-

cant growth should be established and implemented so that the degree of

difficulty in attaining the criteria is independent of factors such as

grade or pretest score. A procedure by which it is easier to demonstrate

program effectiveness at one grade level than at another would be unfair.

The stringency or the difficulty of meeting a criterion can be judged

both in educational and statistical terms. Educationally, the difficulty

of meeting the norm-referenced criteria is related to the effort necessary

for achieving the necessary gains, where effort is measured in terms of

educational resources and time needed for students to acquire the neces-

sary skills. While the standard score metric is purported to be an equal

interval scale of achievement, it is probably not the case that a speci-

fied gain in standard score requires the same amount of effort inde,pendent

of grade level or initial standard score. Also, as was emphasized ear-

lier, effort per se is not enough; it must be effort directed to the

acquisition of skills measured by the MAT.

The equal percentile assumption for normal growth demonstrates the

differences in standard score gains across grade levels necessary for

normal growth. For Total Reading, a gain of between 7 and 9 standard

score points is necessary to maintain normal growth at the second grade

between fall and spring. This decreases to a gain of between 1 and 4

standard score points for eighth grade. In a few instances, in the upper

grade levels, the equal percentile assumption dictates that zero gain be-

tween fall and spring is sufficient for normal growth. Below the 50th

percentile, the specified standard score gains necessary for normal growth

are quite uniform across percentile ranks within grade.

The substantial differences across grade may be attributed to any of

a number of factors:

The test items become increasingly irrelevant to the types

of skills being taught in the upper grades.

Students tend to reach an asymptote in their acquisition

of reading skills, and additional gains require much more

effort than at the lower grade levels.

Less time and effort are spent in the upper grades in ac-

quiring the skills meast,red by the MAT.

Thc standardization pro...:edure was defective.
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If it is assumed that the standardization program produced valid

norms, then either students appear to reach some asymptote in the upper

grade levels on reading achievement or the curriculum at the upper grade

level is irrelevant to the skills ,r,iasured by.the MAT. If the curriculum

is irrelevant, it may not be the case that the observed low gains in

standard scores indicate a great degree of difficulty in achieving growth.

It may merely mean that students are not spending much time learning

skills relevant to items on the MAT.

The difficulty of achieving specified gains on the MAT cannot be
assessed with any degree of accuracy, given current educational theory.

However; the gains expected under the normal growth assumption may be

taken as a baseline for assessing the stringency of the criterion of

educational significance. That is, the gains by the MAT standardization

group may be taken as representative of the output of programs with an

average effort expended at each grade level.

This was the point of view adopted in Section 2.3. It was fo-Ind A

there that, since the rate of change in the standard deviation of stan-

dard scores was small, the one-third norm standard deviation criterion

for growth is constant ovei grade levels. Therefore, with the decrease
in the expected normal growth across grade levels, it appears that the
criterion of educationally significant growth becomes increasingly strin-

gent as grade level increases. That is, greater effort seems necessary

at the uppe'r grade levels, relative to the effort normally expended at

those levels, to obtain gains that meet the criterion of educational sig-

nificance.Theone-third standard deviation criterion for educationally

significant growth was proposed by Horst, Tallmadge, and $4,-od merely as

a rule of thumb. The results of the study of stringency reinforce this
point of view: No empirical or theoretical basis exists for selecting

tLe one-third criterion, and at least from one point of view this cri-

terion becomes increasingly difficult to meet as a function of grade
level.

Statistically, the issue of stringency appears to be more cled--:ot,
and one factor--the number of students in the analysis--appears to be

more critical than the grade level or pretest scores. From a statistical
point of view, the stringency of the criterion may be expressed in terms

of the power function that describes the chance of meeting the criterion

given particular gains (under the ideal conditions underlying the appli-

cation of the t test) . For th rvrm-referenced procedure suggeste,.: by

Horst, Tallmadw!, and Wood, rne power function may be expressed as:

P(T t 8O.V5, N-11) '



where T is the test statistic described in Section 2; to.025, N-1 is the

0.025 critical point of a student's t distribution, with N-1 degrees of

freedom; and 6 is the noncentrality parameter expressed as Ain/a, where

A is the true difference between the observed and expected spring stan-

dard scores and a is the standard deviation of these differences. Fig-

ure 3-4 shows the power curves for a few selected sample sizes. Note

that, in all cases, the probability of passing the normal growth c..7iterion--

given that A is zero--is 0.025. That is, if the "population" gains in

standard score are exactly what is expected under the normal growth as-

sumption, the normal growth criterion will be passed in only 25 out of

1000 replications. Obviously, for a given value of A/a, the chances of

meeting the criterion increase as the number of students in the analysis

increases. For example, for A/a = 0.3, the chance of meeting the crite-

rion is greater than 8 out of 10 when the number of students is about 100,

drops to less than 4 out of 10 when the number of students is about 30,

and is less than 2 out of 10 when the number of students is about 10.

From a statistical point of view, it is plausible and reasonable,

of course, to have a more stringent requirement for normdi growth as the

sample size decreases. However, in most field evaluations the number of

children in the program to be evaluated is not under the control of the

evaluators. Therefore, the stringency of the criterion depends to some

extent on extraneous factors such as the number of sites where the pro-

gram was implemented, the number of children at the sites who qualified

for the progrm, and the optimum number of childreJ that could be accem-

modated in the operational design of the program. For example, some PIPs

have as few as 4 students at a given grade level and others have as many

as 779. Other things being equal, including the actual impact of a pro-

gram on achievement, the program with the larger number of children has

a much greater chance of demonstrating its effectiveness.

3.8.4 Modifications of the Norm-Referenced Procedure

:n the precediny; discussion, potential weaknesses of the norm-

referenced procedure were described. These include:

On some tests, th:, t-xpected Gosttest standard sco: I14A
ii the equal percentile assumption is too low for stildents

with extremely low pretest scores.

There are indications that the expected posttest standard

scores are too high for disadvantaged students, especially

disadvantaged minority students.
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The criterion for educationally significant growth may not
be of uniform stringency across grade levels.

The stringency of the criteria for normal growth and for
educationally significant growth depend on the number of
students in the evaluation.

This list dyes not touch upon some of the more basic criticisms of the
norm-referenced procedure that were discussed in Section 2. If an eval-
uator agrees that the conceptual baAis for the norm-referenced analysis
is extremely weak, no minor modificadons of the procedure will be sat-
isfactory.

The modifications necessary for satisfying the first two points
above are relatively straightforward: Raise the expected posttest stan-
dard score for ex::remely low pretest scores; otherwise, fewer the ex-
pected spring standard score. Furthermore, use different expected post-
test scores for students of different minority status. It is not at all
clear what modifications of the current procedure can be made to make
stringency uniform across grades. For one thing, there is no educational
theory to quantify the effort necessary for achieving a specified gain.
Therefore, assessing the stringency of the normal growCh criterion is
not possible. If the normal growth criterion is taken as c baseline,
under the assumption that it represents the results of an average level
of effort, it is not clear how educationally significant growth should
relate to normal growth. For example, if the standard score gain n'eces-
sary for ,2xhibiting educationally significant growth is taken as a con-
stant multiple of the standard score gain necessary for normal growth,
it is not at all clear what multiple should be used. The current pro-
cedure nrovides no guidarce lecause the one-third standard deviation
criterion was offered as a rule of thumb with ne educational basis for
its adoption. Under those circumstances, .no modification of the educa-
tionally significant growth criterion was examined.

The dependence of the" stringency of the criterion on the number of
students in the evaluation is also a factor that is not amenable to a
modification of the procr.clure after the data have been collected. Theo-
retill, part of the .1.ign of C:ie evaluation should be a specification
of the number of children to be included, where this number is based on
considerations of the power of the statistical procedure. When the num-
ber of children incliided in an evaluation is detetmihed in a haphazard
fashion, there does not appear to be any post hoc formal procedure for
making the statistical analysis independent of the number of children.

In this concludin section, then, we will examine the impact on the
norm-rfferl.qcod Jnalysis of c;;zin4es in the specification of normal growth
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for fourth grade Total Reading. Fourth grade was selected because it
was the only grade in which the same battery level of the MAT had been

administered to the MAT standardization group, the compensatory reading

evaluation group, and the PIP evaluation group. The CR/SL group was used

to derive the function describing the expected posttest score, given the
pretest score. A separate function was derived for each of three ethnic/
racial groups: whites, blacks, and Spanish surna:ne. A regression anal-

ysis was used to derive the function in a pretest standard score range

between 46 and 88, corresponding to a percentile range between 6 and 94.

The summary statistics are presented in Table 3-24.

Table 3-24

SUMMARY STATISTICS FOR ESTIMATION OF EXPECTED

POSTTEST TOTAL READING STANDARD SCORE,

GIVEN PRETEST STANDARD SCORE

Number

of

t

SE

Race/Ethnicity Students Intercept Slope r2 SD Slope

White 1238 3.32 1.04 0.69 6.2 0.02
Black 619 -1.60 1.11 0.57 5.8 0.04
Spanish surname 179 8.31 0.93 0.63 5.8 3.05

Note: Statistics were derived from data,provided by ETS.

It was felt that the functions still over-predicted posttest stan-

dard scores because the time interval between pre- and post-test may have

been as much as a month longer than the interval for the PIP evaluation.

Also, these children had been in some form of compensatory reading pro-
gram. It is not clear whethe- children who were in the PIP program would

have been in other compensator; programs if the PIPs had not been imple-
mented. If the children had been in other compensatory programs, such
as those funded under Title I, the CR/SL group would appear to be a good
comparison group. Otherwise. SOME adjustment to the f:unctions would he

necessary to account for the gains attributable to the compensatory -:ead-

ing program. For current purposes, each intercept was decreased by 1.5

standard score points to represent the potential effect of about a month's

increase in the time interval and the potential effect of the compensatory

reading program. Pelavin and Barker (1976) proposed a rate of growth of
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about 0.75 standard score poins per month as a rule of thumb in their

study of the MAT. Most studies of compensatory education programs have

found only small effects attributable to the program. Therefore, a cu-

mulative effect of about 1.5 standard score points appears to be reason-

able for this study.

For students belov the 6th percentile lower bound, a constant ex-

pected spring score was postulated for eah racial/ethnic group. Prior

results (see Figure 3-1) had indicated that the expected spring score

for a student with fall standard scores below the 6th percentile was ap-

proximately independent of the particular pretest score. The expected

posttest score was found to be approximately equal to the regression

lines evaluated at a pretest standard score of 45. A similar procedure

was used for students with scores about the 96th percentile.

The student was used as the unit of analysis. Each student's fall

sccrc. F, was used to derive an expected spring score, E. The difference,

D = S - E. between the observed spring standard scores, S, and the ex-

pected spring scores. E, was then calculated. These differences were

used to calculte the t statistic:

where

D
T -

SD/in

D = mean difference

SD = st:anddrd deviation of the differences

n = number of students.

L:11LLI- the .issumption that the deviations between observed and ex-

petted scDrus are approximately independent and normally distiibuted, T

wil: have a student's t distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.

The SAir,e critericn as that used in the unmodified analysis was used

to t,:st tor normLil growth: If the 95% confidence interval on the mean

g, t7otally dovL zer:). the normal growth criterion was said to be

if t!,c cci:fidence interval was totally below zero, normal growth

WAY sa i:. t.(- be sitLiined; otherwise, it was assumed unknown whether or

11,L 11::d attained.

res:.lts of th original and modified analysis

gr.-,;th critc.rion for fourth grade Total Reading.

ions is evident. One project, Con-

: ..:nown" to "yus" relative to meeting the normal
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Table 3-25

ERIS OF ORIGINAL AND MODIFIED NORM-REFERENCED

PR )1IRE FOR FOURTH GRADE TOTAL READING, BY PIP AND SITE

PIP/Site

:.ber

of

Students

Gain

Over

Fall*

Original Analpis Modified Analysis

t

Test

Gain

Over

Expected*

1 Meets

t Normal

Test Growth

Gain

Over

Expected*

Meets

Normal

Growth

Catch-up 83 2.96 -2.04 -3.46 No -1.48 -2.81 No

Bloomington 40,/ 2.73 -2.28 -2.70 No -1.75 -2.23 No

Brookport 8 .175
J-

-1.25 -0.75 Unknown 0.01 0.01 Unknown

Galax 7 4.43 0.43 0.11 Unknown -2.49 -0.95 Unknown

Providence Forge 20 3.05 -1.95 -2.08 Unknown -0.94 -0,91 Unknown

Wayne City 8 1.88 -2.25 -2.64 No -2.11 -2.36 Unknown

Conquest 108 5.56 1.08 1.98 Unknown 1.24 2.46 Yes

Benton Harbor 28 7.36 3.19 2.75 Yes 3.45 3.53 Yes

Celevland 53 4.77 0.49 0.65 Unknown 0.80 1.17 Unknown

Gloversville 27 5.22 0.22 0.22 Unknown -0.18 -0.17 Unknown

IRIT 34 3.44 -1.23 -1.39 Unknown -1.18 -1.58 Unknown

Bloomington 28 4.39 0.12 0.12 Unknown -0.46 -0.56 Unknown

Schenectady 6 -1.00 -6.00 -6.71 No -4:56 -4.94 No

In standard score units.
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growth assumption. Only one Site, Wayne City, changed from "no" to "un-

known." Under the modified procedure, the gains over expected increased

for the PIPs shown in the table. At a few sites, the gains over expected

decreased because of the increase in expected spring scores for students

with extremely low fall scores. The difference between the gains of stu-

dents with extremely low pretest scores and students with higher scores

is revealing: For the 44 pupils who scored below the 6th percentile in

the fall, the average gain in standard score was 8.4 points; for the 181

pupils who scored at .the 6th percltile or above, the average gain was

only 3.3 standard score points.

ba,ed on the above results, it would appor that modest modifications

of the norm-referenced procedure will not le=_,1 t different conclusions

regarding the effectiveness of the PIPs, except in marginal cases. In

the remaining sections, results of the curriculum-referenced analysis

are reported.
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4 FIELD EVALUATION OF IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Introduction

Results of field activities uadertaken to satisfy our principle of
description are discussed in this section of the report. In accordance
with the assumption that, all other things being present, MAT items will
be learned from an appropriate curriculum, given a reasonable length oi
exposure with a competent teacher, we attempted to uncover exactly what
the PIP-specified 1.nstructional techniques and curricula were. We also
desired to assess the impact that the degree of implementation of C in-
structional component had on test scores.

In this section we discuss the PIP instructional component and how
we assessed the degree to which it was implemented.. Because of the
PIPs' emphasis on management, last year we examined'the management
features of the PIP projects. This year we were more interested in the
hardware/software component of the PIPs and in the classroom instructional
procedures, which were scattered throughout the packages.

We immediately discovered that very little was specified relative

to project instructional style. The PIPs assumed that qualified project
staff already know how to teach in the style required. The PIPs also em-
phasized the use of widely available published materials. The immediate
implication was that the PIPs would not uccessacily place an innovative
instructional process into a conventional atmosphere. At this early
stage of our investigation, for all we knew, the PIPs' curricula and

styles would be substantially the same as those they were intended to

supplement,
*

or in the case of R-3, to replace. In any event, the PIPs'

reliance on published materials (except for R-3) made it quite likely

that, insofar as test scores were concerned, PIP effects and school ef-
fects would be the same. It would be just as reasonable to attribute
gains to the regular school as to the PIP-induced add-on, if the ...wo

teaching styles and curricula were substantially the same.

*
The IRIT and Catch-Up PIPs warn that their projects must be made
distinct from the regular curriculum.
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We set up our site visit procedures to ;:ccomplish two objectives.

The first was to assess implementation and the factors that influenced

it, which would all.w us to make reasoned policy recommendations about

packaging. A good assessment of implementation would free us from com-

plete dependence on the norm-referenced analysis for evidence of project

success. If we could show that test scores increased with good implemen-

tation, 14-1. would have evidence consistent with PIP effectiveness.

The second objective for our fieldwork was to collect information

on the curriculum that the project teacher actually used. These data

would make it possible to compare PIP-specified curricula with the MAT

items and to compare MAT items with the items in the testS used for Dis-

semination and Review Panel approval.

We had some success in achieving both objectives. Section 5 pre-

sents results of our curriculum analysis and describes the data we have

for comparing the MAT with the original Dissemination and Review Panel

test. Section 6 contains formal analyses that use our data on the cur-

riculum and on implementation to assess achievement impacts.

Section 4.2 describes our method of approach for recording on-site

observations.

4.2 Methodology for On-Site Observations

'An evaluation that attempts to assess the worth of an innovation

without systematically describing the innovation, as realized in the

field, is in danger of evaluating the wrong program. The program in the

field is, after all, the presumed causal agent for any outca.aes of

interest.

The methodological problem is how an observer may correctly de-

scribe what is in the field and how he communicates this to the inter-

ested audience. Broadly speaking, we distinguished two paths as being

available to us. The first, we call the objective-subjective, or hard-

nose,,! approach. T' second, we call the subjective-objective, or the

soft-headed appro

In the objective-subjective approach, the observer's notebooks are

forms in which he records the presence of objective factors, such as the

lighting and seating patterns in a classroom. There may be space to re-

cord some fairly molar behaviors, such as a teacher asking questions.

Characteristically, in the hard-nosed method data are recorded at a

fairly fine level of detail, scored, and then statistically aggregated
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into measures of various factors. The analyst may even construct a vari-
able called "implementation."

In the subjective-objective approach, the observer takes his notes
in ordinary language and reports them novelistically. The soft-headed

approach is characteristically conducted at a molar level, with judg-

ments and conclusions being stated and justified in text.

We call the hard-nosed approach objective-subjective because it is

fairly objective during data collection but subjective at analysis time,
since the choice of metric is subjective. On the other hand, we call

the soft-headed approach subjective-objective because at data collection
tim the observer makes judgments, but at analysis time the analyst can
only treat the judgment as objective. Characteristically, the objective-
subjective approach ends in the analysis of a real-valued implementation

scale, while the subjective-objective method ends in the analysJs of the
yes/no judgment of implementation. Much can be said for, and against,
each approach. Last year we relied principally on the objective-
subjective technique. This year we relied principally on the subjective-.
objective technique.

The first- and second-year observation methodologies are related in

that, in both years, we used forms as the primary components of the ob-

servers' notebooks and began the second-year site visit by using the

first year's haphazardly selected sample of schools and teachers. How-
ever, our intention was not to repeat last year's general assessment,of
implementation. Rather, we wished to focus in depth on the extremes of

implementation; we used the information from the f:!rst year to select
those extremes. Ultimately we hoped to determine whether the successful

implementation of the PIP instructional program made a difference in the
children's achievement scores.

Table 4-1 shows the dates of the site visits, by project, and the
site visitor responsible for each. Generally the visits were made after
fall testing and before spring testing. Only two PIPs had more than one
site visitor. Because it was not economically possible to send more
than one visitor to each site, the validity of our assessments of

teacher implementation is principally dependent on the judgment and ob-
jectivity of a single site visitor. Although undetected errors are pos-
sible, we feel that we have been successful in comprehending each PIPts
intent.

The steps we took to define the intent of each PIP and the resultant

interpretation of intent are described below.
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Table 4-1

SITE VISITS FOR OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEWS

Pro ect

Catch-Up

Bloomington

Brookport

Galax

Providence Forge

Wayne City

Conquest

LBenton Harbor

Cleveland

Gloversville

HIT

Lexington

Olean

IRIT

Bloomington

Oklalloma

Sclieqectady

PTR

Canton

Dallas

R-3

Charlotte

Lake Village

Lorain

Schenectady

Visit Date

Fall 1975 S rin 1976

12/9-12/12

12/4-12/5

12/10-12/12

12/9-12/10

12/3-12/4

12/12-12/15

12/8-12/10

12/16-12/18

12/7-12/9

12/2-12/5

12/11-12/12

12/15-12/16

No visit*

12/1-12/2

12/3-12/5

12/10-12/12

1.2/11-12/12

12/5-12/9

12/2-12/4

2/18-2/19

3/11-3/12
3/18-3/19

3/15-3/16

3/9-3/10

3/11-3/15

3/8-3/10

3/16-3/19

3/10-3/12

3/17-3/19

2/16-2/17

2/9-2/10

2/12-2/13

4/12-4/15

3/31, 4/1, 4/7

3/17-3/19

3/22-3/24

4/27-4/29

3/9-3/11

1

Site Visitor

Margaret Needels

Phil Giesen

Phil Giesen

Phil Giesen

Phil Giesen

Casse Duarte

Casse Duarte

Casse Duarte

Dorothy Booth

Dorothy Booi

Margaret Needels

Margaret Needels

Margaret Needels

Jay Cross

Jay Cross

Georgia Gillis

Dorothy Booth

Georgia Gillis

Georgia Gillis

No site visit because of teachers' strike at this site.
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4.3 Identification of PIP Instructional. Components

4.3 1 Results of the PIP Washington D.C.. Conference

At the end of the first year's study, we were aware that most of

the tryout projects had been generally successful in implementing the ex-

plicit PIP specifications. These were the management specifications and

those areas of the instructional program that were clear enough to make

verification possible. However, problems at each project caused dissimi-

larities across sites within the same PIP. With the increased emphasis

on achievement gains in the second year; it was important that the proj-

ects be given an opportunity to resolve problems caused by attempts to

meet certain specifications literally and to discuss whether they were

obliged to comply with specifications in cases where they had already es-

tablished nonreplications. Thus, in September 1975, USOE held a two-day

conference in Washington for project directors and selected teachers and

administrators from each project sfte. Representatives from the devel-

oper dtes, RMC, and SRI also attended. Because the purpose of the con-

ference was to promote uniformity in interpretation and procedure among

the tryout sites within each PIP, project directors and teachers ex-

changed experiences and, with the help of the originating site director,

agree: on resolutions of some of the problems they had encountered in

trying to follow the PIP specifications. Records were kept to provide

early information for PIP revisions.

Following the conference, summaries of the agreed-upon interpreta-

tions, reN,isf.ons, and clarifications for each PIP were printed and dis-

tributed to the project directors. The complete summaries are repro-

duced in Appendix C. The following examples show the substance of the

changes.

Catch-Up--Criterion-referenced tests were interpreted as

teaching tools to be used about once a week so that teach-

ers could keep abreast of an individual student's needs.

Teachers were cautioned that the use of Catch-Up materials

in studerits' regular classrooms would minimize the materi-

als' effectiveness in the project; y2t, students' under-
standing would bo increased by the use of project materi-

als that correlate with those used in the regular

classroom.

Conquest--The role of the supervising clinician in the

Conquest program was clarified by setting down some spec-

ifications for that person's duties, hours, and teaching

assignments. Specifically, the supervising clinician's

main duties were to assist the project director with
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training and administration, to monitor and assist clini-

cians, and to teach some students, with the amount of time

spent on each of these duties to vary with the size of the

project and the number of clinicians to be observed.

A revrsed diagnostic test battery was issued to partici-

pants vith a warnim4 that the 12 tests must be adminis-

tered in the order of listing. However, it was agreed

that the liagnoscic process itself is more important than

the tests used and that some substitutes might be ac-

ceptable.

HIT--Many clariflions of the instructional 1.rocedures

resulted from the HIT meetings. Drill in math uses many

different materials, commercial or teacher-made, designed

to teach basic facts; there should be sufficient materials

to keep drill from being unnecessarily monotonous. Drill

in reading is aimed at fluent word recognition, which

should not be interrupted by having students spell or

write words letter by letter. Drill should be varied by

occasionally making a game or contest out of drill words.

IRIT--IRIT participants clarified some instructional and

management specifications: Basal readers ttiat are incor-

porated in the program at the request of sending teachers

should supplement but not replace core materials; learning

machines could be used fer practice or as motivators but

should not be given excessive emphasf.s; IRIT teachers

should give students end-of-cycle placement tests and ad-

vise sending teachers ot che results; teachers should spe-

cialize in one area of instruction rather than rotate

among areas during a given year.

PTR--Tryout project directors insisted that materials be

included in the PIP for use with students who do not have

reading readiness skills. The Alphabet Skills Book, with

which they had achieved some success, was recommended for

this purpose. The originating site's project director re-

ported that the basal reading series does not have to

match the tutoring kits used in PTR and urged that future

PIP projects be allowed to adapt their programs to local

conditions. All participants agreed that future projects

should have access to the experienced project directors

for technical assistance with management and instructional

problem3.
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R-3--The R-3 participants were reminded that gaming/

simulations (G/S) and contracts were integral parts of the
program and were urged to use them more frequently. Sum-
mer workshops were recommended to enable teachers to adapt

the G/S activities for easier integration into the cur-
riculum.

As a result of the Washington conference, all participants had a
beti:_er idea of how to implement some parts of their prograns and of the
importance to the evaluation of replicating the PIP guidelines. There
were hetter understanding and greater consensus about which PIP specifi-
cations were rigid and which flexible, and about which were of very high
priority and which of lower priority in claiming replication.

In our efforts to sy,tematize the description of the PIP instruc-
tional programs, we found it necessary to provide a framework from which
we could view all of the specified classroom processes. Following the
Washington conference, detailed program descriptions for each PIP were
written to draw together suggestions and specifications from those sec-
tions of the PIP components that bore on instruction and to incorporate
the revisions and clarifications formulated at the conference. The fol-
lowing section reports the results of .our efforts. We regard the-Se de-
scriptions as the criterial interpretation of the PIPs' instructional
components as modified by the Washington conference.

4.3.2 PIP Instructional Program Descriptions

The instructional programs were not presented intact in the PIPs;
rather, some elements of instruction were described briefly in eight of
che nine components of each PIP. Since we desired to know how all of
these pieces fit into a coherent approach, we wrote a description of
each PIP's instructional program. This effort entailed pulling out the
appropriate sections from the PIPs and incorporating the revisions and
clarifications that resulted from the discussions at the Washington con-
ference.

While the descriptions were being written, it became clear that we
were flavoring them with our own interpretations of what the guidelines

should convey, because our understanding of the programs had changed
since onr first reading of the PIPs. Our visits to some of the origi-

nating sites, our discussions of interpretations throughout the first
year with the RMC specia1 ts and with the project staff at the tryout
sites, and our own educational philosophy had all contributed to a
clearer idea of what each PIP program should be. The revised program
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descriptions for each PIP follow. It is against these descriptions th-t

we judged implementation and the quality of teaching at each project site.

4.3.2.1 Catch-UR Instructional Program

Project Catch-Up is designed to help children who are in the

lower quartiles of their age-mates in reading and math skills. It is

not intended, however, to include children who have serious emotional

problems or who suffer mental retardation. The idea is to focus atten-

tion on those children who, somewhere along the line, have failed to

learn the normal content materials (whether prereading, math skills, or

materials with more advanced content).

The causes for these deficiencies in content knowledge were

Lever analyzed in depth at the origina3 site, but were assumed to be

typical causes--for example, less than suff-icient attention at home,

lack of exposure to a stimulating environment, or, perhaps, language

difficulties.

The primary philosophic belief underlying the Catch-Up style

is that any normal child can learn at the same rate (as his age-mates)

as long as this belief is conveyed to the child and that he will achieve

success through exposure to a planned instructional program. The key to

the program, therefore, is a coordinated effort that focuses on specific

needs of the child and is carried out in a positive "you can learn" at-

mosphere. The essential elements of the PIP instructional are:

Identification of the specific content deficiencies.

AssignITa.at of relevant materials.

Maintenance of a positive atmosphere, both by assuring

success and by giving positive feedback.

Maintenanr:e of the child's enthusiasm.

Specific content deficiencies in reading are identified pri-

marily thTough .the use of criterion-referenced evaluation materials, spe-

cifically Random House. Problem areas, as well as the component parts

of these areas, are identified through this criterion-referenced series,

and skill needslare identified in detail. For example, "identifying fi-

nal singlc consonant sounds" and "identifying vowels modified by r," are

skills that would be examined.
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The mean- for identification of probleir areas in mathematics

are less well defined y the PIP. The main vehicle appears to be the

placement exam in the Sullivan Math Program, but this .:xam does not re-

fer to any specific technique or system for identifying weaknesses in math.

In buth reading and math these diagnostic procedures are sup-

ported by a variety of other methods:

Constant communication between the lab instructor and

the child's regular teacher to secure information

about weaknses identified in the regular classroom.

Constant r toring of the child through periodic

quizzes and review exams.

Contact with parents for insight into the needs of

the child.

Constant observation.

Securing the confidence of the child to enable him to

express his own needs.

Instructors should work with a small numbe cf children and

should be assigned complete responsibility for the children's progress

in both reading and math. The small groups, along with careful record

keeping, enable the instructor to develop and maintain an in-depth under-

standing of each child's needs.

The assignment of materials that are relevant to the exact

needs of the child is possible once specific weaknesses have been identi-

fied. Materials must be carefully assigned because the constant student

success that Catch-Up tries to foster can be attained only if materials

are geared to the individual child. Reading assignments are primarily

keyed by t L criterion-referenced materials, since they provide an index

of some marials designed to attack specific deficiencies.

A list oi additional relevant materials developed by instruc-

tors Lt the original site augments those indexed by Random House and is

maintained by a card index system keyed to the criterion materials.

The positive, success-oriented techniques come into play after

needs have been identified and relevant terials located. Careful

planning assures that the child can ach_ constant success and there-

fore a positive view of his own capabilities. The following procedures

ensure the positive atmosphere of the program:
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The materials should be relevant, success oriented,

and of a large variety.

The difficulty and number of assignments should be

bsed on the current learni_g style of tbe child and

should be increased only as indicated by the c., ld's

progress.

Constant monitoring and observation of the child are

required for noting any significant changes in the

child's reE,ds.

Clear a,.d complete written progress reports should be

maintained for constant reference.

The teacher should be very positive and should re-

frain from negative comments such as "You're wrong."

The teacher should "join in" with the students on

games or discussions and thereby show the student

that he can beat even the teacher on some things.

The instructor should know the student so well that

he can help in noninstructional areas, which also in-

fluence the child's self-image. The PIP specifically

mentions becoming a friend and helping with regular

classwork, resolving conflicts, and attempting to

convey the child's needs to the parent.

All activities should be carried out in a lab envi-

ronment that is designed to add to the positive atmo-

sphere. The lab should be bright and colorful with

many displays, including the children's work and eth-

nic themes.

The children should be encouraged to become partners

in the education endeavor by being allowed to under-

stand why specific assignments are made each day.

The PIP also states that the instructor should be

free to choose any instructional "approach," but this

should probably read instructional "materials," since

materials can be used in any way the instructor deems

practical. Experimentation should be.encouraged, and

each teacher should have his own funds for purchasing

materials he likes.

All of this instructional activity providcad with the under-

standing that, unless the child is interested and enthusiastic about
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what he is doing, he will not be motivated to learn. The operating pro-

cedures and the materials selected should be planned with this in mind.
The main procedures to be followed are:

A variety of materials should be available and uti-
lized. Some materials intrigue some children, hat
not all. The instructor should use the materials

that are right for the given child.

Teaching machines should be used, since some children

are intrigued with the novelty and as a result begin

to like their work.

Games should be available because they add to the ex-

citement of learning.

Effort should be made to avoid any overlap with mate-

rials used in the regular classroom. This maintains

the freshness of the lab and prevents the child from

feeling that the lab is just an extension of the

classroom.

Some free choice of activities and materials should

be offered so that the child may express his prefer-
ences. Given the careful planning and specificity of

assignments, free choice of materials is possible

only when assignments have been completed or when a

choice exists between relevant materials. Some lim-

ited time may also be set aside for free reading or

extra time at the machines if it does not interfere

with the schedules of others.

Children should be allowed some privacy at timeL-for

example in portable carrels or a somewhat isolated,

quiet, reading-learning center.

Only by employing the careful procedures outTined above and carrying

them out in a positive atmosphere could the original lab attain the

gains they did.

4.3.2.2 Conquest Instructional Program

Project Conquest is a supplemental reading program designed

fram'a comprehensive clinical point of view and aimed at bringing a re-
mediable student up to grade level in reading. The design of Conquest

:Ls based on the following premises:
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Many students are not progressing in reading at the

rate possible or to their potential.

A pull-out program with a diagnostic-prescriptive ap-

proach can assess the needs of the student and then

"cure" them.

A reduced student-t.aacher ratio provides ;.al opportu-

nity for individual attention and an individualized

program of instruction.

The instructional treatment for students consists of three

phases: diagnosis, prescription, and remediation. Students arc re-

ferred to the labs for initial diagnostic screening that incorporates a

range of diagnostic reading tests, as well as auditory and visual

screening to assess reading handicaps and needs.
*

A profile is then de-

veloped for each studeit; it should contain a graphic and/or numerical

representation of the student's needs. Those who are one to two years

behind grade level and show potential for remediation (upgrading in

reading to grade level or as close as possible) are selected for a year

of treatment in Conquest.

The second plase--prescription--then begins. A procedure for

smooth transition from diagnosis to remediation was not satisfactorily

provided by the PIP; however, it states that the child's program should

be tailored to the child's needs. The PIP allows clinicians to use

their own professional ingenuity to develop an individual prescription

for each child's instructional program.

After prescription, remediation begins. Clinicians work wLth

six students, 50 minutes a day, for four or five days a week. Each ses-

sion, the Conquest student should experience three or four activities in

the following areas: programmed reading, comprehension, phonics/

vocabulary/sight words, and oral and/or recreational reading. Instruc-

tion in at least one of the areas should be assisted through the use of

a teaching machine. The cjinician is directed to personalize attention,

to motivate, and to provide instructional situations that will ensure

some success for the student. Extensive planning and record keeping are

expected of the clinician so as to maximize instru.A.on and minimize

waste of time. Clinicians must keep foluers, daily record sheets,

Diagnostic screening is considered a continuous process. As students

gain skills in subareas. they should be rediagnosed for other deficien-

cies and then remeflated in those areas.
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commercial record sheuts, and detailed L..-lson plans for.all students.

Game days held for the seu(2-its it the end of each week as a reward for
working haru should be used to reinforce skills taught in a different
manner during the week. In r-eneral, the clinician's role during an in-
structional period should be as follows:

The clinician should be -ble to :rlonitor the work of

all six students, provide individual attention as

needed, and still work with small groups when appro-

priate.

Whether in a group, or on a one-to-one basis, the

clinician should observe the behavior of each child

and teach to the child, rather than to the group.

Students' behavior during an instructional period should re-

flect the planning and teaching style of the teacher. Students should
be diligent workers, as evidenced by the time spent working on their
tasks. They shwul( lter the classroom knowing what is expected of them
in terms of illey should often work independently in carrels, af-

ter having built up self-confidence and the foundation for independent
study. The student should usually begin the session with programmed

reading--keeping detailed records of his own progress, and reading his
daily record clleet for assignments in other subject areas. A student
should move trom one activity to another with a minimum of wasted time.

The instructional program, even within the previously de-

scribed guidelines, may w..ry somewhat from lab to lab; however, the ap-

proach should be consi5tent among all instructional staff. Students in
all labs should undergo diagnosis followed an individualized instruc-
tional program that includes a variety of activities, a variety of
teaching media, and careful record keeping.

4.3.2.3 High Intensity Tutoring (PIT) Instructional Program

High intensity Tutoring (HIT) is designed to raise achievem.it

levels in reading and math skills for middle school age students who are
achieving one to five years below grade evel. Tutees are sixth.graders
and some seventh graders; tutors include eighth graders and some,seventh
graders. Tutees are chosen from candidates who perform farthest below

grade level and are selected on the basis of spring test scores and
teacher recommendations.
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A school participating in the HIT program should have one

reading center and one math center, each staffed with one teacher and

two aides who act primarily as instructional facilitators and book-

keepers. Tutors for the project should be volunteer students, who them-

selves perform at least one year below grade level.

Tutoring sessions are 30 minutes and are divided into 10-

minute drill periods and 20-minute workbook sessions. Each tutee at-

tends one tutoring session four .times ,T1 week. Ideally, there should be

twice as many tutors as tutees so that enough tutors are available for

each tutoring session.

Each tutor sits at a desk close to his tutee so that both can

see the materials being used. Furniture should be placed so that teach-

ers and aides can circulate freely among the pairs of students.

Folders of materials should be available to each tutoring pair

at the beginning of each tutoring session. ghe tutor should always be

ready to prompt or encourae his tutee, but should never lecture or over-

explain. He should use brief questions or corrections instead. The tu-

tor should keep track. of correct and incorrect answers by means of a

tally sheet, using a slash for a correct answer, a zero for an incorrect

answer, and an X when he has encouraged or complimented the tutee. Cor-

rect responses represent earned points to be entered into individual

bankbooks by the staff daily and redeemed on "paydays" for rewards.

Some tutoring sessions should*be designated as game days to

provide A change of pace for both tutees and tutors.

Tutee:, and tutors should be motivated in their work by rewards,

as well as by encouragement and attention to their progress and needs in

Litt. cl.is;:room. The rewards dre candy for the tvtees and field trips for

the tntorA. Paydays, already mentioned should be held once or twice a

month for tutees, so that they may eF,change points earned in class for

the rew.trds they want. Different rewards have different values. During

pavd,ivs, tut_i.es spend whatever points they choose, and a new balance

is entered into their hinikbooks.

Adult ,taff should circulate among the tutoring pairs, being

constantly aware of each tutee's progress and problems and of the mate-

rials bein;4 covered. Staff should always be ready to reinforce a tu-

tor's approach or L:ive help when it is needed. Adult staff musL also be

aware of the de;_:,r,e of rapport between tutors and tutees and know when a

taLer is nut with A Lutee. Adult staff should take turns tu-

toriti if Lou tr-:; Are pr..!sent.
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Staff must record daily each tutee's progress by means of An
individual chart. That is, if the number of correct answers for a tutee
fails below 907. for three days in a row, the difficulty of the materials

is decreased and the student goes to a less difficult section. If the
number of correct answers rises above the 947. mark for three consecutive
days, the difficulty of the material is increased. At the end of a sec-
tion of instruction, a test covering that level of material is given.

If the student scores 857. or better, he is allowed to begin a new level;
if not, the tutee must review the material again.

The materials used for the 10-minute drill are Hegge, Kirk and
Kirk word lists and math flash cards. Sullivan reading and math work-
books are used during the last 20 minutes of the tutoring session.

Teacher-made materials as well as games should be used as alternatives
for the tutees when they need a change in routine.

The HIT reading component emphasizes basic phonics; reading

comprehension is cot part of the program. The following words are sam-
ples from Drill 6 of Hegge, Kirk and Kirk, in which a particular sound
for the letter u is being learned: hut, run, pup, mug, rub, mud, and
hum. The words are first shown spaced well apart from each other to fa-
cilitate reading of them. Gradually the words are placed closer to each
other. The print is clear and easy to read. Later, in Drill 7 (a re-
view), words containing the u sound will be interspersed with other
sounds in words like cat and sip. To pass the review, the tutee must be
able to read this combination of sounds with ease.

A Sullivan reading workbook might consist of sections from
which the tutee reads sentences aloud and answers questions as to the,

content of the material. An example of a sentence for which a tutee
might fill in letters or words is as tollows: "A bellboy works in a ho-
tel. This b 11b_y is taking the woman's l_ggage to her room." In the
next series of pictures, different letters or words will be missing.
Discriminatory responses are also used. In one picture a man dressed in
an ordinary business suit and another man dressed in a cowboy suit are

shown, and the senLence underneath asks whether the man on the left or

on the right is dressed as a cowboy.

The math flash cards are designed with the probIL and answer
on one side and the problem without the answer on the oth?r side.

During the first 10 minutes of the session, the tutee uses the flash

cards to learn number facts. The tutee may first go through the flash
cards reading aloud from the side that includes both problem and answer.

The tutor then holds up the flash cards one at a time showing the side

with the problem only, and the tutce furnishes tile answer. In the
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remaining 20 minutes, the tutee works out math problems by hand in the

Sullivan math workbook. The tutor uses a paper slide to cover and then

reveal answers as the tutee goes from,one problem to another.

As the tutee learns the simple skills in reading and math,

problems and sentence structure become more difficult. Increases in

level of difficulty are accomplished by skipping pages in the books, and

decreases are accomplished by reviewing pages. The HIT center teacher

should review the performance of each tutee daily and make all decisions

regarding instruction.

The atmosphere of the HIT center should be enthusiastic and

task persistent. There should be a'busy murmur of voices as tutees say

their words and number facts aloud. They should give responses at a con-

sistent pace--fast enough so that interest is maintained, but slow

enough so that tutors can tally easily after each response. The tutee

learns by actively practicing the skills he is learning, not by.lis-

tening to explanations from his tutor or from adults.

4.3.2.4 Intensive Reading Instructional Teams (IRIT)

Instructional Program

The Intensive Reading Instructional Teams (IRIT) project is de-

signed to raise the achievement level of pupils who are deficient in the

basic skills of language and reading. IRIT also attempts to improve the

self-image of the students and to develop motivated self-directed learn-

ers. IRIT teachers guide students toward developing an appreciation for

and pleasure in reading.

The IRIT instructional year is divided into three 1L-week cy-

cles. Students are ,nrolled for one of these three cycles, and 45 stu-

dents are enrolled for each cycle. Instruction is provided each motning,

for approximately three hours.

The 1RLT program has three teachers, each with his own class-

room and each instruct!.ng in a different area of reading. The 45 stu-

dents are divided into turee heterogeneous groups of 15 students each.

After each 50-minute period, these groups move from one of the teachers

to another. Thus each teacher sees all 45 students during the morning.

The are:Is of reading that are taught by the three IR1T Leach-

ers are decoding, vocabulary-comprehension, and individualized ruading.

Each teacher's room should bu different in materials used and particular

reading skills taught. Since students are exposed to an intensive
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reading program for the entire morning, they should be exposed to vari-

ability among the three classrooms. There is of course some overlapping

in skills, but the IRIT teachers should attempt to identify these skills

and assign each to one of the three classrooms.

Although each classroom is unique in materials used and skills

taught, IRIT teachers are a team and a continuity should exist in each

child's instructional program. To accomplish this, IRIT teachers should

meet regularly to discuss the progress of each student and to inform

each other of specific needs of individual students.

The key to IRIT is individualization. To individualize is no

easy task, since teachers have 45 students per cycle for whom they must

prescribe instruction. Moreover, every 11 weeks a new group of students

is enrolled in the program. Their.needs must be diagnosed, and the best

way of helping them must be identified.

Careful diagnosis of reading problems is the foundation of the

IRIT instructional process. The first week of each cycle is devoted

largely to testing so that team teachers will have accurate diagnoses on

which to base their lesson planning. The diagnostic instruments recom-

mended in the PIP are the Batel Phonics and the Craft Word Attack and

Comprehension Tests. An additional test used is the Random House Cri-

terion Reading. Each team teacher is exnected to select and administer

diagnostic tests appropriate to her area of specialization. Each may

also use instruments built into the instructional materials her students

are using. In still other cases, she may develop her own tests to meet

specific student needs. Clearly, the IRIT teacher is expected to come

to the project with a good grasp of the role of diagnostic testing in

the teaching of reading.

The teacher must also be familiar with specified comwtrcial ma-

terials. After the student's deficient skill areas have been io.Intified,

the teacher assigns those materials that will help the student ime_.ove

the specific skills. IRTT teachers shoul,:i noL automatically assign pro-

grammed materials to their students, having them "run" through materials

designated by the puf*shers. Rather, the teachers should use ,:;11 mate-

rials as tools for i,lividualization. An IRIT student might be assigned

two or three different ma.7eria1s chat inst7uti:. in the same skill, but

all materials should br' reviewed and ieentified by the teacher as help-

ful for that particn.lar student.

As well as helping students those are:)s in which they-are

deficient, IRIT tevchers must he of "le n2ed to help students grow

in those aras in wLich thev arc strung. he tRIT teacher- might have
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several materials that the students enjoy and might assign these on a

regular basis.

Because of the intense individualization of IRIT, each student

must work independently on his assignments. When students enter a cl,f:s-

room, they should go immediately to their individual folders, which

their assignments for that period. IRIT teachers have a full afternur:n

for planning, and need it, since they must put these daily assignmen,

in 45 folders. Each student should receive to or three assignmed,s 1:or

one period; however, the number may vary, depending on the materials.

Some IRIT teachers feel it best to allow students to work for a 1-mger

period of time with certain materials.

Occasionally, students will work in small groups--for

when playing a language skill game, or when the teacher has identified

several students who could benefit from working with her in a smaI'

group. Usually, however, students work independently. The teacher

should walk around the room monitoring students, stopping to help as

neede.d. Students should feel free Li approach her for help. Every min-

ute -171q;',rtant in the TRIT program, and teachers should see that stu-

dents do not simply sit, wasting tima.

A iooling of excitement should permeate IRIT classrous. The

students know that their assignments represent individual atenLion.

.

They also know that they are expected to be independent worher-, but

should always feel free to ask for help L'hen needed.

Onring the first week of the cycle, students must be taught

how to use the various teaching machin :. and maz..erials available in the

IRIT cla,;srooms. They must also learn the classroom rootine and the pro-

cedure for recording their own progress in their folder:- on wall

charts.

The IRIT shoul be busy for both teachers r,.1 students.

The many materials cmd machines, the three unique cl7srooms, and three

different teachers provide enough variety to motivate students to stay

with the work for the entire thri.e hours.

A look at the three IRIT classrooms reveals the following dis-

tinctions. The decoding classroom is perhaps the most oriented toward

very specific skills In this classroom, students should be helped with

any difficulties in phonology ,:nld should do a great deal of drill work.

Here it is important that the uecoding teacher use a variety of materi-

als in new :'.nd interest:lag waNs to maintain student enthusiasm.
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The emphasis in the vocabulary-comprehension classroom is on

reading comprehension. Students should be assigned a variety of reading,

materials, often accompanied by work sheets or other assignments. The

Random House Criterion Reading has been most benefirl in .,Jentifying

skills related to this room. The teacher Must gua,.!. )cyll:Ist simply

scheduling students for the use of various programmc_i materials; she

must use the materials in a prescriptive manner. Because activity in

this room deals .with skills that overlap activity in the decoding and in-

dividualized reading rooms, the team must decide where these skills

should be assigned for treatment.

Of the three classrooms, the individualized reading room at-
lows the most freedom. In this room, the teacher should attempt to moti-
vate and guide students toward an interest in reading. Students should

he given freedom to choose books of interest, either from a variety of

L oks at a specific reading level or from a variety of books at all
reading levels. A visit this room should show students reading a va-
riety of books, some of which have accompanying tapes. The teacher

should have conferences with students (preferably with one student at a

time) after books are read. Students should mark on a wall chart or in

their persooal folders any work they have completed and indicate if they

are ready for a conference with the teacher.

4.3.2.5 Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR) Instructional Program

The objective of Programed Tutorial Reading (PTR) is to improve

the reading ability and self-confidence of underachieving first grade
students. evAuation of PTR programs indicates that, when properly

implemented, the program has been an effective supplement to conventional
classroom teaching. Indictions are that it has been most effective with
students who fall in the bottom quartile on national test score distribu-
tions in reading.

The instructional setting consists of a tutoring station that

allows side-by-side seating for the tutor and the tutee. The tutoring

location may be in a corner of the regular classroom, in a vacant class-

room, or in any available school space that is free of disturbances.

Each student is tutored for 15 minutes each day by the same

full.time paraprofessional tutor for the duration of the school year.

Durin the 15-minute session, the tutor should adhere to tightly designed

tutorl,,, programs that carefully delineate and control instructional pat-

terns .sed and should limit all decisions about a student's performance

to uding the correctness of each response, Throughout the 15-minute
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session, the tutor records the student's failure for each reading item

within a lesson on a record sheet so as to determine which items are to

be presented again on succeeding attempts. In the final analysis, every-

thing the tutor does and Says is determined by what the record sheet

indicates the student knows or does not know.

At present, materials used in PTR are available from.six pub-

lishing companies in the form of. tutoring kits: The materia3s from each

of the publishers have been designed as supplements to pre-primer and

basal readers used in regular first grade classrooms. Each tutoring kit

consists of the basal reader used in the regular classroom, a comprehen-

sion and word analysis book, word list cards, record sheets, and a tu-

tor's guide. The tut, -'s guide specifies teaching procedures in detail.

It also contains a master list that specifies the order in which tu-

toring lessons are to be presented. A tutoring kit is needed for each

tutor.

The Alphabet Skills booklet, published by Indiana University,

is recommended as a prelude to the tutorial kit for children with no pre-

vious reading experience in kindergarten.

PTR instruction is both methodical and repetitive. It is dic-

tated by 11 different tutoring programs called Item Programs (e.g.,

sight reeding, reading, question, completion, and story), which were de-

veloped to supplement reading skills such as word analysis, comprehen-

sion, oral reading, and sentence construction. Each program specifies

in detail what to teach and how to teach. For instance, all reading

items taught in a given program are presented in the same format so that

they can be taught with the same procedure.

Although PTR is programmed tutoring, the teaching strategy em-

ployed should be quite different from conventional programmed tutoring.

Rather than seeking errorless or nearly errorless learning by providing

initial cues followed by a fading of cues, the PTR tutor should practice

minimal cuing at first, followed by increased prompting until the tutee

determines the correct response. For instance, on each lesson the stu-

dent should be presented all of the items within a lesson. After the

firs: attempt (known as a run) at all items in the lesson, the sequence

of successive steps is determined by the child's pattern of success or

failure on items in the first run. If errors occur, additional runs

shcild be presented,giving only items missed on preceding runs, until

the student completes all items satisfactorily. Then all of the items

in the lesson should be presented again and the process repeated until

the student completes all of the items correctly in succession, or until

ten runs havc been attempted. The tutor then goes on to the next lesson.
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The order in which the lessons are presented is dictated by
the Master List. The general pattern of lesson presentation is cyclical:

Several consecutive reading lessons are followed by a few comprehension
or word analysis lessons. The lessons increase progressively in vocabu-
lary, in length, and.iA task complexity, but each lesson builds upon
skills acquired in previou,i ones.

An important component of the instructional process is fre-
quent and immediate feedback. Each tutoring kit instructs the tutor to
"Reinforce and go to Step " following a correct response. Only posi-
tive reinforcement, which includes occasional use of the student's name,
is used. Only the lack of positive reinforcement should be ini.icative
of an incorrect response.

In summary, there are eight general aspects of programmed tu-
toring, as presented in the Tutor's Guide, Ginn 360 (one of the six tu-'
torial kits available). Annotated descriptions of the general aspects
are given below.

Programmed tutoring requires active 1earning--The

student in PTR learns by actively reading and re-

acting to what he reads, not by passively listening
or being told. He reads and follows printed instruc-
tions, and he reads and chooses among alternative an-
swers. Through the entire tutoring session, he

should be actively learning as he practices the vari-
ous reading skills.

Programmed tutoring is individualized teaching--The

rules that the tutor follows are the same for every
student, but these rules allow the tutor to treat

each student differently, depending on his individual
ability as reflected in his moment-to-moment suc-
cesses or failures in reading and in comprehension.

As a result, programmed tutoring allows each student

to progress at his own rate.

Programmed tutoring_ requires learning by discovery--

Each program is designed to help the student discover

the answers to reading problems or questions by him-

self, rather than having the tutor tell him tht an-
swers. Each program begins with a test that presents

the student with a reading problem or task in its
most difficult form. If he cannot solve the problem
in this form, it should be progressively simplified

by changing its form or by providing more information,
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hints, or additional context. However, these changes

and prompts should never provide a complete solution

to the problem, so that in doing what a test step re-

quires there is always some element of discovery.

Programmed tutoring emphasizes success--Throughout

all of the programs, a student's successes should be

emphasized by praise and encouragement. His failures

should be ignored in the sense that the tutor does

not call attention to them (other than recording them

on the record sheet). The student is simply taken to

the next procedure in the program, usually one de-

signed to teach the correct responses.

Programmed tutoring provides the child with clear

evidence cf progress--Each Student's progress is tied

to his own successes, which should be clearly em-

phasized for him. Each student competes only with

himself so that those who progress slowly should not

be discouraged by comparison with others.

Prpgrammed tutoring is systematic teaching--The

overall Lbjectives are to teach sight-reau,ag, com-

prehension, and word analysis. Each of these objec-

tives is systematically represented in a revolving

sequence of lessons. Each lesson builds upon previ-

ous ones, and.each lesson must be mastered before

going on to the next.

Programmed tutoring is efficient teaching--Teaching

time is concentrated where it is needed. Each stu-

dent should progress quickly through material that is

difficult so tfiat a minimum of time is wasted in

"teaching" what he already knows.

ProRrammed tutoring is human teaching--Ideally, the

good teacher is patient, sensitive to the student's

need for success, tolerant of failure, and pains-

taking in matching her teaching procedures to the re-

quirements of the ineividual student. In PTR, these

virtues have bean progiammed.

4.3.2.6 R-3 instructional lrogram

The goal of Project R-3 is to improve junior high scLool stu-

dents' reading and math skills and, by providing them with success expe-

riences, to improve students' self-image. This will help them to succeed
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in school and in the world of work. Toward this goal, the program em-
ploys individualized instruction in math, reading, and.social studies,
in combination with a laboratory approach using learning centers. What
distinguishes R-3 from other individualized instruction programs is its
emphasis on motivational field trips and gaming/simulation activities de-
signed to demonstrate the applicability of classroom learning to prob-
lems faced in the world outside of school.

For three 45-minute periods :11 day, all students at one ju-
nior high school grade level receive i :ruction in math, reading, and
social studies classes in which each student is on an individual prog-
ress program. Diagnostic tests are administered in the three subjects
throughout the school year to determine each student's areas of strength
and weakness. Based on the diagnostic tests, a program of instruction
that will meet individual needs is prescribed for each student.

Learning contracts are the substance of the individualized in-
struction program. Contracts that emphasize specific skills and con-
cepts are negotiated with each student. In conference with the teacher,
the student agrees to complete a certain amount of work over a desig-
nated period of time (usually one week). Although contracts are used in
all three subject areas, they differ somewhat in format and use from one
subject to another.

Math contracts for each content area (e.g., multiplication,

fractions, percents) consist of several subdivisions of instruction and
exercises in graduating degrees of difficulty. When the student has com-
pleted a section of the contract, he is tested on the work covered. If
there are skills he has not yet mastered, they should be reviewed and ad-
ditional exercises assigned. When he is able to complete the final test
on a contract successfully, he moves to the next step of his individual
program. A variety of reinforcing activities should be used in conjunc-
tion with the contracts. For example, programmed instruction kits are
c,vailable for supplementary work, and each classroom should have a sup-
ply of games that require the use of the particular skills the student
is ar.quiring.

Reading contracts are developed around a central theme (e.g.,

science fiction) and encompass activities for all ability levels, from

which as,ignments appropriate for each student shuuld be made. Each ac-
tivity carries a specific number of points, and the number of points
earned determines the student's grade. When a student successfully com-
pletes his individual assignment, he can choose to do additional activi-
ties on the contract to increase the number of points' he earns and
thereby improve his grade. A reading contract might include several
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activities on different ability levels under each of the following cate-

gories: exercises in punctuation, spelling, vocabulary, dictionary

skills; readings from one or several literature series with questions to

answer; original compositions; games that require the use of specific

skills: and crossword puzzles. The materials that students need to com-

plete the various parts of the contract should be set out around the

room at learning centers where students can work together or individu-

ally, as the activity dictates.

Social studies contracts are similar in format to the reading

contracts, and students carry out assignments for points (and grades) at

learning centers. A contract might include tasks such as report writing

or suggested topics, readings with corresponding questions, games such

as matching people to events, an exercise related to the vocabulary in

the reading, and perhaps a math activity related to the unit being

studied.

Games and simulations are used principally in social studies

classes, although they are also used in reading and math as motivating

and reinforcing activities. They should also be used to illustrate the

relevance of material learned to situations that are encountered outside

of school. Since simulations are designed to integrate the three sub-

ject areas and to reinforce skills the students have learned, they make

use of math and reading skills with a social studies theme. For example,

the gaming/simulation activity called "Hurricane Warning Game" is used

during a social studies unit on weather. It inst.'7ucts students to make

decisions about whether to secure their towns jgaLnst Hurricane Eva,

which is hovering offshore. Each student selects d specific town for

which he is responsible. Knowing the cost of securing the town and the

dollar amount of possible damages as well as the probability that the

hurricane will strike his town, the student must make his decision based

on the computatirn of probable savings of securing versus not securing

the town. fle then throws dicE, the sum of which will determine whether

the hurricane struck his town or not.

3imulations that incorporate difficult math coaLepts or vocabu-

lary should be introduced in math and reading classes, :here instruction

crul he iven to prepare students for the activity.

Like [c., i__;aming/simulation activities, field trips are an im-

portant motivational force in the R-3 program. Trips should be arranged

time a: funds permit to point up l.-2ssons learned in the

after map-reading and routc-plannini less'ans,

stade,it!, %iay :u d bus trip they have planned therm_lves Lo
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Extended field trips of two or three days, called intensive in-

volvements, should be planned for fall or spring to a suitable site
where students and project staff can spend one or two nights away from
home and school. Intensive, involvement is a series of learning experi-

ences built around a particular theme and includes gaming/simulation ac-
tivities. Preparatory activities should be conducted in advance of the

study trip, and follow-up activities should build on the experi,nces of
the students at the intensive involvement site. Such trips beuome the
highlight of the year for both teachers and students, many of whom have
not been away from home previously. The informal atmosphere of the out-
of-classroom experience encourages closer relationships between teacher

and student than can develop in the more formal classroom.

All classes should offer a variety of instructional approaches.
Lessons are given individually, or in small groups, and sometimes to the
entire class. While most of the contract assignments are carried out in-
dividually, some tasks require students to work together in small groups.
To avoid the possibility of students becoming bored with working indepen-
dently, teachers should periodically devote a week or so to activities
that involve the classroom group as a whole. Because the individualized
instructional program requires teachers and aides to spend so much time
with individuals, students should sometimes be divided into small groups
with student leaders who answer the questionS of their group mcmbers;
this approach allows the teacher and the aide to devote their time to
students who have more serious problems.

4.3.3 Conclusion

The corwleted program descriptions, Which reflected the modifica-
tions resullng from our own internalization of the PIPs, as well as the
revisions and clarifications agreed upon at the Washington conference,

gavr us an overview of what the tryout projects should be like during

the second-year site visits; however, areas of instruction for some PIPs
were still unclear. The PIPs lacked detail about s,,me of the proce-

duzes, especially how [he materials were to be used and assigned and how
an individualized curriculum would unfold in a well-implqmented classroom.

4.4 Site Visit 1

4.4.1 Data Collecton

As stated in SectiL 4 1, for our first site visit of the second
year, we selected a sample of teachers to interview and classrooms to
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observe so that we could pursue implementation of the instructional pro-

grams in depth, rather than repeat the first year's evaluation of the

general level of implementation. Our evaluation plan was based on the

assumption that the major program characteristics observed in the first

year of implementation at each project would remain much the same in the

second year and that little new information would be gained from a

second-year analysis in which data were accumulated on every teacher at

every project. it seemed likely that more information would be revealed

about the effects of instruction on students' success or failure if we

looked more closely at only a few classrooms or treatment groups, partic-

ularly those that fell at the extremes of implementation. Therefore, we

chose those treatment groups that had indications, on the basis of the

first year's observations, of being either rather well or rather poorly

implemented. Since the first year's observations had focused on how

closely teachers followed the PIP specifications for setting up and man-

aging the classroom, how they interacted with students, and the clarity

of their presentations of lessons, our implementation judgments were

made after a consideration of those areas of the program. Table 4-2

shows the number of instructional staff observea and interviewed.

Many features of the instructional program were not well described

in the PIPs, but were nevertheless essential for a site to reproduce in

order to call its program implemented. The specifications in the PIPs

were concerned mainly with space, furniture, instructional equipment and

Materials, and the adult-student ratio. Our observation procedures had

to be sensitive to the classroom processes that were likely to influence

achievement test scores. Otherwise we would have no documentation to

justify the expectation that the MAT results would be relevant to PIP im-

pacts.

The program descriptions presented in Section 4.3.2 were used, Lo

guide the development of PIP-specific observation instruments for tha

first site visit. Although the instruments were PIP-Specific, each fol-

lowed the same generdI plan, which allowed us to document the instruc-

tional treatment experienced by students and the implementation of PIP

specifications for both classroom management and curriculum resources.

After pretesting and revision, the final observation instruments included

In R-3 sites where many of the teachers were new to the project in its

secone lear of implementation, suL% a judgment could not be made.

Therefore, the sample for these sites was chosen on the basis of

fitting some teachers from each subject area into a workable interview

observation schedule for the site visitor.
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Table 4-2

OBSERVATION AND INTERVIEW SAMPLE

PIP Project

Number of Teachers

in Sample

Catch-Up Bloomington 4

Brookport 9

Galax 2

Providence Forge 9

Wayne City 9

Conquest Benton Harbor 3

Cleveland 3

Gloversville 4

HIT Lexington 3

Olean 4

IRIT Bloomington 3

Oklahoma City 3

Schenectady 3

PTR Canton 6

Dallas 6

R-3 Charlotte 7

Lake Village 3

Lorain 5

Schenectady 5

Total sample 70

means for documenting the following indicators of implementation of in-

structional techniques:

Classroom features and resources.

Classroom management before and during the instructional

7eriod.

Student grouping arrangements.

Individualization of materials and subject matter.

Summary of teaching techniques of the instructional staff.
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Summary of student behaviors and responses in the instruc-

tional setting.

. Most of the sections of the observation instrument were designed

for straightforward recording of occurrences; hoWever, some sections nec-

essarily required more judgment by the observers.

One of the areas in the PIPs that was generally left unspecified,

or was at best unclear, was that of how the curriculum materials should

be used in an individualzed instructional program. The sectioa of our

observation instruments called "Individualization of Materials and Sub-

ject Matter" required the observer to record the materials that selected

students were working on during the class period. Before we observed in

classrooms, we asked the teachers to consult their records for four or

five students and to tell us what materials and lessons they would be as-

signed during the class period in which we would be observing. With

this information, we could verify whether students werc! working on dif-

ferent materials and levels (as prescribed by an individualized program)

and whether the selected students were in fact using the materials as-

signed to them. We could also determine whether students were using the

materials appropriately, that is, whether they were actually engaged

with and working on the mar,,rials. From these observations, we could

judge whether or not learning was taking place in the classroom.

In our interviews with teachers, which followed the observation pe-

riod, we identified changes that had occurred since the first year rela-

tive to roles, training, and the use of materials. We also questioned

them about their interpretation and implementation of PIP concepts such

as "individualization," "core materials," and "diagnostic-prescriptive

procedures." We asked them to describe a typical instructional period,

including how they made assignments, what materials they used and why,

and details of their record-keeping systems.

In our view, we could not make a plausible argument that the PIP

projects would influence MAT scores unless we investigated the curricu-

lum that the teachers were using. For this reason we completed, on the

first site isit, a "Dictionary of Core Materials" with each teadher we

interviewe.; and observed.* The dictionary listed and described the mate-

rials specEied in the PIP, as well as materials that had been observed

In R-3 sites, the dictionary was completed on math materials only be-

cause the PIP specified 1 more manageable number o: math materials than

readin:, materials.
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in classrooms during the first year of the field test. The site visitor

and the teacher located materials in the classroom, and the site visitor

checked them off in the dictionary. Teachers were asked to designate ma-
terials they considered to be "core" materials which, for this purpose,

we defined as materials used with 50% of the students or used 50% of the
time. In addition, we asked teachers how they divided the materials

into teaching segments (i.e., chapters, sections ofchapters, particular

pages) and recorded that information in the dictionary. The completion
of a "Dictionary of Core Materials" for each classroom enabled work to

begin on a curriculum analysis that would tell us whether the PIP proj-

ects used materials whose content was covered in the MAT battery.

4.4.2 Review of Data from Site Visit 1

After the site visits, we attempted to use the data we had col-

lected to classify projects relative to their performance on the instruc-

tional component of the PIPs. We had, however, made two errors that prt.-

vented- us from satisfactorily doing this. The first error was that we

had ebought it possible to assess implementation globally, at the proj-
ect level. The PIPs had been designed to create projects, and this

seemed the appropriate level of abstraction at which to evaluate imple-
mentation. Unfortunately, a:. that level of abstraction, the degree of

, implementation was not directly observable. The site visitors were un-
able to verify directly that the project was implemented; they could ver-
ify only that some of the project stafi: were behaving as specified in

some respects, but not in others.

Since what was observable were project staff interactions, the ten-

dency was to refer to how well individuals were doing-wd,At this level of

detail, site visitor rep-)rts were objective, in that they were based on

direct observations. At the project level, their reports were clearly

subjective, in that they had to "sum up" their judgments about the staff

to reach a conclusion.

Our second error was that of not putting the descriptions of the in-

structional component of the PIP on our observation instruments in the

order in which instruction usually occurred. We found it difficult to de-

termine the success of a teacher on activities that we did not antici-
pate would occur. It was also difficult to distinguish events that were

not specified in the PIP from ambiguities, the teacher's resolution ot

which interested us.

The next section describes the steps we took to overcome these weak-

nesses in our original procedures.
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4.5 Identification of Gaps and Ambirulities in the PIPE

Since a major objective of this year's field-cest evaluation was to

find those aspects of each.PIP program Chat contributed to improvements

in student test scores, we felt a need, based on the interviews and ob-

servations of the first site visit, to reorganize our descriptions of

the instructional components for each PIP program. The organization

used on the original site visits made it difficult to verify directly

that the specified techniques were being used. Reorganization would

give the details of the instructional procedures in the ordel- which

they were used in the classroom. Such an exerclse would forc 1.

think through areas that were still vague and would perhaps givf:: v

better grasp of the programs for our final visit to the project si'

We also hoped that with the new organization we could more ed.Aly

discriminate variations in the learning/teaching process across

within PIPs. These varLItions were expected to be explanatory fac!:.:1

for the effects of the FIT projects on student achievement, as well as

suggestive of revisions for the PIPE, which were being rewritLer for diF-

semination.

As an outline for reorganizing the descriptions, we used a typical

teaching plan
* that broke down the instructional functions into the fol-

lowing steps:

Diagnosis of each student's needs

Prescription of materials designed to meet di'.1gno6f; nr,eds.

Presentation of the lesson/skill

Guided practice; independent study

Assessment of progress (monitoring; .!sting)

Reinforcement activities

Motivating techniques.

As we organized the descriptions into these steps, the prOgrms
took on the essential structure and order that had been missing previ-

ously, yet there were still areas about which we were unsu.ie. What did

become quite clear, however, was where the PIPs were vague or allowed

*
A teaching plan used by the Cleveland Conquest instructional staff was

adapted for this purpose.
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the teachers a great deal of freedom, and what areas of instruction the

PIPs omitted entirely. Now we could designate those aspects of the in-

structional programs that were ambiguous, freo to vary, or not specified

in each PIP. For each step of the teaching plan, we developed a matrix

for each PIP on which we listed the revised descriptions. Discr..pancies

between our descriptions and the PIP guidelines were identified and ex-

plained under the column headings, "not specified," "ambiguous," or

"free to vary," as appropriate. The matrix developed for Project Con-

quest is shown in Table 4-3, which illustrates the method usen to clas-

sify descrepancias for each PIP.

The cOmpleted matrices.served several purposes. They clarified f.yr

us the reasons why we, and the tryout project staffs, had felt secure

with the mahagement aspects of the projects, but had been baffled by

instructional programs. We had attributed our confusion to' the organiza-

tion of the PIPs, since directions were scattered throughout the compo-

nents in sometimes unexpected places and in differing amounts of detail.

Now we wen; ablo to show graphically the gaps and ambiguities in the

PIPs that had resulted in our less-than-complete understanding of the

programs. The matrices easily allowed us to identify weak areas in the

PIPs and to generate suggestions for revisions .that would help clarify

the packaged programs for future users. In addition, they provided the

basis for our final visit's interview questions and guided the develop-

I.T;nt of our observation instruments for the second site visits.

Examples of gaps and ambiguities for each PIP are described below

to give the reader a better understanding of the areas that we felt were

of special interest for assessing the degree of implemcntation.

The Conquest PIP specified several activities that had to occur in
t',7e. labs so that each student could participate in three or four activi-

tie As shown in Table 4-3, the PIP did not present the details

of ei isroom management that would help teachers plan the class'period

to incorporate the specified activities, as well as to give individual

attention to each child, handle problems that might arise, and keep the

detailed records that the program demanded. Since the implementation

of Conquest's individualized instruction program depended on efficient

cl'.sroom management, one of the speical foci of our second site visit

interviews and observations was on teachers' orgainzational and planning

skills.

The Catch-Up PIP recommended the use of a wide variety of materials
along with the Random House Criterion-Referenced System for diagnosing

needs and prescribing related materials. The use of the criterion-

referenced materials, however, was not explained in the PIP, and the
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Progr m Aspect

Utilded practice

Progress assessment

Re..torcement

Motlysting techniques

PIP-Specified omitted/Not Sp, it ed Ambieuou./ContradIctory free t V.nrv

Luided practice with
teacher; student iS to
receive sume individual
attention.

Use of carrels tor inde-
pendent work, ior ome
activities ,tien student
are confident enough.

Use of teaching machines
and devices; daily use
advised.

Student schedules and
classroom management:
How long students should
spend on a subject area
each day. Reading room
--grades 1-3: phonics,
10 min; basal text, 10

min; programmed reading.
15 min; oral reading,
games, teaching machines,
10 min. Clinics--grades
4-b: programmed rending,
10 min; comprehension,
10 min; vocabulary. 5

min; nieht words, 5 min;
:vaehing machines, 5
msn; oral reading, 10

koles of clinician:
monitor, tutor, diag-
nostician, motivator .
observer. prescriber,
organizer.

Record keeping: fold-
ers, notebooks, daily
record sheets.

SymptOMS.

Instructions to diagnose
at necessary.

Release of the student
from treatment: post-
test; consultation be-
tween project director,
clinician, and super-
visor.

Game day: use of games
that require students te
use skills tried during
the week Or at Some pre-
vious time.

Game dav: 1 day per
week. Thursday after-
noon and Friday morning
suggesred.

Providing success expe-
riences: Making assign-
ments that students can
do.

P-alsing students tor
every little thing.

Use of achievement
awards: for graduat,n,
extra reading, honotable
mention, atteneance.

How to eroup srudents
while teachiog.

How to determine when
Students are read, How
to atiSeSS effeCtive ver-
sus ineffective use ot
carrels.

HOw to manaee the class-
room within the guide-
lines.

Amount of flexibility
allowel among clinicians
and among students.

How to schedule students
around school schedules.

How to perform in the
vartous roles.

How good records help
teachers maintain aware-
ness ot student progress.
Descriptions of ouch
records.

How records relate to
objectives. Discussion
of various techniques
and Importance of the
record keeping.

Meaning. Symptoms of
success or problems.

When to rediagnose stu-
dents. How to diagnose
after initial intensive
diagnosis. How to use
results wt initial di-
agnosis thrnughout the
year.

How to Use pOStteSt re-
sults. How and when
student should be re-
leased frum program.

Other t.neeUreS for re-
InfOre rent.

clinie:an provides
intermittent review of
skills previously taught

Methods of motivatin,
students who do not re-
spond. (Little informa-
tion provided on how f0
motivate students at
all./

Not clearly described.

Records descriptions
Vague. Notebook and
folder contents ambig-
ult.. Some commercial
examples were in PIP.

Vague item Called SyMp-
tomatology found in
Project Director's Di-
rectory.

Obucure. Mentioned in
passing.

Fonnd in an obscure
place in the PIP.

Wnether teacher
with groups or wi: in-

dividualslett t
judgment.

How much ttme a partic-
ular student works in
the carrelteacher's
decision,

What machines to use
with each student.

Decisions regarding lev-
els within an activity
for each studentclin-
ician's decision.

Additional means of moti-
vating students when
necessaryteacher's
decision.

Pse of Achievement awArnn
as neededteacher's
decision.
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Random House system was keyed to very few of the PIP-recommended materi-

als. Presumably to help the projects with this problem, the PIP in-

cluded information that had been reproduced from a set of index cards

used at the originating site to identify those sections of certain mate-

rials that were relevant to specific skill deficiencies. Unfortunately.

the index cards were also keyed to many materials that were not recom-

mended in the PIP. Therefore, an analysis of each of the P1P's core ma-

terials would have to be conducted by project staff to determine how

they related to diagnosed needs. For teachers inexperienced both with

the criterion-referenced system and W,th the PIP-recommended materials,

this would be a fairly complicated and very time-consuminp task.

Yet to implement the Catch-Up progr;lat as specified. the task would be es-

senti.q. How the criterion-referenced, diagnostic-prescriptive proce-

dures were handled was of special interest in the Catch-Up second site

vit, since it was an area that would be considered in a judgment of

teachers and of well and poorly implemented projects.

The HIT PIP had few ambiauities or omissions. The instructional

program was specified in enough detail to enable project staff to meet re-

quirements for tutor training and classroom management. and the PIP-

recommended materials incorporated adeauate explanations of how they were

to be used. The principal omission was the lack of explicit specifica-

tions for the instructional pace that tutor-tutee pairs should maintain--

an essential ingredient of the originating site's program. Because the

pace lt which lessons are conducted contributes to the degree of interest

and enthusiasm with which students attack their wolrk, the HIT observa-

tion instrument included an assessment of instructional pace in each cen-

ter. The activities of the adults during the tutoring sessions were

also recorded on the observation instrument, since the PIP specified

that they should be circulating as monitors throughout the session.

helping as needed, but not interrupting the tutor-tutee interactions.

The IRIT PIP recommended.two basc diagnostic tests for the first

and last weeks of the cycle and specified that teachers select and admin-,

ister other appropriate diagnostic tests during the cycle. The PIP did

not explain how to select tests appropriate to the subject matter.and

student levels or how often to administer the tests. Neither did it ex-

plain how instional materials were to be used to teach the diagnosed

skill deficiencies. Therefore, as focal points, the IR1T interviews in-

corporated items relating to teachers' choice and use of diagnostic tests,

how they prescribed materials and activities for individual students, and

how they nlintained records of needs and progress for individual stmdents.

Like HIT, the PIP for PTR was straigL.:orward and, when used in com-

bination with the specified self-explaining materials, gave enough
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details of instruction to enable the staff to set up and maintain the
program with ease. For this reason, the PTR interviews and observations
were focused on determining to what degree the specifications were fol-
lowed, rather than on the resolutions of ambiguous statements or omissions.

The R-3 PIP specified that the individualized instruction program be
structured around learning contracts and that they be individually nego-
tiated with students. Individual negotiation encourages students to as-
sume responSibility for their own work and gives them an understanding

of the importance of setting realistic goals. Yet the PIP gave.con-
flicting information about contract format and use: The PIP stated 'that
R-3 Teachers were supposed to develop their own multilevel, multiactivity
contracts, but, in fact, a series of math contracts, each devoted to a
single area of the math program (e.g., fractions), which were developed
at the originating site, were specified as part of the core materials.
The PIP stated that each contract should incorporate a posttest, but the
sample reading contract reproduced in the PIP had no posttest; the PIP
stated that contracts should contain predetermined grading/schedules of-
fering the student a choice of grade to be achieved, but the core math

contracts did not contain grading schedules. Interviews with the tryout
project teachers included questions on the use or development of con-
tracts in each subject area, and the observations recorded whether and

how contracts were used in the classrooms.

Interview guides and observation instruments were revised for each
PIP before the second site:visit to focus more sharply on those factors
that would differentiate teachers, not projects, on how well they imple-
mented the PIP instructional component. When the site visits were com-
pleted, we used the data that were encoded in the field to assess the
teachers' degree of implementation in terms of the PIP specifications,
as clarified by the Washington conference. However, we did more than
collect data that would allow us to judge implementation solely on clear
PIP specifications; we also collected data that would allow us to judge
whether projects resolved ambiguities in conformity with the project phi-
-losophy, as gleaned from the package and the conference.

4.6 Site Visit 2--Data Collection

The revised observation instruments were develovd to record the
functions of the teaching plan discussed in Section 4.5. We observed
and recorded how the instructional process was handled in the classroom,
including those areas.that were ambiguous or not covE:red in the PIPs.

We subsequently interviewed the sample teachers to learn how they han-
dled these ambiguities. As on the first visit, each illitrument was
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PIP-specific, but all instruments were nc.. organized into the following

general categories:

Classroom management and grouping arrangements

Individualization of materials

Classroom facilities and atmosphere

Classroom features and resouces

Student behaviors during instructional period

Teaching techniques of the instructional staff.

The observation form allowed us to register whether the PIP-specified

structure was there and to document teaching practices that we judged

"good implementation" or "poor implementation."

Examples of our collection procedures are shown in Exhibits 4-1 and

4-2, which are reproductions of records made in an R-3 classr:)om on sec-

ond site visits. The students were working independently and in small

groups at learning centers on contract activities that required reading,

writing, research, and some math skills. Information was recorded about

student interactions and working behaviors and about their activities

and materials (Exhibit 4-1) as well as about how the teacher spent his

time (Exhibit 4-2) during the observation period. The observation rec-

ord shows that instruction in this classroom was being implemented as

specified in our instructional program descriptions.

How Leachers interpreted those parts of the instructional program

that were ambiguously stated or missing in the PIP was the emphasis of

the interviews, but we also questioned them thoroughly about how they

managed each step of the program. We asked teachers generally how they

planned an individualized program for each student and specifically how

they determined, for example:

On what shill to put each student to work.

What materials each child should use.

What instructional approach is best for each student.

Whether to introduce new material to individual students

or to small or large groups:

Whether a student is learning or not and, if not, what to

do about it.

4 What motivates each student.
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Exhibit 4-1

STUDENT BEHAVIORS DURING INSTRUCTIONAL PERIOD

(Most Students)

1. Students feel free to approach
adult for help

/. Students ask each other for help
3. Students wait for adults to offer help
4. Students initiate task-related questions
5. Students initiate

nontask-related questio
6. Students quiet and orderly
7. Students converse but do not disrupt clas
8. Students disrupt entire clas,
9. Students appear interested in task . .

10. Students appear enthusiastic about task
11. Students appear bored with cask
12. Students appear restless

13. Average number, of activities per student
during instructional period

14. Approximate minutes of each activity

15. Materials and activities:

a.

I, .

C.

d.

Time

Most Some None
As

Specified
Not as

Specified
Not

Specified

(1)

1

1

cr:
1

(1)
(T)
1

1

1

1

2

d)
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

6)
2

2

3

3

C-3-)

3

6)
3

30
3

..

/--
..1)

J'-:
1

(1:
1

ti.1)

0.)
67)

)

1 .

t 1,'

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

9

a-

2

2

3

3

(3)
3

C.5-
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Students work on individual assigmnents
Class wor;,s n a variety of materials
Students 1,ork on materials in small groups
Students work on materials in large groups

16. Activities Occurring:

a. Students are working on
b. Students Are wrking on
c. Students are working on

17. Comanenes:

N/A
1 2 (5) 4+ 5

(5) (10) (15) (20+)
1 2 (-3) 4 5

Yes No

ALi Some None
contracts

(7) 2games
1 2simulation
1 2

j

1.

Ye7 No

.1., e ,,-, 1-)e. 7,...,62 f. ..1-,.? Cl j, I 1 lf-2 -"I,: .1 24;:, // : pi_,/
/11 /1-1 .- A p./e ii.t.e, <.4-1ti-A-)e.-a-

.4'

ce 7;;; 1., ,)
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Exhibit 4-7

TEACHER INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUE

Time

(Circle appropriate number)

1. Teacher stays yith students,helping

as needed
2. Teacher circulates, helping

students as needed
Teacher remains in one place and

students go to adult

4. Teachcr works with individual

students
5. Teacher works with small groups

6. Teacher work- with entire class

7. Teacher spends ti. e with other

adults (041>1.0-V-c-i

8. Teacher spends ttn.v at classroom

management
9. Humor is evident between students

and teacher
10. Aide spends time at classroom

managlment
-11. Aide helps individual students

with assignment
12. Teacher corrects students'

unacceptable behavior
13. Teacher gives positive feedback

to students for their work

14. Teacher gives inappropriate feedback

to students for their work

15. reacher style
16. Teacher is a facilitator
17. Teacher is controlling
18. Teacher lacks control of class

19. Teacher participates in activities . . .

20. Teacher disre4ards activity and/or

children's Need,

Most Some None

As

pecified

Not as

Specified

Not

Specified

-----

__ 67, 3 (...?

.-- ,

( :i.D 2 3 0. 2 3

1 2 0)
3) 3

6-1 2 3
2 3

1 a 3 2 3

1 ? 6., 2 3

1 el: 3
1 2 0

1 2 kg i 2 3

1 C,2 3 1 2 3 '
_

1 () 3 T ,L....-
2 3

(1-) 2 3
3

i a-) 3 1

2
2

1 (--.27) 3
,--CM
L.--

2 3

1 2 (3 ) (I! 2 3

(1) 2 3 (J) 2 S 3

1 2 I 2

1 2 a 6 2 3

1 2 C3 1 2 (I-

I 63 2 3

21. Tacher's PI :ccie appropriate ntimherl

leacher's p1 .n, fo, the period is clearly evident in het interactions

with the sLeut,w,

Teacher', plainin is somewhat evident through her interactions

with stdetiL-,

2

Teacher's lo.k of planning is evident through her intQractions

with stodents ,

3

2. ChanginA of Activities:
Yes No N/A

Teacher displays flexibility
in reassignmot of work to

t:tudent!.
1

9 / 3
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Interviews and observation data were used to generate a classifica-.

tion scheme for describing those teacher implementations on which analy-

ses of curriculum and instructional materials would be conducted, js de-
scribed in the following section.

4.7 Assessment of Implementation and Teacher Responsiveness

Following the second site visit, wa completed.debriefing tasks in

preparation for a final selection of treatment groups whose curricula

and test scores ,.:ould be analyzed in detail. The selection process re-
quired a judgmet of wheCner the students whos9. classes we observe6 and

whose teacher we interviewed were 1...::arning in the way the PlP intended,

and whether the t,acher's implementation of the instructiol: program
was in accordance with the PIP's axplicit specifications acd with the

program's philosophy of teaching and learning. These judgments were
formed and justified by the information collected in our interviews and
documented on our observation instruments. In making ur judgments of
implementation, we used that observation data for reference as we wrote
a descriptiorl of the instructional program of each teacher, emphasizing

how the teacher handled the gaps and ambiguities in the PIP specifica-

tions and deseribing her/his implementation of each of the steps of the
teaching plan. Then, from the descriptions of individual teacher imple-

mentation, we constructed a generalized description of the instructional
program at each project, citing examples to support judgments and noting
exceptions. Variations in implementation ..oss projects within PIPs
were designated and probable causes exploi t,. including management,

training, contextual resolutions, professional experience of the teach-
ers, and the like. These summaries provided the basis for our recommen-
dations for PIP revisions.

With the completed descriptions of individual teacher implementa-

tion and the generalized description of implementation at each project,

we rated each teacher cn the b;isis of overall performance on two dimen-

sions:

Implementation, as shown by:

- Attention to the explicit specification in the PIP (evi-

denced by the degree of fidelity to the specified proce-
dures and activities).

- Understanding.of the program philosophy (evidenced by

the method of resolving the PIP's gaps-and ambiguities).

Responsiveness, as shown by:
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- Awareness of each student's progress during the period.

- Awareness of each student's interests (evidenced by

teacher having time for personal comment).
,

- Amount of time teacher was working with students (versus

time spent on classroom management tasks).

- Amount of time students waited for individual attention.

(Some sat with hand up for 5 minutes or more; others

stood in line at teacher's desk for 10 minutes 'Ormore.)

- Quality of attention. (Some teachers listened carefully

to students' explanations of problem; some jumped in and

explained things the student already knew and left be-

fore the real problem was solved.)

Along both of these dimensions, teachers were rated "good," "so-so," or

poor." Below we present some specific examples, using the same areas

of investigation reterred to in Section 4.5 to state our rating proce-

dure. To maintain the confidentiality of our data, we will speak in gen-

eralities. However, in fact, each teacher rating was considered in de-

tail on a teacher-by-teacher basis.

4.7.1 Assessment of implementation

How Catch-Up teachers handled the criterion-referenced system of di-

agnosis and prescription contributed to their final ratings. Some of

the experienced teachers seemed to grasp the concept immediately and

were able to systematize their procedures so they could easily designate

the specific parts of a variety of materials that were relevant to diag-

nosed skill deficiencies. These teachers were rated "good." On the

other hand, some of the less-experienced teachers never fully utilized

the criterion-referenced system. They used their own informal assess-

ment of students' strengths and weaknesses or depended on a few materi-

als with which they felt comfortable to meet every student's needs.

They were not able to coordinate the diagnostic and prescriptive steps

in the lesson plan, so we gave them a "poor" rating.

The Conquest PIP failed to describe how teachers could organize

their classes to incorporate the several activities and record-keeping

responsibilities that were supposed to occur daily. Because Conquest's

individualized program could not function well without careful planning,

accurate and up-to-date records that relate objectives to tasks, and effi-

cient management of a variety of simultaneous activities, all teachers

were judged on their organizational skills. Good classroom management
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was necessary but not sufficient for judging a teacher "good," and other

features of her implementation had to be considered in the final rating.

However, poor classroom management necessarily implies a "poor" rating

for implementation because a poorly organized Conquest program could

not be well implemented.

The instructional pace of HIT tutoring sessions was implied but not

described in the PIP. Since the rhythm of tutor-tutee interactions was
a good indicator of whether learning was taking place, the implementation

of HIT teachers was judged, among other things, on the ability to keep

the tutoring sessions moving along at a pace that would encourage the ac-

tive participation and enthusiasm that characterize High Intensity Tu-
toring. In a center where tutors knew their job and were conscientious

and quick about cuing, reinforcing, catching errors, and tallying re-

sponses, and where the teacher circulated and helped but did not engage

in lengthy explanations (which break the rhythm of the tutoring session),

the teacher was given a "good" rating for his understanding of the pro-

gram's intent. In a center where tutors and tutees seemed apathetic or

engaged in off-task conversations, and where the teacher was attending

to record-keeping tasks ratherthan circulating around the center, the

teacher was rated "poor" on his program implementation.

Although the IRIT PIP did not give directions for using the diag-
nostic tests or the variety of materials it recommended, the diagnostic-

prescriptive procedures and an efficient record-ke7.tping system were essen-

tial to the IRIT individualized instruction program. IRIT teachers were

interviewed in depth about their use of these procedures and were judged

on their implementation of them. A teacher who was judged "poor" on

this aspect of instruction did not use any diagnostic tests because he

"felt" that his students needed help in all skills, and his prescrip-

tions consisted of rotating the students through a set of selected mate-

rials. A teacher who was judged "good" on this IRIT feature used highly

_systematized diagnostic-prescriptive procedures that enabled him to spec-
ify what pages of a variety of instructional materials were related to

skill deficiencies diagnosed in testing. His students were advised of

the skills on which they needed to work.

Because the PTR instructional program was clearly specified by the

PIP and the materials it used, it was possible to judge implementation

without the confounding of ambiguities. Tutors were judged on how

closely they followed the directions in the programmed materials during

the observation period. Although the materials contained a carefully de-

lineated test so that everything the tutor should do or say is explicit,

including feedback, some tutors were judged "poor" because they deviated

from the text, used informal teaching methods, milc! ,.mployed negative
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feedback. Their students were given confusing instructions and appeared

to be intimidated by the tutors. Tutors judged to be "good," on the

other hand, adhered to the programmed instructional methods, provided

positive reinforcement, and demonstrated an interest in their students'

work. These tutors seemed to have captured the spirit and intent of PTR.

The development and 'use of learning contracts in the R-3 program

was one of the ambiguous areas on which R-3 teachers were judged. Some

of the reading and social studies teachers, despite tight schedules that

afforded little preparaulon time, designed contracts that included activ-

ities for a variety of achievement levels and a predetermined grading

schedule, while other teachers neither designed nor used contracts. A

few teachers attempted to negotiate contracts with students, but the ne-

gotiations were quickly dropped because students did not set realistic

goals and the experience proved disappointing. The result was that

those teachers who used cont-racts made some assignments ::)f specific ac-

tivities and then allowed students to do further work if they had time

and wished to earn a higher grade. In effect, the students were

learning to set their own goals and to take responsibility for their own

work, so although the contracLs were not negotiated, the solution was

compatible with the intent of the program. Therefore, those teachers

who designed and used contracts in this way were.judged "good," while

those tenchers who used no contracts were judged "poor" on this instruc-

tional feature.

4.7.2 Assessment of Responsiveness

The responsiveness of the teacher was judged on her interactions

with her students. Fox example, one teacher was judged unresponsive

when one of her students sat idle for 15 minutes before being noticed.

Another teacher asked a student to read aloud, then walked away before

the student had finished; this teacher was judged untesponsive. In sor-

cLisses, up to one-third of the children were observed to be waiting for

new assignments.

.0ne teacher judged "good" on responsiveness s,,.emed to "have eyes in

the back of her head." She gave three groups reading tests, but was

aware of what. each student was doing, and assigned additional work as

necessary. In inothcr class, a group of students was observed sepa-

rately with two teachers. The site visitor reported that one would not

know the two groups were the same. One teacher monitored the studeAt

so that tiley wore much more task persistent and less restless. This

teacher was judged to hAve good responsiveness. Th: other teacher was

rated so-s.o.
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When a final judgment had been made of each teacher we observed,

numerical rating was assigned to each teacher according to the scheme

shown in Table 44": We interpret this as a nominal classificatie

scheme.

Table 4-4

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR PROJECT TEACHERS

DURING OBSERVATION

Teacher's Implementation

of Project

Teacher's

Responsiveness

Good So-So Bad

Well implemented 1 9 3

So-so implemented 4 5 6

Poorly implemented 7 8 9

4.8 Conclusions

Table 4-5 shows the number of teachers given each rating, by proj-

ect. Despite the lack of detail in the PIP specifications for the in-

structional program, at least 807 of the ratings were of an acceptable

degree of implementation. It would appear that project directors did se-

lect the best teachers they could find for the project and that most in-

structional staff did grasp the PIP philosophy and intent. Only 9 of

the 71 responsiveness ratings (137) were "bad," and only 13 of the 71

ratings (18Z) fell into the "Poorly implemented" category.

It is not safe to generalize from these ratings because we did not

sample teachers. We hoped to get the best and the worst of them. It is
clear, however, that the sites and PIPs did differ on their implementa-

tion. In Catch-Up we were unable to find any unresponsive teachers.

Gloversville Conquest had no well-implemented project teachers. No
teacher was found to be implementing R-3 well.

Our interpretation of these variations is dealt with more fully in

Volume One. Here, we need only remark that the type of package repro-
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Tablv 4-5

TEACHER RATINGS, BY-PROJECT

(ln Numbers of Teachers)

Project

Ratings

4 5

*

8 1

.

Catch-Up

Bloomington

Brookport

Galax

Providence Forge

Wayne City

-

4
.

L 1

Conquest

Benton Harbor

Cleveland

Gloversville 1 l l 9-

HIT

Lc,:ington

Olean

IRIT

Bloomington

Oklahoma City

SchenectAdy

.'

-

1 .,..

1

Fri:

Canton

ftalA s 9_

2- 7 9

1 2

R-3

Charlotte

Like Village

Lorain

Schenect.:dy

6 1

l 2

4

Tot,i1 14 S 0 14 22- 4 6

One teacher is r.tted once for reading .ind once lor mathemALics.
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senced hy all the PlPs, except R-3, could be successful under the condi-

tions of our tryouts. The packages were successful not rrelj in cha.:

teacners mechanically followed directions, but also in that the sense

and philosophy of the nroject was present at the sL-:

We do not conclude that the package was itself sufficient to in-

tro7'uce superior prolects. These sites wore fairly intensively moni-
tece,i. Further, the fact that USOE paid for a conference in Washington

do,ibtless both motivated the participants and gave them information that

was not in the PiPs and,not in the official modifications, which are

attached in Appendix C."'

._usofar as these particular projects are concerned, in this section

we have answered two of the issues sugested by the curriculum-referenced

anals. We have 'defined the PIPs' instructional programs, and we have
de,J.ree to which each of our observed teachers was implementing

that

The next section discusses the actual materials used in the PIP

classef, and our procedures in ascertaining these materials, and how we

assessed the connection between the materials and the MAT.

it should be noted that in addition to the fact that the first year

findings si rved as the basis for revising th,-! PiPs, our second year

findirws were shared with RMC as the study progressed. Mese findings
have been used as i_;:put to the new packaes currently being implemented.
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5 ANALYSIS OF CURRICULUM AND TEST CONTENT

5.1 Introduction

The first set of field operationsto determine the degree of imple-
mentation of the instructional practices--was described in the previous
section. In this section. we describe the second set of field opera-

tions and associated analyses, which were designed to determine whether
the PIP-specifTed curriculum materials were being used in the field-test
projects and whether te tests being used to measure,students' perfor-

mance corresponded with the curriculum te which the students were ex-
posed.

lf the skills tested by the MAT were not covered in the PIP-

specific curriculum materials used in the projects, we would have no rea-
<.:on to attribute MAT achievement gains to PIP projects. Cursory exami.na-
tion of tho MAT in the first year suggested that, in several cases at
least. MAT and PIPs were not well matched. Ideally, a detailed investi-
gation of this issue would require:

Obtaining a record of the lessons that each student cov-
ered in each PIP-specified curriculum material.

Determining the skills required for passing each item on

the MAT, for each level administered to students in both
pre- and post-tests.

Determining the sk-ilts taught in each lesson in the PIP-

specified (and used) curriculum materials.

The test of PIP project effectiveness would then require locatthg stu-
dents who failed items in the fall and who subsequently covered PIP-

specified curriculum material that was.relevant to those items. All
other things being equal, well-implementcd classes would be expected tr)

show a greater proportion of students answering the failed pretest items
correctly on the posttest. if this expectation was not fulfilled, we

would have no evidence to claim that PIPs "worked" because a positive Lzs-

sociation between degree of implementation and outcome would be abs(.rt.

However, we were not sure if information could he ohtained on indi-

vidual students. Moreover, we did not know if an analysis of the curric-

ulum materials would be feasible. or how much of a test would be left
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we restricted the MAT to only those items that were relevant to the cur-

riculam materials covered. Consequently, we attempted analyses at two

levels: an intermediate-Ievel, where we found PIP-specified curriculum

materials that were relevant to types of skills included on MAT ,subtests

and that were used with students; a detailed level, where we matched a

student with the items he had covered.

5.2 Data Collection Logistics

We attempted first to assess the feasibility of obtaining each stu-

dent's record of instruction on a daily basis. These data could be ag-

gregated to determine general use of curriculum materials; if the rec-

ords were detailed enough, they could be used for the individual

student-level analysis.

The feasibility of obtaining individual student records was investi-

gated in the fall of the 1975-76 school year. In November the evalua-

tion project analyst visited four tryout projects' to determine whether

individual records were being maintained on every student in the project

(as most of the PIPs themselves required) and, if so, how complete and

usable the records were. Most ,.eachers did have available written les-

son plans or schedules of instruction (SOIs) with individual assignments

for each student.

We already knew that PTR and R-3 projects would not conform to this

patrern. PTR projects maintained cumulative records with no association

hQ.tween lessons and dates, and severag R-3 projects submitted records

without dates. in R-3 we decided to concentrate on the mathematics

classes because the curriculum could be more systematically tracked.

The R-3 mathematics contracts were approximately the same as assignments,

and each student had a record of contracts completed.

During the regular site visits in December, we showed a model SO1

to the PIP instructional staff, determined that teachers or tutors

were maintaining plans or records containing similar information, and

then requested that these schedules be saved for us to examine during

our evaluation. During the December visits, each site visitor developed

the Dictionary of Core Materials. As described earlier, this dictionary

listed materials that the instructional staff claimed to use most fre-

quently and that therefore served as core curriculum. Our guideline

for such macerial.,-; was that they had to be used at least 507, of the

time or with at least 507. of the 5:tudents. Each entry in the dictionary

was identified IV exact title, pubi:.sher's name, date of publication,
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series, set, level of material used, and-other information necessary
for us to obtain exact duplicate items or sets of materials.

In January, our site assistants collected a.week's accumulation of

SOIs from project directors or directly from instructional staff. The

site assistant then sent either maLhine copies or the originals (if

teachers did not wish to retain them) directly to SRI. Since abbrevia-

tions were used extensively in the notations on the SOIs, each teacher

was asked to provide a key to abbreviations used. The key enabled us to
match the entries on the schedules with the more complete entries in the

dictionaries of core materials.

After examining the SOIs received from all PIP project instruc-

tional s.taff for the week, we saw that the schedules were likely to per-
*mit a determination of materials actually covered by the students. In

January we notified teachers not in the observation sample that we would

not be collecting any more SOIs, but ve requestld sample teachers to con-

tinue saving their schedules for collection.at posttest time. In early

March, we asked the sample teachers to give their January through Marcn

schedules to.our site assistants for transmittal to SRI.

Finally, at the time of spring testing, we asked the sample instruc-

tional staff to submit their remaining SOIs for the period through the
Friday before test administration. Thus, while we did not collect sched-

ules for the entire period between pre- and post-test, we hoped to have

a good idea of the materials used by students from early January to the

April test date.

Obtaining SOIs presented some difficulties. About hlf of the
sites had to be telephoned and reminded to turn in some portion of che

data. Most were simply slop in sending in all of the schedules for the

period from January to posttesting. At the two sites that turned in

schedules for only tho latter part of the period, site assistants were

asked to search teachers' records and submit the missing schedules. By

mid-June we had received the SOIs from all sites.

*
Although SOls for the lab programs were generally written.as plans, not

as records of what students actually covered, many teachers noted on

these sheets when assignments were not eomplcied. These plans or sched-

ules were proxies, not ideal records of materials covered. They were,

however, available and imposed only a slight data collection burden on

instructional stgri.
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5.3 Completeness of the Data

Before using the SOTs in any analyses, we attempted to determine

the completeness and quality of the data collected. Table 5-1 shows the

number of individual student schedules received for each week. The

right-hand column in the table shows the nverage number of schedules re-

ceived per week over the number of students with valid spring tests who
were in ele sampled teachers' clasFes. Ideally, the numbers should be

approximately equal; that is, the number of schedules submitted pet week

should not vary much from the mean.

Tabl 5-1 shows that the number of SOIs received for a week was of-

ten greater than the number of students.in our sample because teachers

were asked to And schedules for all students in their groups. Not all

students, however, were included in our study. For example, we received

schedules for between 45 and 47 students in Providence Forge each week,

but there were only 34 students in our evaluation sample. The remaining

13 students were dropped because they exited from the program before

posttesting, or had an invalid posttest.

We had expeced data for IRIT, for one Catch-Up site, and for PTR

to be submitted differently from data sent by the other projects. Be-

cause we had included in the tested- evaluation group only those IRIT stu-

dents in the second, or middle, cycle of the prograM, we were interested

in the schedules for only that group. Thus, the period for which we ex-

pected schedules in IRIT projects was not January to April, but the ap-

proximate ten-week period corresponding Lo the middle cycle at each site.

An additional peculiarity was that each IRIT student had three teachers--

one for each of three content areas; thus, we expected three schedules

per day per child.

The Catch-Up staff in Galax were making systematic, cumulative rec-

ords of what each student covered in each curriculum material during the

year. We accepted these records rather than ccllecting, aggregating,

and interpreting the daily schedules ourselves.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, in PTR each student's performance was

recorded by the tutor on a Record Sheet. Thus, instead of a daily rec-
ord of instruction, each student had a complete, cumulative record of ma-

terial covered. Both PTR sites submitted these records for every stu-

dent in L:le pro'r2ct, not simply for t!lose in the sampled tutors' group.
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Table 5-1 gives evidence of incomplete dacL, as discussed below:

Of the four teachers sampled in Bloomington Catch-Up, one

teacher wal.: i:ot asked to keep or retain SOIs for submis-

sion to SRI and ow2 turned in records for only three weeks.

One teacher Ln Benton harbor Conquest did not begin to sub-

mit records until February 2-6. Another did not begin un-

til February 9-13. The third teacher had a few SOIs for

January, but did not keep good records until February.

Two of the teachers in Bloomington IRIT did.not submit

SOls for,December 8-12 nor for February 23-27.

The teachers in Schenectady IRIT were not asked to retain

SOIs until the sixth week of the second instructional cy-

cle. Only two of these teachers turned in schedules for

the remaining four weeks of the .cycle.

Charlotte and Schenectady R-3 project teachers did not in-

clude dates on their SOIs.

The only R-3 mathematics teacher in Lake Village did not

turn in many schedules prior to the second week of Feb-

ruary.

One teacher in Lorain R-3 did not submit any schedules,

and the other teaciler did not include dates on the sched-

ules.

The Gloversville and Olean Sals allowed some major findings about

the implementation of the respective Conquest and HIT projects in those

sites. The schedules received from Gloversville contained no weekly in-

formation because they were not kept on a daily or weekly basis. This

was our first indication that students there did not attend the lab on a

regular, five-days-per-week basis, but rather on an irregular basis as

assigned by their classroom teachers. Entries on the schedules were

spotty or incomplete; presumably the regular classroom teacher rather

than the PIP clinician maintained records of student progress. In any

case, the number of schedules received was larger than the number of stu-

dents in our sample; the reason is that die students in two of the teach-

ers' classes were excluded from our evaluation sample because they had

reeived so little of the Conquest treatment that it was considered un-

f;fir to evaluate the PIP on the basis of their performance.

In Olean, we received records for 233 students thought to be in the

project on the specified four-days per week. However, 130 of thesc stu-

dents were sehedhled in the HiT classes only every other week. MAL is,
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one or two teachers alternated student groups each week. We had not de-
tected this scheduling pattern in our earlier interviews and observa-
tions. For the 185 students with valid test data, an average of 165 rec-
ords were received.

Although Table 5-i reveals a number of irregularities, we received

from most teachers in most sites a fairly complete and reliable record

of the materials covered. Cnly one entry gave us reason to question the
validity of the data: Although March 15-19 was Easter vacation for Lex-

ington, one teacher there-submitted schedules for 25 students. Perhaps -

she had made plans for students for that week before realizing that it

was a vacation period, but the quality of. the entries on these schedules

and our knowledge of the teacher's organizational style led us to be-
lieve otherwise. Exhibit 5-1 shows four schedules of instruction re-
ceived from the field. They vary in completeness and format, but three
of them (with their keys) contain usable information. Schedule A (on
Exhibit 5-1) does not contain adequate information about curriculum mate-
rials. The teacher who prepared this schedule also received low ratings
on implementation and responsiveness during our interview and observation
visits. This example reflects a general observation we made about the
data. SOIs that were incomplete or of poor quality were submitted by

the same instructional staff in our sample who also received the lowest

ratings on implementation of the PIP instructional program. Thus, qual-
ity of curriculum information on the students is confounded with degree

of Pip implementation. Any possible bias in the remainder of the analy-
ses would lie with the well-implemented instructional groups or the

"good" teachers because more of thei'r data were usable in our analyses.

In general, we believe that enough SOIs were received for the en-

tire sample group for the entire period and that they provide fairly re-

liable information about what was being covered in the PIP projects. Al-

though we received information for about 1700 students% clearly we did not
have a random sample of student lesson assignments. Nevertheless, SOIs
were a fairly direct measure cf what curriculum was used in PIP classes

and were clearly superior Lo intcrviews and observations alone.

5.4 Congruence BeLween P1P-Specified Curriculum Materials

and Materials Used in tne Field-Tcst Pro'ects

For each project, we compiled a it of all equipment and curric-

ulum materials that appeared anywhere on tile SOIs. The number of titles
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EXHIBIT 5-1 EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULES OF INSTRUCTION RECEIVED FROM FIELD-TEST SITES
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EklIBIT 5-2 (Concluded)
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ranged from 2 for Dallas PTR to 65 for Schenectady IRIT. With each list

we addressed the question: Did the project staff use the PIP-specified

materials? The problem (as reported in Section 4) was that the materi-

als specifications in the PiPs were often ambiguous. We decided to list

all the materials mentioned in each PIP and designate them as "specified"

materials, with a distinction made between "core" materials and "supple-

mentary" materials. ihese were the "PIP-specified materials" against

which we compared the list of materials generated by aggregating across

all SOIs collected from the sampled teachers.

Our findings from this comparison were that:

Some overlap existed between wl..at was PIP-specified and

mhat was used; that is, some of the PIP-specified materi-

als were used.

Many of the materials specified in the PIP were not used.

Teachers used a surprisingly large number of materials

that had not been listed in the PIPs.

Tables 5-2 through 5-6 summarize our findings about the instruc-

tional materials used at each project site. In each table, the left-

hand column indicates the number of PIP-specified materials used and the

percentaE of the specified instructional curriculum this represented

for each project. The right-hand column indicates the number of non-

PIP-specified materials used and the .percentage of the total instruc-

tional materials this represented for each project. In addition, a sepa-

rate entry shows the number of materials, either specified or

nonspecified, used by all the sites With the same PIP program. This num-

ber is also included in each project's figures. These data show that

not every site using the same PIP used the same combination of specified

materials. nor did sites reject the same combination of speeified

We could not always determine which materials were "specified." When

two materials were called by the same name, we counted both as speci-

fied materials. For example, McGraw-1:11 Programmed Reading and Sulli-

van Reading Progran were both referred to as "Sullivan" by teachers.

(McGraw-Hill Publishing Company had bought out BRL, publishers of the

Sullivan Reading Program, and had issued a c.mpletely revised series.)

Another difficuity.\,,as with the Catch-Up PIP, which referred to the SRA

Math Kit. There wai; nothing by that title, Athough there was an SRA

Math Learni.nc4 Sy:;tem and an SRA Diagnosis: An inlitructional Aid-

XAthumtic which could hAve fit Lhe described, and therelore

wc H U i i ;iat ci-H I
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Table 5-2

SPECIFIED AND UNSPECIFIED MATERIALS

USED AT CATCH-UP SITES

a. Rending

Specified Not Specified

and UsedUsed Not Used

7 of % of % of All
Reading Materials,

by Project N

Total

Specified N

Total

Specified N

Materials Used

at Eacb Site*

Core materials

Bloomington 6 1011.0Z 0 0 4 33 75.07.

Brookport

Galax

,_ 13.1

'I 50.0

4

3

66.7

50.0

23

17

79.3

77.3
Providence Forge .1 50.0 3 50.0 r2 63.2

Wayne City :4 66.7 1_ 32.3 16 72.7

Use,I by all site; 1 16.7 -- _ 2.0

Total no. core mrtterials Total no. Total no. unspeci-
specified = 0 core uqel

f,.

lied materials =

= 6Y 84

Supplementary materials

Bloomington 5 15.77 c! 64.'17, --

Brookport .-1.8j I0 71.4

Galix 1
._ 14.1 12 85.7 __

Providence Fe cia S 28. 10 71.4 --

Wayne City -)_ :4. 1 12 85.7

Used bv )11 site,: __ __

TItal no. sunpIemeatary fotal no.

materials specified ,- supp . used

lt = III

*'
Tbe ratio between the number of "not specified and used" materials and the

total number of materials used at a site. (The total includes all materials
used at a site. both specifiedcore and supplementaryand unspecified.)

Credit for ,,,ne r1(11 I liven to teacher-made materials, g;ime,-;,

,T11 free reli:ag, though Li OV ilidentified material ; May Illy!, Pe.n

I ! u,1 ! .

I .k! Iii ii]Illiieii wi th i. ) I ,

mk.lit i , H r a !In

2 1



Table 5-2 (Concl(ded)

b. Math

Math Materials,

by Proiect

Specified Not Specified

and UsedUsd Not Used

N

Total

Specified

100.0%

100.0

33.3

66.7

100.0

31. 3

N

0

n

/

i
0

--

of

Total

Specified

0

0

66.7

33.3

0

--

N

6

1.'4

10

7

15

1*

% of All

Materials Used

at Each Site

54.5%

77.8

83.3

70.0

78.9
1.1

Core materials

Bloomington

Brookport

G:llay

Providence Forg,e

Wayne City

Usod by all sites

1

-1

1

2

3

I

Total no. core mat ori 11 ,-;

s;)ocifi...d = 3

ToLd. no.

core ILtied
= 1

Vocal no. unspeci-

fied materials = .A

Silpp 1 cm en t. iry materials

Bloomington

Brookport

Calax -

Providence Forge

Wayne Cit.,:

Used by 111 sites

1 '40.0%

1 20.0

1 20.0

1 20.0

1 20.0

I 20.0

3

4

4

60.0%

80.0

80.0

80.0

80.0
......

..._

.....

..._

......

.....

--

...-

_-

_-

_-

_-

Total no. supplymontary

ma t et-1.11.4 spot. i r i ed =

) '

Tota/ no.

,,,ilpp. 11,-;ed

= ?

:-.or ii teri.I1 oach is given to teacher-male materials, games,

and !-roe reading i1.111 I11:111 v 111 i dont i fied materials may have been

used each cat

The harlb..ar. d d 110 dicitc whether one of

the matorials referred to was the SRA .1.1rh Learning System or the SRA

Nathematics biagnosi.4.. therefore, each was considered a specified

material.
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Table 5-3

SPECIFIED AND UNSPECIFIED MATERLALS

USED AT CONQUEST SITES

Reading Materials

by Project

Specified Not Specified

and UsedUsed Not Used

N

% of
Total

Specified

61.5%

61.5

30.8

19.2

N

10

10

18

--

% of

Total

Specified

38.57

38.5

69.2

--

N

36

40

55

3*

% of All

Materials Used
at Each Site

66.7%

69.0

84.6

7.1

Core materials

Benton Harbor

Cleveland

Gloversville

Used by all sites

16

16

8

5

Total no. core materials

specified 26 t

Total no.

core used

= 20

Total no. uaspeci-

fied materials =

119
*

Supplementary materials

Benton Harbor

Cleveland

Gloversville
Used by all sites

7 33.3,
? 13.3

2 33.3

1 16.7

4

4

4

66.77,

66.7

66.7

--

--
--

Total no. supplementary

materials specified = 6
Total no.

snpp. used
= 3

Credit for one material each is given to teacher-made materials, games, and

free reading even though many unidentified materials may have been used
within each category.

Includes six type,i of equipment. Three materials mentioned in the hardware/
software package are contained in the Webster Classroom Reading Clinic hut
are counted s separate materials.
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TAble 5-4

SPECIFIED AND UNSPECIFIED MATERIALS

USED AT HIT SITES

Core Materials

by Project

Specified Not Specified
and UsedUsed Not Used

N

% of

Total

Specified N

% of

Total

Specified N

% of All

Materials Used

at Each Site

Core materials--reading

Lexington

Olean

Used by all sites

3 60.07,

3 60.0

1 20.0

2

9

--

40.0%

40.0

--

6* 66.6%

3 50.0

3 7.7

Total no. core materials

specified = 51'

Total no.

core used

= 5

Total no. unspeci-

fied materials =

8*

Core materials--math

Lexington

Olean

Used by all sites

3 25.07,

3 25.0

2 0

9

9

--

75.0%

75.0

--

3 50.0%

3 .50.0

-- --

Total no. :-.-ore materials

specified = 11

Total no.

core used

= 4

otal no. unspeci-
fled materials =

6

Credit for one material each is given to teacher-made materials, games,

and free reading even though many unidentifLed materials may have been

used within each category..

One material (C3nquests in Reading) was included in the hardware/

software package by mistake but was used in Lexington because they

had problems obtaining the Sullivan Programmed Reading material.
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Table 5-5

SPECIFIED AND UNSPECIFIED MATERIALS

USED AT IRIT SITES.

Reading Materials,

by Project

Specified Not:Specified

and UsedUsed Not Used

N

% of

Totl
Specified N

% of

Total

Specified N

% of All

Materials Used

at Each Site

Core materials

Bloomington 10 18.2% 45 81.87 34 63.07

Oklahoma City 7 12.7 48 87.3 24 63.2

Schenectady 5 9.1 50 90.9 50 76.9

Used by all sites 2 3.6 -- -- 3
*

2.5

Total no. core materials Total no. Total no. unspeci-
speciFied = 55t core used fied materials =

±
= 12 92

*

Supplementary materials

Bloomington 10 12.7% 77 87.8% -- --

Oklahoma City 7 8.5 75 91.5 -- --

Schenectady 10, 12.2 72 87.8 -- --

Used by all sites 5 6.1 -- -- -- --

Total no. supplementary Total no.

materials specified = supp. used
8.)** = 17

Credit for one material each is given to teacher-made materials, games,

and free reading even though many unidentified materials may have been

used within each category.

Includes one type of equipment.

Equipment use was not always specified in conjunction with use of

materials mentioned in the schedules of instruction.

'All are equipment.
**

Includes 13 types of equipmcnt.
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Table 5-6

SPECIFIED AND UNSPECIFIED MATERIALS

USED AT R.:3 SITES

Specified Not Specified

and Used'Used Not Used

% of % of % of All

Math Materials,

by Proiect N

Total

Syecified N

Total

Specified N

Materials Used

at Each Site

Core materials

Charlotte ') 250% 6 25.07. 19 82.67.

Lake Viltag- 9 25.0 6 75.0 3 42.9

Lorain 3 37.5 5 62.5 6 60.G

Schenectady 2 25.0 6 75.0 7 77.8

Used by all sites 1 12.5 -- - --

Total no. core material's Total no. Total no. unspeci-

specified = 3 core used fied materials =

= 4 30

Supplementary m:!:lorials

CharloLto 2 12.57. 14 87.57. --

1,,-Ike Village 2 12.5 14 87.5 __ __

Lorain 1 8.3 15 91.7 -- --

Schenectady 0 0 16 100.0 - --

Used by all sites 0 0 -- -- --

Total no. supplementary Totl. no.

materials specified = supp. used

= 3

ihe R-3 program also includes reading and social studies instruction,

but w wre able to adequately assess only the materials used in the

math cla-;ses.
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materials. Some projects used more unspecified materials than other
sites (varying from about 437 to 857. of their materials), and some PIPs
were associated with more use of nonspecified materials than were
other PIPs.

Data for PTR projects are not tabled, because they are so easy to
describe. The PIP required only that PTR projects employ a tutoring man-
ual that complemented the basal reading text used in the regular class-
room. A supplementary material, the Alphabet Skills Book, was also men-
tioned in the PIP. Both materials were used in Canton and Dallas. (In
Canton, however, where students enter at the first grade level without
kindergarten, no basal readers had been used before the PIP arrived.
These texts had to be obtained before the PIP-sy.ecified materials could
be used as intended.)

Amor.g ofter PIPs, Catch-Up ts appeared to use the greatest
Jf specified materials foy Leading instruction, with Bloomington

idg 100°/, of suck materials in their curriculum. Even with the
overlap of material among Catch-Up projects, only one specified reading
materiai was used at all Catch-Up sites. All Catch-Up projects used
many unspecified materials for both reading and math, with each project
using a different 3et of such materials.

With the exception of Gloversville, COnquest sites used about 607
of the core materials specified the PIPs. A large number of unspeci-
fied materials were added at every site.

The 121 reading materials used in IRIT corresponded even less
closely to the specified lists, and only two of 55 specified core materi-
als were used in common across the sites. More unspecified materials
were used in 1RIT than in either of the other two lab programs.

The Catch-Up, Conquest, and IRIT PIPs all had long lists of materi-
als. Except perhaps in the Catch-Up PIP, the original Hardware/Software
Packet did not clearly state which materials were core. .In all three
PIPs, various materials were suggested and instructional staff were en-
couraged to assem'ole a variety of materials and to individualize instruc-
tion by providing students with materials suited to their needs. The
Catch-Up PIP stated that each teacher should have his own funds to pur-
chase the materials he liked and should use materials in any way he
deemed practical.

Like the lab .,-,rograms, the R-3 VIP encouraged use of a variety of
materials. Even more than the others, it encourages: instructors to seek
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out materials that were likely to motivate individual students. As ex-

pected, the R-3 projects did use unspecified materials and did not use a

large percent of the recommended materials.

Except for 1)1E and to some extent HIT projects, little congruence

was found between the specified (core and supplementary) materials and

the materials actually used in the project. This finding is surprising

for those who expected the instructional programs in sites with the same

PIP to be the same in terms of materials and equipment used. Insofar as

comparison of titles permitted us to tell, packages written in the manner

cf five of the original six PIPs would not promote the use of a common

set of curriculum materials in new sites.

We connot say, however, that projects deviated from PIP instruc-

tions. Although our comparison of titles shows that TIPs (except PTR)

failed to promote the use of exactly those materials and only those mate-

rials recommended, this was probably not a violation of RMC's intent in

developing the PIPs because Catch-Up, IRIT, R-3, and Conquest PIPs en-

couraged teacher discretion in choosing materials.

We are not naive enough to assume that teachers had to use exactly

the same materials in order to implement effective curriculum.* We know

that, especially when individualization is required, different combina-

tions of texts, equipment, and other teaching materials were necessary to

carry out the intent of the curriculum. Nevertheless, PIPs were pre-

sumed to present enough information about pedagogical philosophy and

skill emphases to (1) permit teachers to ascertain the essence of the ef-

fective curriculum of the original project and (2) promote the use of ma-

terials incorporating the intended skills lessons in the intended manner..

With the help of reading curriculum specialists, our next analysis en-

abled us to assess whether, in spite of the variety of materials used,

the PIP projects nevertheless adhered to the curriculum intent of the

PiPs and covered the same skills in a similar manner.

Although in this report we often use "curriculum" to mean the materials

and equipment to which students are exposed, we use the term here in

its general meaning as "planned learning experiences encountered by stu-

dents," a definiti'm that includes the instructional philosophy is well

as the knowledge and skills covered in the materials.
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C of the Core Curriculum at Each Project

Before we could match project curricula with PIP-specified curric-

ula, ive had to determine what materials were being used as the core of

the instructional program. We examined the SOls again for the manrials
used most often. (The list of all materials used by each project was

too gross for this analysis because once-used titles olso appeared on

this list.)

After determining which materials were used most frequently by proj-

ect students, we called on reading curriculum specialists to help us de-

scribe the skills emphasized in each.* This gross analysis was con-

ducted by means of a skills checklist. As stated earlier, our general

intent was to determine the relevance of the MAT to the PIP curriculum.

We also intende:: to use the skills analysis to determine whether, even

when different sets of materials were used, the project staffs under-

stood and implemrmted the PIP-intended curriculum.

5.5.1 Precedures

Because we received SOIs for approximately 1700 students, time and

effort dictated that information on the use of materials not be tabu-

lated from every schedule. Instead, wc sampled schedules by PIP, proj-
ect, grade, and teacher/tutor. A sample of five students was picked

from each grade at each site.

The grades were .,,rouped roughly according to the MAT battery that

students received in the Eying because we expected to compare the gen-

eral skills known to be covered in the materials with the general skills

tested on the MAT. The only exception was that we grouped first and sec-

ond grades, even though students in these grades took different tests.

Groupings were as follows:

Grades 1 and 2

Grades 3 and 4

Consultants were: Ms. PaLricia Bixler, former reading curriculum coor-

dinator, San Mateo County Schools (California), currently principal of

Knolls School in San Mateo; and Dr. Arlene Bonnie Tenenbaum, former SRI

consultant, currently evaluation specialist for Cupertino School Dis-

trict (California).
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Grades 5 and 6

Grades 7, 8, and 9.

Besides grade level, individual teachers were likely to affect

which materials were designated as core. At each site, the five stu-

dents sampled were drawn so as to be distributed across the teachers in

that site and across the grade levels -for which each teacher had respon-

sibility. For example, in the Bloomington Catch-Up project, our observa-

tion sarnplr. had three teachers. Teacher A had only first graders; teach-

ers B and C had 9nly second graders, The sample included the following

students:

Two first grade students from teacher A

4 Two second grade students from teacher

One second grade student from teacher C.

To tabulate the list of core materials for each project, we used

the following procedure3: One entry was recorded for each material used

a student each day. If the student received two lessons in a mate-

ridl on a single day, only one entry was recorded for that material.

The frequency data is shown in Tables E-1 through E-4 in Appendix

E. Tho data reflect the full period for which schedules were received,

that is, from January to posttesting, for all PIPs except IRIT. IRIT's

SOIs cover the students enrolled in the second cycle only. Because

neither PTR nor R-3 sites submitted SOIs on a daily or weekly basis,

the procedures could not be carried out for these two programs.

The ten materials most frequently us,2.d by each project during this

period before posttesting were tabulated. For each PIP, Tables E-1

throu0i E-4 show the ten materials used as the core of the curriculum

by each project. The second column in each table indicates if the mate-

rial was specified as core or supplementary material in the PIP.

The individual skills into which the materials could be most com-

fortably categori,:ed were as follows:

Recognition of Sounds and Letter RecognitionDesigned t,
teach LLter-sound correspondence and visual discrimina-

tion of Letters.

DecodingSometimei used synonymously with phonics (associ-

Ating a letter or combination of letters with a sound and

applying such knowledge in identifying words). Lessons
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are designed to teach word identification and converting

print into speech. Included are pronunciation and associ-

ating a group of letters making up a word with the sounds
in its spoken counterpart.

Structural Analysis--Entails looking at words to locate

parts of them (e.g., syllables, prefixes, suffixes, spe-

cial endings, root words). Structural analysis may be

used in conjunction with rhonics (phonetic analysis) and

context clues to identify a word.

VocabularyEntails gaining knowledge of the meaning of a

word and learning to recognize it in print. (Words in the

curriculum materials were assumed to increase in complex-

ity and to decrease in frequency of exposure as grade
level increased.)

Antonyms and Synonyms--Used to increase vocabulary.

Comprehension--Entails understanding the meaning of a

written word, a written sentence, or a written passage of

one paragraph or more. Responding to questions and acting
on the information read are included.

Recognition of sounds and letter recognition.are beginning reading

skills and are usually covered in the first grade. These skills are in-
clnled only on the MAT Primer, which is the battery for entering first
graders. The next two skills, decoding and structural analysis, are

also beginning reading skills and are usually not included on norm-

referenced tests for students above the first grade. Vocabulary can

cover a huge range, depending on the complexity of the words and the fre-
quency of exposure in appropriate contexts. Vocabulary items are in-
cluded on every level of the MAT from Primer to Advanced. Reading com-
prehension also covers a range of skills and interactions of skills that
have never been satisfactorily understood. Generally tests of reading
comprehension include passages of incre' !_ng length and have increasingly

complex vocabulary and syntax for studLs in first grade and above.
Reading subtests on the Primary I, Primary II, Elementary, Intermediate,

and Advanced MAT all test reading comprehension.

Because we did not tabulcte information from the SOIs about the lev-

els in the curriculum series at which the students were performing, we

asked the reading curriculum specialists for each grade group to check
only the skills appropriate to the given grade level or below. That is,
we asked the specialists to assume--especially when analyzing curriculum

series intended for kindergarten through sixth grade levels--that none

of the students would be covering materials above the average level of
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difficulty for their grade. Several other assumptions were also nec-

essary:

That materials were used as intended by publishers or manu-

facturers for fall effectiveness (e.g., that both the audi-

tory and visual components of the Auto-Vance machine were

used as (lesigned).

Tnat teachers provided the necessary instruction for each

studer.c as outlined in published manuals and as suggested

in tha FIPs.

That exposure really meant covering the material adequately

enough to learn the skills.

5.5.2 Analysis

Tables E-1 through E-4 in Appendix E show the most frequently used

materials and a checklist of the skills covered in those materials. A

pattern is revealed in the Frequency of Use columns at grade levels

where projects with the same PIP can be compared: Each site shows a

different set of most frequently used materials. In the most extreme

Case, seen in Table E-4b (individualized reading instruction) for the IRIT

projects, the frequently used materials form virtually nonoverlapping sets.

The tables show that when project lists overlap, they usually over-

lap on those materials specified in the PIP as core materials. Conse-

quently, although the core sets of materials differed among sites, we

have a slight indication that the instructional staff understood the

core of the curriculum intended by the PIPs. Since the reading materi-

als used in every lab project did cover the entire range of skills, the

skills checklist is disappointing as an indicator of the degree to which

projects implemented the curriculum. However, we know from interviews

and informal observations during site visits that project staff generally

understood the skill emphases intended in the PIP, even when they did

not implement those emphases.

The reading skills checklists do not reveal any Llifferential rele-

vance of the MAT battery to the curricula, except perhaps for HIT; in

HIT Lexington the more advanced levels of the MAT, requiring reading com-

prehension, would be fairly irrelevant to the curriculum. A skills anal-

ysis performed on the curriculum materials in the absence of information

about levels, and about lessons at which students were actually placed

within them, was coo weak to reveal relevance to emphases in the MAT.

The skills checklist proved disappointing because from our interviews
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and class observations we had the strong impression (1) that although

the materials being used contained lessons on reading comprehension

skills, such as those emphasized on MAT Primary II through Advanced

tests, teachers placed little emphasis on these higher-level reading

skills and (2) that few students were studying anything but remedial

phonics, decoding. structural analysis, and vocabulary.

Table E-1 shows considerable variation among most-used reading mate-

rials, but shows that all Catch-Up sites used the Random House Criterion

Reading kit as one of their ccre materials. This diagnostic, skills-

testing kit was keyed to lessons in only a few of the materials speci-

fied in the Hardware/Software Packet, and the Project Director's Manual

did not clearly describe how teachers should index their teaching materi-

als to the skill areas in the Random House kit. Teachers in every site
except Galax attempted to choose materials that covered the skill areas

in the Random House series and attempted to index the lessons, games,

books, or worksheets accordingly.

The Catch-Up PIP described an eclectic approach to reading instruc-

tion and provided little guidance on what to teach or on how to teach

particular skills. Rather, the PIP encouraged teachers to exercise judg-

ment in choice of materials and suggested methods for providing frequent

success experiences and praise for the students. This pedagogical phi-
losophy was understood by project staffs. For teaching reading and re-

mediating reading difficulties, the PIP recommended selecting what ap-

pears to be best for each child from among a variety of materials and

equipment; emphasis on phonics was inferred from the specification of

the Random House Criterion Reading Kit.

In Wayne City, the Random House series was taken so seriously for

determining skill coverage essential to Catch-Up that staff created a

"Core File" (shown as a most frequently used material in Table E-1.

This file contained individual worksheets and pages removed from a vari-

ety of published series and kits and filed according to the skills index

specified by Random House. The project director at Wayne City purchased

the Fountain VAlley diagnostic/prescriptive kit ;.:o aid teachers in iden-

tifying materials that presented lessons keyed to the skill deficiency

areas. As shown in Table E-1, Catch-Up sites also had a major portion

of their most frequently used mathematics materials in common with the

PIP-recommended core.

Except for Gloversville, where staff were implementing the Wisconsin

IGE program rather than the Conquest program, the Conquest projects

shown in Table E-2 used the PIP-recommended core materials more fre-

quently than did other PIP projects. Each used some materials focusing
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on reading comprehension skills, but the primary emphasis was on prelim-

inary reading skills and vocabulary .development. Instructional staff in

Conquest projects understood and iMplemented the curriculum intended in

the PIP.

In HIT (Table E-3), Remedial Reading Drills was used quite fre-

quently in both Lexington and Olean reading centers. Lexington also em-

ployed the PIP-specified Stories of the Inner City, but Olean did not.

During the first year RMC reported that Stories of the Inner City was

mistakenly included in the HIT PIP.. (It had been transposed from the

Conquest PIP.) For the second school year, the Lexington project staff

made several attempts to get the Sullivan company representative to de-

liver the materials used in the original HIT site, but were unsuccessful.

They continued to use Stories of the Inner City to supplement the heavy

core curriculum emphasis on phonics drill work. Olean had used the rec-

ommended Sullivan materials since the beginning of the field test, but

stoff felt Sullivan was too limited in its focus on phonics and pronun-

ciation. in this site, staff added more reading comprehension materials

to their curriculum than the PIP intended.

Of all the PIPs, IRIT (Table E-4) had what one reading specialist

called "the most well-balanced reading curriculum." The original PIP

explicitly covered decoding, vocabulary and comprehension, and individual-

ized reading for comprehension and enjoyment. More than the other two lab

programs (especially more than Conquest), IRIT relied on the teachers to

select the materials they thought would best teach the skills to their

students.

The IRIT PIP designated 51 core materials and 71 supplementary mate-

rials. The sheer quantity of core materials indicated that the intent

was to specify a very loose base from which teachers were free to vary.

Materials listed covered a variety of vocabulary and phonics materials,

reading comprehension workbooks, storybooks for fun reading, and audio-

visual materials for motivation and enjoyment. In general, descriptive

information of recommended materials.and their use was not provided by

the PIP. In addition, many of the recommended materials covered the

same area of instruction (e.g., several readers were recommended); that

teachers were to choose from among the materials was only implied. This

confusion has been eliminated by the revised IRIT PIP, which clearly

specifies that teachers choose one or two materials from each category

of recommended materials. The revised IRIT also includes more detailed

explanations of skill coverage in each category. The recommendation in

the Hardware/Software Packet (now called Materials/Equipment Catalogue)

that teachers choose materials different from those used in the regular

classroom remains in the revised PIP.
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Although the IRIT field-test projects did not use many of the speci-
fied materials, the spirit_ of the program seems to have been carried out.
All three sites adequately covered the areas of phonics, vocabulary and
comprehension, and individualized reading. The projects placed slightly
more emphasis on spelling, comprehension', vocabulary development, and

phonics than did the PIP. Bloomington and Schenectady used more

criterion-referenced skills testing, and'Oklahoma City added typing as

an application of language arts. In the main, however, the same general
skill areas were emphasized.

In summary, several points can be made about the congruence of the
core curricula in the projects and in the PIPs and the relevance of
those core curricula to the MAT:

The skills checklists suggested that the MAT was perfectly

ipprooriate for measuring the specified-and-used curricu-
lum. We know from other observations, however, that the

curriculum materials contained a whole range of skills (e.g.,

reading comprehension skills) that few students covered.
Moreover, unless one knows which lessons are being studied

within the curriculum materials, one does not have much
information about skill emphases. Knowledge of the spe-

cific skills that individual students have been studying

is necessary for determining whether the MAT is a valid

measure of project curriculum.

None of the PIPs--except PTR and, to a large extent, HIT--

contained information about exactly which materials were

responsible (along with effective teaching) for the effec-

tiveness of the exemplary program in its original site.

This is not a criticism of the PIPs as a communication de-

vice. PIPs carried the.message (from the original project
staff and RMC analysts) that the use of exactly the same

materials was not necessary. Such a message, however, was
devastating to the PIPs as a replication device that prom-

isJ to prescribe the conditions required for achievement
gainc.

Under the Title III grants, which required that adherence

to the PIPs be monitored, project staffs sought to under-

stand the skill emphases and other aspects of curricular

philosophy communicated in che PIPs. They generally under-
stood the curricular philosophy but could infer skill em-

phases more easily when materials specifications were

clear, core and supplementary materials were distinguished,

and Lhe recommended list was limited to a few materials.
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Most project staffs decided to endorse and implement the

skill emphases they inferred. Some (e.g., Gloversville

Conquest and Olean HIT) decided to reject or modify them.

When open-ended recommendations were made in the PIPs

(e.g., to acquire materials that would enable them to

teach individual students better), staff often searched

for more guidance and structure than the original PIPs

provided.

.Our observations and interviews with teachers indicated that they

were likely to use already-familiar materials if given a choice between

those and others that were designed, to accomplish approximately the same

objectives. In addition, when teachers were unfamiliar with curriculum

materials, they were more inclined to use them if they could be given

convincing reasons for doing so, were given information on how to use

them, or, best of all, had time to familiarize themselves with the mate-

rials during pre-program, in-service training. These observations re-

sulted in revisions in the Materials/Equipment Catalogue and some addi-

tions in a new Training Manual. The revised PIPs for the three lab pro-

grams include more information on the purposes, advantages, and disadvan-

tages of each material. The R-3 and lab PIPs, however, still allow

teachers the freedom to choose among the many materials that were

present at the original project si;:e.

Our observations tlat teachers used already-familiar materials made

us question whether the PIP projects were innovations at each site,

whether the PIPs had influenced teachers to adopt new materials sug-

gested in the packages, and whether the PIP project curricula at each

site were different from the regular school curricula.

5.6 The Regular Classroom Curriculum

Although the evaluation was designed to enable us to attribute ef-

fects to the PIP projects, achievement gains clearly cannot be attrib-

uted solely to the projects. For all projects except R-3, students

spent most of their instructional time during the year in their regular

classrooms; thus, posttest scores at the end of the school year were af-

fected by both the special project and the regular instructional program.

An important consideration for our interpretation of any achievement

gains was the nature of the alternative curriculum--that is, the curric-

ulum in the non-PIP classrooms from which PIP students were sent.

Although we wanted to know about the reading and math skills the

students were learning in their classrooms, we did not have the massive
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resources for a thorough study of the regular curriculum. However, to
achieve a rough idea of the alternative explanation for changes in

achievement, regular classroom teachers or school principals were asked
to list their core reading and math materials. We thus achieved a gen-
eral idea of the skills emphasized in regular classrooms and attempted

to examine the relationship of these skills to the PIP curricula.

As discussed, the PIP programs, ecept for R-3, were supplementary
programs. Catch-Up, Conquest, and PTR were daily "pull-out" programs
that were not supposed to replace participation in regular classroom
reading instruction. MIT students spent approximately three hours in
the IRIT classrooms, during which they could have missed their regular
reading instruction, but they participated in the IRIT program for only
one cycle (i.e., a 10- or 11-week period).

A review of non-PIP reading and math curricula revealed that, al-

though the materials varied, the skills included in the PIP curriculum

at each site were also covered in the regular classroom. A single basal
reader was central to almost every elementary level, non-PIP reading cur-

riculum; these basal readers were sometimes also used in the PIP classes

to ensure that the skills learned in the projects were appropriate to

the performance required in the regular classroom. Gloversville Con-
quest was an exception. There the curricula in both fhe regular class-

room and the lab were the same; they were based on the individually

Guided Education program developed at the Wisconsin R&D center.

The pedagogical philosophy in reading was the same from classroom
to lab in most sites. Both the PIP projects and the regular classroom

emphasized phonics. Variation between project and regular classes may
have occurred in the sequence and mannerlin which new skills were intro-

duced, with somewhat greater mphasis on reading comprehension in the

basal readers and an increased degree of attention to individual needs
given in the projects. It seemed likely that some of the unspecified

materials being used by project teachers were those materials that they

had used previously in the regular classroom.

The curricula 6f.the HIT and R-3 programs were different from the

other four PIP projects and require additional comment, The HIT curric-

ulum, as outlined earlier, centered upon remedial phonics. HIT students

did little work on the reading comprehension skills being practiced by
(though not specifically taught to) other students at their grade level.

Reading achievement gains could probably be attributed to the HIT curric-

ulum except that phonics skills were not tested on thc test batteries for
students in grades 7-9. It is more likely that piactice in reading com-

prehension in their regular classrooms would have helped PIP participants
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most on the MAT. The R-3 program integrated the reading, math, and so-

cial studies skills of an entire grade level at a participating school.

Teachers were expeCted to intersperse the recommended R-3 instructional

techniques among more familiar methods, thus encouraging students to re-

spond more enthusiastically to the curriculum and to achieve greater aca-

demic gains. Technically, therefore, any achievement gains could be at-.

tributed to the curriculum of the R-3 projects because the entire school

year experience of the students was their R-3 program. On the other hand,

we do not know whether students would have performed differently in the

absence of the R-3 program.

Clearly then, except for HIT, projects did not have a curriculuM

that was significantly different from the regular classroom curriculum.

Although the IRIT and Catch-Up PIPs recommended using materials and

equipment that were different from those used in the classroom, they did

not intend differences in skill coverage; they meant only to provide les-

son variety. Thus, for all but HIT, it would be difficult to separate

the effectiveness of the PIP from that of the regula curriculum.

Failure of PIP students to make gains when their project teachers

used the recommended materials and followed the PIP instructional style

(assuming the test is appropriate to the skills covered) would indicate

that the PIP had failed. Success of PIP students in achieving gains, on

the other hand, would have to be attributed to both the PIP and the reg-

ular curriculum because we cannot separate PIP effects from the effects

of the regular classes which PIPs are designed to supplement.

5.7 Detailed Correspondence Between the MAT and Fourth

and Eighth Grade Curriculum

The analysis reported in the preceding sections are at a fairly

gross level of detail. In our view a much better analysis would be to

match our data on lesson plans with the MAT item scores. Surely a con-

vincing analysis of PiP project failure would be that items failed in

the fall and known to be covered during instruction, were not passed in

the spring. As already noted, one Could not show success if the items

were passed unless a way was found to argue that the regular school

curriculum did not cover the items.

The outcome of an argument based on known-to-be covered items seem

to us to be so compelling that we attempted an analysis which matched

curriculum information and item scores on our fourth and eighth grade

children, where we gave the'same test fall and spring.
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The results were rewarding in that we found so few items and
children for analysis, we felt confident that we had partially explained
why the original project results were not replicated: the MtiT did not
test what these compensatory reading teachers were doing.

The results were disappointing in that we did not feel that we
could report any formal analyses on such a thin data base. However,
we report the steps of our procedure in Appendix G, for those who may
wish to try an analysis at this level of detail.

Our curriculum analyse-3 have shown that the MAT was not especially
relevant to the PIP project materials. The :question naturally arises,
were the original validating tests any better? The next section
addresses this issue.

5.8 Tests Used to Validate Original Programs Compared

with the PIP Curriculum and the MAT

Ostensibly, we set out to evaluate the effectiveness of the PIP
using the same criteria that were used to validate the original programs.
In Section 3, we presented the results of a norm-referenced analysis
using RMC's original criteria for effectiveness. We did not, however,
give the same tests as were used for validation in the original sites.
Thus, we felt it important to compare the MAT with those tests. Table
5-7 shows the validating tests used, by program and grade. We wished
to determine whether the validating tests were aligned more closely than
was the MAT with the PIP-specified curriculum. We could then determine
whether differences in the way they aligned with the PIP curriculum
would account for the difference in test gains.

The skills tested must be discussed at a more general level than

wa3 the congruence elaborated in Appendix G, because a fine-grained

analysis was not conducted. We have no records documenting what cur-
riculum was used at originating projects, only what was specified by the
PIPs. Consequently, our argument will turn on other judgments as well
as extension from the analyses given previously.

To compare the validating tests with the PIP curriculum, we used

the general level skills on the MAT as reference points. For the Primer
MAT, for example, we isolated the following iive skills: (1) matching

beginning sounds with pir*Jres, (2) matching ending sounds with pictures,

(3) matching beginning sounds with letters, (4) matching ending sounds

with letters, and (5) matching spoken words with written words. Skills
of a similar quality were developed for the validating tests. Whenever
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Table 5-7

TESTS USED TO VALIDATE EFFECTIVENESS OF ORIGINAL PROGRAMS

PIP Validating Test

Catch-Up Metropolitan Achievement Test (grades 1-3)

Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (grades 4-6)

Conquest Gates-MacGinitie (grades 1-3)

California Achievement Test, 1957 (grades 4-6)

HIT Wide Range Achievement Test (grades 6-8)

TRIT California Achievement Test, 1970 (grade 3)

PTR Oates-MacGinitie (grade 1)

R-3 Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (grade 8)

possible; we used the same list of skills for the validating tests as x-x

had usc:d for the MAT; however, when some items on the validating test

could not be described by these skills, we added the necessary new cPte-

gories of skills.

When all skills were defined, it became appdrent that many of the

skills listed for the MAT were almost the same as those listed for the

validating tests. The skills were then reviewed to see which ones, if

learned by a student, would allow him to answer more items correctly.

The pere.entage of icems devoted to each skill was computed for both To-

al and Total Math. For each test, this computation was made by

dividing the number of items in each reading or math skill category by

the number of items devoted to reading or math skills in all of the sub-

tests.

Finally, the skills were reviewed for coverage in the PIP curricu

lum. We were somewhat limited in this analysis because we had not exam-

ined all of the specified materials, only the specified materials that

we're used at the field-test sites. However, we were generally familiar

with the nature of the specified materials and the skills they covered.

Although we lacked conclusive evidence, we were confident that some of
the skills covered by some of the tests were not covered by the PIP

curriculum materials. These skills were marked as a "no" or a "not

certain," dependin.4 on how confidnt we were that they were not covered.
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Table 5-8

COMPARISON OF POSTTEST TOTAL READING CONTENT BETWEEN THE MAT USED IN THE PIP
EVALUATION AND TESTS USED IN EVALUATION OF ORIGINATING PROGRAMS

a. Grades 1 and 2
:rade 1 Grade 2

MAT Primary I bates-MacLinitte. wites-MacGinitte*KAT Primer Form F (T . 77) Form 1, Primary A MAT Primary 11 Form 1, Primary bForm F (T 72) PTR (Dallas only) (T . 82) Form F (T 84) (T 82)PTR (Canton onlv) Catch-Up.1 Conquest Conquest, PTR Catch-Up,? Conquest ConquestPercent of PIP- Percent of PIP- Percent of PIP- Percent ot PIP- Percent of PIP-Test/Content Total Test S.ecified Total Test Specified Total Test Specified Total Test Total Test Specikied

Total Reading !DO% 1001 1002 100Z

_Specified

1001

Listening tor Rounds 54

Match beginning suund with picture 151 Yes
Match ending mound with picture 15 Yes
Match beginning sound with letter 7 Yes
Match ending sound with letter 4 Yes
Ketch spoken with written word 13 Yes

Woid Knowledge 45 59 48 59Match word with picture 451 Yea 491 Yes 201 Yes 59% YesMatch written word wite written word
28 YesDefinition

(23)Opposites
( 5)

Reading 4 55 41 52 41Match sentence with picture 7 1on 17 Yes 27 Yes 15 Yes 5 YesMatch story (2-5 sentences ) wi th picture
14 Yes 3b YesSingle word answer to riddle U NC

Single paragraph stories with ones:ions 27 Yes 37 YesLiteral
(15) (25)Inferential
(12)

( 6)Main idea
( 4)

Recognitioo of let.er names 15 Ycvl

Match word with picture 24 Yes

Note; The Gates-MacCinili3 does not collapse vocabulary and comprehension into a Total Reading score at the Primary A level. Nevertheless, percents forTotal Reading are displayed because the Dissemination and Review Panel does not state which scores were used to determine the exemplary program.

Key: numper of test items; NC not certain. Examination of fourth and eighth grade curricula in sample classrooms provided some anchors from whiehskills at other grade levels could be extrapolated. Since a thorough search was not conducted st other grade levels, the notation "NC" is used toindicate those skills for which there was no evidence.

*Test used in evaluation of originating program.'

tMAT also used for :valuation of originating program.
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Table 5-8 (Continued)

I. Urades i and 4 (Concluded)

Test/Content

Total Reading

Word Knowledge
Match word with picture
Match written word with written word

Definition
Match word in .phrase with synonym
General vocabulary
Specialized words
Mathematics
Science
Social studies

Opposites
Match spoken word with written word

Reading C,mprehension
Stories with questions

Literal
Inferential

Main idea
Word in content

,:equence of events
Followine direction
keterence skill,
nrgani.ration at topics
Miscellaneous
Alphahotiting, uurthex, rind

table A contents
Poetrv

I'd:Ohne stortes
Ve:abulary ranee (by ,,rade level)

3.1-1.0

Iran . Ienee lenyth lin wordrl

Grade 4

MAT Elementary
Form F (T . 95)

Catch-Up, Conquest,
18111

California
Achievement Test*
(4,5,6-1951)

(T * 120) Conquest

California
Test of Basic Skills*

Form Q. Level 2

(4,5,6) (T * 85)
Catch-Up*

Percent of
Total lest

PIP-

Specified
Percent of
Total Test

PIP-

Specified
Percent ot
Total Test

PIP-
Specified

003 1 1002 1002

5J '

1

42 47

491 Yes

472 Yes
112 Yes

10 NC

11 No

10 No

4 Yes

47 58 53

I: Yes 9 Yes 18 Yes
Yes ft Yes 11 Yes

Yes 2 Yes 6 Yes
No 1 No

3 Yes

11 Yes

17 No

4 No

4 NC

13 No

'
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yee

F Yes
5 NC 17 NC
, NC 7 IIC

SC 23 NC

10 NC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ye,

Yes

10 Yes

Yes 17 Yes

4 NC 30 NC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

C Yr 1, Yes
I 1 Yes 34 Ses

ov 1::. . ,r t,7 ing program.

zomparis,n 14 1,1114,10 !-r t ,rth vrad, Pll nl, third graders were tested at the originating site.

ran, ,f v., c :lary levels rather than the ahsGlute level ,0 earh passage is displayed this comparison.
V ,..ibularv in nue till.; were framed by the ranpei un the MAI passages. While tho MAT ranges change (rom
:he fourth ade ,ele-Tone try) Ca the fifth and sixth grades (intermediate), the name ClAS was adMiniptered to
a : l three , T a d t . the nri,tinitinv site. n, difIerinees tn the ens ranges nn the Iablen tar the fourth and

, ropro.. , An tne chanyes in the MAI ran,tesl the shsolute vocabulary
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ToNle 5-8 (Continued)
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Table 5-8 (Concluded)

d. Grades / and 8

Te:i,...ontent

Lrades ! and c urade h Only

mAr Ad,,nyed
Form F

(1 . 95)
HIT, R-it

l'ide Range

Achievement Test.
Ltve I, 1 ( h , 1 ,t+ )

a (5)

HIT

California lest
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Percent of
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Table 5-9

04VAIIISON CT I6 liES TUIAL MATHEMATIO CONTENT 8E144.0 lid. MAI;

USED IN 1HE PIP EVALUATION AN01 TESTS OSLO IN

EAALGATION Of ORIGINATING PROGRAMS

Catch-Up, Grades 5,6, HIT, Grades /,11;

Catch-11111ade 4 Catch-11p, Grades 4,5,6 HIT, ,11ade 6 HIT, Grade; 6,1,8 6-3, Grade M R-7, Grade P

MAT California Test of MA1 Ride kange MAI California Test nt

Elementary Basic Skills. Intermediate Achievement lest. Advanced lianie Skills.

Form F form Q, Level i Form F Level 1 Form F Form Q, Level 3

(T . 1151 (1 ' 98) IT 1 115) IT . 431 IT 1151 (1 ' 98)

Percent 0 PIP- Percent ol PIP- Percent ot PIP- Percent ot' PIP. Percent of PIP- Percent of PIP"

les, 'Content
...

Total Test Total Test Specified Total Test Specified Total Teat Specitied Total Test Specified Total Test Sfecilied

..--........_.. ..___________ . -

.tc.ified

Total !lath 1001 1001 1001 1000 1001 1001

Compute ion 15 50 36 1110 35 49

Basic operations; onole numners

Fractions, deetuls °nil,

Fractions, decimal], percents

291

II

Yes

Yes

211

23

Yes

bes

111

11

Yes

Yes

331

42

Yes

Yes

121

IN

Yes

Yes

81

30

Yes

Yea

Meisatement 9 Yes

Other: rounding, averages, root, exponents, equations,

negative numbers

2 No 16 No 1 I 3 110

Concepts 15 10 34 0 35 31

Traditional math. operations, measurement, place value 16 Yes 20 Yes 11 Yvi 9 Yee 16 Yes

Modern math: lets, equi'ions, estimations, array,

laws, number series, geoMetrv, notation

19 No 10 No 23 No 16 1 15 NH

Problem Solving 10 30 NC 20 20 MC 30 30 NC 0 30 10 1 20 20 ,80

Key: I . number ol items in original validation sample.

ND . not determine] lor R-3: R-1 math alloys omJi flexibility for teachers and, unlike other PIPS, is not supplementary to the regular classroom. Because the content

of the curri:elnm is largelt unknown, the notation ilO' t used,

NC nu: certain; examinatton of loath and eirhth grade curricula in sample classrooms provided some anchors from which skills at other grade levels could be extrapolated.

Since d thorough i10 vas not oonductbd at other grade levels, the notation "NC" is used to indicate those skills for which there was nu evidence.

Telt used in evaluation of ariginating pr5gram nt indicated grade levels.

t

. No for HII, fil.; ton R-1,



The content of the validating tests is compared with the content

of the MAT in Table 5-8 (for posttest Total Reading) and in Table 5-9
(for posttest Total Math). These tables show the skills covered by each

test and the percentage of items devoted to each skill. Skills are
grouped according to the subtests in the MAT. When added, the "percent

of total test" for all skills within a subtest will equal the "percent

of total test" for that subtest. The total number of reading items (or

of math items) iS listed as "T" at the top of each column. In the fol-

lowing sections, we discuss the results of our analysis of Tables 5-3

and 5-9.

Catch-Up--Catch-Up validation was based on the same levels of the

MAT for grades 1-3 as were used in our analysis, but the validation for

grades 4-6 was based on the California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS). Be-
cause the tests for the first three grades were the same, they were

equally appropriate and the Lest scores should be comparable.

The CTBS and the MAT have a somewhat different format for word

knowledge items. The CTBS tends to be a little easier because it gives
the target word in a phrase that helps clarify the meaning. This format
also matches the PIP curriculum better than does the MAT because most ma-
terials required the student to determine the meaning from the passage.*

The format for the CTBS items on reading comprehension is similar

to chat of the MAT except that the CTBS includes a section on poetry and

the MAT has twice as many inferential questions. Grades 4-6 at the orig-
inating site all took the same level of the CTBS, whereas the students

at the field-test projects switched from the Elementary MAT to the Inter-

mediate MAT in the fifth grade. At Grade 4, the level of the MAT pas-
sages is closer to the fourth grade materials than the CTBS, which is

substantially more complex. In grades 5 and 6 the positions are re-
versed, and the CTBS pas,sages more closely match the curriculum. The

confounding factor for grades 5 and 6 is the poetry section On the CTBS,
and for grade 4 is the larger number of inferential questions. Even so,
this does not outweigh the differences in the passage levels.

The CTBS Total Math subtest emphasizes computation more than does
either the Elementary or the Intermediate MAT. The CTBS and the Inter-

mediate MAT emphasize whole numbers and fractions; the Elementary MAT em-
phasizes whole number operations. As stated earlier, the Catch-Up cur-

riculum focused most heavily on computation skills. It would seem that

*

However, students are rarely tested on this ab:lity in the exerci.:es

that we examined for the fourth and eighth grades.
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the CTBS is more relevant than either MAT battery, but in grade 4 (Ele-

mentary MAT), where most students were working with whole numbers, the

extra items on fractions in the CTBS could'mean that it is the less rele-

vant test.

The heavy emphasis in the MAT on both concepts and problem solving

was not reflected in Catch-Up curriculum. The CTBS seems to be closer

to the PIP curriculum because it does not emphasize either subject, and

the items that do .deal with concepts and problem solving use the tradi-

tional math style.

Overall, the CTBS seems to be more appropriate to Catch-Up's PIP-

specified curriculum. Assuming that this similarity would help students

to answer more of the test items correctly, we feel that (except for

grado 4) the project might have proved more effective in terms of both

reading an6 math scores if the validating test had been used.

ConquestThe validation for Conquest as based on three levels of
the Gates-MacG:nitie tor grades I-3. The replicating sites were tested

on three tevels of the MAT.

The Gates-MacGinitic has a larger percent of word knowledge items

than do any of the MAT'batteries. The Primary II and Elementary (grades

2 and 3) batteries of the MAT emphasize matching written words with

written words, while the comparable levels of the Cates-MacGinitie con-

tinue to use some items that simply match words with pictures. The

matching of a picture with a word was a little more common in the

Conquest curricutum than the matching of written words. Thus, ior

grades 2 and 3 we believe the Gates-MacGinitie is more closely aligned

with the PIII-specifij, and used curriculum. The word knowledge sections

of both tests seem to be equally appropriate for grade 1.

A similar comparison about pictUres can be made relative to the

readiug comprehension items for grades 1 and 2. Somi.. Gates-MacGinitie

items simply require matching a story of two to five sentences with a

picture, while the MAT items compel the student to read a single para-

graph story and answer some questions about it. By grade 3 both tests

have stories with questions, but the Gates-MacGinitic has only literal

and inferential questions, whereas the MAT also has main-idea and word-

in-contet items. The Conquest curriculum contained a fair amount of

reading comprehension materials with a pictur fcrmat, which brings it

,iloser t L Gnt-.-.1acGLnitie. in grades l and 2. ln grade 3 the added

types of L.,.,mnct:Illoo questions oa the MAT as.;a:.n ,oakes the Gates-

MacGinitie PIP-relevant test.
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Overall, in grades 1-3 the Gates-MacGinitie appears to be the

better test for the Conquest reading curriculum.

All students in grades 4-6 at the originating site were tested on
the same level of the 1957 California Achievement Test (CAT). At the

replicating projects, we administered the Elementary MAT to grade 4 and

the Intermediate MAT to grades 5 and 6. The difference in the dates of
the two tests, the 1957 CAT and the 1970 MAT, will influence the results

of this comparison because the older test reflects a somewhat different
content emphasis in testing.

The MAT stresses word knowledge skills more than does the CAT, but

the CAT includes more specialized words from mathematics, science, and
social studies. Conquest did not emphasize any specialized words, and

so the MAT seems to be the more appropriate test.

Although a larger portion of Total Reading content is devoted to

reading in the CAT, only 207 of the test deals with reading stories and
answering comprehension questions. About 387 of.the Total Reading items

cover skills like following directions, reference skills, and organiza-

tion of a topic; although some Conquest materials covered following

directions, we found none that dealt with the other two skills.

Overall, even though we found Conquest materials that fullowed the

reading comprehension format of both the MAT and the CAT, we feel the
CAT to be the less relevant test for reading skills because it includes

skills not covered in the curriculum. For this reason, students should
have scored higher on the MAT.

HIT--HIT was evaluated by the same level of the Wide Range Achieve-
ment Test (WRAT) for grades 6-8. The Intermediate MAT was used to test
grade 6 in our analysis; the Advanced NAT was used for grades 1 and 8.

All reading items on the WRAT deal with reading a list of words
aloud. The test has no word knowledge questions and no stories with com-
prehension questions. The HIT curriculum emphasized phonics and oral
drill work. The currLculum offered little reading comprehension material

and did not cover most of the vocabulary in the Advanced MAT Word Knowl-
edge subtest. The WRAT is much more closely aligned with thc emphasis
in the HIT r-7!adine,

Ail man items on the WRAT are computation problems. Of tne basic
operation items, 427 entail working with fractions, and 33% with Whole

numbers; the MAT places less emphasis on fractions. Because th.?. WRAT ex-

cludes math concepts and problem solving and because the HIT curriculum
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emphasized computations using both whole numbers and fractions but did

not emphasize either math concepts or problem solving, we believe the

WRAT more closely parallels the focus of the HIT project.

In addition, the WRAT is substantially shorter than the MAT bat-

teries. The WRAT has 118 items across both reading and math and takes

30 minutes to administer. The MAT has 210 items and takes 125 minutes

to administer. These are the only two tests for which we feel that the

difference in the number of items and the testing time would affect test

scores. The MAT is -substantially more difficult and more taxing of stu-

dents' abilities than is the WRAT.

Overall, the WRAT is more appropriate for HIT curriculum. With the

added feature of its short length, we believe that the field-test proj-

ect would have seemed more effective if HIT students had been tested on

the WRAT.

1RIT--IRIT was originally validated on the 1970 CAT for only grade 3.

The third grade students in our study were given the Elementary MAT. We

find it difficult to say what skil.ls the IRIT project was trying to empha-

size because it specified so many materials. We do know that IRIT's cur-

riculum was divided into three sections: phonics, vocabulary and compre-

hension, and individualized reading. Phonics is not covered by either

test, but the other two areas are covered by both.

AlthouQh the MAT gives the word knowledge skills a larger portion of

the Total Reading score, the CAT has two formats for these items. Half

of the items require matching a spoken word with a written word; the

other half, uses the same format as the MAT, requires matching a

written word with a similar writter word. We are unable to say if one,

of these formats received more emphasis in the IRIT curriculum. Rela-

tive to word knowledge, both tests appear to be equally appropriate for

the IRIT curriculum.

The MAT features more items on reading comprehension than does the

CAT. The MAT's elc.phasis is on inferential questions, the CAT's on lit-

eral The IRIT m t l_eci slight rrefarence for lit-

eral questIons. CAT passage features hut only are lower than MAT fea-

tures, but also are probably at c: !A.:Niel more commonly encountered by

third grade students. As does its earlier edition, the 1970 CAT tests

some skills that do not relate as directly to reading and are not obvi-

ously covered in the IRIT curriculum. The CAT hw, items that are

missing on the MAT, such as reading a table of contents and an index.

Even thouc!h rho plsagct4 on the MAT are more difficult than the ones In
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the IRIT materials, the percentage of CAT items dealing with skills not

covered by IRIT appears to make the CAT the less relevant reading compre-
hension test.

Overall, however, the CAT is an easier test so, even though the CAT
has some skills not covered in the IRIT curriculum, students at the

field-test sites might have done better if they had taken the CAT.

PTR--The Gates-MacGinitie was used to validate the originating PTR
site. In our evaluation, we tested grade 1 in Canton with the MAT Primer
and grade 1 in Dallas with the Primary I.

None of the skills in the Listening for Sounds subtest in the Primer
are covered on the Gates-MacGinitie, but they were extensively covered
in the PTR curriculum materials.

The word knowledge items in the Primer were included in the Reading

subtest. The Gates-MacGinitie outs a heavier emphasis on word knowledge
than either of the MAT batteries. The PTR curriculum included lessons

on word knowledge that are similar to items on both tests.

The composition of the Reading subtest is different for all three

tests (Gates-racGinitie, Primer, and Primary I). The only item common
to all is that of matching a sentence with a picture. The other items
on the Primer examine recognition of letter names. The other two sec-
tions of the Primary I deal with riddles and with reading a single para-
graph and answering comprehension questiols. The other section of the
Gates-YacGinite requires matching a picture with a story of two or three
sentences. The PTR curriculum did not cover riddles, and the single

paragraph with questions and the matching of a picture with a multiple-
sentence story are found only at the more advanced levels. The curric-
ulum placed tremendous emphasis on recognition of letter names. The

single-sentence picture match was also covered in the curriculum, but not

as heavily. Of the three testc, the Primer is probably the best reading

test for PTR because it emp1asi4es the same skills as I:he curriculum.

The Gates-MacGinicie would be the next best test, and the Primary I

the least appropriate.

Overall, the Primer appears to be the best test of the PTR program
because it covers the skills emphasized ia the curriculum and includes

more of the on which PTR focused. The Gates-MacGinitie is less
appropriate, and the Primary I. the least appropriate.
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R-3--The test for validating the original R-3 project was the CTBS.

For our evaluation, R-3 students were given the Advanced MAT.

Word knowledge skills are emphasized equally on the MAT and the

CTBS, but the format on the CTBS is different. This format, which gives

the target word in a phrase that helps clarify the meaning, more closely

matches the curriculum materials.

The reading comprehension items receive approximately equal empha-

sis on both tests, with CTBS having additional sections on miscellaneous

skills and on understanding rules and poetry. The MAT passages are more

difficult than the ones in the CTBS, and the MAT places greater emphasis

on word-in-context and inferential items. We were unable to find any

evidence that the R-3 materials covered skills like understanding rules

or poetry. The more difficult passages in the MAT were not reflected in

the curriculum, with the possible exception of the most advanced levels.

Although we could not determine from the curriculum how the MAT emphasis

on inferential questions would have affected the students' scores, the

lack of word-in-context skills in the curriculum could have had a nega-

tive effect.

The CTBS stresses math computation more than does the MAT, espe-

cially basic operations using fractions. Although both tests emphasize

math concepts, the MAT has many more items cn modern math. The MAT also

has a much heavier emphasis o problem solving. However, the R-3 curric-

ulum co-ered such a tremendous variety of skills that it is difficult to

say whit skills would be considered core to this program. Because of

this 'Jaciety in math skills and formats, one test cannot be designated

the mo-e appropriate for this program.

Overall, we fuel that R-3 students could have done equally well on

both tests. For PNimple, in tho Reading subtest rhe increased diffi-

culty of th,a MAT stories is balanced by the additional skills required

on the CTBS. Relative to math, lack of knowledge about what was core to

the program prevents distinguishing between tests.

5.9 Conclusiont;

In 10 of the 19 PIP/grade combinations, the validating Lest pro-

vided a closer match with curriculum and a better chance of showing proj-

ect effectiveness. In five PIP/grade combinations, the MAT was the more

appropriate Les, In the remaining fc:dr combinations, neither the pre-

test nor Li:u 1.csti:est could he ratd. substanLially better; three of

these corlhip.(!-Anns are For Catch-Up, F.1-iL!2s 1-3, where the MAT was used

for both pro- and post-LcsLing.
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In our analyses, we attempted to verify that there was reason to be-
lieve that successful projects would increase MAT scores. Such verifica-
tion was dependent on showing that the MAT was congruent with the curric-
ulum specified by the PIP and used with students.

From a rather gross analysis of MAT skills, the MAT appeared rele-
vant to PIP curricula, even though PIP projects exhibited considerable
diversity in their selection of teaching materials (e.g., IRIT projects,
which showed almost no overlap in materials). The diversity of curric-
ula may not be counter to RMC's expectations, since they packaged the
"programs" of the originating sites even when such programs had no
consistent instructinal methods or specific curriculum materials. How-

ever, we regard this diversity as an unsatisfactory outcome for pre-
scriptive packages that promised to cause the same achievement effects.
At the same level of analysis, we found that (except for R-3) the PIP

project curricula ware not essetNiallv different from each other or from
the regular school curricula. That is, the PIPs did not transport funda-

mentally innovative projects, although they tlid establish working proj-
ects. This is not a limitation of packaging, but rather a consequence
of what was selected for packaging.

From our fairly detailed analysis of the relationship of the MAT to
fourth and eighth grade curricula and our less detailed analysis of the
relevance of the validatiag tests to all curricula obf;erved, we con-
cluded that for most PIP projects the validating test would have been
more responsive to the curricula. Our analysis of fourth and eighth
grade curricula showed that only the MAT Math Computation subtest seemed
particularly relevant to PIP objectives. In our norm-referenced results
(Section 3), the math scores stand out as an area of project success com-
pared with MAT Total Reading; this confirms that some of what was taught
WAS learnad and, giv.:n a relevant tesc, the evalaator can detect that
learning had occurred. We are not surprised that scores were low in the
areas not covered by the PIP because, according to our limited informa-
,tion, these areas were not covered by regular classroom curricula either.

We have found no reason to believe that MAT scores should be greatly
increased by participation in PIP projects. PIP curricula are not inno-
vative, but were supportive of the regular curriculum, so that credit for

the limited successes of the PIP projects must be shared with the regu-
lar classes.

The main variables manipulated by PIP projects to improve MAT
scores over scores expected from regular instruction appear to have
been classroom management and Lower student/teacher ratios. PIFtuduced
curricula did nor teach the child anything relevant to the MAT that he
could not learn 1:.om sources. Most important, the MAT was not
Cound to be particularly relevant for assessing the achievement impact
of PIPs.
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THE EFFECT OF IMPLEMENTATION ON ACHIEVEMENT

6.1. introduction

Because die MAT was not particularly relevant to the curricula of
PIP projects, we had no specific reason to expect large gains in MAT
scores. Nevertheless, because these scoes were the only measure we
had for PIP effecis on student achievement, we present some formal
analyses relating them to teacher implementation and responsiveness
(described in Section 4). Preparatory to these analyses, we discuss
some simulations done to guide our choice for the metric of the depen-
dent variable. We conclude that the MAT standard score metric is
defective and is therefore inappropriate for evaluative purposes.

Our main conclusion is that the formal analyses reported below do
not suppo:7': the claim thar PIP iwlementation alone produces large gains
on ou: measurement of achievement. Teacher responsiveness is more often
effective.

In this evaluation, enerally asin others of its scope, no sampling
of project teachern. students, or _locations was possible. As a conse-
quence, the empirical justification for the usual inferential statistical
techniques is not present. The basis for our analyses is n'q: that of
inferential statistics, but that of curve fitting and "least squares"
descriptive statistics. Consequently, we will not report our results
according to the canons of statistical decision theory. The problem
with the inferential framework in this study is that with no sampling
scheme we have no basis for claiming that the probability statements
associated with hypothesis tests have any empirical significance.-

6.2 Definition of Regression Model for Teacher Implementation
nnd Responsiveness Ratings

In Section 4 we described how we rated teachers on two factors7
implement;.tion of project and responsiveness. These variables were
nominally scored according to the scheme shown in Table 6-1. The ratings
werc then converted to thrc,,! "dummv variables" per project, as follows:

We uo nct adopt a Bayesirm point of view for the corresponding reason:
We hive no satistnctory posterior distributions.
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Rating

Well

Implemented
(Iw)

Good

Responsiveness
(Ic)

Well Implemented
or

Good Responsiveness

1 1
1 1

? 1
0 1

3 1 0 1

4 0 1
1

5 0 0 0

6 0 0 0

7 0 1
1

8 0 0 0

9 0 0 0

Table 6-1

CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR PROJECT TEACHERS

DURING OBSERVATION

Teacher's Implementation

of Prot

Teacher's

Responsiveness

Good So-So Bad

Well implem,

So-so implemented

Poorly implemented

1 2
1

4 5 6

8 9

Most of the anal ,ses report. 'clow entail only Iw and IG; when this

caused singularities, Iw/c was used. The distribution of teachers on these

variables may be inferred from Table 4-5 n S tion 4.

Our baF.ic descrip.,Ave model is a bivaria regression equation:

km
= B

Ok
+ B

lkm
I
W.

+ B + B I +
4k3k S.. R

jm
2km G

jr11
ijm ijm

(6-1)

+ B
5k
A
ijlm

+
ijm ijm

+
ijkm
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wnere

m = 1,M Indexes projects.

k = 1,2 Indexes fall and spring observations, respectivel.y.

1,Jm Indexes teachers within projects, when there are

m teachers.

Indexes students of the jmth teacher, when thereTim

are T. students for the jmth teacher.
3m

1()

If the jmth teacher had a well-implemented project
during our site visits.

Otherwise.Jm

If the jm th
teacher was responsive during our site

visits.
G.

Ocherwise.

,,m
0 Otherwise.

If the i jmth student was male.

I
R

Is an indicator variable for the student's race.
ijm The exact specification of this variable depends

on the ethnic.distribution of each project. See

Appendix D, which shows the independent variabl..'s

used in equations for the regression analysis.

Is the ijmth student's age in the fall.A
ijlm

ijkm

Is an indicator variable for each student. The

p:t,-amett'r associated with this variable is shown

for completeness sake; we will not estimate it.

Represents the error for student ijm at time k.

Our evidence for PIP effectiveness would be that

> 0B
12

- B
m llm (6-2)

for a large percentage of our PIP and grade combinations. When this in-
equality holds, our model asserts that, given the responsiveness of the
teachers and the values of the other variables at a PIP and grade, being
a student of a teacher with a better implemented project makes a greater
impact in the spring than in the fall. If our inequality does not hold,
we have no positive association between degree of Implementation and out-
comes and no evidence that implementing the PIP well is assoc4ated with
increased va1nos of the dependent variables.
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The model (Eq. 6-1) suffers from the defects-that the norm-referenced

procedure (Section 2.3.2) attempted unsuccessfully to overcome. The model

.does not tell us what would occur if no project were in place, nor does

it say how far from zero the inecipality (Eq. 6-2) must be to be educa-

tionally significant. A problem peither expression (Eq. 6-1 nor Eq. 6-2)

addresses :s how many successes.according to the model would imply that

the PIPs ara successful.

6.3 Selection of Metric for the Outcome Variable

As a resu:t of the content analyses presented in Section 5, we koow

that the MAT items are not highly relevant to the PIP curticula, and, as

a result o' the .analyses described in Section 2, we know that the longi-

trdinal validity of the MAT norms is questionable. The implication is

that the Mk:: standard scores may not be an appropriate metric for the

analysis of PIP project achievement outcomes.

The "grade effects" on the Reading subtest discussed in Section 3.7.1

can be interpreted as further evidence of this. In that section we found

that the percentile of first and fourth grade Reading subtest averages

declined as a function of time over a wide variety of project types, loca-

tions, and student body characteristics. If these declines are artifacts

(i.e., if the declines do not reflect some defect common to all projects

at these grades), obviously the MAT standard score metric should be

abandoned.

Conequently, we decided to investigate whether there might not

artifacts in the MAT standard scores that would cause apparent declin s.

Our investigation was conducted by means of the simulations described lit

the next section.

6.3.1 Simulation of the Norm-Referenced Analyses

for rhe Mtf Reading Subtest--Grades 3, 4, and 5

We had observed in the PIP data a definite trend toward gains in

percentile of p:oject averages in the third and fifth grades and losses

the fourth. Obviously, if the MAT norms were valid in 1970, the de-

clines could be the reflection of some developmental factc,r that came

into play tn children ten years old in 1976, but that was not present

ln 1970. Alternatively, if the norms aro currently valid, these declines

mifit mean a serious defect in all fourth grade PIP curricula. A third

alternative is that the fourth grade MAT norms are not, and never were,

valid. Evidence For th i view can be obtained from the Anchor Test Study

(1)74). AL 'the lourth 17nde the Anchor sLudy percentiles for rending
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between the 60th and 2nd (see Table 28 in Anchor Test Study "Equivalence

and Norm Tables for Selected Reading Achievement Tests" (1974).

For our simulations, we created raw score distributions in which the

"effect" of a program was to increase by a fixed proporti1, B, the number
of items answered correctly. The question is, will programs that are

equally effective in this sense, be equally effective in the sense of the

norm-referenced analysis for reading that we used for the PIP projects,

no matter what member of the MAT battery is used.

It is not n,cessary that programs that are equally effective on a

MAT raw score metric be equally effective on the nT standard score

me.:ric if Lhe- projects are tested using different members of the MAT
baCcery. However, if they 1. not, the inequality is evidence that the
standard score transformati .s not of the same form at each MAT level.
If the transformations are not of the same form, the underlying distri-

butions are not comparable. This may mean that the underlying traits
being measured are different.

Our simulation generated 3000 pseudorandom variables, Pi, i = 1 to 3000,
distributed as the Beta, with parameters a

1
and a

2
, so that the mean of

the distribution of the simulateJ fall standard scores, calculated as

below, was about what we had observed in the PIP study.

The P. were converted to Reading subtest standard scores for each
grade by the following formula:

Rf = [P + G(1 - P)] N
f

(6-3)

where Rf is the fall rau score, Nf is the number of items on the MAT used
in the fall, and G is a guessing parameter.

C = PN + B(N
s

- PN ) . (6-4)

where Ns is thu number of items on the MAT used in the spring, and Np is

the number of items on the spring test that are parallel with items in the
fall test. B is the "effect" of the program, as compared with no relevant

education at all.

R = C + G(N - C )

where R
s

is the spring raw score and N
s

is the number of items on the
spring test.

These simulations were programmed by George Byrd, Pat McCall, and Roy
Sutton of SRI, using IML's beta random number generation.
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The 3000 raw score pairs, Rf and R_, were converted to standard

scores through the MAT raw-to-standard score tables as follows:

Reading

Grade Testing Subtest Table

Fall Primary II

3 Spring Elementary

4 Fall Elementary

4 Spring Elementary

5 Fall Elementary

5 Spring Inte'mediate

The 3000 fall and spring standard scores were used to generat:e

norm-referenced analyses calculated on 30 ,1,servations apiece. The same

3000 observations were used at each grade that had the same value of al

and cz2 30(k - 1) + 1 i 30k, were used in the kth analysis,

k = 1, 100.

The results of these simulations are presented in Tables 6-2 and 6-3.

Each table shows the percentage of the norm-referenced analyses at each

combination of a
l'

q
7'

and grade, which resulted in the various decisions

on the achievement of normal growth and criterion growth. The statistics

ig the table refer to averages in the norm-referenced analyses.

Table 6-2 shows the results of.our simulation for selected values

of B, when G = 0, When B = 0, this table shows that the norm-referenced

analyses are not subject to grade effects. However, the mean gain over

expected is much lligher in the fourth grade than in the third and fifth

grades. When B = 0.1, the norm-reference6 analysis begins to show grade

effects, with 5170 of the analyses in the fourth grade confirming normal

growth, while none confirms normal growth at the other grades. At

B = 0.2, 1007. of the fourth grade analyses confirm normal growth, while

71'4 of the third grade and none of the fifth grade analyses show it.

Thus, for data like those found in the PIPs, our simulation shows that

when G = 0 the tests are differentially sensitive to B, the proportion

of items "due to program." In the simulation presented in Table 6-2,

one would characterize the fourth grade as easier than the third or the

fifth grade, given the B's we have used in our model.

Other simulations confirmed the results when grades. were compared

using the B'F; shown on Tables 6-2 and 6-3 with the following a's common

to all grades; a = a =
9

2.0; a
I

= 2.0, a = 4.0: o = 4.0, o = 2.0.
1 1
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Table 6-2

WORTION OF SIMULATED NORM-REFERENCED ANALYSES FOR MAT READING SOBTEST,

VdT1 ThE INDICATED DECISIONS FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CRITERION GROWTH

AND NORMAL GROWTH; G = 0.0

Grade 3*

Alpha l : 2.0

Alpha 2 = 2.0

Grade 4

Alpha 1 = 2.0

Alpha 2 4,0

Grade 5*

Alpha 1 : 2.0

Alpha 2 = 2.0

B 0,00 Meets criterion growth

Meets normal growth

Fall score

Spring score

Expected score

Gain over fall

Gain over expected

Yes 07.; No 1007.; U Or%

Yes 07.; No 1007., U 07.

Mean 45.48; SD 2.17

Mean 31.17; SD 1.67

Mean 46.97; SD 1.98

Mean -14.31; SD 0.70

Mean -15.80; SD 0.65

les 01; No 1007.; 0 07.

Yes 07.; No 1007.; 0 (%1

Mean 48.40; SD 2.94

Mean 48,40; SD 2.94

Mean 53.09; SD 2.68

Mean 0.00; SD 0.00

Mean - 4.69; SD 0.36

Yes 07.; No 1007.; U 07.

Yes 07.; No 1007.; U 07.

Mean 60,79; SD 3.00

Mean 43.81; SD 1,62

Mean 66.42; SD 2.86

Mean -16.99; SD 1.44

Mean -22.61; SD 1.32

B 0.10 Meets criterion growth

Meets normal growth

Fall score

Spring score

Exptected score

Gain over fall

Gain over expected

Yes 07,; No 1007.; U 07.

Yes 07.; No 987.; U 21.

Mean 45.48; SD 2.17

Mean 41.81; SD 1.28

Mean 46.97; SD 1.98

Mean . 3.67; SD 1.02

Mean - 5.16; SD 0.90

Yes 07.; No 1007.; II 07.

Yes 511; No 07.; U 497.

Mean 48.40; SD 2.94

Mean 54.45; SD 2.25

Mean 53.09; SD 2.68

Mean 6.06; SD 0.73

Mean 1.36; SD 0.55

Yes 07.; No 1007.; U G%

les 01; No 1007.; U 07.

Mean 60.79; SD 3.00

Mean 55.01; SD 1.18

Mean 66.42; SD 2.86

Mean - 5.78; SD 1.86

Mean -11,40; SD 1.73

0.20 Meets criterion growth

Meets normal growth

Fall score

Spring score

Exptected score

Gain ,ver fall

Gain over expected

Yes 17.; No 127,; U 877.

Yes 717.; No 07.; U 297.

Mean 45.48; SD 2.17

Mean 50.21; SD 0.77

Mean 46.97; SD 1,98

Mean 4.73; SD 1.43

Mean 3.25; SD 1.26

Yes 107.; No 07.; U 907.

Yes 1001; No OZ; U 07.

Mean 48.40; SD 2.94

Mean 59.43; SD 1.75

Mean 53.09; SD 2.68

Mean 11.03; SD 1.25

Mean 6.34; SD 1.02

Yes 07.; No 787.; D 22%

Yes 07.; No 167,; D 847.

Mean 60.79; ED 3.00

Mean 64.25; SD 0.85

Mean 66,42; SD 2.86

Mean 3.46; SD 2.18

Mean 2.16; SD 2.04

Note: unknown,

Resnlr; in these columns are based on thu same 3000 observations distributed as Beta with al = a2 = 2.0.



Table 6-3

PloPoRlION 01. SIMrLATED NORM-REFERENCED ANALYSES FOR MAT READING SUBTEST,

11d TUE INDICATED DECISIONS FOR THE ACHIEVEMENT OF CRIARION GROWTH

AND NORMAL GROWTH; G 0.25

. 0,00 Moot:; criterion growth

Meets notual growth

Fdll score

Spring score

Expected score

Gain over fall

Gain over expected

Yes

Yes

Grade 3

Alpha 1 , 2.0

Alpha 2 . 4.0

Grade 4

Alpha 1 . 0.1

Alpha 2 . 1.0

Grade 5

Alpha 1 . 1.5

Alpha 2 . 5.0

04 No 997.; U 11 Yes 07; No 1007; U. 0%

99%; No 01; U 1% Yes 07; No 1007.; U

Mean 47.68; SD 0.88

Mean 50.98; SD 0.46

Mean 48.74; SD 0.86

Mean 3.29; SD 0.49

Mean 2.23; SD 0.47

Mean 49.19; SD 1.90

Mean 49.19; SD 1.90

Mean 53.76; SD 1.77

Mean 0.00, SD 0.00

Mean - 4,57; SD 0.30

Yes 0%; No 1007.; U 07.

Yes 114 No 07.; U 897.

Mean 56.99; SD 1.26

Mean 63.58; SD 0.52

Mean 62.91; SD 1.13

Mea'n 6.59; SD 0.77

Mean 0.67; SD 0.64

g 0.10 Meets criterion growth

Meets normal growth

Fall score

jpring score

xpected score

Cain over fall

Gain over expected

Yes 977.; No 0%; U

Yes 100%,; No 07.; U

Mean 47.68; SD 0.88

Mean 55.40; 51) 0.37

Mean 48.74; 6L 3.86

Mean 7.71; SL 0.56

Mean 6.65; SD 0.55

Yes 0%; No 100%; U 07.

Yes 97%; No 07.; U 37.

Mean 49.19; SD 1.90

Mean 55.55; SD 1.56

Mean 53.76; SD 1.77

Mean 6.36; SD 0.43

Mean 1,80; SD 0,41

Yes 637.; No 07.; U 377.

Yes 100I; No 07.; U 07.

Mean 56.99; SD 1.26

Mean 69.33; SD 0.33

Mean 62.91; SD 1.13

Mean 12.33; SD 0.96

Mean 6.41; SD 0.83

B 0.20 Nuts criterion growth

Meets normal growth

Fall score

Spring score

Expected score

Gain over

Gain Mr expected

Note; 0 2 unknown.

Yes r"; No 04; U 0%

Yes ; No 04; U 07.

Mean 47.68; SD 0.88

Mean 59.37; SD 0.11

Mean 48.74; SD 0.86

Mean 11.68; SD 0.61

Mean 10.62; SD .09

Yes 427.; No 04 U 587. Yes 100%; No 07.; U 07

Yes 1007.; No 07.; 0 07. Yes 1007.; No 07.; U

Mean 49.19; SD 1.90

Mean 59.33; SD 1.44

Mean 53.76; SD 1.77

Mean 10.13; SD 0.53

Mean 5.57; SD 0.47

Mean 56.99; SD 1.26

Mean 73.53; SD 0.27

Mean 62.91; SD 1.13

Mean 16.54; SD 1.01

Mean 10.62; SD 0.89



Table 6-3 shows the results of our simulation for the same values
of B discussed above. In this tabl,?., = 0.25, and the u's have been

changed from those shown in Table ')-2 to make the fall average scores

about the same as were observed in the PIP study.

In Tabie 6-3, the results for the fourth g:ade are largely unchanged.

The results for the third and fifth grades are dramatically different,

however. When we simulated no guessing, the fourth ,_irade test appeared

ea7ier in terms of results for a fixed value of B. Table 6-3 indicates

at with simulated guessing (C, = 0.25) the fourth grade test is now the
most difficult. In fact, some analyses confirm normal growth in the third
an.c1 fifth w-ades, even when B = 0.

Overall, these grade effects are similar to the grade effects noted
in Section 3.7. They indicate that the norm-referenced analysis as ap-
plied to MAT reading data gives different results for programs that are

equally effective (as measured by B in Eq. 6-4). Which reading test is
easier depends on the size of gain that is allowed. If the values we used
for Rs are increased in Eq. 6-5 by the second term, the fourth grade is

harder than either the third or the fifth. If we do not increase them,
the fourth grade is easier. It is important to note that this result,

however, is relative because the fourth grade standard scores are nearly
stable. It is the third and fifth grades that are sensitive to the changes
we have simulated.

These findings show that the ttems selected for the various MAT
batteries were not such that the batteries have comparable distributions

of ttem difficulttes in their respective norm groups. Of course, there
is no requiremet '.11n.t there be ccmparable norm group distributions of

item difficulties. The Thurstone techniques that are the -analytic founda-
tions of the MAT standard scores may be applied no matter what the

raw score distributions. Indeed, the standard score transformation mly

be.viewed as correcting for th fact that the nom group distributions

differ and that, therefore, equal raw scores on different batteries do

not represent equal values on an assumed (unobservable) underlying

normally distributed skill continuum.

The usefulness of this correction depends on the reasonableness of

the assumption of the existence of the unobservable skill continuum and

the reasonableness of the presumed distribution cf children's values on
this continuum.

We feel that the three reading subtests--ffat of the Primary II,

the Elementary, and the Advanced--are.sufficiently dissimilar to justify

interpreting the differing distributions of item difficulties as evidence
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,

that these;subtests are not measurinp the same skills. The Primary II

Reading su 'test entails much lower.level reading skills than does the

Elementary1 The Intermediate has dmuch higher vocabulary level than

does the Elementary, and it also has much longer paragraphs. It is our

view that Oese factors, the points raised in Section 2, and the grade

effects dis'cussed in this section and in Section 3.7 warrant abandoning

the MAT standard scores and usirig the raw scores instead.

In the next section, we discuss the dependent variable used for our

raw score analyses.

6.3.9 Definition of the Dependent Variable (Yijkm)

The de2ision to abandon the standard score metric caused two problems.

The first wfis that the proportion of correct responses is not a-dependent

measure with constant variance, as the standard scores (in theory) nearly

are. Conseiluently, we could not.expect our least squares procedures to

work well on this measure. The second was that, where we did not give

the same pre- and post-test, we had to rescore the MAT using only parallel

items. The items we judged parallel are shown in Appendix E. Table 6-4

shows the numbP.r of parallel items we used, by grade, and the total num

ber of items possible. We selected items based on our judgment of what

was parallel, not based on the MAT publisher's intentions. Unfortunately,

we did not find many parollel items where we did not administer identical

pre- and post-tests.

We imposed an additional restriction on the items at grades 4 and 8,

where we did administer the same pre- and post-tests. As reported in

Appendix G, we had determined a subset of MAT items that we were reasonably

sure had been covered at those grades. Consequently, we excluded other

items, leaving only those shown in Table G-5 for analysis.

To correct for variability in the variance of students' scores, we

weighted each score inversely to its standard deviation. Thus, we let

V. in 6-1 he
K

:

IIM

T(P ) =
ijkm

\IN.. P..
ijm ilkm

P (1 - Pim )

ijkm jk

where 13AP../.m
is the proportion of items that student ijm answered correctly

at cesting k, out of the Num possible. When P = 0, we set T(P) to its

possible finite vaiiie for N. When P = 1, we set..T(P) to its

largest possible finite value for N.
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Table 6-4

NUMBER OF ITEMS ANALYZED AND NUMBER OF POSSIBLE ITEMS, BY GRADE

Total Reading Total Math

Test Number Number Number Number
Grade Fall Spring Parallel Possible Pa 'llel Possible

1 Primer Primary I 6
*

72 24 34

(Canton) Primer Primer 72 72 34 34

4 Primary I Primary II 10 77 33 62

3 Primary II Elementary 13 84 46 108

4 Elementary Elementary 78 95 58 115
5 Elementary Intermediate 12 95 41 115

6 Elementary Intermediate 12 95 41 115

7 Intermediate Advanced 11 95 46 115
8 Advanced Advanced 73 95 38 115

8 (R-3) Advanced Advanced 73 95 105 115

The Word Analysis subtest in the MAT Primary I corresponds to the Listen-

ing for Sounds subtes't in the MAT Primer. The Reading subtest in the
Primer corresponds to both the Word Knowledge and Reading subtests in the

Primary I, but the correspondence of the latter subtests with the Reading

subtest was too difficult to analyze.

The transformation has the effect of cInging proportions according
to the following tabulation:

T(P)NN

0.1 0.33

0.2 0.50

0.3 0.65

0.4 0.82

0.5 1.00

0.6 1.22

0.7 1.53

0.8 2.00

0.9 3.00
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The transformed values increase faster for larger proportions than

for smaller, making it somewhat easier to detect small differences in

large proportions than to detect the same differences in small propor-

tions. Thus, whether the transformation works in favor of noting dif-

ferences, or against, depen:1,; on the size of the proportions involved.

Any.artifacts introduced by the transformation are secondary to the

artifacts that are introduced by having so few items to analyze after

the elimination oE those that are not parallel pre.and post. We were

surprised to discover that the tests had so few parallel items, given

that the tests can supposedly be used in or out of level.

In the next sections, we report the results of our analyses of the

e.st results; the items analyzed were selected and transformed as dis-

cussed in this section.

6.4 Results of the Analyses oE the Unadjusted Transformed Raw Scores

Because of the small number of items analyzed, it is inappropriate

to regard the analyses oE the transformed raw scores as definitive.

These are, however, the best data on student achievement we have.

Table 6-5 shows the uaa.ljusted "effects" of the responsiveness and

implementation variables described in Section 6.2.* Tabled are the average

gains in students' transformed raw scores for teachers that site visitors

scored as having good responsiveness, and the average gains for the

students of those scored as having bad responsiveness. Similarly, tabula-

tions are shown Eor implementation--that is, for students of teachers

judged to have well or poorly implemented projects. When we could not

reasonably separate the implementation and responsiveness ratings, we

combined'them'as discussed in Section 6.2. These results are labeled as
"good/well" or "bad/poor."

Our two main conclusions are that:

About 807 of the time, students of teachers identified as

having good responsiveness generally showed higher average

gains than did students of teachers identified as not
responsive.

About 50% of the time, students of teachers identified as

havin- -,:ell-implemented projects had larger average gains

than students of teachers having poorly implemented
proje.

Raw data files were prepared by John Rollin; analyses were executed by

George Black and Pat McCall.
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Thus, responsiveness as defined in our observations seems a fairly

good predi-tor of whiCh teachers' students will show larger average

gains on our transformed metric, while our implementation rating does
not do as well.

Our results must be viewed with caution. .owever, because of the

uneven distributions of numbers of students in the various categories

of teachers, and, as already note1, because of the generally small number
of items being analyzed. A further caution is that our "bad" and "poor"

teacher categories also included the "so-so" teachers (see Section 4.7
for definitions of these terms).

Table 6-6 shows the corresponding tabulations for the transformed
MAT raw scores for math. Here, neither of our observation variables is
very successful. However, at the Eourth and eighth grades, where we

have the besE evidence that our dependent variables are relevant, an

association exists between observers' judgments of good responsiveness
and gains. For the other grades, we find it difficult to say that.

responsive teachers are successful in teaching MAT reading items but

not successful in teaching MAT math items. This difficulty is especially
obvious because so few items and students were available for some responsive-

ness/nonresponsiveness comparisons.

Even without the problem:, discussed, we r7nuld be reluctant to attri-

bute the evident success of "responsive" teachers just to their rated

responsiveness; there are competing explanations that we have not in-
vestigated. One such explanation is that a bias .exists in the age, race,

and sex distribution of students, abias that works in favor of the

responsive teachers and against those having well-implemented projectS

(although thesr-tW'o factors are not independent).

The bivariate regression model described in Section 6.2, if it fits

the observations well, will permit a comparison that eliminates these

biases. The interpretation of this model is presenud in the next section.

6.5 Results of the Analyses of the Adjusted Transformed Raw Scores

To implement the model discussed in Section 6.2 using the reading

dependent variables described in Section 6.3, we ran ten steF..-ise bivariate
regressions: one for each grade, 1 through 8; a separate run for PTR

Canton, Mississippi, grade one; and a sep-.rate run for R-3, grade 8.

For mathematic,- we ran the same regressions, but excluded projects, where

mathematics is not part of the c,,rriculu:n. At HIT and IRIT, "good
respOnsiveness" and "well implemented" bre completely confounded. In
Catch-Up, grades 2 and 3, these variab.12s are nearly confounded, and we
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combined them into a single variable as discussed in Section 6.2. The

complete specifications of the regression equations for reading and math

are shown in Appendix D.

Because we can calculate the difference B - B
llm

without cal-
12m

culatingtheparametersBijm,our procedure was to minimize the variance

of the residuals:

R, c= B.. + e
1.1km ijm ijkm

Our first concern is for the models' fit to the data.

(;.5.1 Goodness of Fit for Fall and Spring Regression Runs

.
To assess the goodness of fit of c r el at each grade, we cal-

culated a residual, Rijkm, for each

R = B.. +
ijkm ijm ijkm

:dlereFijklilistheerrorforindividualijmattimekandwhereBijmis
1 unestimated parameter associated with each individual. This parameter

introduced because the R. may not be independent of the P. .

ijlm ij2m
:.or each bivariate regression equation, goodness of fit was assessed by

,:amining the joint aistribution oE the i
R.., m and Rij2m as a tuuction
ij

,C our implementation rating. As expected, the Rijim were often highly

correlati?d with the Ripm. According to our model, there

.hould he no large negative correlations and there were none for either

reading or math, for either implementation status.

Table 6-7 shows the standard deviations of the residuals for the

Call and spring trinsformed mading raw scores. If the equations fit

well at etch implementation status, the standard deviation of the

residuals i 1h,ut 1.

Gra and grade I Canton FTR show rather 'Large standard

devtation,; of rAding residuals, which indicates a poor fit to those

da ta . Ove ra , read i data for the o the r grades Are fi t reasonab I y

well, Hlt the within 4rade doe,-; vary by implementation status,

or spring r g i s 1 quation, and Fit. At the second and third grades,

ConquestH Ci: than Catch-Up'!,, hut the reverse is

t rue a t t h e he rth r a d , . , . I a 1 dat a of Leachers with poor imple-

mentatiom t_;1:! U I I, !letler, while in Conque,:t the data of such teachers

Ire fit ,;6:Jc%:li,t
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Table 6-5

UNADJUSTED "EFFECTS" OF TEACHER RESPONSIVENESS AND IMPLEMENTATION

ON STUDENT GAINS ON THE TRANSFORMED RAW scoris: READING

Catch-U Concuest HIT IRIT PTR R 3

Nponsive Implemented Responsive

-Food

Implemented Responsive Implemented Resuasive Implemented Responsive Implemented Responsive Implemented

Grade Good Bad Well Poorly Bad Well 1-Poorly --Good Bad Well 1 Poorly Good Bad Well Poorly Good Bad Well Poorly Good Bad Well Poorly

1
1

Grade 1

Mean 2,512 2.693 2.119 2.823 0.731 1.567 1.202 1.422

N 8 8 5 11 17 37 29 25

Grade 1 (Canton)

Mean
6.017 6.853 -- 6.631

N
18 45 -- 63

Grade 2 Good/Well Bad/Poor

Mean 0,812 1.048 3.056 0.985 1.889 1.972

N 6 9 26 31 29 28

Grade 3 Good/Well Bad/Poor

Mean 0.243 0.481 2.029 1.161 1.596 1.244 2.509 1,612

N 7 8 13 21 24 10 13 52

Grade 4

Mean 1.649 1.069 1.232 1.685 2.252 1.569 2.041 1.861 1.871 -0.377

N 24 14 21 17 28 27 17 38 28 6

Grath, 5

Mean 534 0.505 0.423 0.614 1.164 1.335 0.683 1.514

N 23 20 21 22 19 14 11 22

Grade 6 Good/Well Bad/Poor

Mean 0,828 -0.035 0.935 0.086 2.397 2.034 1.256 2.598 0.581 0.050

N 17 6 14 9 18 15 9 24 28 12

Grade 7

Mean 0.977 0.887 0.837 1.158

N
8 55 51 12

Grade 8 Good/Well Bad/Poor

Mean 0.940 0.718

N 52 9

Grade 8

Mean 2.01:. 1222 1.664

N 288 228 -- 516

Notc "Effects" c npanahh t Eti. 6-2 Ire the differences between well and poor, or between good .and bad. Mean average fall-spring gain in students' transformed raw scores; 1 number of students.



Table 6-6

UNADJUSTED "EFFECTS" OF TEACHER RESPONSIVENESS AND IMPLEMENTATION

ON STUDENT GAINS ON THE TRANSFORMED RAW SCORES: MATH

Cateb.Up
, HIT R-3

Responsive Implemented

Well Poorly

Responsive

Good Bad

Implemented

Well Poorly

Responsive

Good Bad

Implemented

Well PoorlyGrade Good Bad

Grade 1

1.1,mn 0.105 1.070 1.075 0.393

N 7 1 4 10

,

Grade 2 Good/Well Bad/Poor

Mean 4.536 0.654

N 5 8

Grade 3

Mean -0,124 0.305

N 7 16
,

Grade 4

Mean 3.401 2.111 3.186 2.487

N 18 14 16 16

Grade 5

Mean 0.708 1.049 0.158 1.565

N 22 18 20 20

Grade 6

Mean 0.505 2.286 0.491 1.172 -- 0.490
*

; 0.490
*

N 18 7 15 10 -- 23 23

Grade 7

Moan
1.370 0.562 -- 1.233

N 39 8 -- 47

Grade 8

Mean -- 1.034k -- 1.034''

0' -- 40 -- 40

Grade 8

Mean

'

1.246 1.217 4.361 1.225

N

i....

269 291 1 559

Note "Effects" comparable to Eq. 6-2 are the differences between well and poor, or between good and bad.

Mean Iverdg fall-spring gain in students' transformed raw scores; N number of students.

Responsivenes :nd implementation are completely confounded.



Throughout Table 6-7 are iostences in which the standard deviation

of the residuals for students having teachers with poorly implemented

projects is two to three times that of students having teachers with

well-implemented projects, and vice versa. However, with the exception

of grades 4 and 8, the standard deviations at all grades are less than

3.5 times their expected value, if we exclude Canton PTR.

Based on our analysis of. reading residuals, we conclude that our

model for reading scores is not adequate for R-3 at grade 8 or for PTR

at Canton. Grade 4 shows gene rally higher residuals than do the other

grades, especially in Catch-Up. The equations do not tit students in

the various implementation cat,gories equally well, but the differences

are not as great as those seen between grades.

Table 6-8 shows the standard deviations of the residuals for the

math equations. As with reading, eighth grade R-3 stands out as poorly

fit, with seventh grade HIT also showing large standard deviations. At

the other grades, our models fit the math data fairly well, except at

sixth grade Catch-Up, where children of teachers with poor implementa-

tions are not fit as well as are children of teachers who have well-

implemented projects.

In summary, we have reasonably good fits to both reading and math

data at all grades excep.t grades 1 and 8. At grade 8, as discussed in

Section 5, the MAC was not especially relevant to the PIP curriculum,

so we will not try to find a better model..The Canton data have large

variances, possibly because of the uneven implementation of the program,

or because of the small_ number of items being analyzed.

Ln the scction; we discuss the implications of our model for

the a53c5sment of PIP impact_ on achievement.

Anaivsis of the Effect of PIP implementation

NAT Transformed Raw Scores

medcl is snch that, if we regress lall-:;prin

imddp,.!dev17_ vpriantes, the restating c.wificients are the

i:orro:-;ponding fail coelIicient ord

nroprietv Li;

amd l K

Ilm Ri 1 IIIm

22.L.5



Table 6-7

STANDARD DEVDTION 6F RESIDUALS FOR FAIL AND SPRING TRgSFORMED READING RAW SCORES,

BY PIP, GRADE, AND IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

Catch-Up Conquest HIT IRIT PIR R-3

Poor Well Poor Well Poor Well Poor Will Ifoor Well Poor
_ . ..

Woll
. . . .... ...........

1 91:16,1IL
Grade Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall 1 Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Sprini4F.all

,Grade 1

SO 0.950 1.676 1,131 1,260 0,905 1,415 0.908 1.632

0 11 5 25 29
/

Grade 1 (Canton)

SD
1.085 5,998 --

11
63

..

Glade 2

SD 0.775 0.869 2,653 0,930 1.616 2,276 2,021 2.833

N 10 5 28 29

Grade 3

*SD 0.968 1.556 0.813 1.843 1.085 3,062 .. 89 1,226 * 2,358 2.710
*

2.957

N 10 J 10 52 13

Grade 4

SD 1.010 4:119 3.020 3,245 2.814 3.3( ,.833 1,107* 1.235* 3.508* 3.612*

11
17 21 38 6 28

Grade 5

SD 0.991 1.071 1,530 1 208 1,025 1.12 1,2Y 883

N ..
1,

21 22

Grade 6

SD 3.599 2.289 Mil 1.152 2,235 2.756 ,J 0,974 0,879* 1,210* 1.635* 2,151*

N 9 14 24 9 1? 29

Grade 7

SD

N

,

1.114

1

..*

1.243

. *

02
51

1.766

Grade 8

SD
0. 6* 1.340* 2,121* 2,647*

N
) 52

Gr 8

1, I

N

.548

516

6.298 --

..

_. ... ____ ........ ___

Nal : . sarIbt,

It, 1:hc,;,, Jata, rt: N,t1, I
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Table 6-8

STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESIDUALS FOR FALL AND SPRING TRANSFORMED MATH RAW SCORES,

BY PIP, GRADE, AND IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

(ttCa.r', HIT R-3
1

Pcor ' Well Poor Well Poor Well

Grade 17,111 '.,7rIn Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring Fall Spring

Grade I

SD 0.984 1.077 0,762 1.886

N 10
i

4

Grade 2

SD 1.177 1.292 0.217 7.524

N 9 4

Grade 3

SD 1.171 1.663 2.817 2.540

N 18 5

Grade 4

SD 2.143 4.234 1,705 3.569

N 16 16

Grade 5

SD 1.433 2.065 2.364 1.968

N 20 20

Grade 6

SD 3.429 4.866 2,551 2.065

N 1 10 15

Grade 7

SD 1.753 2.487 --

N 47

Grade 8

SD 3.031 3.922 --

N 40

Gride 8

SD
4.840 5.925 0.0 0.0

r

559 I

Noh!: numbe If sLIdents.



for reading and math. Blm is the "adjusted effect" of a teacher with a

we11-implemented project, and 132in is the adjusted effect of a responsive

teacher. For those cases in which we could not estimate Ilm and B2m

separately, we estimated a single coefficient Trn, as discussed in

Section 6.2; this coeificient is labeled "well/good" in our tables.

Computations were done using the stepwise regression procedure of the

"Statistical Package for the Social Sciences" (Nie et al., 1970), so

that we would get some idea of the relative importance of 11m, or BLm

and 137m, given the other variables in the equations. UltimaL,ly, we

Corced the program to take all independent variables shown in Eq. 6-2.

Table 6-9 summarizes the process for gains on our transformed read-

ing score, and Table 6-l0 summarizes thy run for gains on our transformed

math scores.

In Table 6-9, the final coefficient of .determination is not par-

ticularly impressive at any grade, especially at Canton PTR and grade 7

HIT. To some extent, these results could be anticipated from the results

of our analyses oE residuals. However, the coefficient of determination

for grade 7 HIT is worse than anticipated.

In this table, we have shown the sign of the final value of the

coefficient of 7m, or of Tim and T7m, as a coefficient to the increase

in the coefficient of determination due to or to iTlm and 1-3-2m, at the

Lime it entered the equation. In parentheses, we show the order in which

1;m, or 11m and T9m, entered the stepwise procedure. Generally, the

implementation and responsiveness parameters do not add much to R2
; that

is, the effect of these variables is small.

Comparing the signslof the effects shown in Table 6-9 with the

corresponding signs eal,_.ulated from Table 6-5 shows that adjusting for

age, race, and sex alLors the picture of responsiveness and implementa-

Lion impacts. :-;even ,'F.f:t.s that were positive in the table of unadjusted

effect:, arc negative eftects after adjustment. Four effects that were

negative before adjustment arc positive afterwards.

o%amination oC the increase in the coefficient of L.eter-
_

mination due to inclusion of B or B, and B. shows that in five PIP
m' In

R.

grade combinations the increas,, is less than 0.0015. In these cases,

1,1nowledge of implementation :;tatus or teacher responsiveness does not

add inCormation not_ present in variable:i in the equation before the

.' o , r anu .

inoro cases in 'Alich .111, or 131m and li)m, add this i it t i to

tho co,21Fisint of determination, in throo caos positive unatijw;ted

232
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Table 6-10

iNCRFA IN TIIF COEFFICIENT OF DE1ERENA11ON FOR SPRING-FALL DIFFERINCES IN .MATII

Cnide

,

Number

CaLh-Up NIT R-3

I+Iell

Implementd Responivc

Welt

Implomented Responsive

Wc11

Implaented Final R2
Ci,,es Stcps RespondNe

14 2 -0.093 +0.038 0.131

,

(1) (2)

WL 11/Good

13 1 +0.197 0.197

(1)

J 23 1 -0.015
0,015

(1)

:4 32 2 +0,058 -0.001 0.059

(1) (2)

40 2 +0.001 -0.188 0.189

(2) (1)

6 23 2 -0,111 -0,020 0,131

(1) (2)

7 47 1
+0,027 0.021

(2)

8
Not run

8 560 5
+0,005 -- 0.027

(2)

Notc: Nacrs In Tirent4scs indicate the 0r112r entered; sign is the ,n of the coefficient in the final

r4rs:-;ion luation,



effects are negative after adjustment and in three cases negative un-
adjusted effects become positive.

If we double-count -fir, as both well implemer_ed and responsive, in
four cases the adjusted effect oC responsiveness is negative and in ten
cases it is positive. In seven cases the adjusted effect of being judged

well implemented is negatie and in Eour it= is positive.

Therefore, even after adjusting for age, race, and sex, our general
conclusions concerning the unadjusted effects hold. If implementation
or responsiveness has any impact, good responsiveness, as we have defined

it, is associated with small gains on student achievement tests in a

variety of PIP and grade combinations.

Table 6-10 shows corresponding statistics for math. Again, the
equations for grades 7 and 8 stand out as not being very good predictors
of the values of fall-spring gains. In the math data the effect of
adjustment was to convert one unadjusted effect from positive to negative,
and one from negative to positive. Thus, adjustment fcr age, race, and
sex does not much alter our conclusions concerning the efEects of PIP

implementation and teacher responsiveness on our math variable. Howe-Ter,

the adjustment did increase the number of positive effects for responsive-
ness from four to five and the number of negative implementation effects
from two to three.

Therefore, in our formal analyses, teacher responsiveness--more

often than implementation of PIP philo!;ophy and specifications--is

associated with increases in the transformed raW scores.

Caution should h. ,'.ecised in generalizing our results to the un-
observed children in oa: study or to future studies that use procedures
different from ours. Nevertheless, our result on achievement is fairly
clear: As judged by the norm-referenced analyses and by the regression

models just reported, implementation oE the PIP philosophy and procedures

.did not rale MAT scou, to any impressive degree. However, the MAT

content Was not especially relevant to PIP curricula, and the MAT standard
scores mar not he well-suited to valid norm-referenced procedures.
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7 SYNOPSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Summary

In this section we review the outcomes of our evaluation summarizing
our conclusions.

The main issue addressed was the validity of the PIP replication

principle and the associated norm-referenced analysis. Based on our

evaluation principles, we conclude that the replication principle was
false: there is little reason to believe that packages of the type we

evaluated would make HAT scores dramatically increase.

To reach this conclusion we exa several peripheral issues con-

cerning norm-referenced analyses and t e-third standard deviation
criterion of educational significance. We pointed out several technical

flaws in the norm-referenced "t" t,:st, and showed that, as applied to the

MAT, the criterion of educational significance was not a constant propor-
tion of e.:,..p.cted growth. In this sense the criterion was not equally
stringent at all grades.

Examining.our data relative tc the MAT norms, we noticed that in the

fourth grade it was more difficult to reach criterion than in the third
and fifth grades. We executed computer simulations which confirmed the
trend. We conclude that there is some artifact in the published norms
at this grade.

Based on our curriculum analyses and site visits we found that the

PIPs did induce projects which were adequate copies of what was packaged;

hoever what was packaged was not sufficient to implement the same curricula
across sites.

Our ni Lv. i.. 1 the correspondence between the MAT and the .curriculum

materials which were hoth Listed in the PIP and used in the projects

provided evidence that, except at the lower grades, RAT items wore not
sensitw to such materials.

Finally, in our least squares analysis, we found that Leacher

responsivencss was more often associated with gains in test scores than

was good huplemL.ntation of PIP specifications.
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7 . 2 Me thodo logical Recommenda t ions

The preceeding sections have shown the utility of approaching

evaluation through the use of a principle cf description: the evaluator

must display A connection between the outcomes of interest and the

treatment. This has implications for:

1) The way USOE (or others) should decide that a project is

effective, successful or exemplary. That is, the con-

nection between the data offered as evidence of effect-ive-

ness and the content and procedures of the preject should

be judged for its reasonablenQss.

The way in which PIP-type packages are created in thc.

future. A project could be analyzed from its outcomes,

backwards to the proximal events which could have caused

them, (all the way back to the management sttategies

which promoted such events if desired). The information

in the package micOlt then be more likely to convey the

effective elements.

3) The way evaluations are conducted. That is, to evaluate

the effects of a treatmat appropriiitely would require a

description ;:i the treatment at the levcl of discourse

relevant to tlie eflects examined.

Our application of this idea to the evaluation of Project Information

Packages led us to examine one standardized test and the associated norm-

coferenced analysis in detail. It was concluded that there were probably

defee:s in that tests's fourth grade norms. We also found through our

simulations that "equipercencile growth" could be achieved by guessing

alone. We deveyped evidence that, in this study at least, compensatory

education teachers do not teach to the MAT, except perhaps at the first

and second grade levels. The test items however were sensitive to the

responsiveness of the teacher,...where responsiveness was judged by trained

observers and diAectly coded for regression analyses. Similar analyses

might he frnitul in other evaluations which use achievement test scales.

Based on our results, we would recommend not using the MAT standard

scores as :he principle measuro r;f project success. We would also recom-

mend that the consumer of standardized tests not be drawn into the belief

that standardieJ achievement tests are equivalent, ev(!ri if tests like

the Anchor Test Study claim to display "equivalence" for some tests.

Ve i-e('..,-inneud that the implication: of assuming nal: any test's

cross-sectional norms are tonf-Hte.diaally valid be seriously considered
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before the norms are used out of level. We also question whether thece

is really a single trait called "Reading Achievement," and we questiog

whether we know how it grows from the first grade to the -welfth. If

there is no such trait or we do uot know its laws )I growt, then our
achievement scale is nugatory.

It seems to us that the trend of these considerations is t. rbandon

norm-referenced, standarized tests with their simple scales. Whal.

needed are tests with itcms that arc sensitive to those skills we

taught. Then if it were determined that_ t,7.achers were actually teac:

such skills such t'ests would farm a conveni:: 'oundation for unifoi..:..13

evaluating diverse projects.

73')
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to explain the tasks and responsibilities

of field data collectors who will be conducting tbe Spring 1976 testing

program as part of the evaluation of Project Information Packages (PIPs).

Recognizing the variations between PIPs and projects, an effort has been

made to provide detailed directions to assure uniform testing procedures

across all PIP projects.

Uniformity is important for two reasons. First, for purposes of

standardization, it is impo-:tant that testing procedures and couditions

approximate, as closely as possible, those described by the test authors

and publishers. Second, in order to provide reliable results, it is

important to administer the tests as consistently as possible to different

groups of students both within and across projects. Thus, it is important

that field data collectors involved in the testing program thoroughly under-

stand their tasks and responsibilities prior to assuming them and that they

adhere to the guidelines for performing those tasks throughout the testing

period.

The field data collection staff will consist of the SRI Test Supervisor,

the local Site Assistant and, where necessary, additional local personnel

to serve as Testers and Monitors. The SRI Test Supervisor will assume

overall responsibIlity for the testing program. Where possible, the sAI

lest Supervisor will assume the role of Tester with the local Site Assistant

serving as Monitor. In projects with large nunbers of students to be tested,

the SRI Test Supervisor will hire, train, and supervise local personnel as

Testers and Monitors. Car will be taken to select people who do not have
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a vested interest in the project. Local personnel who cannot demonstrate

performance skills required by SRI, during on-site training, will not be

utilized as a Tester or Monitor.

The local Site Assistant will be responsible for completing all

necessary preparations for testing, will assist during testing, and will

be responsible for returning all test materials to SRI following completion

of testing.

This manual s divided into four sections.

Section I. Testa and Test Sample

Section 1I Site Assistant's Guide to Testing Preparations

Section In Tester's and Monitor's Responsibilities

Section IV Site Ftsistant's Instructions for Returning
Test Materials to SRI



Section 1

TESTS AND TEST SAMPLE

The test baLtery tor each student will consist of three types of tests:

1) The Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT)

2) One of two affective tests

a) For first and second graders the FACES Attitude
Inventory, or

b) For third through ninth graders the Intellectual
Achievement Responsibility Scale IAR)

3) A PIP and site-specific Student attitude questionnaire

a) For first and second graders, one which uses the
FACES format, or

b) For third through ninth graders, one wiAch uses
the Coopersmith format.

Metropolitan Achievement Test

The Metropolitan Achievement Tests (MATs) are a s'2ries of measures

designed to tell how much pupils have learned in important content and

skill areas of the school curriculum.

There are six levels of the MAT. The levels that will be used in April

for each grade in the PE' evaluation are as follows:

Grade 1 Primary I
Grade 2 Primary II
Grade 3 Elementary
Grade 4 Elementary
Grade 5 Intermediote
Grade 6 Intermediate
Grade 7 Advanced
Grade 8 Advanced
Grade 9 Advanced

There are three forms of the test (F, G, and H) at each level. Only

form F will be us,A, Each member of the Test Battery has several subtests.

)



FACES Attitude inventou

The FACES Attitude 1,1ve!ttory is designed to gather information about

the student's general feeling toward himself, toward others, toward school,

and learning in general. In response to themes pictorially presented in

the test items and verba lly described by the Tester, each student shows

his feelings by marking one of three responses: a happy face, a so-so

face (not happy, not sad), or a sad face. There are, 14 items in the FACES

Attitude inventory.

Intellectual Achievement Responsibility Scale (1AR)

The Intellectual Achievemenl: Responsibility Scale (TAR) is aimed at

assessing a student's belief in reinforcement responsibility in academic

achievement situations.

The 1AR scale consists of 20 forced-choice items. Oral presentation

will be made by the Tester to students in grades three through five.

Students in grades six through nine will be administered the IAR in

written form.

:tudent Attitude Questionnaires

The Student Attitude Questi..:nnaires are designed to assess student

!feelius toward the PTI project. The Student Attitude Questionnaires are

PIP-specific and, in some instances, site-specific. The FACES format will

be given to students in grades ono ind two, and the Coopersmith Self-Esteem

-Iventry be $ tudfmts in grades three and up.

Oral Dreseutation will be made by the Tester to students at all grade

levels. The Student AttiLude Questionnaires should be administered immediate

following the affective tests.



Test Sample

The test sample in April will include orCv those students tested in

the Fall for whom we have valid test data. The IRIT sample will consist

of middle cycle students tested in the Fall.

No additional students will be tested even though they are in the

program.

Table 1 shows the grade levels that will be tested at each project as

well as the subject areat and affective tests each grade level will receive.



'0 Project

Table 1

PIP TEST PLAN

NEIRONLITAN AQUIVENNIrl MIS
AFFECTIVE TESTS

Primly I

Credal

Read Nth

Meaty 11

:tido I

hid Math

Eleootary

Crab 3

hid Math

Elmantary

Grad. 4

hid Math

Inwood lite

Crude S

had Kith

trimming,

Grady 6

hid Math

Ahmed

Grade 7

hid MO

Advanced

Cud, 1

hid Math

Advent Id

Crab 9

had Math

Catch.lp

Coquet

ItT

tell

13

lloominitoo, lad.

Irookport, 111.

Cater, Vd,

Providence ?aria, la

;epee City, 111,

lento; Rohl, Nick.

Cleveland, Ohio

111

Lelinvon, Nilo,

Oldio, NY

Atmelnzion, Ind,

Oilihme City, Ok,

Schen/at/4y, NI

CUM, Hill,

Dallas, T01111

Charlotte, N.C.

toka Villsza, Ark,

torein, Ohio

somictedy,

a

X I 3(

FACES 1 A

Cram Grades Crabs

12 3.3 6.9

MOOT ATIlltDI

FACES Coopermlth

Creche Cradte

12



Section II

SITE ASSISTANT'S CUIDE TO TESTING PREPARATION

An Overview

As Site Assistant, you will be responsible for all testing preparations.

You should:

- Check Test Rosters for accuracy and fill in missing information.

- Prepare Test List worksheets when necessary.

- Prepare a Tester Log for each Test Roster or Test List worksheet.

Get the testing schedule approved.

- Identify the location of students to be tested and enter teacher
names on Test Rosters or Test List worksheets.

Locate testing areas and furniture.

Prepare school map. Duplicate for Testers and Monitors.

- Duplicate approved test schedule. Distribute to teachers concerned
and principal. Reserve copies for Testers and Monitors.

Locate space for local training session, if necessary.

- Receive test booklets and check supply'against local needs.

- Label test booklets and group booklets with appropriate
Test Rosters (or Test List worksheets) and the Tester Logs.

Test Roster--What is it_

The Test Roster is an alphabetical listing of students, by school and

grade, who were tested in Fall 1975. The Test Roster is furnished by SRI.

The Test Roster will serve as the primary source of information in grouping

children for testing, labeling booklets, and keeping a record of tests

administered.

The format of the Test Roster is described below. A sample Test

Roster is provided in Exhibit I.

PROJECT:

SCHOOL:

Project number (assigned by SRI), ,ame of the PIP
and its location (city).

School number (assigned by SRI), and name of the
school in which students were located in Fall 1975.

A-11
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TEST GROUP:

GRADE:

TEACHER NAME:

PUPIL NAME:

BIRTHDATE:

ETH:

SEX:

TUTOR/TUTEE CODE:

VALID FALL
75 TESTS:

ABSENT 20%
OR MORE:

TEST SITTING:

SEE TESTER LOG:

COMMENTS:

Test group identifier--a letter such as A, B,

C, etc. or Z (assigned by SRI).

Grade level of students at the Lime of Fall

1975 testing.

Blank column to be filled in according to
instructions provided in this manual.

Names of studeRts tested in Fall 1975.

Birthdates of students lisf..ed.

Ethnicity of students listed.

Sex of stmients listed.

Identifies student as a !..iitor (I) or tutee (2).

This column and the information in it is
applicable only to the HIT sites.

Ideatif.::s those students who have valid Lest
data (YES) from Fall testing and those who have
no valid test data (NO) from Fall testing. ONLY

STUDENTS WITH VALID.FALL TEST DATA ARE TO BE
TESTED IN APRIL.

Five digit number for each student listed.
(First two digits represent the project number
and will be the same for all students in the
project. The last three numbers represent
unique student ID numbers assigned in the Fall).
This column is to be completed according to
directions in this manual.

These three columns will be blank and are to be
completed by the Tester.

To be completed by the Tester.

To be completed by the Tester.

Test Roster--How to use it

Correcting and Completing the Test Roster

When you receive the Test Roster, theilirst thing you should do is

verify the accuracy of the 'student names, birthdates, and tutor/tutee codes

(if applicable). Make corrections on the Test Rosters by crossing out the

incorrect information and entering the correct information above it. All

blank spaces should be filled in with the appropriate information.
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Exhibit 1

Sample Test Roster

DATE RUNt o3/16/76 PAGE! 22

SRI RIP EVALUATION

MING 1976 T!ST ROSTER

PROJECT: 18 HIT S4W fq4NiAL,c)

SCHOOL: 1 5001161.6

TEST GROUP: Z

GRADE! 6 CIRCLE IF

E S TUTOR. VALID ABSENT TEST SEF

TEACHER PUPIL NAME BIRTH I E TUTEF EALL75 20 % SITTING TESTER

NAME LAST NAME FIRST DATE 11 X COOE TESTS OR MORE .1 .2 .3 LOG.

I 0

APPLE ls,ftit
06/19/63 6 M 1 YES 32500 .

2 E6,4k M. 06/05/63 B M 2 'JO 32512 , 0

0

1-1

3 NA,IELS 0,11Li.41+.1 1/07/62 B m 2 YES 32513

I ,

4 R/iglra Mhq fq010)4 B F 2 YES 32514 , .

. .

r, No 0AD RT.)eRi 01/31/64 6 m 1 YES 32501 0

I 0

6 :Spil6C/1,' P,IUL 12/03/6! B P 1 YES 32502 ,

7 160i.V, Ros 06/17/61 6 F 2 YES 32515 .

/

06/05/61 B m 2 YES 32516

COmmENTS



You should then contact the project teachers and ask them to identify

those students who have been absent 20% or more during their PIP instructioaal

period. Do NOT ask the school secretary or regular classroom teacher for

this information. A 207 absentee rate is approximately one day a week or

a total of 35 days during the year (10 days absence during the cycle for

IRIT project students). You should-circle the five-digit number on the

Test Roster corresponding to the student's name for any student who has

ba:In absent 207 or more in the column titled such.

Filling in the Teacher Names will be explained in the Test Schedule

section (page 14) of this manual.

Identifying Test Groups

The grouping of students into test groups has already been set up

according to guidelines established by SRI. The test groups are the same

as the test groups that were established in the Fall. The guidelines used

were:

First graders - testing in groups of 10 or less

Second graders - testing in groups of 15 or less

All other grades testing in groups of normal class size.

If the TEST GROUP identifier on the Test Roster is:

A through Y - The list represents a test group. It should not
be'changed. There may be more than one grade in
one test group. If so this will be indicated
on the Test Roster by your SRI Test Supervisor.

Z - Pupils are grouped by grade within school.

If the TEST GROUP identifier on the Test RoSter is a "Z", then the list

of student may be used as is, may be combined with other test groups to form

a larger test group, or may be divided into smalloq test groups. Your SRI

Test Supervisor will indicate how the list is to be handled. If any list

A-14
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has to be divided into smaller test groups, see the section Making up

Test List Worksheets from Test Rosters below. Where two small groups

are combined to make one test group simply staple the two Test Rosters

together and they represent the test group.

Test groups are not to be changed without consulting the SRI Test

Supervisor.

Making up Test List Worksheets from Test Rosters

As stated previously, the Test Rosters will serve, in most caseE., as

the only lists of test groups you will need. However, the SRI Test Supervisor

may indicate that Test List worksheets must be prepared and will attach an

explanation to the Test Rosters explaining how students listed on the

Rosters are to be grouped. It is your job then to prepare the Test List

worksheets (see Exhibit 2) according to instructions.

You will finl that Test List worksheets will be made up onl. if one

or more of the Test Rosters do not represent a test group. In msi,ing up

the Test List worksheets students from the same class should be grouped

together. The Test Roster will serve as the source document and should

be kept and returned to SRI with the test bookets after testing has been

completed. (Neither the Test Rosters or Test List worksheets are to be

discarded. Both will be -ceturned.)

The top portion of.the Test List worksheet contains space for recording

the project number, name, and city, school number, school name, and grade.

All of this information is on the top of the Test Roster and should be

transferred to the Test List worksheet exactly as it appears. You will

note that you are not to transfer any test group identifier. The name of

the Test Administrator and the date of testing will be filled in by the

Tester on the day of testing.
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OJECT NO.

SCHOOL NO.

TEST ADMINISMATOR

PROJECT NAME

SCHOOL NAME

Exniutt

TEST LIST WORKSHEET

CITY

tb. PROJECT INFORMATI
PACVAGES EVALUATI
Spring 1976

DATE

GRADE

Teacher Name I.D. N .
NAME

Last First
ETHNICITY SEX

SVTINGS
SeE

Test

Lof1 2 3

.

.

3..

.

.

7.

..

1 .

11.

12.

13.

1 .

Ethnicity Codes: B = Black
C = Caucasian
S = Spanish Surname
0 = All other A-16

Sex Codes: M = Male
F = Female
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The remaining portion of the Test List wwrksheet contains space for

the teacher name, student ID number, name, ethnicity and sex. Filling in

the teacher name, will be explained in the Test Schedule section. Thi,

other information should be ransferred to the Test List works!,tet fYom

the Test Roster exactly as it appears.

Please note that only students with valid Fall 197., test:s will be

tested in April. Any student wirh a "NO" appearing in t!.dt column on the

Test Roster should not have his aame transferred to the Test List worksheet.

When the Test List worksheets have been completed, please double check to

see that every student with a "YES" in the VALID FALL 75 TESTS column has

been entered on a Test List worksheet.

The columns headed SITTINGS and SEE TESTER LOG will he completed by

the Tester during testing.

Ethnicity and sex will also be verified by the Tester during testing.

Preparing the Tester Log

---41-T_ester Log must be prrTared for each test group (see Exhibit 4,

page 32). The purpose of the Tester Log is explained in Suction III.

The top portion of Ole rester Log provides for proluc! number, project

nathe, city, school nomber, school name, and grade. Thir information should

be transferred from the Test Roster exactly as it appears.

If you must prepare separate Test List worksheets from the Test

Roster, then you will fill in the top portion of each Tester Log exactly as

you did the Test List worksheet.

When you are through, you will have sets of either Test Rosters and

Tester Logs or Test List worksheets and Tester Logs. Each set will be kept

with its associated set of labeled test booklets.

A-17
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The Test Schedule

You will be sent a test sched- vsepared by the SRI Test Supervisor.

Getting Approval of the Test.

After you have received the schedule, present it for review and

approval to the principal and regular classroom teachers. Please familiar-

ize yourself beforehand with the Test Sittings--Time Requirements description

below so that you may answer questions regarding the need for the time

requirements scheduled and explain Lhe need to start each test session as

scheduled. At some sites the operation must function like clockwork to

work in all tests and all groups, giving each the fuli allotted Lime.

After the schedule is finalized, duplicate and present copies to all

concerned. Reserve enough copies for distribution to the.Testers and

ionitors.

Identifying Location of Students

While finalizing the test schedule, it iS important to find out where

the students will be during the scheduled testing times so they can either

be picked up for testing or so the Tester and Monitor will know where to

go to test them.

Filling in the Teacher Names on the Test Roster or Test List Worksheet

On the Test Roster (or Test List worksheet) enter the name of the

teacher who is supervising the students at the time testing is scheduled.

This information is necessary so that Testers will know where to go to

pick up the students during testing. If all students in the te:t group

have the same teacher, the teacher's name need only be entered orice on the

Test Roster or Test List worksheet.

A- 18
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Preparing a Diagram of the School

Please prepare a diagram of the schools in which testing occurs. The

diagrams should show the testing area(s), the teachers' rooms where students

to be tested can be found, bathrooms, and the principal's z.ffice. Duplicate

enough copies for distribution to Testers and Monitors. The diagrams will

facilitate keeping to the prepared test schedules.

Test Sittings--time requirements

Table 2, Test Sittings, is a listing of typical sittings by grade,

tests administered and the actual time allotted to each of the tests. The

table does not provide for time between tests, timc for distributing

booklets, time to allow students to settle down before testing begins or

for ,... 1.1ecting the booklets when testing is over. The schedules you will

rec.tive from the SRI Test Supervisor will include approximately ten minutes

bl!tween test administrations. This means that students should be ready to

come to the testing location ten minutes before the tests are actually to

begin.

Locate lesting Area and Furniture

As the testing plan is being discussed, inquiries should be made regarding

teEting space and furniture since this may directly affect the testing

schedule it'self. The Site Assistant should ask to see the testing area,

determine the adequacy of furniture, and make certain that school personnel

who generally use the room are informed of its use as a testing area. If

the testing area is ordinarily occupied by a school staff member, group,

etc., a tesE schedule should be provided to them.

Space for Local Training

A one or two day training session will be conducted by the SRI Test

Supervisor in projects where local personnel are hired to serve as Testers

A-19
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Primary I -

Sitting 1

Sitting 2

Table 2

TEST SITTINGS

Grade 1
Reading Subtest

What to Do (Practice) 10

Rcading 30

- Word KnoWledge 15

Faces 15

Questionnaire 5

Primary II - Reading Subtest

Sitting 1 - What to Do
Reading

Sitting 2 - Word Knowledge

-Mk I') Ciel
Questionnaire

Elementary

Sitting 1

Sitting 2 -

* = day 2

- Reading Subtest

What to Do
Reading
Word Kaowledge
IAR
Questionnaire

Primary I - Reading and Math

Sitting 1 - What to Do 10

30jitLe
Sitting 2 - lor owledg

Faces 15

Questionnaire 5

:*Sitting 3 - Math Concepts 15

Math Computation 15

Grade 2
Primary II - Reading and Math

10 Sitting 1 - What to Do
30 Word Knowledge
18 Reading
15 Sitting 2 - Math Computation
5 Math Concepts

*Sitting 3 - Problem Solving

BIS
Questionnaire

Grades 3-4
Elementary - Math Subtest

10 Sitting 1 - What to Do
25 Math Computation
15 Math Concepts
15 Sitting 2 - Problem Solving
5 IAR

Questionnaire

Elementary - Reading and Math

Sitting 1 - What to Do 10

Word Knowledge 15

Reading 25

Sitting 2 - Math Computation 35

Math Concepts 30

*Sitting 3 - Problem Solving 30

IAR 15

Questionnaire 5

10

18

30

18

20

25

15

5

5

35

25

30

15

5



Table 2 (continued)

Grades 5-6

Intermediate - Reading Subtest Intermediate - Math Subtest

atting I - What to Do 5 Sitting 1 - What to Do 5
Word Knowledge 15 Math Computation 35
Reading 25 Math Concepts 25
IAR 10-15 Sitting 2 - Problem Solving 25
Questionnaire 5 LAR 10-15

Questionnaire 5

vanced - Readin Subtest

tting 1 - What to Do
Word Knowledge
Reading
IAR

Questionnaire

=day 2

Intermediate - Reading and Math

Sitting 1 - What to Do 5

Word Knowledge 15
Reading 95

Sitting 2 - Math Computation 35
Math Concepts 25

*Sitting 3 - Problem Solving 25
IAR 10-15
Questionnaire 5

Grades 7-9

Advanced - Math Subtest

5 Sitting 1 - What to Do 5
15 Math Computation 35
25 Math Concepts 25
10 Sitting 2 - Problem Solving 25
5 iAR 10

Questionnaire 5

Advanced - Reading and Math

Sitting 1 - What to Do 5

Word Knowledge 15
Reading 25

Sitting 2 - Math Computation 35
Math Concepts 25

*Sitting 3 - Problem Solving 25
LAR 10
Questionnaire 5
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and Monitors. The training session will generally be conducted on the

Thursday and/or Friday preceeding the week set aside for testing. The

number of days set aside for training will be dependent on the number of

grade levels being tested. The SRI Test Supervisor will inform the Site

Assistant if a training session is to take place and will specify the

date(s).

The Site Assistant should arrange for a training location that will

comfortably accomodate the participants. The Project Director should be

consulted on a training location: After the training location has been

arranged for, the Site Assistant should arrange to have all testing materials

moved to the training location on the day training takes place and see that

furniture is adequate.

Receive Test Booklets

Test materials required for each project are shipped from SRI to

either the Site Assistant or to the Project Director. If the test materials

are not sent directly to the Site Assistant, the SRI Test Supervisor will

notify the Site Assistant as to where the materials were sent.

Upon receipt of the test materials, the Site Assistant should open the

test cartons and check the contents against the Packing Invoice (see Exhibit

3; which will appear in one of the test cartons. Care should be exercised

in opening the cartons so that they can be used for the return shipment.

Upon examining the Packing Invoice the Site Assistant will notice

that the top portion of the invoice, as well as columns I and 2, will have

been completed at SRI. The Site Assistant should count the number of tests

received for each level that is recorded in column 1 and enter the number

received in column 3. Columns 2 and 3 should agree. The Pacl,ing Invoice

A-27
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PROJECT INFORMATION
PACKAGES EVALUATION
Spring 1976

PROJECT

1

Exhibit 3

PACKING INVOICE

PROJECT NUMBER

Entries are made on the Packing Invoice at SRI and at the local project.

1 & 2 are completed at SRI before the tests are shipped to
the local project.

-- Columns 3 through 6 are completed at the local project by the Site
Assistant.

-- Column 7 is completed at SRI after the tests h,ve bpen received back
at SRI.

This Packing Invoice must be returned to SRI with the test booklets.

2 3

--Columns--

4 5 6 8

Tests
Name / Level

Number
Shipped
From SRI

Number
Recv'd
on Site

Number
Used

Number
Not
Used

Number
Return-

ed

Number
Recv'd
at SRI

Comments

Tester Kits
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should then be checked against Table 1, page 6 of this manual, to insure

that the correct tests have been received. Any inconsistencies should be

brought to the immedia!:e attention of the SRI Test Supervisor. If the

Test Supervisor cannot be reached, a collect call should be made to Nancy

Craig, (415) 326-6200, ext. 2995.

After testing has been completed, columns 4, 5, and 6 of the Packing

Invoice should be completed by the Site Assistant. Column 4 "Number Used"

refers to the number of test booklets used by students, and column 5 "Number

Not Used" refers to the number of blank booklets (this includes booklets

which have labels on them but were not administered). Column 7 is reserved

for SRI use and will be completed at SRI as the returned tests are inven-

toried and logged in.

Labeling Test Bookiecs

After the test carton(s) have been inventoried, test booklets should

be labeled and grouped for each day's testing. Each student's test booklets

must be labeled before they are presented to him.

The following procedures should be followed in the labeling process:

1. Determine which group of students will be tested first and
select the corresponding Test Roster (or List).

2. Count the number of students. listed cn the Test Roster

(or List). Count out an equal number of the appropriate
MAT and affective test booklets (IAR and FACES), and
Student Attitude Questionnaires (FACES and Coopersmith).

3. For each ilame on the Test Roster (or Test List worksheet),
select the corresponding printed peel-off student label
generated at SRI. Place the label in the top right-hand
corner of the front cover of each test booklet. This label

is to remain on the test. The student's name is not to be

recorded in nny other space on the booklet.

4. Review each lest Roster for corrections that were made and
make ariv;.(Triate corrections on the student labels.

A-94
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Step 3 is to be repeated for each student on the Test Roster (or

Test List worksheet). It is suggested that the MAT, affective test and

attitude questionnaire be labeled at the same time for each student to

reduce the pussibIlity of error. The test booklets should be grouped and

banded with the corresponding Test Roster (or Test List worksheet) in

preparation for testing. At sites where there will be several Testers,

the Site Assistant should group tests by school, test team, and test group

or hour of test administration.



Section III

TESTER'S AND MONITOR'S RESPONSIBILITIES

The Night Before Each Day's Testing

The Tester must check the sets of test booklets to be used the next

day against the individual Test Rosters (or Lists) to make sure that the

right number of booklets are available for each grade level and that the

names on the booklets match the names on the Rot,ters (or Lists). The sets

of booklets should be put in order of use according to the next day's

schedule. The list of required materials should be checked and materials

assembled. See the list of materials below. Note that scratch paper, for

instance, is required for some math subtests but not allowed for others.

At the Beginning of Each Day's Testing

The Tester and Monitor should arrive at the school early, check in

with the principal or school secretary as prescribed by school policy,

and proceed to the testing location. They should have with them the

following materials:

- Testing schedule

- Test booklets to be used that day

- Test Rosters (or Lists) and Tester Logs for each set of booklets

- Appropriate test administration booklets

- Map of school room locations

Sharpened pencils for each student plus extras in case of
broken leads

- Scratch paper for math subtests where allowed

- "Testing - Do Not Disturb" sign

- Watch with a second hand

- Two note pads (one for each Monitor and Tester to document incidents
or disturbances that may affect test results).
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Before the Students Arrive at the Testing Location

The seating in the testing location should be surveyed to make sure

there are enough chairs or desks. Seating of students should_be planned

so that the Tester...can be clearly seen but borrowing of answers will be

minimized.

If it is necessary to gather and escort students to the testing

room, the Monitor should review the Test Roster (or Test List) for location

of students by teacher's name, and identify the teacher's location on the

school map. If the students come from more than one classroom, the Tester

will assist the Monitor in collecting and escorting students.

Ten minutes before the test session is to begin, the students should

be brought to the testing room.

As Students Arrive and Before Testing Begins

Students should be assigned seats as they enter, according to the

seating plan.

The Tester will introduce himself and the Monitor and will explain

briefly the purpose of testing and the schedule of sittings for the

particular group. The purpose of the testing can be explained:

"As you know, you have been involved in a special program this

year and we're interested in knowing just how much it's helped

each of you. One way to find out is by testing and that's

the reason you're here today. The tests you'll take are very

important and I know that each of you will do your very best."

If students know what is expected of them, they will be more able and

willing to do their best. SRI will then, in turn, be able to obtain

accurate estimates of pupil .achievement.

After introductory remarks, the Monitor will distribute the test
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booklets and pencils by calling out the name of each student to ensure

that each student receives the proper test booklet. As the student receives

his test booklet, the Tester will verify, on the Test Roster Or Test List)

the ethnicity and sex of the student noted, or fill in this information if

it is missing. The Tester will put a check in the appropriate sitting

column if the student is present. If the7student is absent, the Tester

will put a check in the "See Tester Log" column. The Monitor will then

band together any undistributed booklets with the Test Roster (or Test

List) and Tester Log. These will be set aside and testing may begin.

Testing Procedures

The following procedures must be followed to maintain an effective

testing environment and provide uniformity of procedures among test groups.

Maintaining Control

The Tester should assume control of the group from the beginning and,

at the same time, make every effort to maintain the confidence level of

the students. The students will be reminded at the beginning of each test

that they are not expected to get every item right but that they should

do the best they can.

Once the test has started, all remarks should be grouped directed

such as:

"Let's all do our own work."

"Let's all work quietly."

"Let's do the best we can."

"We're all working very well, etc."

Remarks should always be in the form of a directive, never in the form

of a question.
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Practice Items

Practice items are provided on all tests, except the IAR and Student

Attitude Questionnaire, to inShre that the students know how to mark their

answers. As the students do the practice items, the Tester and Monitor

should check to see that marks (X or blackened oval under, or next to,

test items) are discernible, that they appear in the space provided, that

answer selection is being completed quickly, and that only one selection

is made for each practice item.

If clarification is necessary, the Tester may demonstrate on the

chalkboard how the students should mark their answers and may repeat the

practice Item questions.

Reading Test Directions

Once the test has been started, the Tester must read the test directions

exactly as they appear in the Examiner's copy. The Tester should never

elaborate on the directions or provide his own interpretation. Neither

the Texter nor the Monitor should provide a clue as to a correct or

incorrect response in any manner (e.g., to .e. of voice, facial expression,

etc.). If the Tester judges that most students in the test group did not

hear or understand an item, the item may be repeated.

Pacing

On timed tests, students work at their own pace. If all students

finish before the allowed time has expired, the test may be terminated.

However, the full amout of time allocated for the sitting must be provided

any studen.who wishes to use the remaining time to work on the test.

Students who finish early should be encouraged to remai quiet so

those still working can complete the test undisturbed.
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On imtimed tests, the Tester should move the students along at a pace

rapid enough to maintain their attention over the duration of the testing

period (i.e., allowing just enough time for the students to mark their

answers, hut not enough time to look ahead or back to previous answer0.

Monitoring,

The Monitor oversees the student testing activity to make sure that

test results accurately reflect the capability of the individual student

to respond. (The Tester will also assume the role of Monitor when not

reading instructions to the students.)

Monitoring is a very important part of testing. Possible problem

situations and suggested reactions to those situations will be detailed

below but, the general requirements for good monitoring can be summed up

as follows:

Be alert.

Keep moving within the testing room.

Do not help students with answers, but know ahead of time
the page they are to be working on.

Know ahead of time the common testing problems that can
occur.

Be willing to act immediately to remedy a problem situation.

Use your pad and pencil to document those problems.

Always be alert. This is the key to effective monitoring. Your eyes

Alould always be on the move, watching for problem situations. In addition

to your eyes, you too should be constantly on the move within your designated

area. (If the Tester is also monitoring, he should be responsible for

haif the room and the Monitor the other half. This should be determined

before testing begins.) Never stand behind or beside a student and watch

him work. You may pause a moment to check for problems, but move on

quickly.
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Never help students with answers but know aheaC of time what he's

supposed to do. Listen carefully to the Tester so that you will know what

pages the student must complete. 1i a student appears to have finished

his test, always check his booklet to make sure all pages have been completed.

Study the list of possible problem situations and prepare yourself

to respond in the most positive and appropriate manner. Never single out

students for praise or to express displeasure, but respond when necessary

to remedy any situation which will negatively affect test results. Always

minimize contact with students who want excessive attention.

Always document on your note pad any situations which require your

attention. This documentation will be needed to explain any test invali-

dations which will be recorded on the Tester Log following completion of

the test sitting. Typical situations which might require test invalidation

if not corrected are: a student borrowing answers from his neighbor; a

student marking responses in an incorrect manner (marking multiple answers,

marking the answers outsick. the designated area); a student working on the

wrong subtest; a student not finishing a subtest, thinkiag he's through but

having more pages to complete; or exceptional .7.1e:sroom disturbances.

There is no way to anticipate all the problems that might arise during

a testing situation. However, there are certain guidelines which can make

monitoring easier and more effective. Following a:e some ''ossible problem

situations and suggested responses:

1) Several students seem confused when the Tester is reading
instructions.

Monitor: Get the Tester's attention and quietly indicate
the need to repeat instructions.

2) During an untimed test, Students seem either restless or
too rushed.
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Monitor: Get the Tester's attention and quietly indicate
the need to "go faster" or "slow down a little."

.

3) Student is working on the wrong sautest or on the wrong
pe, or turns more than one page when asked to "tuin
the page."

Monitor: Turn to the correct page in the booklet and
place it in front of ele student.

4) Student is observed borrowing answers from his neighbor.

Monitor: Act immediately. Lightly place a hand on the
student's shoulder and turn him back to his test. The
Tester should direct a statement to the entire class --
"Let's all do our own work." If the student persists,
quietly lead him by the hand to another seat, if available.
(Do not, however, place the student outside the test
group, i.e., in the corner of the rlom.) If moving-
the student is impossible and if borrowing persists, the
test must be invalidated. Document the behavior and the
student's name on your note pad. Arrange for different
seating for the student on the next subtest or during
the next sitting.

5) A student is not marking responses in a correct manner;
i.e., marking multiple responses to one question.

Monitor: Move your hand across the range of choices and
say "you have.several choices but select only one answer
for each question." (If the student persists, the test
must be invalidated. Note the behavior and student's
name on your note pad.)

i.e., marking answers in the wrong place.

Monitor: Move your hand across the range of choices and
make an appropriate comment such as "Be sure you fill in
the answer where it belongs," "Fill in the oval next to
(or under) the answer you've selected," or "Put the X on
the one choice you've selected," etc.

i.e., marking only one answer when there are several
questions connected with a story and there is a choice
of answers for each.

Monitor: Dr,lw your hand acros3 the range of choices for
the questions 1ft unanswered and quietly say "Be sure
you answer all :he questions to each story, if you can,"
or "No'ic- there is more than one question to each story."
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6) A student appears to be finishe0 with the test but is,in fact, not finished.

Moni-tor-:- Whenever a student appears to have finished asubtest, always, check the subtest to make sure all pagesiflave been completed. If the test is unfinished, turn to/ the unfinished section and draw your hand across.the/ portions still to be completed.
, The Tester may say toif the class "Be sure to do all the pages, to the bottom

(or middle) of page where it says STOP."

7) There is an exceptional classroom disturbance: i.e., twostudents start fighting.

Monitor: Remove both students and their test booklets fromthe testing area. rry to get them to exercise self-controlso they can be returned to the test area. If they arereturn,!..3, llace them at opposite ends of the room. Note onyour pad incident and their names. Check the clockand note the time the students were removed and then thetime returned. If the disturbance
occurs during an untimedtest, note the test item each student was working on at thetime of his removal and the test item being administeredat the time of his return.

If students cannot be returned to the resting area, takethem to their regular classroom teacher(s) or the principal'soffice if the class is not in session at its regular location.Notify a staff member there of the circumstances to ensurethe students will be supervised until they can be returnedto their regular classroom teacher.

i.e., a student asks if he can go the the bathroom.

Monitor: Quietly say, "We're almost finished, I'm sureyou can wait."

i.e students finish their tests and become restless.

Monitor: Close the student's test booklet and ask him towork on the front cover. Or, turn the booklet over andquietly suggest the student "draw something" on the back.

NOTE: A student should be removed from the testing
group only if he becomes ill or his behavior
is so disruptive that it is disturbing the
rest of the group.

8) Students seek attention from the Monitor.

i.e., student asks if his answer is correct.
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Monitor: Quietly say "Jnst do the bes':: you can."

i.e., the student smiles at the Monitor each time the

Monitor passes by.

Monitor: May smile in return and move on past the student.

Try to make an effort to minimize contact with the student

during the remaia6er of the sitting.

This is not an exhaustive list of possible occurrances, but most

incidents fall into the general categories
described above. Responses

suggest appropriate monitoring behaviors.

Collecting Test Booklets

After all students have finished their tests or the Tester indicates

the session is over, the Monitor (and Tester, if the group is large) will

,collect the test booklets (within their predesignated
areas) by moving up

one aisle and down the other until a test booklet (and pencil, if the

sitting has been completed) has been collected from each student.

If a second test
boolaet is ro be distributed during the same sitting,

the students may stand and stretch for a few moments before proceeding.

Again, the Monitor should call out the names of the students to ensure

that each student gets the correct booklet. After the last test has been

completed, the booklets are to be collected as described above.

Students should be escorted to their classrooms and reminded to pass

quietly through the halls if other classes are in session.

Filling out the Tester Log After Students Have Left the Test Location

The Tester Log must now be filled out for the sitting just completed.

There should be a Tester Log for each test group, just as there is a Test

Roster (or Test List Worksheet) for each. The top portion of the Tester

Log will have been filled out by the Site Assistant. The information will

correspond to that on the Test Roster (or Test List worksheet).
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The remaining portion of the Tester Log is divided into three sections--
"Rating of Group Test Conditions," "invalidation of All Subtesrs in a Group,"
and "Invalidation of individual Student Subtests." (See Exhibit 4.)

Following the completion of each tesr sitting, the Tt_ster and Monitor
should discuss any incidents they have recorded on their note pads to
determine if any were serious enough to have affected the performance of
a student or group of students.

The Tester should then fill out the Tester
Log.

Rating of Group Test Conditions

The Tester t:hould rate the test
conditions for the group as a whole

by entering a check (I) on a scale of excellent to poor. Factors to he
considered in rating should include comfort of the testing location (heat,
liOiting, facilities); outside distractions; cooperation of students, atid
so on.

Invalidation of All Subtests in a Group

The subtests of all students within a group can be invalidated, but
only if te9ting conditions were so poor that the entire group was penalized.
For example, if a fire occurs during a timed test and school is interrupted
or dismissed, the Tester should record the time of interruption on the
Tester Log and have the students close their booklets immediately. The
booklets should be collected and an effort made to reichedule the remaining
time allotted. If this is impossible, then the subtest must be invalidated
for all membt. 3 of the gretT.

The same Trocedures should be followed in the case of an interruption of
an untimed test that requires the students to leave the classroom. In this
case, however, the item being administered should be noted on the Tester
Log and an effort made to reschedule

the remaining time.
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Exhibit 4
TESTER LOG

PROJECT NO.

SCHOOL NO.

PROJECT NAME
CITY

PROJECT INFORMATION

PACKAGES EVALUATION

Spring 1976

SCHOOL NAME

GRADE

I.O. NUMBERS ON TEST LIST: From
to

The purpose of the Tester Log is to (1) give a general rating of test conditions as they

apply to the group being tested, (2) provide means for invalidating all
subtests within

a group, and (3) provide a record of individual
subtests that are invalidated.

1. EasIng of Group Test Conditions:
In the space

provided below race group test condi-

tions for each sitting.

Excellent Good Fair Poor

Sitting I
I

Sitting I
, I , 1

Sitting 3
1

I

Comments

2. Invalidation of All Subtest in a Group:
Invalidation at the group level can occur only

if testing
conditions were so distracting that the entire group was penalized. Inval

idation notations
should be made in the comments section.

3. Invalidation
of Individual Student Subtests: The decision to invalidate a subtest will

be made by the test administrator,
in accordance with instructions

provided in the

test manual. Invalidation
codes aud conditions are:

1 -- Student
refuses to respond throughout most of the subtest

2 -- Student borrows answers consistently

Student marks multiple answers consistently

4 -- Student becoms ill during the subtest

5 -- Student was absent

6 -- Student worked the wrong subtest

7 -- Student is in special education

8 -- Student has a severe physical/mental
handicap

9 -- Other - specify in the comments section

The spaces
below are to be used only if a student's

subtest is to be invalidated.
Record

the student's
name, I.D. number, name of the subtes, and check the code that explains

the reason for invalidating
the s.btest.

Write any additional comments desired.

Reason for

Invalidation
Comments

NAME

.

I.D.#

SUBTEST

CONTINUED ON THE BACK SIDE
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In either case, complete documentation should be made in the

Comments section of the Tester Log. If space is insufficient, additional

pages should be attached.

Invalidation of Individual Student Subtests

Individual student subtests may be invalidated by the Tester if one or

more of the nine specified conditions exist. The specified conditions and

associated code numbers are as follows:

Code 1 Student refuses to respond throughout most of the test.

Code 2 Student borrows answers consistently.

Code 3 Student mar:s multiple answers consistently.

Code 4 Student becomes ill during subtest.

Code 5 Student was absent.

Code 6 Student worked wrong subtest.

Code 7 Student is in special education.

Code 8 Student has severe mental/physical handicap.

Code 9 Other - specify in Comments section.

Codes 1, 2, and 3 should be considered only after the Tester or Monitor

has tried several times, with no success, to get the student to respond, to

stop borrowing answers, or to stop marking:multiple answers to a single

question. Code 6 should be considered only if the student was not caught

in time to start on the correct subtest. It should not be necessary to use

codes 7 or 8 because these students should have been screened out of the

test sample already. They are there to be used only in case of a screening

error. Code 9 allows the Tester to invalidate a subtest for unforseen

reasons not covered by the other codes.

Code 9 should be used in case a student's test in invalidated because

of a disturbance. Do not use Code 1 for such cases. Code 1, refusing to

respond, is not the same as causing a disturbance.
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If a student must leave the sitting for a doctor's appointment, for

instance, then Code 5 should be used for any subtests he missed. Do not

use Code 9.

If a student is late to class and the test administration has begun,

the student may be allowed to begin the test, aided by the Tester or Monitor

to find the proper starting place. The word LATE and the name of the

subtest being taken at that time must be written on the front cover of the

student's test booklet. The incident must be documented on a note pad also.

There are two kinds of tests--the timed test which is not orally

administered, and the untimed test which is orally administered. For the

timed tests, after the booklets have been collected, the LATE booklet should

be checked to see if the subtest which was started late was completed. If

it was not completed, the subtest must be invalidated and coded 9. If it

was completed, the LATE notation remains but no invalidation code should

be entered.

For the untimed test, there is no way a late start can produce valid

test results. On the untimed, orally administered test, the student may be

allowed to begin late simply to keep him occupied during the test period,

but the test must always be invalidated.

Any time a student's subtest is invalidated the student should be

allowed to remain in the test location until the testing is completed,

unless he is disrupting others around him.

Steps to follow when invalidating subtests:

1) You first observe a disturbance or unusual behavior which
may affect test results.

2) You attempt to correct the situation.

3) If the situation cannot be corrected, you describe the
occurrence briefly on your note pad, check the student's
booklet cover and note his name also.
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4) The decision to invalidate is made by the Tester after the
test sitting is over. The Tester and Monitor discuss the
occurrence and review their notes before the decision is made.

5) The invalidation must then be completely documented.

a) The name(s) of the subtest(s) invalidated should
be entered on the front cover of the student's
test booklet.

b) The proper entries should be made on the Tester
Log according to instructions below.

c) A check should be put in the column "See Tester
Log" on the Test Roster (or Test List worksheet).
This will alert coders at SRI that there is an
invalidation or unusual circumstance regarding that
student's subtest(s).

Whenever a student's subtest is invalidated, the following information

must be entered in the boxes provided on the Tester Log.

1) Student's name.

2) Student's three-digit ID number.

3) Name or names of subtest(s) invalidated during the
particular sitting.

4) Reason for invalidation checked (Codes 1-9).

5) Reason for invalidation provided, briefly, in the
Comments section for any invalications other than
for absence (Code 5).

A student's name may appear on the Tester Log more than once--up to

as many times as there are sittings for his test group.

The name of each subtest invalidated during a sitting must b entered.

You should not note "sitting 1" for instance, rather you should note the

names of the actual subtests invalidated during sitting I. You should not

note just "math" for instance, but should note which math subtests were

invalidated, i.e., "Math Concepts," "Math Comprehension," or "Problem

Solving." You should also specify whether "Word Knowledge" or "Reading"

has been invalidated, or enter both names, if both were invalidated.

SRI must always know the reason a subtest has been invalidated or has

been left blank. A brief explanation must be entered in the Comments section

each time an invalidation occurs, except for absence.
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En all cases wherf. Test List worksheets hve been prepared from

Test Roster, please transfer the following information from the worksheets

to the Roster after all sittings have been administered to the group

appearing on the Test List worksheet. Transfer all check marks in the

columns headed "Sittings," and "See Tester Log." All Information in the

Comments sections should alo be transferred to the Test Roster from the

Test List worksheets. Remember--do not discard the Test List worksheets.

They are to be banded together with the completed test booklets and the

Tester Log.



Section IV

. SITE ASSISTANT'S INSTRUCTIONS POR RETURNING TEST MATERIALS TO SRI

Before shipping tests back to SRI, the Site Assistant must check the

booklets against Test Rosters (or Test Lists) to make sure that all used

test booklets have been accounted for, Do not change marks made by children.

Packing and Shipping Booklets

When testing has been completed for a test group, the test booklets

and the appropriate Test Roster (or Test List) and Tester Log should be

grouped together, rubber banded, and placed inthe test carton. Place as

many groups' tests in a carton as will fit. Tests from the same group

should not be split into separate test cartons.

All unused test booklets, both labeled and unlabeled, should be

returned to SRI. The number of unused booklets should be noted in column

5 of the Packing Invoice. Column 4 and 6 of the Packing Invoice should

also be completed by the Site Assistant.

When cartons have been packed for return, they should contain:

1. Unlabeled test booklets.

2. Labeled but unused test booklets.

3. Test booklets used by the students. These booklets should
be grouped with their Test Rosters (or Test List worEsheets)
and Tester Logs.

4. All other miscellaneous test materials that were originally
included in the carton(s) EXCEPT THE PRECUT SEALING TAPE
AND RETURN ADDRESS LABEL(S).

5. The Packing Invoice should be placed on top of the contents
of one of the cartons. In those sites where Test List work-
sheets were prepared from Test Ros%ers, the original Test
Rosters should be packed with the Packing Invoice.

The test materials should be shipped to SRI via United Parcel Service.

UPS will not send materials COD, therefore Site Assistants should be



prepared to pay for the shipping costs and then include the cost on

expense invoices to be reimbursed. The test materials should be shipped

as soon as possible after testing has been completed. The Site Assistant

should obtain a shipping number and estimated time of departure. The Site

Assistant should then call Ben Samson collect at (415) 326-6200, ext. 3118,

and report the shipping number, number of cartons being shipped, and estimated

time of departure.
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Appendix B

CONVERTING STANDARD SCORES TO PERCENTILE RANKS
AND DETERMINING THE EXE.ECTED SPRING SCORE

FOR THE NORM-REFERENCED ANALYSIS

Percentile ranks are obtained from standard scores by using Table 3
in the relevant MAT Teacher's Handbook. Table 3 has beginning-of-year
norms for fall testing and end-of-year norms for spring testing at each
grade level for which the tests are appropriate. If a particular stan-
dard score does not appear in the table, the handbook instructs the
teacher to use the percentile rank corresponding to the next higher stan-
dard score.

We determined this "rounding-up" procedure to be too insensitive for
the norm-referenced analysis. An interpolation method was used to pro-
vide more accurate conversion of PIP and site level mean standard scores
to percentile ranks. The method, which takes into consideration the un-
derlying normality of the stanOard scores, is as follows:

(I) Find the two percentile ranks corresponding to next higher
and next lower standard scores in the table.

(2) Look up z scores corresponding to the upper and lower per-
centiles in a table of the standard normal cumulative
distribution function.

(3) Perform a simple linear interpolation of the z scores to
determine the z score corresponding to the particular stan-
dard score.

(4) Look up this z score in the normal distribution cable to
determine the interpolated percentile rank.

The expected spring standard score for a given fall standard score
is determined by a simple linear interpolation between the beginning-of-
year and end-of-year standard scores. For example, if the fall mean
standard score of 59.3 lies between standard scores of 59 and 62 in the
beginning-of-year table and if these two standard scores correspond to
standard scores of 64 and 66, respectively, in the end-of year table,
then the expected spring standard score becomes 64 (66 - 64) x (59.3 -
59)1(62 - 59), or 64.2.
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Catch-Up Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

16 September 1975

PROJECT CATCH-UP

Summary of Revisions and Clarifications

Public Relations

Daily contact between project teachers and regular

teachers is vital. The teachers' lounge and the

lunchroom are excellent places for such contact,

as is the playground.

One of the first faculty meetings of the year can be
held in the Catch-Up lab.

Parental involvement is more difficult to bring about

in some places than in others; less frequent involve-

ment is expected if parents live a great distance

from the school than if they live next door. Potluck
dinners once or twice a year ar o. one way of getting

parents involved.

Staff

Teachers in Catch-Up should work four hr.,urs a day, not

three, in order.to work with just two, three, or four

students at a time. They are generally paid on an
hourly basis.

Part-time staff is essential to the project.

Aides do the complete job of instructors.

Teachers and aides should always maintain a positive,

success-oriented approach in working with their

students. Some suggestions are to provide a badly

behaved student with an excuse ("You're too tired
today. Why don't you come back tomorrow when you've
had more rest.") and to encourage a poor reader to

read simple books by saying he or she may someday

be a father or mother and will want to read baby books
to the children.
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Teachers and aides base their individual responsibility

for the gains of 18 or 10 students on median, not mean,

averages.

Materials

The PIP listed eight years' accumulation of materials.

All of this, of course, need not be acquired by sites

in the first year of operation.

Criterion-referenced tests may be used as teaching

tools, this is usually done about once a week. These

tests are a good means of keeping teachers on target

in relation to individual. students' needs.

The danger in using Catch-Up materials in the regular

classroom is Lhat they will lose their special status and

may bore the students.

If materials are used that correlate with regular classroom

materials, the child's confusion is reduced.

Random House math materials might improve Catch-Up

math instruction.

Catch-Up is not the type of lab in which children

move from one spot to another and in which materials

and instructor are permanently stationed. Rather, it

is a place where materials, instructors, and children

all move about freely.

In scheduling, it works well for each teacher to have

access to a particular machine or teaching tool on

one day of the week. The teacher can decide whether

to use the machine that day and, if not, can give

another teacher permission to use it.

Other

Parent aides are used primarily to help out in.

bilingual Jabs. Their use in regular Catch-bp labs

is limited.

In some ways, the original Catch-Up design is geared

toward bilingual Spanish-speaking children. This de-

sign can be adapted to match new contexts; one site,

for example, introduced materials for black awareness.
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Conquest Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

18 September 1975

PROJECT CONQUEST

Summary of Revisions and Clarifications

Public Relations

Positive reiations between project and nonproject staff are crucial

in maintaining the necessary district support for the project.

The attitude of project staff should be that they are

there to assist regular classroom teachers. Scheduling

is to be worked out as much as possible to the con-

venience of classroom teachers. In cases where a

mutually agreeable schedule cannot be arranged, the child

can be placed on a waiting list or in the control group.

Friday afternoons can occasionally be used to allow

project teachers to observe regular classrooms and meet

with teachers. Clinicians should take students' De-

ficiency Checklists along to discuss with teachers.

Teacher: report to principals at beginning and end of

year and to parents three times a year (beginning,

middle, and end).

The importance of involving parents as well as nonproject staff

was stressed. Various techniques have been found successful:

Invite parents,,teachers, and administrators to chili

suppers; "marathon meetings," where breakfast, lunch,

and dinner are served; awards luncheon at the end of

program.

Babysitting and transportation services should be pro-

vided for parents.

Staff Issues

The major issue was the role of the supervising clinician.

The main duties of the supervising are (I)

to assist the project director with training,and
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administration, (2) to monitor and assist clinicians,
and (3) to teach his/her own students.

The amount of time spent on any one of these duties de-
pends primarily on the number of centers. At sites
where the project is relatively small (e.g., fewer than

10 centers), supervising clinicians will have their
own students to teach and will spend one morning or

one day per week monitoring and assisting clinicians.

sites with a large number of centers (e.g., over 20),
supervising clinicians may spend the major portion of

the week observing clinicians and have no students
assigned to them.

Calling the supervising clinician a Reading Coordinator
or a Consultant and clarifying the role as one of assis-
tant rather than supervisor will help avoid problems

with staff resentment and union regulations.

Training

Length of preservice training for the first year should
be two weeks. For every year thereafter, new teachers

should receive two weeks' training, and teachers con-
tinuing in the project should receive at least one
week. Preservice training should cover diagr,osis
only. Materials and remediation techniques should be
taught just prior to remediation and during in-service

sessions.

Each clinician.is to administer, take, and interprct
each test during preservice training.

During training, clinicians should work through a

sample case from diagnosis up through remediation.

Instruction

Diagnosis

- The following 12 diagnostic instruments are to
used. The importance of administering the instru-

ments in this order was stressed by the originating
project director. Tests that do not appear on this
list have been deletA from the battery.



General Information Sheet

Teacher Referral

Health Screening--Audiometer & Titmus (to be ad-
ministered by nurse)

Slosson Intelligence Test (SIT)*

Slosson Oral Readirg Test (SORT)

California Ach. Testt (reading rooms); Gates-

MacGinitiet (clinics)

Bond-Balow-Hoyt (reading rooms); Stanford Diag-

nostic Test (clinics)

Spelling Inventory--Betts ( reading rooms); Kctt-

meyer (clinics)

Reading Inventory--Informal (reading rooms); Sub-
jective (clinics)

Programmed Reading Placement Test*

Interest Inventory

Deficiency Checklist.

- It was agreed that it is the process of diagnosis

that is tmportant rather than the specific tests
used. The idea is to get the information provided

by these instruments while administering the smallest

number of tests possible.

- Replicating sites have found certain other tests

useful (e.g., the Wepman or Peabody for visual/

auditory discrimination; Fountain Valley for word
recognition).

Individualization

- Remediation proceeds from the Deficiency Checklist.

Teachers should find comprehension passage ap-

propriate to each deficiency, then work backwards
to vocabulary and phonics.

Results from as much as two years previous may be used.

If a score is available from a test providing national norms on vocabu-
lary and comprehens7;.on, this test is not needed.
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- Instrucion should be adapted to student's

interests, as revealed by Interest Inventory.

- Individualization depends on detailed record keeping.

Instructional facilities

- Principals should be involved in designation and

allocation of facilities before start-up of program.

- The reading room/clinic combination should be in

one room; separate centers should be housed in

separate rooms or portable facilities.

Instructional materials

- Regular district basal series is not to be used.

- Programmed reading series should be Sullivan,

unless Sullivan is being used in the regular class-

room. If this is the case, another programmed

series covering comprehension may be substicuted.

It is important that one continuing series be

used daily.

- To reinforce skills, move from Conquest to Dr.

Spello.

- Conquest workbook is not to be used as a consumable.

- When there is a suggested order in materials (e.g.,

the Phonovisual), follow the sequence described.

- The guideline is 10 minutes on each activity, but

this is not rigid. At the beginning of each period,

5-10 minutes should be spent establishing rapport

with the children.

Record Keeping

To achieve consistency, use one system for primary and

one for intermediate. These systems are to be worked

out by the teachers.

Clinicians should take three minutes at the end of each

period to record what children have done.

Reading Rooms Versus Reading Clinics

Struct,:xe and format are the some.

Materials differ according to lovel.
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HIT Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

18 September 1975

PROJECT HIGH INTENSITY TUTORING (HIT)

Summary of Revisions and Clarifications

Public Relations

Good public relations lead to long-term sul:vival of the project;
therefore,

The project director must ensure that principals are
consulted in matters that affect their schools as a
basis for winning their long-term support. The

principals should gradually gain a sense of owner-
ship of the project.

Project teachers should ensure that their colleagues
support the project. Support is more likely when

classroom teachers are involved in the selection and

scheduling of tutors and tutees and when project

teachers maintain daily contact with the instructional
staff. If project teachers are new to the school,
winning respect requires extra effort.

Tutors/Tutees

Tutors should mainly be eighth graders and tutees
sixth graders. The age differeoce was found to be
important at the originating site.

The maximum number of tutees to serve per period in
HIT is 12. More tutoring pairs are'hard to monitor

effectively and paperwork is excessive. Since the pro-
gram is designed to benefit tutors as well as tutees,

this still allows 24 students to be served in each
period.

The tutor pool should be about twice as large as the
number of tutees. Tutors usually come three times a
week; none come only once. They come at different

times so they do not miss the same class more than
once a week. Tutors ar2 never taken o:;t: of reading
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and math classes. Tutors make up homework for classes

they miss. It becomes easier to recruit tutors if

administrators adopt a policy that they may miss a

class to come.

Tutees do not make up homework in classes missed; the

cooperation of the classroom teacher is essential.

Instruction

Each center should have only five half-hour tutoring

sessions per day. Longer sessions should be avoided

if possible, since it is difficult to maintain the
intensity level characteristic of HIT for more than

half an hour.

.
Materials should be on student desks when they

arrive for tutoring. Tutoring should begin right away

without any distractions from the teacher, such as

roll call. Absences can be noted from unused student

folders. Materials should be placed where tutors can

pick them up as needed without the teacher's or aides'

help. Tutoring should be going on during the entire

period with no time allocated to pep talks, discussions

of discipline, or delay for passing out materials.

Record keeping and setting out folders and materials

should occur duning breaks between each session.

Teachers and both aides should be walking through the

room listening to tutoring and helping as necessary

while tutoring is going on. Teachers and aides

occasionally tutor to help students having special

problems. Enough tutors should be rruited so that

teachers do not perform this role, merely because

there are not enough tutors.

No written answers or drill should be assigned in HIT

reading ccnters. This would slow down oral reading

practice and be tedious to students.

Avoid lengthy explanations that take time students

could use in active skills practice.

Students may jump several pages in-Sullivan if they

get over 947 correct for three days. If they pass a

section test in the middle (or at the end) of a book.

Lhey may jump to the next section (or book). At the

boginning of the year thoy may jump through many
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books in a few days if they did poorly on the placement

test but are able to do the work.

When a tutee, such as a hyperactive child, does not

respond well to programmed and drill materials, the

teacher may work with him to diagnose his or her read-

ing or math problems and assign other types of work,

It helps to assign very patient and skilled tutors to

work with such students.

Teachers should not be concerned about tutees "peeking'-

at answers; they should be getting 90%-947 correct and

can learn by lookIng up the others on the answer sheet.

Never publicly correct students, especially tutors,

for misbehavior during a session. Talk to tutors

after class in a private room, alone. If they do not

want to be tutors, replace them. Make tutoring de-

sirable by treating tutors as paraprofessionals.

Emphasize that they are teachers, too, but will not

have permanent positions if they do not accpet the

responsibility. In the beginning of the year, nominate

them as "chosen" rather than asking for volunteers.

When t-Jtees make an error, an "H" for "help" may be

placed on the tally sheet instead of a zero, which has

more negative connotations for students.

Materials

If older or younger students attend HIT, materials

other than Sullivan may be needed for them. Materials

should be selected that lend themselves to fast-paced

tutoring. They should have:

- Simple directions or a repetitive layout that

makes directions unnecessary to repeat.

- Answers easily found and read by tutors (not

in tiny print in a difficult-to-find teacher's

section).

Unambiguous answers (no subjective questions with

several possible answers for tutors to judge).

Drill in math uses many different materials designed

to teach basic facts. These may be commezcial or

teacher-made. Records on which sets of facts each
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student has mastered are kept in the student folder.

Teachers should devise sufficient drill materials

(e.g., six or seven ways of teaching multiplication

tables, and exercises such as measuring the room to
learn the metric system) to keep drill from being
unnecessarily monotonous. Points are given for drill
partly so that the error rate in drill is controlled
at 907.-947 correct.

Drill materials used in reading can include word lists

derived from lists in-Conquests in Reading, Why Johnny
Can't Read, or other sources. Drill in reading is
aimed at fluent word recognition. Spelling or writing
words letter by letter interrupts this fluency and
should not be done. Students should work with a set
of words until they can read 9070-947 of them fluently

without stopping to decode them. Variation can be
added to drill by occasionally making a game or con-
test out of drill words.

Occasionally for variety in reading, auxiliary materials

such as plays may be used in place of programmed readers.

Rewards

Attractive certificates printed locally can be given to
tutors at the end of the year, as well as awards for

the highest achieving boy and girl tutee and tutor.
Tutors can also be given holiday presents, 3uch as
small wallets or bracelets. Only tutors who have come
at least a minimum number of times should come on
field trips. It is gelpful tO c.onsult with tutors re-

garding the types of rewards they would like (e.g.,

where to go on field trips).

One point is awarded for each drill item and one

point for each problem in math and sentence in read-
ing. If too many points are earned for the reward

budget, the "price" of items (in points) may be
changed.

Tutee rewards may include fruit, model airplanes,

cafeteria passes, or other items, but attractive candy,
::uch zl.; chocolate bars, should be among the options

offered students each time rewards are given. Teachers
should decide how to spend money for rewards.
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Other

Tutors may receive 200 points for each session they

attend. They use these points toward candy rewards

This is optional.,

O New students may join the program mid-year if there

is room. They begin at their level in Sullivan.

Students who complete all the programmed materials may

drop out of the formal program mid-year, but the

teacher should continue to see these students fre-

quently, invite them to visit, and ensure that they

feel they are recelving special attention even though

they have finished with Sullivan.

Be wary of including special education (retarded)

students in HIT if these students are not integrated

into all classes. Many HIT students may be sensitive

to being labeled slow learners. The project is not

designed for special education students.
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IRIT Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

18 September 1975

PROJECT IRIT

Summary of Revisions and Clarifications

General

Good relations with the sending sohdol principals and

teachers and with district administrators are critical
to project success. Maintaining good relations is an
important part of the jobs. of IRIT project directors

and teachers.

IRIT should make an effort to help regular teachers

improve their teaching of reading. Intern programs,

demonstrations, and inservice sessions were de-
scribed.

Project Organization

Were practicable, drawing all 45 st:Adents in a cycle
from one school is preferred--both by sending teachers

and for logistics.

When all IRIT students from a single classroom attend

the same cycle, the regular class size is significantly

reduced. This has proved to be one of the major

attractions of IRIT and should be tried in new sites
if at all possible.

Student Selection Process

BrFore each cycle, the entirP tc,am should met with
sen6ing c,2..af:!.e.-s to i.ne project and start the

selection process. This meeting is a critical part
of establishing good relations.

Teachers are asked to nominate about 60 students.

The IRIT team selects 45.

No student should start more than two weeks late.

Students dropping out after this time should not be
replaced.
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The first cycle should start about two weeks after

the beginning of school in the fall. This allows time

for.the selection process as well as some training

and room preparation.

The last cycle should end as near to the end of the

regular sessions as possible to minimize disruptions

to sending rooms at year's end.

Instruction

Coordination of the three reading areas requires

daily meetings of the team. Decoding can be used as

the core for discussing each student.

Individualized reading.requires an exceptionally

energetic, personable, and creative teacher.

IRIT teachers generally specialize in one area

rather than rotating from area to area within a

given year, but may change from year to year.

1RIT trains its own substitute teachers so that they

will be familiar with IRIT procedures.

Materials/Equipment

Basal ri:aders should be integrated into the curriculum

if the rF.I.gular teachers so request. They should be

incorporated into the IRIT approach, but not to the

exclusion of other core IRIT materials.

Whether or not the basal reader is used in IRIT, the

regular teacher needs to know where to place each

student after the cycle. IRIT teachers should give

an appropriate placement test at the end of each cycle

and advise the sending teacher,

IRIT does not place excessive emphasis on the use of

teaching machines, although they can be useful for

practice and as motivators.
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PTR Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

18 September 1975

PROJECT PROGRAMED TUTORIAL READING (PTR)

Summary of Revisions and Clarifications

Seven topics were discussed by the participants in the PTR group

at the replication conference. They are reported in their order of

importance to the discussants, as perceived by the recorder.

Teacher Participation in Selection of Students for PTR

Two objections were raised to including teachers

heavily in the student selection process. First, it

was noted that including teachers' subjective opinions

about students'as a basis for selection could (in

Dallas, would) corrupt the loEal evaluation design.

Second, it was felt that asking for teachers' judg-

ments for selecting students was an inappropriate

way to elicit their approval for the project. The

way to select stuchnts, it was agreed, is to use test

scores. Teachers who strongly disagreed with the selec-

tions made this way could review test results and dis-

cuss their opinions with the director or supervisor.

If a strong case was made, arrangements could be made

to retest the student in question. This was the pro-

cedure used in Farmington when PTR was validateci.

Recent refinements to the student selection procedure

used in Farmington were discussed. They now use a

combination of test scores and teacher rating (without

teacher review of the test results before the rating).

This method was considered unfeasible for other loca-

tions, as Farmington has a computer program to com-

pile the raw data and a rather complicated formula for

incorporating teachei rating with test scores. Farm-

ington now uses spring posttest scores in selecting

students rather than administering a pretest in the

fall. (They tutor the first four grades.) In selec-

tion also, the previous year's teacher ratings are

used, not the row teacher's ratings.
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In terms of selecting children, something should be

said about the populations being served. Farmington
is predominantly middle-class and rural. The Dallas
population is low income, predominantly black, and

inner-city. Canton has a similar population, except
it is rural. Farmington reportedly had a number of
students "top out" on the pretest (Murphy-Durrell),

whereas in Canton a significant number "bottomed
out." In Dallas, most were at the low end of the
scale.

Teacher Support for PTR

Discussants agreed that it was virtually impossible to

.create strong teacher support for PTR prior to its
operation for two reasons: First, they cannot yet see
the value of the project; second, teachers are in-
herently threatened by the prospect of others, partic-
ularly those not members uf the guild, "teaching"

their students in a subject as fundamental as reading.

The best that can be done is to explain PTR as fully
as possible to teachers before the tutoring begins,

especially pointing out that the tutors do not initiate
teaching strategies but are told exactly what to do
by the tutoring programs. In Farmington, teachers

were brought into four orientation sessions before na
project began, on a paid basis. This option may not
be economically possible elsewhere. In any event, All
three project directors agreed, by the end of the first
year of operation the teachers overwhelmingly supported

the project because of the results it had achieved, both
cognitively and affectively. The replicating sites
felt Lhat the only way to elicit teacher support was to
demonstrate the project for a year. This meant man-
dating it and trying to hold the line until teachers

realized the positive aspects of the program.

The Alphabet Skills Book

All three project directors have concluded that The

Alphabet S%lills Book is indispensable and mu-c be in-
cluded in the PIP. When tutored students io not
know the alphabet skills, the tutors invariably become

frustrated and the time is wasted. Both replicating
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sites obtained copies of The Alphabet Skills Book and found

it absolutely mandatory for children without readiness skills.

The Farmington site has been unsuccessful in its effort

to secure permission to incorperate The Alphabet Skills

Book into its program. As a result, Farmington is de-

veloping its own readiness skills book, which would

represent a useful addition to the PIP. The Farmington

PTR staff use this readiness skills book exclusively

for the first 6-8 weeks at the first grade level to pre-

pare children for the tutoring materials that correspond

to basal readers. This also delays introduction of the

tutoring kits long enough to minimize the possibility

that tutees will move through the basal readers more

rapidly than other students in their classrooms.

Training

The present training is not sufficient. There should

be separate training materials for each publisher's

tutoring kit.

A suggested sequence af training steps is: preview,

explanation, demonstration, practice. Each task or

small group of related tasks should be separate instead

of on the same tape sequence. Each step should be

more fully explicated. There is not enough practice

time allocated in present training as implemented in

sites. Farmington had 'outside training support (Uni-

versity of Indiana) for the first 2-3 days.

Parent Imiolvement

Discussion on the issue of getting parents involved re-

vealed that the differences in socioeconomic levels

between the originating and the replicating sites were

vast. The originating site found it much easier to in-

volve parents, who were typically middie-class. In

the depressed areas the replicating sites served, it

was almost impossible to get parents involved. Some

suggestions for drawing parents out tncluded:

- Paying them to attend meetings

- Inviting them to actual tutoring sessions

- Holding parties, with refreshments, at which their

children read
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- Giving rewards to parents of high achieving tutes

- Coordinating PTR with the Rc?ading Is Fundammtal

free book program

- Taking native language tae/slide presentations to

parents' homes.

An encouraging note was that, regardless of parent in-

volvement during the year, there was strong support frr

PTR among parents, who reported that participating

children read a great dell and held positive attitudes

toward themselves rmd learning because of the program.

In fact, had it not been for parent enthusiasm, the

program would not have survived past the first year in

Farmington. Test score gains were nil the first year

of the program, according to Dallas Workman. However,

the program proved strong in developing positive at-

titudes among tutored children.

Compatibility of PTR and Nonpublisher Basals

Dallas Workman reported that many Farmington children

who participated in PTR have their basic reading pro-

gram in basals not connected to PTR-associated pro-

grams. Ci:Adren in these basal programs show no dif-

ference in ac.hievement gains fram children in the basal

reading series that match the PTR program they use

(i.e., the Ginn 100 is used in some classrooms, whereas

the Ginn 3E^ tutoring kits are used; some tutored

children have their basic reading programs in texts not

published by jR kit publishers, as well).

Technic,.1 Assistance

The three project direct.rs agreed they need to have a

resource person whom they can call when confronted with

unprecedented project problems in both instruction and

management. Replicating site directors were grateful

for Dallas Workman's suggestions on the phone. All

three agreed to continue to support and be on call for

one another and for new replicating sites.

Dallas Workman felt that, for future PTR replicating

projects, two contacts were essential.

- Someone at the federal level (monitoring agency).
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- Someone capable of giving technical advice based on

experience (i.e., Farmington, Canton, Dallas).

Dallas Workman also felt that, if the program was to

succeed as a project, it was essential that the projects

have the latitude of "adapting" the PIP to local con-

ditions.



R-3 Group Meeting

Washington, D.C.

18 September 1975

PROJECT R-3

Summar- of Revi:dons and Clarifications

Gaming/Simulations/Contracts

Summer workshops in gaming/simulations should be planned

(for cadre teachers) to get a head start on adapting and

integrating gaming/simulation into the curriculum.

Gaming/simulation activities should be incorporated into

the reading, math, and s.)cial studies curricula as often

as possible.

Contracts are an integral part of R-3. Contracts can

be purchased as well as developed by teacheis.

Instruction/Materials

Overuse of one instructional method deadens the effec-

tiveness of the approach.

Two planning periods a day are needed by all R-3

teachers to plan the curriculum and coordinate among

the teams and team members.

Project director autonomy is essential to Project R-3

success. The project director must have budget con-

trol to purchase materials needed by teachers.

Diagnostic-prescriptive materials should be used ex-

tensively in reading and math, although activities

should be changed to reduce or eliminate boredom.

Barbara EvAns (Project Director, Lorain, Ohio) agreed

to send lists of contract materials she found useful

as well as reading materials used fol the diagnostic-

prescriptive technique.



Public Relations

Rome visitations must be conducted early in the school

year. A great deal of effcrc is needed in obtaining

parents' understanding of gaming/simulation and the

R-3 philosophy.

Greater efforts will be made to help other teachers

understand the R-3 projects; at the same time, R-3

project teachers will continue to plan together as a

group.
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Appendix D

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS

The independent variables for computingthe regression equation for

each grade level for reading and math are indicated by X's on Tables D-1
and D-2. For example, the regression equation for grade 1 reading in-
cluded seven variableS: (1) age, (2) sex, (3) minority status, (4) gond-

bad rating for Catch-Up teacher responsiveness, (5) well-poor rating for

Catch-Up teacher implementation, (6) good-bad rating for PTP, (Dallas)

teacher responsiveness, and (7) well-poor rating for PTR (Dallas) teacher
implementation.
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Table D-1

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR THE READING REGRESSION EQUATIONS

Variable

Grade

1

Canton) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8

(R-3)

Continuous

Age X X XXXXX_XX
Indicator

Sex - X X XXXXXXXX
0 = Female\

.

kl = Male /

Minority X XXXXXXX
/0 = Cauca'sian

k 1 = Black or Spanish)

Black x

0 = Caucasian or Spanish

kl. . Black /

White X

/0 = Black or Spanisl
\I = Caucasian

Well-implemented PIP (see Section 6.2)

/0 = Not well implemented)

k 1 = Well implemented

Catch-Up X X X X

Conquest XXXXX
HIT X

IRIT

PTR

R-3

Responsiv. Teachers (see Section 6.2)

/0 , Not responsive)

\I = Responsive

Catch-Up X X X X

Conquest
. /

XXXXX
HIT X

IRIT
.

PTR X X

R-3 X

Combination of well-implemented PIP and respon-

sive teachers (see Section 6.2)

/0 - Poorl implemented or not responsive)

\I = Well implemented or responsive

Catch-Up X X

Conquest

HIT X X

IRIT X X

PTR

R-3

-Insufficient data for the pH at this grade level.
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Table D-2

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES FOR THE MATH REGRESSION EQUATIONS

Variables

Giade

I

I

(Canton) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8

(R-3)

Continuous

Age

Indicator

Sex

Female ,

l 1 = Male I

Minority

/0 = Caueasian

\I . Black or Spanish)

Black
.

/0 = Caucasian or Spanish

\I = Black

White

(0 = Black or Spaaish)
kl. = Caucasiin

We11-implemented PIP (see Section 5.2)
10 = Not well implemented
kl. = Well implemented

Catch-Up

Conquest

HIT

IR1T

PTR

R-I

Responsive teachers (see Section 6.2)
/0 = Not responsive\

\I = Responsive )

Catch-Up

Conquest

411

IRIT

PTR

R-3

Combination of well-implemented PIP and respon-
sive teachers (see Section 6.2)
/0 = Poorly implemented or not
\I = Well implemented or responsive

Catch-Up

Conquest

IIIT

(RIT

PTR

R-3

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

*

X

* _

*

*

X

X

X

X

X

Insufficient data for the PIP at !Ads 4rade level.
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Appendix E

MOST FREQUENTLY USED MATERIALS AND SKILLS EMPHASIZED IN CATCH-UP,

CONQUEST, HIT AND IRIT PROJECTS, BY GRADE LEVEL

E-1
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Table E-1

MOST FREQUENTLY USED MATERIALS AND SKILLS EMPHASIZED IN
CATCH-UP PROL.en, BY GRADE LEDEL

a. Grades 1 and 2: Reading

Catch-Up Material

.

PIP Speci-

fied Core

Supple

Bloomington Brook ort Primer
'Primer &

/ Primary I

-1.-
Primary 1 1 ,

_Advanced Primary 11-Advanced

CaTeaS

or

mentary

Material

Fiequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency

of Use

bercent

of Days

Sampled

Recogni-

tion of

Sounds

Letter

Recog. (Decoding

nition 1

Structural

Analysis

Antonyms

Vocabulary and

Synonyms

Comprehension;

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material
e

I

1. Instant Readers
5 5,77, 0 0%

Enjoyment, word patterns2. Library (free reading)
8 9,1 0 0

Enjoyment3, Gateways to Reading Treasures
5 5,7 0 0

Enjoyment4, Scholastic Individualized Reading Gore 5 5,7 0 0
x x x x5. Sounds of Language Readers

4 4.5 0 0
Enjoyment, word patterns6, SRA Reading Laboratory:

14 15,9 0 0 x x xMy Own Book
4 4,5 0 0 x x a7, SRA Reading Program

8. Systems 80

Supp.

Core

24 27,3

16 18,2

0 0

0 0 x

a 1

a

x x

x
9, Random House Criterion Reading

Core 12 13.6 56 21.9
Testing in all skills10, First Talking Alphabet

Supp. 0 0 13 4.9 x x 1 X X
11, Open House Series-More Poiar

0 0 18 6,8
12, Phonics We Use (Old & New)

0 0 44 16,6 x X X X x
13, Fhonics We Use Learning Games it Supp. 0 0 7 2,6 x X X X X x
14, Specific Skills Series

Supp. 0 0 26 9.8
x x15. Alpha Bingo (game)

0 0 2 0.8 x x
16, Dolch Basic Word List

0 2 0.8
x

17, Letter Recognition
0 0 2 03 x x

18. SullIvan Reading Readine,L.
0 0 4 1,5 x a x

Other
21 23,9 5 1.9

Teacher-made reading material
22 25,0 7.22 46,0

Total instructional days sampled
88 26:

1
b. Grades 1 and 2; Math

Published math material

*

1. Holt Math Test
2 2,371 0 071

2, Sullivan Math
Core 1 1,1 102 38.5

3, Tutor Computor
Core 6 6,8 47 17.7

4, Singer Individualized Math
Supp. 1 1,1 23 8,7

5. Systems 80
Core 0 0 31 11.7

6. Houghton Mifflin Basic Facts & Skills
0 0 11 4.2

7, Boughton Mifflin Skill She2ts
0 0 24 9.1

8, BASE Diagnostic Test
0 0 2 0,8

B. Digitor
0 0 8 3.0

Teacher-m.de math material*
4 4.5

Total instructional days sampled
88 265

Note: Frequency tabulations me not made for Providence Forge and Wayne City
because we had no data for these grade levels;

frequency tabulations were not made for Galax because of inadequate data,

The skill or skills umphee I eel the mth materials were not recorded beeatu we were unable to find adequate information on materials used.



Table 8-1 (Continued)

e, Grades 3 and 4: Reading

ihibll,lred reading material

Catch-Up Material

I. Creative Features Structural Analysis

2, Open Court Coutloted Languago Arts & Reading Program

5. Scholastic Individualized Sestling

4, Sounds of Language Readers

5, SRA Reading Program

6. SRA Reeding Labor:Ludy':

Ounlook

7. ilead'story/book (unspecified)

11, Random Rouse Criterion Reading

9. Systems 80

10. polch Word List

II. Magic Seasons

12. Plinibike Film 6 Worksheet

13. Phonics We Use (Old & New)

14, Phonics kle Use Lemiine Games Kit

15. First Talking Alphabet

16, SpeciPc Skills Series

17, Ginn Elementary English Series

IP. Words in Motion

19. Mission Read

20. Core File (lessons correlated with Random Rouse

Criterion Reading)

21. Cyclo Teacher

22, Suild A Sentenee Game

23, Fountain Valley Reading Program

24. Singer Visual Education

25, Troll Cssaettes & Filmstrips

Other

TeachLade reading material

Total instructional days sampled

Bloomington

PIP Specl-

died Co-e

00 Suppll- ?meet
Frequency

mentary of use
of Days

Material Sampled

Supp.

Core

Bopp.

Corr

Core

Supp.

Supp.

Supp.

6 3.4%

10 5,7

4

10 5.7

15 8.1

15 8.6

2.3

7 4,0

30 17.1

9 5.1

0 0

0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 1,1

o o

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 1

0 0

31 17.7

10 17.1

175

trookport

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0,4

118 38.0

9 3.2

2 1,7

10 3,5

2 0.7

55 19,4

6 2.1

1 0.4

9 3.2

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

41 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

3 1,1

122 43,0

284

Providence Forge

Frequency

of Use

38 11.1%

11 3.2

8 2.3

0 0

12 3.5

30 8.8

0 0

0 0

Percent

of Days

Sampled

20 5,8

0 0

1 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

36 10.5

5 1,5

16 4.7

28 8,2

o o

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

19 5.6

26 7.6

342

Wayne City

Percent
Frequent),

of Use Y

Sampled

0 07.

0 0

2 0.7

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0,3

146 48,5

4 1,3

6 2.0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

19 6,3

0 0

0 0

101

3 1.0

24 8.0

11 3,7

3 1,0

11 3,7

8 2.7

7 2.3

7 2.3

14 4.7

Primer

RecognI-

tion of

Sounds

Primer

I "dPrimary 1

lecter

Recap I Decoding

nition

Primary

Structural

Analysis

P-

r
Advanced

Primary 11--Advanced
-- I

FA--"ntonyms

Vocabulary and

Synonyms

I x

1

Comprehension:

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Enjoyment

Enjoyment.

Testing in all skills

Enjoyment

Enjoyment

Comments

English skills not listed (i.e., verbs & nouns)

Enjoyment

Materials covering all skills

Testing in all skills except comprehension

Enjoyment

d, Grades 1 and 4) Math

Published math material

1, Drill & Facts
2 1.19 0 09 0 OR 0 0

2, Holt Math Tape & Cassette
9 5,1 0 1 1 1 1 1

3, Bolt Math Test
3 1.7 0 0 0 0 0 0

4, SRA Math Learning System': Sip, 6 3,4 1 0 0 1 1 g
5, Singer Individualized Math

Stipp. 14 8,0 24 8,5 17 5.0 14 )
6, Sullivan Mxth & leotkbook

Core 11 6,3 74 26.1 40 11.7 14 4.7

1, Systems 80 Core 3 1,7 18 6,3 24 7.0 14 4,7
8, Tutor Computor

Core 5 2,9 42 14.8 0 0 45 15,0
9, Digitor

0 0 12 4,2 0 0 0 0
10, Math Drawer Worksheets

0 0 3 1.1 0 0 0 0

11, Boughton Mifflin Basle Facts & Skills 0 0 34 12,0 0 0 65 21.6
12, Houghton Mifflin Skill Sheets

0 0 33 11.6 0 0 38 12,6
13, Milton Bradley Fractions & Cassettes

0 0 10 3,5 0 0 0 0
14, Multiplication Records

0 0 7 2.5 0 0 0 0

15. Creative filmstrips & Cassettes
0 0 0 0 5 1,5 0 0

16. Drill Pages
0 0 0 0 1 0.3 0 0

17, Drill Tapes
0 0 0 0 5 1,5 0 0

18. Mathiputer
0 0 0 0 3 0,9 0 0

19. Cyclo Teacher
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1.7

20. S1A erithmetic Fact Kit 0 0 0 0 0 12 4.0
21. Dominos (8Ame) 0 C 1 5 0 0 6 2,1
22, Orb:Ling the Earth Game

0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2.0

Other
0 0 2 0.7 0 0 17 5,6

Teacher.made math materlal 41 23,4 26 9,2 13 3,9 34 11.3

Total instructional days sampled
175 284 342 301

Note: Frequency tabolations were no[ xale for Ganx (for either reading
or math) because of Inadequate data.

Sentence comprehension only.

t

It was not clear in the hardwart/softwre pacl)age whether the specified material referred
to ale the SRA Math Learning System or the SRA Mathematics Diagnosis.



Table E-1 (Continued)

e. Grades 5 and 6: Reading

f

Catch-Up Material

PIP Speed-

fled Core

I-

Bloomi gton Brookport Providence Forge Wayne City
1 Primer and

Primer
1 Primory 1

Primary I Primary I 1 Primary 1I-Advanced
--Advanced 1.

Comments

or Supple-

Frequency

mentary

Material

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency
of

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency

0505

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency
Percent Recogni-

of Days

Sampled

tion of

Sounds

Letter

Recap-

nition

Decoding
Structural

Antonyms

Vocabulary and

1 Synonyms

Comprehension)

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material
1-

I. Controlled reader
7 4,21 0 02 0 07. 0 02 a x Also includes fluency2. Creative Fes) ires Structural Analysis
4 2,4 0 0 28 8.2 0 0

3. Open Court Correlated Language Arts

is Reading Program Supp, II 6.5 0 0 18 5.3 0 0 a x x a x 04. Sounds of Language Readers
1 4,2 0 0 0 0 0 0

Enjoyment5, SRA Reading laboratory;
9 5,4 0 0 12 3,5 0 0 x a x xMy Own Rook
I 3.6 0 0 0 0 0 0

6, SRA Reading Program Supp. 13 7.3 0 D 0 0 0 0
x

7. Vocabulary Development 6 3.6 0 0 0 0 0 0
8. Systems 60 Cote 4 2.4 5 1.9 IS 4.4 8 2.2 a x a x
9. Random House Criterion Reading Core 18 10.7 79 29.3 12 3.5 97 32.7

Testing in all skills10. Adventure trill" 0 0 4 1.5 0 0 0 0
EnjoymentII. Magic Seasons 0 0 6 2.2 0 0 0 0
Enjoyment

12. Hinibike Film 6 Worksheet
0 0 Ell 1,7 0 0 0 0 a Enjoyment

13, Phonics We Use (Old 6 New)
0 0 34 12.6 0 0 0 0 x x x

14. Merrill Linguistic Readers 0 0 1 0,4 0 0 0 Oxxx a x
15, Specific Skills Series iupp 0 0 11 6.3 69 20.2 8 2.7
16. Mission Read

2 1.2 0 0 34 10.0 3 1,0 x x Enjoyment
17, Ginn Elementary English Series 0 0 0 0 11 3.2 0 0

English skills not listfd (i.e., nouns & verbs)
18. Scholastic Individualized Reading Core 3 1.8 0 0 11 3.2 0 0 a x
19. Words in Motion

0 0 0 0 37 10.9 0 0
x a

20. Core File (lessons correlated with Ran-

dom Rouse Criterion Reading)
0 0 0 0 0 0 16 5.4

Materials covering all skills21. ESP Cassette Program
0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1.7 s Varied etilla, usually decoding

22. Filmstripa--dlm Randy
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1,3 a x Enjoyment23. Individual Cassette Learning Package 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1.3

24, Language Master Cards Core 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 3,4 x a x a x
25. troll Cassettes 6 Filmstrips 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2.0 x Enjoyment

Other
10 6.0 1 0.4 16 4,7 12 4.0

Teacher-made reading material
36 21.4 162 60.0 11 9.1 18 6,1

Total instructional days sampled 168 270 341 297

S. Grades 5 and it Math

Published math material

I. Games 5 3.02 0 02 0 02 0 02
2, Holt Math Tapes and Cassettes

19 11,3 0 0 0 0 0 0
1, SRA Math Learning System* Supp, 3 1.8 0 0 0 D 0 0
4, Singer Individualized Math Rupp, 13 7,1 16 5,9 44 12,9 8 2.7
5, Sullivan Rath A Workbook Cote 3 1.8 20 7.4 17 5.0 31 10.4
6, Systems 80 Core 3 1.8 2 0.7 5 1,5 4 1.3
7, Tutor Computer Core 4 2,4 1,8 6.7 0 0 30 10.1
8, BASE System

0 0 13 4.8 0 0 0 0
9. Milton Bradley ?rating 5 Cassettes

0 0 32 11,9 0 0 0 1
10. ESS Fraction Kit 0 0 16 5,9 0 0 0 0

11. Math Diner Worksheets 0 0 7 2.6 0 0 0 0

12. Houghton Mifflin Basle Facts & Sk'ills 0 0 53 19.6 0 0 62 20.9
-13, Houghton Mifflin Skill Sheets

0 0 8 3.0 0 0 6 2,0
14, Creative Filmstrips 6. Cassettes

0 0 0 0 8 2.3 0 0

O. Rath Drills 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 0 0

16. Rath Worksheets-Milliken
0 0 0 0

1 0.3 0 0

17, Sullivan Placement Test Core 0 0 0 0 1 0.3 0 0

18, Educational Activities New Math Cassettes 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1.3.
19. Singer Viaual Education 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 3.4

.

20. SRA Computapes
0 0 0 0 0 0 6 2.0

21, Triscore (game)
0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1,3

Other 0 0 5 1,9 0 0 30 10.1

Teachermode math material
56 33,3 15 13.0 9 2.6 18 6.1

Total instructional days sampled
163 270 341 291

Motor Frequency tabulations we:e not made for Galax because of inadequate data.

*The hardware/software package did
not clearly indicate whether the material referred to was the SRA Math Learning System or the SRA Mathematics Diagnosis,



Table E-1 (Concluded)

g. Grades 7 and 8: Reading

Catch-Up Material

PIP Speci-

fied Core

or Supple-

mentary

Material

Wayne City Primer

i Primer and
Primary I

Primary I

--Advanced
Primary II--Advanced

Comments
Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recognition

of Sounds

Letter

Recognition

1

Decoding

1

Structural

Analysis

Vocabulary
An ton Y1 s and

Synonyms

Comprehension:

Words, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material

1. Cycle Teacher 4 1,4 x x x x

2. Proba (game) 3 1,0

3, ESP Cassette Program 6 2,1 x Varied skills, usually decoding

4, Fountain Valley Reading Program 7 2,4 Testing in all skills

5. Media Cassette 4 1.4

6. Random House Criterion Reading Core 96 31,3 Testing in all skills

7, Core File (lessons correlated with Random House

Criterion Reading) 32 11,1 Materials coverine all skills

8. Sc')lastic Skill, Books 3 1,0 x x x x x

9. Troll Cassettes 6 Filmstrips 5 1.7 I

x Enjornent

10. Tufabet Vocabulary Building Game 2 0,7 x x x

Other 3 1.0

Teacher-made readiag material 26 9,0

Total inctructional days sampled 288

`1

h. Grades 7 and 8: Math

Published me. -aterial

1. Houghton Mifflin Badia Facts & Skills

2, Math Facts Division Game

3. Dominos (game)

4. Singer Individualized Math

5. Singer Visual Education

6, Spinner Number Games

7, SRA Compatapes

8, Sullivan Math

9. Triscore (game)

10. Tutor Computor

Other

Teacher-made math materi,1

Supp.

Core

Core

52 18,1%

2 0.7

4 1,4

5 1,7

6 2.1

4 1.4

6 2,1

28 9.7

5 1.7

13 4.5

15 5.2

22 7.6

Total instructional iays sampled 2nd

Note: Frequency tabulations were not made for Bloomincon, Brookpor , or Providence Forge because these sites did not have students participating in the program at these grade levels;

frequency tabulations were not made for Galax because of inadequate data.



Table E.2

MOST FREQUENTLY USED MATERIALS AND SKILLS EMPHASIZED IN CONQUEST PROJECTS, BY GRADE LEVEL

a. Grades l and 2: Reading

Conquest Material

PIP Speci-

fied Core

or Supple-

Material

Benton Harbor Cleveland

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Primer

Recogni-

tion of

Sounds

' Primer and

Primary I1

Letteri

Recog- 1 Decoding

nition

Primary I

Structural

Analysis

Primary I 1

--Advanced

Vocabulary

Pri ary

Antonyms

and

Synonyms

II--Advanced

Comprehension:

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Comments
Frequency

c4 'ss

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Published reading material

I. Games
28 10.0% 0 0 % Varied skills*

2. DX, Heath Workshops/Sookshops 54 19.3 0 0 x x x

3, Merrill Reading Skill Text Core 100 35.7 0 0 x a x x x

4, Phonovisual Phonics 79 28.2 0 0 % x x x

5. Patterns, Sounds A Meaning 48 17.1 0 0 x x x

6. Fad story/book
52 18.6 0 0 Enjoyment

7, Phonovisual Consonant Workbook
32 11.4 0 0 a x x

.8. McGraw-Hill Programmed Reading Core 201 71.8 36 15.5 a x x x x

9. Systema 80 Core 58 20.7 64 27.5 x x x x x

10. Dolch Vocabulary Words (WCRC)* Core 69 24,6 82 35.2 x

11. Bowmar Primary Reading Series Core 0 0 70 30.0 Enjoyment

12. Reader's Digest Individual Skill Builders Stipp, 0 0 54 23.2 x

13. Specific Skills Series Core 0 0 44 18.9 x a x

14, Ideal, Tapes & Worksheets 0 0 31 13.3 x Varied skills, usually decoding

15, Phonics We Use
0 0 39 16.7 x x a x

16, Reed, Study, Think Core 0 0 19 8.2 x x

17. Steck-Vaughn Individualized Directions in Reading 0 0 16 6.9 x x

Other
138 49.3 95 40.8

Teacher-made reading material 16 5,7 155 66.5

Total instructional days sampled 280 233

b. Grades 3 and 4: Reading

Published reading material

1. D,C, Heath Workshops/Bookshops 50 20,87. 0 0 % x a x x

2. Herrin Reading Skill Text Core 61 25.4 0 0 % x x x x

3. istterns, Sounds & Meanirq, 44 18,3 0 0 a x x x

4. Phonovisual Phonics 49 20,4 0 0 x x x x x Encoding as part of decoding skills

5. Language Master Cards 25 10,4 0 0 x x Varied skills, usually decoding A vocabulary
6, SRA Reading Laboratory Core 30 12,5 0 0 e x x x

7, Specific Skills Series Core 56 23,3 89 33,7 x

8, McGraw-Hill Programmed Reading Core 181 75,4 48 18.2 x x x x

9, Systems 80 Core 45 18,8 22 8.3 x x x x x

10, Dr, Spello (OW Core 34 14.1 4 1,5 x x x x x

11. Dolch Vocabulary Words (WCRC) Core 0 0 24 9,1 x

12, Read, Study, Think Core 8 3,3 16 6,1 x x

13, Scholastic Skills Books 0 0 43 16,3 r x x x

14. Phonics rile Use
0 0 54 20 5 x x x x

15, Controlled Reader Core 0 0 21 7.8 x ( Also includes fluency & speed
16, Merrill Phonics Skill Text Core 0 0 18 6.8 % a x x x

17. Reader's Digest lcdividual Skill Builders Supp, 0 0 83 31.4 x x

Other
155 64.6 104 39,4 v

Teacher-made reading material
_L..._ 48 20,0 206 78.0

Total instructional days sampled 240 264

Note; Frequency tabulations could nut be ma,: for Glovnsvt.le because of inadequate data,

It was unclear bilat skills ...Tre covered due to lack of knowledge about games used.

ACRE . Webster Classroom Reading Clinic, which includes Conquests tn Reading, Dr. Spells, Buick Basic Stght Vocabulary, and others, The components were dealt alth individually because of the different skills that each covered.



Table E.2 (Concluded)

c. Grades 5 and 6: Reading

Conquest Material

PIP Speci.

fled Core

or Supple-

mentary

Matcclal

Benton Harbor Cleveland

1 Primer and
Primer

1 Primary I

p ,

'mary

Primary I
Primary 71 --Advanced

--Advanced

domments

Frequency

:f Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency

of Cse

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recogni-

tion of

Sounds

Letter 1

Recog- 1 Decoding

nition

Structural

Analysis

811404Ymo

Vocalsilary and

Synonyms

Comprehension.

Wold, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material

1. Games 20 8.821 0 0
I Varied did.is*

2. D.C. Heath Workshops/Bookshops 57 25.0 0 0 it x x x

3. Merrill Reading Skill Text 30 13.2 0 0 x x X X x

4. Patterns, Sounds 6 Meaning 39 43,4 0 0 x x x x x

5. yew Spelling Goals 21 9,2 0 0 x x x x x

6, SRA Reading Laboratory ore 39 17,1 0 0 x x x N

7, Specific Skills Series ore 85 37,3 93 33,13 x x x

8. McGraw-Hill Programmed Reading ;ore 164 71,9 00 3:'.7 x x x x x

9. Systems 80 :lore 11 13.6 73 26.5 x x x x x

10, Merrill Phonics Skill Text 'ore 4 1.6 90 32,7 x x x x x

11, Readet's Digest 'ndividual Skill Build ., yp. 4 1.8 39 14.2 x x x

12. Dr. Spell() (WCRC't zre 44 4J.1 28 10,2xxx, x x Encoding as part of decoding skills

13. Conquests in Reading (WCRC)7 Core 19 8.3 54 19.6 x x x C x

14, Steck-Vaughn Individualized Directicns 11 6.'.i'l ,, 0 0 47 17.1 x a x

15, Phonics We Use 0 0 35 17,7 x a x

16, Tad11-0 0 G 24,, 8.7 x Also includes fluency I speed

Other 142 71.0 150 54.5

Teacher-made reading material 21 ' 6

Total instructional days sampled 228
1 275

31

blot incluency ta'tdilations could not ba made for Gloversville becausc of inadequate data.

It was unclear what skills were wered due to lack of kflowledge a.oec 4CMCS Used.

3000 . Webster Classroom Reading Clinic, which includes: Conquests al Feteng, Dr. Spello, Dotch Basic Sight Vocabulary, and othein, The coflyonenti were dealt with individuall). t,cause of thc different skills thnt each cmrnd,

afAreamillalManainiti



Table E-3

MOST FREQUENTLY USED MATERIALS AND SKILLS EMPHASIZED IN HIT PROJECTS, BY GRADE LEVEL

a, Grade 6: Reading

HIT Material

PIP Speci-

fled Core

or Supple-

mentary

Material

Lexington
I Primer and

Primer
Primary I

Primary I
Primary I

--Advanced

Primary II--Advanced

Comments

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recognition

of Sounds

Letter

Recognition
Decoding

Structural

Analysis
Vocabulary

Antonyms

and

Synonyms

Comprehension:

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material

I. Adventuring in the City 2 1,1% Enjoyment

2, Conquts in Reading* 34 18.8 x x x x x x

3, Games 10 5.5 Varied skills

4, Phonics We Use 11 6.1 x x x x

5, New Phonics We Use 3 1.7 x x x x x

6. Read story/book (unspecified) 2 1,1 Enjoyment

7. Remedial Reading Drills Core 62 34.3 x

8. Stories of the Inner City Core 20 11.0 Enjoyvnt

Other
$

4 2.2

Teacher-made reading material 16 8.8

Total instructional days sampled 181

Note: Frequency tabulations were not made for Olean because it did not have students participating in the program at this grade level,

*

This material was included in the hardware/software packet by mistake, but Lexington continued to use the material during the second year of the program.because theyhad

problems obtaining the Sullivan Programmed Reading materials,

t

It was unclear what skills were covered due to lack of knowledge about games used,

$

Includes Pay Day activities; Pay Day involves use uf a bank book, which is not a published material but is specified in the PIP,



Table E-3 (Concluded)

b, Grades 7-9: Reading

HIT Material

PIP Speci-

fied Core

or Supple-

mentary

Material

Olean Lexington Primer
Primer and

Primary I
Primary I

Primer)! 1

--
Primary II--Advanced

Advanced

Comments
Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recognition

of Sounds

Letter

Decoding
RecognIfion

Structural

Analysis

Antonyms

Vocabulary and

Synomyms

Comprehensicn:

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published reading material

1. Adventuiing in the City 0 0 % 9 4.37.
Enjoyment

2. Conquests in Reading
0 0 36 17.1 x x x x x

3. Phonics We Use 0 0 19 9,0 x x x x x
4. New Phonics We Use 0 0 5 2.4 ) x x x x
5., Sl.ories of the Inner City Core 0 0 21 10.0

Enjoyment
6, Games 4 2.6 3 1.4

Varied skills*
7, Remedial Reading Drills Core 38 24.7 78 37.1 x

8, SRA Reading Laboratory 5 3.2 0 0 x x x x
9. Sullivan Comprehension Readers 64 41,6 0 0

I x x
10. Sullivan Programmed Reading Col 97 63.0 0 0 x x x x x

Other
8 5.2 8t 3,8

Teacher-made reading material 0 0 8 3.8

Total instructional days sampled 154 210

c. Grades 1-9: Math

Published math material

1, Self-Teaching Flashcards in

Addition and Subtraction

2. Self-Teaching Flashcards in

Division

3. Self-Teaching Flashcards in

Multiplication

4, SRA Arithmetic Fact Kit

5. Sullivan Math

6. Pay Day

Core

Core

Care

Core

Olean

20 10,4%

46 24,0

56 29.2

2 1.0

160 63.3

3 1.6

otal instructional days sampled 192

It was unclear what skills were covered due to lack of knowledge about games usci,

Includes five Pay Day activities; Pay Day involves use of a bank book, which isnot a published material but is specified in the PIP,

Frequency tabularions were not made for Lexington because of inadequate data relative to math instruction.

Although the Sullivan Math Program is not specified in the hardware/software packet, the Sullivan
Placement Test and Test Booklet are specified and are part of the Sullivan Math Program.



Table 1-4

MOST FREQHMTLY USED MATERIALS AND SKILLS EMPHASIZED IN IRIT PROJECTS, BY GRADE LEVEL

a. Grades 3 and 4: Decoding Instruction

PIE

Specified

Core or

Supple-

mentary

Material

Bloomington Oklahoma City Schenectady Primer
Primer and

Primary I
Primary I

Primary I

Advanced
Primary II--Advanced

Comments

Frequency

of Use

Percent
c

so' "'I
Sampled

Fiequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recogni-

tion of

Sounds

Lettet

Recog-

nition

Decoding
Structural

Analysis
Vocabulary

Antonyms

and

Synonyms

Comprehension:

Hord, Sentence,

and Paragraph

12 6.91. 0 0 % 0 0 % Eajoyment, listening skill,

21 15.6 0 0 0 0 x x x x x x

38 22.0 0 0 0 0

Core 96 55.5 0 0 0 0 x x x x

1 4.0 0 0 0 0

29 16.8 0 0 0 0
Enjoyment & fluency

12 6,9 0 0 0 0 x

Supp, 15 9.7 14 6.2 1 1.2 x e Yfllled skills, usually

vicabnlary 6 decoding
Core 57 32.9 63 28.0 0 0 x x x x 4

34 19.7 11 7.6 8 9.4 x x x

0 0 19 8,4 0 0

0 0 43 19.1 0 0

C 0 161 71.6 0 0

0 0

0 0

50 22,2

31 14,2

0 0

0 0

e u x

x x

Core 0 0 58 25.9 0 0 x x x

0 0 0 0 5 5.9
Testing in all skills

0 0 0 0 5 5.9 Testing in all skills
0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 5.9

5 5.9

x

x

x

x x Enjoyment

0 0 0 0 11 12.9 K X

0 0 0 0 15 17.6 I x

0 0 0 0 10 11.8
I

i x
r 0 0 0 14 16.5

0 0 0 0 8 9.4 x

21 12.1 20 8,9 20 23.5

ill 69.2 7 3.1 0 0

173 225 8O



Table E-4 (Continued)

I. G. Ind 4: Individualized Reading Instruction

BIT Reading Material

(individualized reading instruction) ,

PIP-

Specified

Core or

Supple-

mentary

Material

Bloomington Oklahoma City Schene tady

I

Primer 1PrImer and
Primary I

Primary I

; 1 I

!Zariae'd I Primary 11--Advanced

Comments

t quency
Percent

ot

, .
uays

Sampled

Frequency

of Use

Percent

4 aya
Sampled

Frequency

of Use

Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recogni-

tion of

Sounds

Letter 1

Recog-1

nition

Decoding
Structural

Analysis

lAntonyos

Vocabulary 1 and

Synonyms

Comprehension:

Word, Seatence,

and Paragraph

Pubii0ed materiP1

U. Bears Picnic

2. Frances Series

3. Walt Disney Story Records

4. Individualized Cassette Learning Package

S. Random Rouse Reading Program

6. Scholastic Individualized Reading

1, Specific Skills Series

8, Cape Recorder with Rooks

9. Trade Books

10. Work grAing with Specific Skills Series

6 Random licuse Reading Materials'.

11. Auto Vance Films

I?. :ontinuous Progress Laboratory for

larlage Arts

13, Rol.man Language Arts Reading Program

Language Master Card Program

,), Newspaper Stories

16. Adventures in Glen Series

17. Book Bags

18. Dr. Seuss Series

19. Mr. 6 Mrs. Bobo Series

20. Re:reatilnal Reading

21. Taylor Filmstrips: Tell-Me-A Story Library

Other

Teacher-made reading material

Core

(ore

Core

Core

Supp,

11 4.47.

7 2.8

13 5,2

25 10.0

127 50.8.

90 36.0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 U

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

138 55.2

52 20.8

0 0 %

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

5 2.2

30 13.3

17 34.2

118 52.4

36 16.0

39 17.3

15 33,3

156 69.3

13 5.8

24 10.7

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

6 3.6

0 0 %

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

7 6.5

19 23.2

9 11.0

12 14.6,

9 11,0

6 7.3

27 32.9

1 1,2

1

1

I

x s

x

x

x

x

x

x

x x

x x x

x x x

x x x

x x

x x

x

x

xt

Enjoyment

Enjopent

Enjoyment, listelling skills

Enjoyment, listening skills

Enjoyment, listening skills

Enjoyment

Enjoyment, lisLc,J, Aills

Varied skills, usually de-

coding I vocabulary

Writing skills

Enjoyment

Enjoyment, listening skills

Enjoyment

Enjoyment

Enjoyment

Sequencing, listeninp 6

speaking skills

Total instructional days sampled

-

250 225 82

0

Work grading is\not a published material boo is a specific and separate use of the published materiols listed,

t

Word and sentence cdmprehension only.



Table 5-4 (Concluded)

c. Grades 3 and 4: Vocabulary and Comprehension

I-

HIT Reading Material

(vocabulary and comprehensi,n1

PIP-

Specified

Core or

Supple-

mentary

Material

Bloomington Oklahoma City

1

Primer
Primer and

Primary I
Primary I

Primary I

Advanced
Primary 11--Advenced

Comments
.

Frequency
Percent

of Days

Sampled

Frequency
Percent

of Days

Sampled

Recogni-

tin of

Sounds

Letter 1

Recog-1

nition

Decoding
Structural

Analysis
Vocabulary

Antonyms

and

Synonyms

Comprehension:

Word, Sentence,

and Paragraph

Published material

1. Bowler Highway Roliday Series 48 26.20 0 0 % Enjoyment
2. Continuous Progress in Spelling 74 40,4 0 0 x x x x

3. Random House Criterion Reading 35 19.1 0 0
Castings in all skills

4, Phoenix Reading Sules 6 3.3 0 0 x x

5. P,..:ms 4 2,2 0 0
Enjoyment !.. word ptterns

6. Story Picture 11 6.0 0 0 ., Enjoyment
7. Controlled Reader Supp. 11 6.0 20 8.9 x x

8. Reader's Digest Individual Skill Builders Core 10 5.5 56 24.9 a x

9. Specific Skills Series Core 26 14,2 58 25.6 )

10. SRA Reading Laboratory Core 25 13.7 10 4.4 x a x x

11. Houghton Mitilin Readers hldorkbook 0 0 48 21.3 x x x x a x

12. Language Center 2 0 0, 26 11.6

11. Macmillan Beals c Workbook 0 0 43 19.1 x a x x x x

14. Merrill Linguistic Readers Core 0 0 81 36.0 x x x x x 1 x

15. Taylor Filmstrips; Tell-Me-A Story Library 0 0 19 6.4
x* Sequencing, listening skill:',

& speaking skills
[6. Typing--McCraw-Hill 0 0 72 34.2

Langunge arts skills

Other 19 10.4 44 19.6

7e.acher-made reading material 17 9.3 34 15.1

Total instructional days sampled 183 225

1lote; Frequency tabulations could not be made for Schenectady because no data were available,

Wcro and sentence comprehension only.
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Appendix F

MAT SUBTEST ITEMS USED IN REGRESSIflz ANALYSES

Mat subtest items displayed in Table E-1 are Lom:b- ?Ible between MAT

batteries shown. At the and eighth grades, -ems compared do

not represent the total poE.;., comparable items, hu. the compar-

able items among those selected relevant to the ;.-;r only.



Table r-L

PARALLEL MAT SUBTEST ITEMS RELEVANT TO PIP CURRICULUM

Word Knowledge Subtest:

All Subrests: Onl All Grades Except Credo 1

(a) Primer: L.isrening Primary I: (a) Primary I

fLr Sounds Wrrd Analysis

34

36

37

39

4

21

5

(b) Reading

16

17

(c) Reading

None

(d) Numbers

Word Kn9w1ede

3

3

Reacl7Hg

2

Mettle: Ltics

t 3

3 2

4 7

5

6 12

8 4

LO 32

12 33

13 9

14

17 17

19 16

21 39

38

23 36

2!. 40

25 41

26 48

27 49

28 50

30 37

31 43

32 44

34 47

23

32
Nv.

(b) Primer)/ II

None

(c) Elementary

1-5U

(d) Elementay

None

(e) .Lntermediate

None

(f) HIT Advanced

L-50

(4) R-3 Advanced

1-50

Piimar iI

14

11

Elementary

None

Elementary

1-5C

-Intermediate

None

Advanc:A

HIT Advanc.,d

1 -0

R-"k Advansed

F-4

3



Table F-1 (Continued)

Readin Subtest: A11 Grades Exce t Grade 1

(a) Primary I Primary II

29 15

30 14

31 16

32 18

38 25

39 30

40 26

42 29

(b) Primary II 'Elementary

22 14

23 11

24 12

25 1

26 3

29 4

36 5

37 6

38 7

39 8

40 9

42 18

44 17

(c) Elementary Elementary

1-28 1-28

(d Elementary Intermediate

29 5

30 10

31 8

32 7

34 9

36 3

38

39 4

40 24

42 22

43 28

45 26

(e) Intermediate Advanced

16 20

18 22

19 21

36 13

39 14

40 11

41 5

42 7

43 6

44 8

45 9

(f) HIT Advanced HIT Advanced

1-15

30-37

1-15

30-37

(g) 11-3 Advanced 11-3 Advanced

1-15 1-15

30-37 30-37

F-5

c.?u / 4



T:11 th F-1 L. nued)

Nlthematics Subte,t: A1L Grades Except Grade 1

Elementary Intermediate(a) Primary 1:

Mathe:oatics,

Primar,: II ; (d)

2 15
Part ii

11 2

36 13 12 6

38 1 L4 22

39 L7 4

41 7 5

42 3 24 3

46 12 27 19

48 28 7

50 8 29 17

33 5 30 L3

55 16 31 1

56 29 34 34

57 6 36 18

58 14 40 11

(.1 15

P r ima 11 E Lumen ry

6

9

LO 9

1.1

!

2 6 i 2

I 7

i

i

!ci 111,.mcnEary

I

t ry

1-40

(e) Intermediate Advanced

5 1

LO 5

11 6

12 14

13 4

15 2

19 9

20 7

23 L2

3

27 33

28 LO

29 13

30 18

31 19

33 22

36 16

38 37

28

(I) HIT Advanced HIT Advanced

=9

6

1-12 1-12

14-16

18-20 18-20

29-24 22-24

26-31 26-31

33 33

35-37 35-37

1-3 Advanced R-3 Advanced

(-25 1-25

27-40



TabLe F-L (Continued)

Mathematics Conce ts Subtest: ALI Grades Except Grade 1

(a) Primary I Prima6/7/ (d) Elementary

Mathematics.

Part A

3

4

6

9

15

16

18

19

21

23

25

26

28

35

(b) Primary II

3

6

7

8

LO

LL

13

14

17

21

22

/5

.29

30

31

36

18

(c) Elementary

1

3

7.

20

21

23

26

35

6

8

17

3

13

11

12

15

29

29

18

39

35

Elementary

8

5

10

21

27

3

13

20

14

18

29

17

33

25

16

FLementary

'7

3

8

20

2L

93

26

15

L2

13

15

1.8

23

25

27

28

29

31

32

37

38

39

(e) Intermediate

3

12

13

17

18

19

23

26

30

34

36

37

39

(I) HIT Advanced

4

20

(g) R-3 Advanced

1-9

LL-13

L5-40

Intermediate

15

3

5

4

19

LO

20

9

7

21

29

31

6

Advanced

6

10

4

3

2

18

26

14

27

12

25

20

16

HIT Advanced

4

20

R-3 Advanced

L-9

1.1-13

15-40

F- 7



Table F-1 (Concluded)

Mathematics Problem Solving Subtest: All Grades Except Grade 1

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Primary I:

Mathematics,

Part A

17

/1

Primary II

l8

19

2l

22

23

26

28

30

31

32

33

34

E1emontary

l

._

:1

A

6

l0

Li

,r.4-)

Elementr.ry

5

8

1.3

16

17

20

2=4

26

28

30

Primary II

1

3

Elementary

a

1

4

5

3

l5

8

11

28

12

31

32

Elementary

l

2

3

A

6

10

17

25

Intermediate

I

2

4

3

12

22

9

15

8

7

e)

(f)

g)

,

Intermediate

6

9

11

15

10

12

16

17

19

21

28

29

30

1

HIT Advanced

1

2

6

12

R-3 Advanced

1-2

5-8

10

12-17

19

21-29

31-35

Advanced

1

4

3

5

')

8

21

7

10

17

9

6

27

HIT Advanced

1

2

6

12

R-3 Advanced

1-2

5-8

10

12-17

19

21-29

31-35
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ANALYSIS OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN THE MAT

AND FOURTH AND EIGHTH GRADE CURRICULA
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Appendix G

ANALYSIS OF CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN TEE MAT

AND FOURTH AND EIGHTH GRADE CURRICULA

Our anallses showed that at a gross level the PIP curricula covered

skills tested by the MAT. However, these analyses are not entirely sat-

isfactory because they were based on global judgments, without regard to

the placement of students relative to the curriculum materials. In this

section we report analyses that are more conservative than those re-

ported above, in the sense that we are much more careful about speci-

fying what we mean by a skill being "tested by the MAT."

To determine if the MAT is truly testing the curriculum, we must be

sure that the skills needed to answer an item correctly are "taught" in

the curriculum materials. We must also be sure that we have criteria

for deciding that students covering those curriculum materials would

have learned those skills.

Information was available in the SOIs at a fairly fine level of de-

tail on what lessons students had covered. We therefore had a reason-

ably detailed picture of what materials were used in teaching, but could

not say exactly what was taught because materials could be used to teach

several points. We hoped that one of the points taught, was the one that

the author of the m_iterials intended; if so, we could much, more effec-

tively assess the relevance of the MAT to PIP outcomes, and could re-

strict our statistical analyses to just those items that were relevant

to the curriculum.

Our objective was to establish a correspondence between the PIP-

specified-and-used curriculum and the MAT, based on our idea of'what

skills were necessary to learn an item (i.e., to answer it correctly).

Mapping this correspondence entailed two tasks: (1) analysis of the

skills required for a 'correct response to each test item, and develop-

ment of the rules or criteria for deciding what in tha curriculum would

be an exemplar of that set of skills and (2) deveiopment of procedures

for searching the curriculum materials to find units that satisfied the

rules. In this section, then, the methods for determining congruence be-

tween what was tested and what was taught are presented.
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Our use of these methods was limited to the Elementary and the Ad-

vanced levels of the MAT and to those PIP projects with students in the

fourth and the eighth gr.'des (except for R-3). Only at these grades

were the children tested in both the fall and spring on the same form

an'j level of the MAT. We did not distinguish between the specified-and-

us,y,i curriculum of fourth grade Catch-Up, Conquest, and IRIT because they

were about the same. The eighth grade curriculum is the same as that for

HIT,

Skills Analysis of the Elementary and Advanced RAT

Analysis of the MAX.began with an examination of each item. Our

strategy for determining what skills would be necessary for answering

that item correctly was to ask ourselves what would "teach" that partic-

ular item as presented in that particular format. Generally we found

that each test item required a combination of skills including re-

sponding approprial:ely to the item format. We tried to imagine the kind

of curriculum unit that would give a student experiencc with the set of

skills and knowledge he would need to ensure a correct response.

In formulating the rules for determining whether the test item had

been "taught," we were extremely literal about the features of the item.

We included in our rules, or criteria for declaring a match between cur-.

riculum and test item, all the features we felt were essential for the

student to answer the item correctly. We wished to take this conserva-

tive apProach so that, when eventually we included a test item in our

analysis of project effectiveness, we could assert that students covered

the materials appropriate to passing that item.

Word Knowledge Subtest

The rules for the Word Kncwledg,: subtest were quite unambigu-

ous. Gnerally, for each test item, the two words in the stem of the

item and ne correct answer word had to be fo-,,nd in the cqrriculum for a

match to he declared. (For example, Item 3 iu the Elementary subtest is
"happy rcans glad." In the s.em of the item, "happy" is the target word,

and "means" is the context woed. The answer word'is "glad.") MOdified

versions of any of the three words could not change the meaning of the
7..ord. We used the principle of "near transfer", as a guide to limit

which modifications would be acceptable. For example, "dependable" and

"depend" would be considered acceptable because the idea of being reli-

ant on another is basic to both words. "Please" versus "pleasing" would

not be credited because "please" usually functions as a way to express

politeness, whereas "pleasine" connotes giving pleasure.

This principle assumes hardly any generalization of the skills.
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We felt that all threewordS in an item re important because
tozet to the answer.or. critical'word 'from the targe.t word the student
must understand the contexOgord,: For example, to kqow that "night" is
the:opposite of "day," the. Student must know the meaning of the context
wotd "O*oqite.". We therefore .concluded that the studfnt must have had
experience with'all thtee words.'.

A
For theWord Knowledge subtest we claimed thaa curriculum

unit taught a 'wOrd only if theADarticular word'and iis meaning were
treated in a well-marked exercise and if several practice\items were.in-
cluded in.the exercise. It Was not practical to set a thr shold, such
as two ci, four iiradtice ii.e.MS within an exerCise; because of the diver-
sity.of presentations,in,7thecurriculum materials. For word knowledge
items, it-was also necessary that themedning of the word be\singled out
for attention in the curriculum Unit Or exercise and that the\student be
required to determine the meaning of.the word from some conteXual clues.

.1.

\
\,Reading Subtert

In the Reading subtest, a pupil is required.to read'a 1)ssage
.and respond to several questions.about the passage. Exhibit G-1 i an
example from the E.lementary.MAT. Rules for MAT items were based on two

\kinds of.features-,one describing the passage and the other specifying
the type of question,posed about the passage. Although we believe kowl-
edge of the content of a passage would sometimes permit the item to *-answered correctly even when.the passage was not read.Or comprehended\
(Tuinman, 1973-74), we could not cOnceive of any way to develop ruies.\
for matching content in.the test passages.with content in the.cUrriculUm.
Because of our.conservative strategy we were not particularly concerned\

\with whether students could pass items without having covered relevant
.:,..

ccurriculum material. Rather we,wished to claiM that certain curriculum \
materials contained all the requisite skills for certain items and thus \

that students who could not formerly pass the item should now be able
to pass.

Passages used to test.reading comprehension Vary on several di-

mensions besid,s content. They are generally made more,difficult to com-
prehend by (1) containing more words that either occur iAfrequently in
the students' experience or'are abstract or complex in meaning, (2) em-
ploying'.more phrases or clauses requiring ideas'to'be temporarily stored
in memory before the message is complete, or (3) lengthening the passage
so that.attentional skills, memory, or search skills are.taxed. The MAT
publishers stated tpat variation in the reading passages occurred along
three dimensfbns: vocabulary level, syntactic complexity, and length 'of

G-5
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EXHIBIT G-1, SAMPLE PASSAGE AND ITEMS FROM THE ELEMENTARY MAT

Each' year on Novemer 5, people in England
celebrate a special holiday.. The holiday, Guy
Fawkes Day, is enjoyed by both children and
older people. Huge bonfires are lit, and in the
evening, children set off fireworks. Fawkes
liVed more than' 350 :years ago. He took part
in the famous "Gunpowder plot" against the

*government. The English still celebrate the day
because..the plot was discovered before anyone'
was hurt.

17 The best name for this story would be

.0 Holidays
.0 An English HOliday
0 TheLife of Guy Fawkes
0 Bonhres

18 Children set off fireworks .
0 all day
0 on bonfires
.0 after November
0 in-the evening

19 Instead Of.stHI, in the last sentence, you could
say

CD calm
CD quietly
cp continue to
CD at rest

20 The gunPOwder plot probably took place
0 ,in British legend
0 on a holiday
0 in the spring
CD in the early 1600's

Reproduced from the Metropolitan AchieyeMent1Tests,
,Copyright CC) 1970, by Harcourt Brace ...1ovanovich, Inc.
Reproduced by 3pecial permission of the publisher.
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: passage, We quantified these dimensiOns to crdate rules for matching
MAT test passages with PIP curriculuM passages,

The Spache and Dale-Chall/readability formulas (Spache; Dale.
and ChalI, 1948) were used to measure the first dimension (i.e.'vocabu-,

- /
/

lary level). These formulas gener te a-quantitative Measure in the form

Vr
of. a grade level for. which vocabU ary is aiate. The indices are
primarily dependenton vocabulary; buc inCpprolude

pr

some adjustment for aver-
age sentence lengthin the paasaie. The. number of words in a passage
that-are not included on a masteli.'list are counted. The greater the num-
ber o exclusions, the more difficult (higher grade level) 'the passage
is rated. The Spache index was/ used forpassageS up to 4th grade level,
and-the Dale-Chall index waS'uSed for-5th-to llth grade materia/. The
Flesth formula (see Klare, 1974-75) has been used for fourth-fifth grade,
but its reliability has .been uestioned. Therefore, a weighted combina-
tion'ofthe Spache and'Dale- hall formulas was used to quantify: readabil-
ity at approximately the fo th to fifth gra' e;level.*

.

These two fdrmul s, among the numero4s readability indexing
techniques, predict_readin 'level most reliably\(Klare, 1974-75). 'The ,

testpublishers'Used a simple noun count, ',but this 'technique ,underesti-- ,~
mates difficulty (Klare). A: computer program (Judd,').975) was used for
this measure to reduce tedious hand calculations.. \

,

,

For syntactic complexitythe second dimension of passages to
be indexed-4 sensitive measure was considered. This measure, theunit
of whith is called a T-Unit (an independent-and linked dependent clause),
has,accura:elydiscriminatedamong children's writing as well as reading
passages in norm-referenced tests. (Hunt, 1965; Calfee, 1975). Another
clUster of syntaCtic dimensions, including occurrence of certain syntac-tiC features in words (Golub and Kidder. 1974),.was also examined. Both
techniques were rejected because,the amountof reading materials inrthe

.PIP cUrricula was too extensive to analyze b3, these methods Within the
time frame of tae project.

This weighting was constructed by using the length of the passage (say
65 words) as a percenta> to adjust the Dale-Chan (say 9,5 grade level).
The product (grade level) was averaggd with the Spache grade level. .,The
caveat appropriate fox never averaging grade'level equivalent,test scores
does not apply to these grade level scores. The grade level scores in
readability ')rmulas are not projections of performance; they character-
ize However; like grade level equivalency scores, they are
viewed as approximations, indices of a vocabulary level of reading com-
prehension.

G-7
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II
A simple measure Of sentcLIce length (number of ords in.pas-

sage divided.by number of sentences in passege) was chosen td reflect
synfactic complexity. The longer the Sentence, it was assumed, the more
.cegnitive processing is required te.understand it. This asSUmptiOn,
while.weaker than we Would have liiced,holds up frequently enough to jus-;
tify its-use.

,Length.of the passages that the studentmUst read was the
third dimension, or feature, measured. In most tests, length of a pas-

-sage discriminates amongf'students'. test scores because the.test time is
limited and students who read faster cover -more items. Beceusethe stu-
dent rarely encounters severe time limits in the classroem, the_test is
measuring performance for which he'has not been trained. In addition,
his skills Cannot be tapped if he is unable to finish the long passages
-due to time constraints. Consequently, the length of each passage mea-
sured;i0 number of words was viewed-as a critical feature.

Test passages.had different combinations of the three measures.
Sometimes, a long passage ha: a lower vocabulary level than a shorter
passage, ,or a short passage contained long sentenceS. Our purpose in
analyzing the test required that the three quantitative scores fer ea& ,

. MAT test.passage be competed with the corresponding seores for each sam-
ple of-the PIP .curriculUM.I Table G-1 shows the ranges on the three mea-.
sures f,1!x!.atching PIP curticulum passages with the Elementary and Ad-
vanced-leVels of the MAT. 'The passages were matched when a PIP
cdrriculum unit had scores that fell within .the same ranges as the MAT
tesE passage on all,three neasures (or within the; same range.on-two mea-,

sures and higher on one). i Unlike the ether skill areas, reading
.domprehension was considered cumulative.. "Taught" here, was defined as
"pose:beyond." If a cUrrieulum unit contained passages of greater diffi-
culty, it-was cenclUded aat it "taught" paseages of lesser difficulty.
For,exampl.e,.if a student.had read a passage with evocabulary measure
of 3.5, a sentence measure of 10.3, and'a passage length measure of 200,
we assumed he would-be able to read passages whose measures were lower
than these''whether or net we could demonstrate that he had actuall

Y.
'read pdssages at that level. Thus, if we found that a reading curricu7
lum,of .SiXth grade,level was ueed throughout the year,.third grade items
:were considered covered as well.

Four types of questions were aSsociated with the tet passages
on the MATReading subtest. These were "main idea," "literal," "infer-
-ential," and "word-in-context".questions. Again applying the concept-of.
near transfer', we:deeided the cUrriculum fragment must include both a
teading Passage at the;:eppropriate level and one or more of the four
typeS.of questions:,,For example, if a curripulum passage was of an.ap-
propriate level for the Guy Fawkes reading item we displayed earlier as

G-8
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Tablt G-1

RANGES ON THREE INDICES FOR MATCHING REAnING PASSAGES

'IN PIP CURRICULUM WITH READING PASSAGES IN THE MAT

PaLsage Feature
Test Level

ElementarEL Advance-2

Vocabulary range -2.5 77,6
2.6-3.2 7.7-8.1
3.3-3.9 8.278.8
4.0-4.2 8.9-9.1
4.3-4.6 9.2-10.7,

4.7-5.6 : 10.8-11,5
5.7-5j3. 11.5+

5,9-6.4;

6.5+

Mean sentende :8.7-9.2.
. 1

12.2-12,6
length (number of

,

.

9.8-10.6 12,7,.14.4
words in passage 10.7710.8 14,5-14.8
divided by nuMber 10.9-11.0 14.9-.15.0
of sentences in 11.1711.2 154-16.3
passage) 11.3713.1 16.4-17.3

13.-13.6 17.4,18.5
13.f7-14:8 18.6-18.8
14!.9+ 18.9+

Passage length,

(in'numer of
55-65.

66-77'.

105-149

150-159
words) 78-79 70-202

80782 203-261
83-89 262-303

304-313

314+

Elementary level, Spache/Dale-Chall', advanced
level, Dale-Chall.
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.Exhibit G-1, and if that curriculum passage had only.ihferential ques-

ions..associated with it, we counted it a match only for Item 20 in

Exhibit 071. If a main 'idea. question was alSo aSsociated with the'

'passage, we, also counted a_ match for Item 17.

The other requirement for matching the reading comprehension

items with a curriculum material was'thai---t-he-mat-er±al be -onethat re.---1

quifed a student to read the curriculumHpaSsages and the questions to

himself. We felt that if a stUdent useA a tape with a book or cOnfer

.enced with the. teacher, he would not have been even the skills heeded

to pass. the-test.

/
Mathematics Computation Siibtest

.Like the subtest-for wor/Lknowledge, the Mathematics ConTuce.-

tton subtest is quite straightforWard. .We reasoned that the math compu-

tation items WoUld probahly appelir vertically in almost the same manner'in

the curriculum; the only variati6 would be in the dctual.value of the

numbers. Our-.ruLes which were Atated as questions that had to be answered

for both the curriculum item a d the test item, specified the kinds of ski]

required for each.item.. Amon the tea math computatiOn questions were the

following: (1) What operatio is being performed? (2).What types of' num-

bers are .heing used?' (3) Do4 the operation involve carrying? (4) Is the

prOblem.written in'the form of an:equation? .'If.the answers to'the. ten

questions Were tbe same for both the test- item and the curriculum'fragment

we counted the iteM as cov red.

'Mathematics Covce.ts Subtest

The Mathemat cs Concepts subtest was more difficult to analyze

because each item, deal with a nuMber of concepts.at a fai.rly refihed

level. By examining ublishers' outlines, which pointed Out the skills

that they were tryin to. emphasize,ye deVeloped criteria fer matching

the.subskills 'requir d for eath item. For .example, in the measurement.

items, we asked what/basic Operations students must use and whether the

studnts ware reqU'red to conVert the measure intc another oit of mea-

sure. Ihthe geo etry problems, our rules specified what shapes stu-
/

dents Were required to recognize, what geometric terms were used in the

problem, and Whe her plane or solid geometry was required.' With these

levels of skillW in mincr, .. we searched the curriculum for exercises that

would require o ly near transfer.
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Mathematics Problem Solving Subtest

For the Mathematics Problem Solving subtest, we.accepted the
.psychometric maxim that.,the reading le.;al in the arithmetic storyprob-
lems. is deliberately set .low so that.arithmetiC rather than reading is
being tested. However, each arithmetic:story item was examined and., if

. any item contained.words of low frequency for a grade level (Carroll,
Davies, and ilichman, 1971), we eliminated it altogether from our analy-
siS. The rules for rieciding that the remaining arithmetic items had
been taught,:thus included the features pertinent to arithmetic opera-
tions that we spoke of inthe math computation rules, plus any special-%

Hized arithmetic words used in the problem.

Items That Could Not Be Analyzed

If we were unable to define clearly the skills needed 'for an-, .

swering an item correctly,:the item Was dropped. . For example, we elimi-
nated one type Of arithmetic story problem, the'one labeled by test pub-
lishers as the Multiple-step prOblem. The task requires several
arithmetic operations.and SoMetimes a cOnyersion of measurementsi steps
can 1s4 performed, in different 'orders to obtain a solution, end the se-
quence of Skill's is different for each patternof solution. Because-it
was too difficult to create a list Of skill coMbinations that wouid per-
mit literal Matching with curriculum units, these a.-ithmetic práblems
were excluded from the evaluatiOn.

The only other items eliminated from the Ele-lentary and Ad-
vanced MAT battery were two.items in the Word Knowledge subtest. In
these.items the target word was aCtually a combination of three br four
wordS. For example, Itemq9 on'the Elementary battery was "A long
wooden seat is a ," and Item 50 was "Snow piled by wind is a
To get.each of these items.right, the student would have to encounter
the same sequences.of words in hisTIP materials. Because we could not
expect to find a curriculum exercise that would providejdentical se-.
Oences, we dropped these items.

Procedures'for Identifying Curriculum Materials
t}"3t Match the Mt,T

?

A f_i- evaluation of the PIPs required that their posttest effec-
tivsaesc t,o_ judged only on those MAT test iites that students should
have passed, given the PIP-specified curriculum materials that had been
us&l. Our procedures for determining if the materials used in the

;



'fourtli and eighth grades "taught" the skills required by the MAT items

required a searcb.throUgh the curriculum materials that were specified

in the PIP and uSed in the projects with childten in those grades.

Another principle guiding our procedures was that we did not want

to claim that students shoUld haVe correctly responded to a particular

item unless we coUld Show with reasonable certainty thatthe curriculum

materials contained lessons that would haVe "talght" the test item. Our

rules for matching Materials.with test items were designed to be conser-

vative, allowing only for nearitransfer. .,We wanted to be certain that

materials meeting our criteriajOr corresponding with the MAT test items

wolild permit the student to tespond.cotrectly to those items. We were

not particularly worried about ignoring test items Ehat had in fact

been taught. But We were concerned abouE'claiming that itemS had been

taught Mien, in fact, they had not. Other,professionals might be less

stringent and might assume; for instance, 'Z:hat lessons in advanced

vocabularly would guarantee that less advanced voCebulary-waS known.

We did not assume this. 7,

Dividing the Fourth and Ei-ghth 'Orade_PIP Specified-

and-Used .CurriculumllaterialsIntO Units

To determine whether currieulum materials contained lessons or

units that cformed.to the rules We had established for each-MAT .iteM,

WeThivided each material into "fragments."' A 'fragment is a'unit that

deali'with one skill,. To identify appropriate fragments, we Worked with

both the 'SOIS and the materials: Ior each PIP-specified-and used mate-

rial that was analyzable, we looked ateach student assignment and then
examined the material to see how many distinct skills were coVered in

that assignment. If only one skill was.covered, We- appted the srtem

the teaCher'had used. If more than one skill was cOvered in the'lesson,

we divided it into fragMents so tha't only one skill per.fragment wa3

covered.

For the math mrLterials we found.it relatively_ easy todistin

guish the variouJ skills and separate the materials into fragments. The

f011owing'examples are illustrative
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Material

Suftivan Mathematics

Singer Individualized .Math

Systems. 80'

Fragment Example

Book7page Book 12, Page 3

Kitblock-lessom---Kit AA 111Odk.4, Lesson 12

Series-kit-lesson Learning Number Facts,

Kit B, Leston 7

For the word knowledge materials,,we had to be more arbitrary.
Because, we could not-make each individual word.a lesson, we depended
more.on the organization set by the publisher, as illustrated below:

Material

SRA Reading Labs

Systems 80-

Sullivan,Programmed
Reading

McGraw-Hill Programmed
Reading

,RandOM'HouSe Criterion

:Referenced Reading

Fragment Example

Labs-colors- Lab la, blue, Lesson 7,
lessons

Sexies.-kit-lesson Reading Worn' in.Context

Kit H, Lesson 3

Book-page Book 19, Page 90

Book-page Boa 20, Page 45

Level/skill- 46-13
lesson

Besides the series bIterials, there were individual books, like Con-
quests ir. Reading and Dr. Spello, that included vocabulary words. They
were generally broken down by page.

'Like Word knowledge materials, those for reading comprehension
were broken into' fragments.suggested by the atructure the.publishers had
Created, but.the fragments were generally,larger because we made the as-
sumption that reading,is cumulative.
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Material Fragment ExaMple

..Steries of the aner City Stories Story 7-

-

Skills Sies Skill-book-lesson. Main Idea, Book A,

Lesson 7

McCall-Crabbs Book-lesson' '-Book A, Let,son 5

McGrnm-Hill Programmed 'Book Book 20

:,eading

Random HoUse Criterion Level/skill . 48-5

Referencea Reading lesson

Randein.. House Reading Lecel-difficulty Orange, 5

Series

SRA Reading Lab Lab-color . Lab:lagold

Whenever SOIs failed to indicate how a material had been

the site visitor asked the teacher. To'be sure that'materia' Iere used

as the publisher intended, we asked if tapes had been used wit- the

reading materials, as.expected in some kits, and. if'teachers haa pro-

vided work sheets containing particular kinds of questions to test

reading comprehension.

.

After determining that enough students had used &material,

that we could obtain a copy, and that the material could.be broken down

into lessons,-we were in a position to analyze the fourth and eighth.

grade curricula op a fragment4y-fragmeot basis. However, we did not

analyze all, material and all fragments within a material because this

.was beyond:ourreaources. The next section descr.,bes the curriculum

that we determined could be analyzed.

Curriculum Materials That Could BaAnalyzed

Not all the materials specified by the PIP-and used in the

fourth and eighth grade classkooms were analyzed. Table shows

-which materials were not selected for analysis and the reasOns for their

rejection.

The least common of the five reasons for dropping a material

first,..that the material was not used by.enough studenta to jus-

tify the time and-cost of analyzing It or, second, that we were unable
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Table G-2

ACCEPTABILITY OF PIP SPECIFIED7AND-USED
MATERIALS FOR ANALYSIrE

a. Catch-Up: Readi
,

Ward-Knorrl'edge Rea-14 Lompi-ibension

Material Analyzable
Not

Analyrable Analyzalle
Ivor

Analy2able

Scholastic Individualized Reading ,:: 4
,.,

Language Master
3

..

Criterion Reading, O'andom House
- Yes Yes

Beginning to Read, Write, and Listen
1 ,

I

Correlated Language Arts, Open Court
1

1

Reading Program, SRA -1.--
-

Reading Laboratory Kit--la, SRA Yes Yes

Reading Laboratory Kit; lb 8 lc, SRA
1

0
.Systems.80

. . .

Concept DeveloPment
5Learning Letter Sounds

.

5Reading Words in Coatext Yes
5

Barnell-Laft
Getting Che Facts .

5 YesGetting the Main Idea
5 YesDrawing Conclusions
5 YesUsing the Context i
5

Working iiith Snunds
' 5 5Detecting rhe Sequenc'e
3

5',Orating the Answer
5 5Following Directions
5. 5

Cs!'ch-U : Math
_

__:_'Material
All Mathematics Subtests

Analyzable Not Analyzable.

Sullivan Basal Mathematics Yes

Systems 80

Learning.Number Facts Yes
Deyelopin, Math Skills Y2S

Singer IndividLalized_Mathematics Yes

Tutor Computor

Criterion Reference, Random House Yes
.... - -

:a-t-le:ial used' by too few stu8ents; 2 = material unayail-
Keyi 4abe indistinct lesaon boundaries; 4 = inappropriate

format for the Ma; 5 = inapprnpriate
skills for'the MAT.



Table C12 (Continued)'

c. Lonquest: ReaRinr

,.. Material '

Lord Knowledge Reading Comprehension

Analyzable
.ot

Analyzable

0

Analyzable

Cot

AnalyzAle

Basic Sight Vosabulary Cards, polch 3 ,
3

Conquests in Reading. Yes 5

Coronet Cassettes & Workbooks I

Dr. Spello Yes 5

Controlled Reader
00

3 3

Mer4ill PluThics Skilltexts 5 5

Niacy Yes
,

P
Yes

McCall-Crabbs Standard Lesson's in Readinp 5 Yes

Primary Reading Series, Bowmar l I.

Programmed Reading, McCraw-Hill Yesd.Yes

fhonovisual Wall Chart 5

Read, Study, Think 1 1

Reading Skill'Builders, Reader's. Digest z ,
-

Systems 60
Reading Words in Context Yes 5

'.earning Letter Sounds 5

Reading Laboratory Kit la, SRA Yes Yes

Tachistoscope

Uncle Bunny 1 I

Xerox Microfilm ReadsT 3 3

barnell-Loft
,

Cutting the Facts
5

Yes

Using the cwitext 5 5

Locating the Answer 5
. 5

Working with Sounds 5 5.

Following. Directions 5 5

I = material used by ton few srudents; 2 = material unavailable; 3---indisrifict-lesson

boundaries; 4 = inappropriate format-for the MAT; 5 = inappropriate skills for the MAL

G-16
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Ttle.G-2 (Concluded)

d. HIT: Reading

Material

Word Knowledge ReadiniTimorehension

Analyzable
Not.

Analyzable Analyzable
a9t

Analyzable

Conquests in Reading Yes
5

'Remedial-R#adihg-tTilis
.
4

5

Siciries of the. Ihner City Yes Yes

Sullivan 'Reading'PrOgrAm. Yes
5..

e. HIT: Math

Material _ -

All Mathematics SuNtests

Not- Analyzable

Ideal Flashcards for Addition

Self-Teacning Flashcards, Kenorthy

Sullivan Basal Mathematics'

,Analyzable

.

Yes

3

3

IRIT: Readin .

Material

Woed Knowledge ReadinR Comprehension

Analyzable,
blot

AnalYZe5le
Not

Analyzable 'Analyzable

Mrs. Moon Series
.

5
.

4

Programmed Reading, McGraw-Hill Y,?s Yes

Reading Laboratory Kit In, SRA Yes Yes

Reading PrOgram, ltaudom House

barnell-Loft

. 5 Yes

Getting the Fa:ts
' 5 Yes

Getting,the Main, idea : 5 Yes
Locating the Answer

5 .'
Using the Context -

5
_

Key
60

I material used by too few students; 2
material unavailable; 1 in-dIstinct leSion boundaries: 4 inappropriate furmat for the MAT: 5 inap-propriate 'skills for the MAT.

C- 1 7
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to get a copy of the.material to analyze. Eight of the materials were

used by five students or fewer in all sites; fot example, the Coronet

Cassette and Workbook was used by only three children in one teacher's -.-

class. We were unable to obtain copies of two materials because the ma-

terial was out-of-production (e.g., Tutor Computor), or the publisher

would not lend a particular material that was too expensive to buy rela-.

tive to the data it would provide.

.

.More commonly, a material was not selected 'for analysiS'be-.

cause it did not have distinct lesson boundaries. .Materials.-such as

flashcards,.gaMes, and teaching machines May cover (or not cover) a num-

ber.of. skills, depending on how they are used. For example, a student's

schedule:might 5now that he was assigned a lesson on the Language. Master,

but If the teac-her did not note which -SkillS she was working-bn..in the

lesson, we could.not kncw which Language Master materials to include it.

our ana4sis. In addition, because teachers-'might elect to make their

own cards to go with the Language Master machine, all we could know is

.that the child had some sort of.audiovisual lesson.

_The final two reasons .for exOluding a material from the analy-

sis were that it, had an inappropriate format for the MAT or that it had

inappropriate skills. "Inappropriate format" meant that the student re-

ceived help in reading the'lesson; the MAT requireS the- student.to read

the items to himself. For example, the Mrs. Moon series has a tape for

each book so the student can 4sten to the tape without reading the text.

"Inappropriate skills" were alinarent in vari.ous degrees,. The match .

could have been as far off as,"decoding skills" in the material and

"word knowledge" skills on the MAT, or as close as. reading.comprehension..

.parAgraph with thewrong kinds of queStiOns. For example,. the Specific.

Skills series by Barnell-Loft has reading comprehension passages, but

some of its programs,lack literal or.inferential questions, having ques-'

tions ins.tead on sequence of events or on following directions. An exam-.

ple 6f a complete mismatch With the MAT is. RemPdial Reading Drills, which

As used to emphasize phonics; the MAT Advanced has no items on phonics.

Our exclusion of certain materials from the analysis does not

imply that those curriculum materials are bad or that the MAT tests,the

wrong skills. We were simply looking at what wa PIP-specified and used

in the classroom, and what parts of the MAT could be used to eValuate

those particular programs.
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Sampling the Igeading Curriculum Materials

Except for reading comprehension materials, all PIP curricula
that was specified, used, and analyzable (see Table 5-12) was examined
fctr lessons that fit the rules we had written for the MAT items. In

otherwords,theuniverseofthePIPcurriculaiwassearchedformaterial
that matched-the.items in the Elementary and Advanced Word Knowledge sub-.
test and the three math subtests.

Because of .the exceSsive number of reading comprehension mate-
s mpling proeedures were deviSed.

rials and the cost of ahalyzing each, some
The materials covered in projects where stulents took the reading sub-
tests on the Elementary.and Advanced-levels of-the-MAT-were-selected-for-__

sampling. The sampling procedure for the most frequently used materials
,at the fourth grade is described below:

SRA Reading Kit 1A--The kit is divided into finely
graded sections, each in a different color,and each
containing 12 cards. The last card'in each color,
representing the most difficult in each section, was
used as the sample.

Random House beadIng Series--Each of the two 'levels
of books has 25 to 40-books, 10 to 50 pages in length.
Within each level the books are gradedand marked by
difficulty (ten* gradations). The sample for each
book was 300,words drawn from the beginning,..middle,
and end of the book.

McCall-Crabbs, Book A--This book has about 30 short
reading passages, each aimed at slightly varying
reading ,Therefore, any.passage, .indicated in

. the SOIs as read, was analyzed,.

. Random House Criterion Referenced Reading--This se-
ries is divided into five levels.: _Only the fourth
leNiel was analyzed; no pupil.,used the fifth level,
and the-passages in the third level were very short
(35 words) compared with the shortest MAT passage (57
words on 'the Elementary). The fourth level contained
about ten passages in each of two sections; five pas-
sages from each section were chosen randomly for
analysis.

Barnell-Loft--This series contains seven booklets for
each skill: getting the facts,- finding the main idea,
and drawing conclusions. Within each Skill, PIP

G-19



students read only'the first five or si booklets,

each of which contains 25 short .passages. Where

length was sufficient; four passage's were chOsen from

each.booklet--one from the beginning,/two from the

middle, and one from the end.

McGraw-Hill Programmed Reading--Thisi series has.21

booklets, each of 124 'pages. Only 800ks 8-21 were

analyzed; below.Book 8 the passages! consist of two or

_three short sentences. In each booklet three or four

te,Tts are given to check..mastery oT preceding content.

lc,ngest story preceding each test was used as the

sample. When the story was too tong (10 pages), 200

Words from the middle: of the st:ory were sampled.

This Material, then, Was sampled: most heavily because

it is by far:the longest seriesVand because it was

frequently Used in several PIPs.

Th e. only analyzable reading 'material used in the eighth grade

was a 200-page beak, divided:into approximately 20 stories, each of .

which was,9,00 tO.'-;3000 words long. A sample. of 225 words (nearest com-.

plete Sentenee),was drawn from the middle Of each story.

Results of:the Curriculum Search for MatChes

with MATf.Elementary and Advanced

Tables.G-3 and G-4 disPlay -the results iof matchinwthe desCrip-

dons of the MAT iteM with:the PIP materialS. Two zeneral comments can

be made. about'the results of this analYsis. First, the Skill§ needed

.
for both the Reading and the Word Knowledge subtests were generally cov-

ered somewhere in the curr,iculum, altnough we found,that all PIP curric-

ula analyzed plaeed heavy emphasis on/phonics, decoding, and word attaCk.

-skills. These skills' are not inclUded in the MAT tests above Primer..

Sc4ond, the PIP, curricula concentrated ondasic operations Presented in

tLe "o14 math" style; a few concepts/WerevdisCussed if they related td

basic operations,. The MAT divides its items into "ol'd" 'and "new" math

and into basic.and more advanced math. The MAT alsOplaces heavy empha-

.sison understanding mathematical concepts,.

Elementary Word Know1edge-r-Table.(1-3a shgws the tTords.

used in the first three items of the EleMentary Word Knowl-

edge subtest. To.ensure tesC security, the remaining 4,

items shown in the table include only the words "target,"

"context,' and "answer."

C-20
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iable G-3

CORRESPONDENCE SEMEN ELEMENTARY MAT.ITEMS
AND SPECIFIED-AND-USED MATERIALS FOR ALL PIPS

a. Word 'Knowledge Subtesc

, HAl

Item Number

Conquests
in Reading
(number of
entries)

Dr. Spello

(number of
entries)

°McCraw-Hill
fbook.numberl

Nicky
:number of
entries)

Random House
(number of
entries)

SRA
inumber of
entries)

Systems 80
(number of
entries)

Full

Item
I. Night 12

54is the ma 3 15.21 3
site of dal, 3

2. Meat is a
type of

15-17,20,21

1tood . lb-21 Ii
: 9-17 2
.Happy

means 2 15,21 2
glad 1 15,10,18 2.

Target
1Contest 2 0-14

1 13Answer

Target' 1

tonte-xt 13,14,17-14,21
Answer 11,13-21

Target
1 12,1,-21

Context 3 15-21 1

Answer 12-14,1(1.17,19

Cont,xt 1 15-21 1

1. IA .3
Anaver 1 6-10,(2-14,17 1

t. F. Tatget

Context I3-Iu
1

Anxwor.
1 I1,12

1-777 Ctnttext
3 15-21

Target 15,Io
Ans.wer 13-17,19,21

1

10. area
t.ontext 13-14
Answgr f7,20

L-
11. ?Jr.:et

An4wor a

1..
Arr

13. 1.11,,t 16,10

i lo-2I
1 x

Ilreet

Answ-r 2-6,15,1q

1.11,0t
1

'Context .13-1.
Anawet

. X,I0,1-21

17,19-21
' Cncevt

1 1 9-21
Answor

1 12-1,,19
X

target 10,12
Answer -18,20

A

lareet
-,....-

15-21
Arm...er .14

1:orltvxt 8-Z1
Anx6,r 10.11-:0

1

:.. tore. t

Conti.xt .7
.10-11,19-21
15-21 i

Answer 1S,19

.hrok nu/hers kilted indicatx /he hook,, in ut.(n Che.w(trd iS cover,d its times or:more.

.5, ne dovelnped tor this item.

G-21
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a

/ Table 6-3 (ContinUed)

a. Word Knowledee Subtest (Continued)

HAT

Item' Number'

conquests
in Reading
(number of
entries)

Dr. Spello
(number of
entries)

HcCrAw-fliW
(boc;k number)

Nicky
(number of

entries)

Random House
(number of

entries)'

SRA
(number of
entries)

System41s0
(number of.
entr(es)

Full

item

23. larget
Answer

,

17-19.21

21

1

X

24.

A;;;

target
Coot ,Ixt

Answer
i

7

15-16.20.21
7

25. t
o

26.

.27. Target
Answer 9.12.16.26,21

2e. -Carver

Context

20,21

7-16 2 2 1

X

.29. 1
1

.

(0. 7.1 .ef

Answer

,

44-21
9-14.16,11.19,20

i1

5 X

31, Target
answei

I X

32.

.

Target
Angwer

15,11;

31.

.

Target.

Answer

11

34.

7' -

I',..

Is.

Target
Context
Answ.,r

latgef
context

1oteer
Answer

7 '.

Ifi-21

15-21
q-s,14,1,

1

1

1

4:
7

1

20

13-14
M,9,15,1!,21 ,-

.

-,

1

3

J

.7...

37.

i

Tarpei
Caritenc

Aoqwer

Answer

iaryet
An.twer

ilf!v!
Ansiarr

-.,2

; 2

I

20,21

15-21

12.14.1s...0

1

- A

(.

,

T-

I

1

11-21

7,4,11,11,14,21

7
X

10.

.0.

1..,, 1 r0r4 5

I

3 .

1q,19

'.1.-.

1.
42.

,

1"Arlet

knsiwer .

:or, ,t .

L. )nr....!

AP4W, r

Answ,r

17.2,%21
- ,,

X

,,I,)

15'12.

14,10
I

12-1:.247,21

a.

12,int, Kt

%, st. i. I

Aq.syr

.

.

........--- '"..

21 .

.V-2H

7--
l',-.1
7n,1X-.:1

1

. .

'

1

....

1 7

2

-

1

1

.

.II
X

17.20,21
'

20,2)
A

..7.

,

Tor,0c .

,5_,4c, al

AqSw.r

2

. -

2

2.;,:l

1' -2I

lI-l',.IU,21

--n.

1

'

. ,

I, X

in ILrate ir which the oort is :overed,six ilLet,or more

rglei 20,0,1 teveloveo ler tas item.
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:Table G-1. (Continued)

a. Word Knowled e Subtest (Concluded)

MAT
Item Number

Conquests
in ReildinA'

(number of
entries)

Dr. Spello
.(number of

entries)
McGraw-Hill*
(book number)

Nicky
(number of
eniries) ,

.

/

8Random House

(number of
entries)

SRA

(number of

entries)

Systems BO
.(number of

entries)
Full

Item
48, Target

ilnswer
15

/

49. Target
Answer 1

.

6

21

20,21
.

50. t
_ ...

b. Reading Subtest

MAT

'Item

Number OT

44-
,

PL SL Srache
Spathe/

DC

Random House
Reading SRA

Lab

la.

AcCall-Crabbs
Book A

(lesson)

Random Aouse
Criterion
Reference
'Level 4
Skill 8
(lesson)

.

Burnell-1.44ft

Drawing
Conclusions

(book)

Barnell-Left
Getting the

Facts

(book)

barnell-Loft
-Getting the
Main .1dea

(book)

McGraw-Hill
Programmed
Reading

(book)

Blue
Level

Orange

Level

Of 3 56 11.2 3.9 3.9
. 20,21.

v 02 .

5
043 3 (

5

:0,21
04 3 .

5

4 20,21 .

05 1 ,'' 10.6 3.2 1.2
346

01

1 ,

4
10

10

.4

A
3,5,7,14
5,7 1,4 D

D,E 14-21
011 4

10 4 5,7 1,4 049 3
10 4 3,5,1,14

, . 0,E 14-1
10 :. JO 4 5,7 . 1,4, 411 1 65 9.2 2:5 2,4 5,10 4 Blue 3,5-7,9,10,14 A-E 10-21
12 4 5,10 .4 blue i5,4,9,10 1,24 013 2

-14 4
. 5,10 4 Alue 5-1,9,10 1,4,4 n15 4

5,10 4 Blue 5-1,9,10 1,2,4 416 4 5,10 4, Blue 5-1,9,10 1,2,4 D17 l 65 10.6 ',. 4.0 4.2
.

.
lii 1

21 .'.t

1 4

. E.'. .1 E2 13.6 1 4 .2 4.6
. -,..

A

29 11.f 4.1 5.8 ,

So

,
.11

J: 1

SS

34 3.

:5 3 49 14.8 4.4 5:1

0
16 4

:
J1 2

111 1

39 4

40 1 19 13.1 5.3 6.4

51.
41 3

42 4

43 4

,
44 4

45 3

.
.

----I--0 qui(stion type/ 1 main idea, 2 word in robiest, literal, 4 44 inferentic1; PL papsage lerirtb, SL sentence length; Spache/DCAverage Spache and Dale-Chall.

-

Book numbers listed indicate the books it, which the word is covered slot times or mute.

tflo ruled could be developed for this item.
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Table 0-3 (Concluded)

c. Mathematics Subtests
M th Computation MathConcepts

!

,--
Math Problem Solvin

MAT'
. ltem

Number

Sulliv n
baaa

Mathems irs
(I3o k)

Systems 80
'Learning
Number
Facts .

(kit)

SiOgerI

Kit Ati'

(block)

Singer
Kit BB
(block)

Sullivan
Basal

Mathematics
(book)

SysZems 80
Developing
Math Skill

(kit)

Systems 80
Preschool

Ikit3

Random
House

Criterion
Reference
(level)

Singer
Kit AA
(block)

Singer
Kit BB
(block)

Sullivan
Basal

Mathematics
fhook7

Singer.

kit .AA

(block)

.

Singer
Kit BB
(block)

01

02
n3

04

05

06

r

'14

//16
16

16

B

A

1,1

1,3

1,3

1,3

6,8

.

85

'

.

) 13

8

16

14

4,6
1,8
4,8
4,8

07 7 18

08 IL

09

l

/ 17

ID '8

11 46

12 16

13 / 36

25

15 18

46 36

17/ Hi

9

''

/(2/ 25

21 36 ,

24

.73 27

24

25 :43

. 26 27

27 16 ,

28 18
,.

29 31

q 30

31 24

32 25

33 25

34 32

15 19

36 29

11

38 27'

39 33

22

E

4

C

G

I

,

5

5

2,3

2,3

6,8

6,8

.

.

T

8

8

, ,

7

:

.

.

3h

3'5

i

3,4

,
..

.

9

9

9

f,

6

.

6

6

36

.

.

a

...V.

.

,

17:

.

.

.

+

0

a

'No iulel could lic developed for this it.;m.
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.Table,G-4
, .

CORRESPONDLNCE SETWEEN ADVANCED NAT ITLeiS
AND SVECIF1E6-AND-USED MATERIALS FOR ALL PIPS

Word KnOwledge Suotest

MAT

Item.Number

'

Sullivan (BRL)
Stories of
Inner City
(number of
entries)

Conquests.
in 1:eading

(number of
entrieS)

Full

item

Book

Number
Number of
Entries

1. Demolished
means S 1 1

7 Xdestroyed

2.

_

Used

Is the oppo-
site of/new

1
.

.

.3. 'To comment
.

. is to remark

-----
Targt_____ .

Context 4. 1
. 1,Answer - I 1

_

. Target.
1 XCohtext 8 1
7Answer

. 10 1
'2

. Target

Context
Answer

,

6 1

7. Target
, Context-

1
,

..
Answer.

,

S. Target .

Answer

9. Target

Answer
.

.

.

10. Target
.

Answer
.

A

.11. Target

Answer

12. Target
Answer 1.8

13. jarget
Answer

G-25



Table Q-4 (Continued)

word hnowlodre':;u(test (Contiou
.

/

1..A1

Item vaimber

.

bullivan 4.01kL)
Stories
Inner Lity

u'rlher ot

-ntris)

in i2..!;iirt,

%navliier ol

ontric.,V
F.o11

lte:.1

book-

wumber
mber oi

Lntries

.
14. larget

Answer

15. l'arget
.

Ccrtext I i

1.

ffgwer

lb. lar.get

Context
Answer o 1

17. large(
.

k,ontext t

Answer :3,13 -2

16. iargA
,

Answer 10 1

.19. larget ''. t

. . Lontext
Answer

.

.,.1.,, larget
, Context

Answer
,

:.1. target
Answer
--,

-.-
.

22. lareet /

Answer
\

23. larget .

/

/

.

I

,...,

Answer'
.

.

24. larpet
1 .

Answer
.

25. larget
Answer

21). larget
t..ontext b 1 .

Answer 11 1

. lareet
Answ-
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a.

Tabld G-4 (C.ontinued)

Word Knowledge Subtest (Continued)

MAT

Item Number,

28. Target
Context
Answer

29. Target.

AnsWer

Number

Sullivan (bR1..),

book Number of
tntries

8

25

Stori,-s of

inner t.,ity

(number it
entrio)

Conquests
in ,oadin!'

( tnimbor Ot

cntriQs)

30. Target
Context
Answer

ii Target

.Context

Answer

Target

Context
Answer

. Target

Answer

34. Target
Answer

35. Target
An'swer

38. Target

Cbritext-.

Answer

37. Target
Context
Answer

36.. Target
Angwer

3). Target.

'Context

Answer

40. Target

'Answer

41. Taret
, Answer

8

8

12

25

1

1

1
1

G-27
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Tabld G-4 (Continued)

a. Word Knowled e Subtest (Concluded)

MAT

Item Number

.Sullivan (BRL)

:Stories of

Inner City
(number of
entries)

Conquests
in Reading
(number of
entries)

Full

Item
---Book

Number

Number'of
Entries

c

42: Target
--Context 17 1

Ainsmer

43. Target .

Answer

44. Target
Context I

-,

Answer 1
.

' . Target .

.

Context 8 I

Answer
_

46. Target
Context 8 1

Answer

47. Target
Context 6 1

Answer
=.-,

48. Taryet
AnsWer

1

49. Target-------T---,1--
Answer:

2

50. "1a,r5-...tt

Context b 1

Answer

G-28
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Table 6-4 (Continued)

b. . Reading. Subtest
MAI
Item

Number
Question
Type*

Passage
Length

Sentence
Length

Dale-
Chall

Stories of
Inner City
(pages)

01' 4 104 17:3 8.8
02 2

03 3

04 1 .

05 4 148 16.4 7.5 214-218
05

07 2--
08 4

214-218
09 4

214-21'8MT 4 205 15.6 8.1
.

11 4.
,12 4

13 . 4

-44 2

15 4 .

16 4 159
. 15.9 1U.7

17 3

° 18 3

J9 -44
20 2 ,

21

22 1

23 t
4 260 18.5 11.5

.

24 4

25 4
26 3
',7 3

28 2

29 2 0
.

30 2 302 18.8 9.1
31 4

'

32 1
.

33 3

34 4

35 2

36 2

37 3 -

36. 4 316 15.0 10.5
39 6 ,

40 4
41 4

42 4

43 4
44 2

45 4
.

I = main idea, 2 = word in context, 3 = literal,
4 = inferential.
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Table G-4 (Concluiea

c. Mathematics Subtests

Math Computation Math COncepts Math Problem Solving

MAT
Item

Number

Sullivan
baS.al

MatheMatics
',book)

RAI

Item
iurber

SulliVan
..Basal

Mathematics
(book)

'MAT
Item

Number"

Sulliv'an

:':-- Basal
Mathematics
..:.--000k)

.,,..1.

01 24: -'01 -:-36 _.-.5 -01.

02 11 62 -,.'
02 28

03 27 03 03 *

04 21 04 31 04 '*

d5 -31 05 05

06 16 06 06 36

07 20 07 07

08 18 08. 08

09 '36 .0g .09 *

10 29 16 10- ;

11 . 31 11 P 11 :*

12 25 12 , .12 . 32

13 13 13

14 27 -14 * 14-

15 36 15 15

.16 31 ,16. 16

17 17 17.

36 18 18 *.
.18

19 32 19

20 36 .20 36 '

..19

/0 . *

24 21 21

22 . 32 22 22

23 . 25 23 23

24 32
'

94 .24 36

-25 25 25

26 * 26 26

27 . 32 '
wi

28 32. 96 .Ei'.

29 30 29 .
29

3U 32 30 36 *

31 36 31 31

32 32 32

33 36 33. 33

34
.

34 34.

35 35 35

36 33 36

37 :.:i
.

38 3e .

39 39

40

oo rules could be developed for this item.

G-30
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Some of the items do not list the context word, which
means that the context word:_was "is" or "Is to_144 re-
viewed the elementary literature 4nd found that "1...was
so commonly used that it'was not necessary to check it for
each:individual item. The numbers under each material
show the number.of times that a particular word was..found
in that material.. Book.numbers are*Own for the MCGraw-
Hill series, however, so that the'reader may see hoW the
words are distributed across.the 21 books.*

While many of the MAT words'were found in the materials,
the data base,.for our,finest level of analysis was re-
stricted to MAT items for which each-of the thredwdras.,
'were found. Theie items.are labeled "Full Item" in the
right-hand column.- Relative to Item.8,.for example, the.
word "tent" was found, but the other two (teepee, kind)
were not. Although*about 87% of the MAT words,were found
in the materials, only 567. of the found words were.part of
full items.

Elementary. Reading--Table G-3b shows the correspondence
between the Elementary Reading subtest and the materials.
The question type (QT) and passage features for each story'
are listed for each item.

the beginning levels of the materials [SRA, Random House '

Criterion Reading, McGraw-Hill, and Barnell-Loft (Getting
the Main Idea and Drawing Conclusions)] did not contain
passages of sufficient length to. meet the requirements of
the test's readability analys.is (vocabulary, mean sentence
length, and:Passage length). Few Materials lacked the
requisite 6rpes of questions, with the notable exception'
of word-in-context. The PIP fburth and eighth grade mate-
rials emphasized literal and inferential questions.

Since the Elementary Reading subtest was given:at pre-.and
post-test to fourth graders, the passage features Of ehe.

.'curriculum materials cluster about the items at or below
the fourth grade level.. Thus, these materials Ao not
match about 60% of:the test items.

The book numbers listed on Table G-3a'indicate the books in which a
particular_word is covered six tithes or more.

^
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Elementary Mathematics ComputationTable G-3c .shows the

*correspondence between the Materials and all three of the

Elementary math subtests. An asterisk indicates the, itemS

for which we could not develop rules. All itemS in the

Elementary Mathematids Computation subtest were fout4 in

the curriculum materials. Basic operations are emphasized

in the test and in Catch-Up.

Elementary Mathematics COncer:s--While the materials cov-

ered approximately' 18% of the items on this subtest, :con-

gruence is spotty and limited to part of a SulliVan book

let, one.Systems 80 card, and A few pages in a reading

series.
.,.,.

Elementary Mathematics Problem Solving--Few of the PIP ma-

terials in Catch-Up nontain story problems like those in

this subtest.. The 87ullivan series contains none at all.

We cOnsidered.only the most simple ploblems (basic opera-

tions) to be candidates for correct responses.

Advanced Word Knowledge-.=Table G-4a lists the,word knowl-

egge items for theAdvanced MAT and the.correspondiftg les-

sons in the PIP. materials. The.number of MAT items'found

in the 'materials were far fewer than=for the El mentary

test._ While this difference can be partly attributed to

the Smaller number of materials in EIT,.the .difference.is

probably also due to difficulties in sampling the larger

vocabulary of eighth graders. Even for the two itets cov-

ered in toto, the.target word for Item 1 was found on only

-One page and'the correct response on only one page. Ap-

'Proximately:50% of the words--either target, context; or

'answerwere not found in the materials.

'Advanced-Aleading,--Table
G4b' shows that only one material,

Stories Of the Inner'City,.contained questions and pas-

sages to those on the test! While many stories

had,the appropriate questions, the.passage feature indices'

were consIderably.lower than those of 90% Of the test*

items.

AdVanced Mathematics
ComputationThe only material ana-

lyzed for'math subtests.was the Sullivan Basal Mathematics.

series (ee Table G-4c). As in the fourth grade, basic.

operations were emphasized in the:eighth zrade, but the

Advanced,MAT included more higher-level math problems.

This series matched about 70% of the test items.
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Advanced Mathematics Concepts--The Sullivan series con-
tains few concepts other than tho s... pertinent to basic Op-
erations on whole numbers, fractions, :ald decimals. The
Mathematics Concepts subtest consists f many items (abOut
9570) that cover skills, now-labeled new math, that are not
covered in the eighth.grade cureiculum.

Advanced Mathematics Problem Solvim--The Sullivan serieS
does not containany story problems similar to those in
this subtest. 'Consequently) only the.most simple problems
(basic opetations).were considered to be candidates for
learning due to instruction.

In.,reviewing this comparison oi the MAT and tne PIP-specified and
uked.curriculum, the reader is reminded that we were ablk! to look only
at the materials knO4n to be covered from January to pOsttesting. We
know nothing about assignments from pretesting to January, nor do we
have concrete :nformation about lessons assigned in the-regular curric-
ulum. Although we are confident that the SOIs reported most.of the PIP
treatment foe students in the fourth and eighth grades from January to
postteating, we cannot guarantee the inclusion of all lessons assigned.
Some of the MAT items we'have.excluded from theranalysia might be rele-
vant to materials we have,mit'examined. Possibly the MAT is more rele-
vant to the fourth ud eighth grade PIP curricula than.it appears from
our analysis, but:ye are limited to conclusions that can be drawn from
the assignments reported on the SOIs.

Tablu 0-5 displays those MAT item nuMbers for each subtest in the
Elementary and Advanced battery that were covered by at least one frag-
ment used in the fourth or eighth grade. "N" represents the greatest
.number of items in our analysis any student could have answered .currectly,
if he,Cover7.ed. all of the PIP-specified materials used in the projects.
Only ia Math Computation does the MAT appear.relevant to the'fourth and
eighth grade curriculum. That the Projects with a mathematics component
do well on this MAT,aubtest is probably because of.the greater relevance
of this part.of the MAT to the projectp'objectives.

Attempts to Match Each Student with the Items He Had Covered

_

As not d earlier, we planned to analyze the relevanceof.the MAT to
the curriculum at two levers. We have described the intermediate level
in the previous sections. In this section we describe the more detailed
level, where we matched each student with the'items he covered.
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Tabld G-5

TRE MAT ITEMS KNOWN TO BE COVERED BY PIP-SPECIFIED MATERIALS

. Elementary Batter
Word

Knowledge

.

Mathematics .

Reading I Computation Concepts Problem Solving
_

1 1 -, 1 1 '

2 2 2- .. 8 7

3 5.. 3 20 3

4, 4 4 21 4

,

5 5 5 23 10

6 6
v

6 26 25

7, 7 7 35 T =-35
9 8 '8 T =-40 N = 6,

13

16

9

10

9

10

N = 7
N = 17.5% of T

,

N = 17.1%. of T
, . ...-, i

17 11 11

18 12 12

22 14 13

23. :15 1.4

28 16 15

30 18 16
.

31 : 20 17

34 T 7=-45 18

35 ',11 = 17 19 .

37 N = 37,7% of T 20

38 21.

39 22

41 23
42 24

._

45 .' 25

46 26 .

47 27

49 2.81,..

T T.50 29 %

N = 28 30 .

N = 56% of T
;

31

32 ,:

33

34

35

36

37

38 .

.

39

,
,

40
T '7-40

.

,

,'..1,-'
N = 40

N = 100%- of T

'K T =- total number of items in MAT. subtest ; -N = number of" MAT items known
to be covered by PIP-specified materials.
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Tabld G-5 (Conclu'ded)

b. Advanced Batter
Word

Knowledge Reading
Mathematics.

Computation '',Concepts Problem Solvinp

1 5 1
1

5 8 2 4 2T =-50. 9 3 20 6N = 2 T z-2-45 T = 40 12N = 4% of T N = 3 5' N = 3 24
N = 6.6%*of T 6 N7.5%ofT T = 35

.

7 N = 5,

8 N= 14.2% f T
.. 9

10
.

11

12
4.'- .14

15

16 ,

18

19

20

22 .

.
.

23

24

27

28

29

30

31
.

33

36
T = 40
N = 28

N = 70% of T
'

Key'i T = total number ofjtems in MAT subteat; N = number of MAT items knownto .be covered by PIPspecifiedmaterials.



to.

The Methodology for the detailed analysis required returning to the

SOIs and recording each stOdeht's PIP=specified assignments. We aid this

.for students who took either the Elementar or.the Advanced. MAT and whose

teachers had either a high or low (5, 6, 8, or9) implementation rating.

Exhibit G-2 displays the form used to inventory the PIP-specifiedassign-

ments for a student in Conquest. These inventory forms.included all -

materials analyzed in Section 5.7.

The next three steps (already cOmpfeted in the-.intermediate-level,

analysis) were: (1) analyzing the Elementary and the Advarced MAT items .

for the skills.needed for the appropriate answers (-described in Section

5.7), (2) analyzing the curriculum to fincf- the- lessons that. taughttho'se,

skills, and (3) developing a list (Tables 073 and G-4) of the MAT items

that had beet covered by some part Of the PIF specified-and-used cur-

riculum.

The final step required determining thecorrespondence beiween each

student's.inventory of PIP assignments:and the MAT,items covered by those

. assignments. This was done by overlaying each-student's.inventory of

PIP assignments on the list of:MAT items covered by the curriculum Materials,

(Tables G-3 and G-4). To determine Whether a.student had passed the

items he had covered (chat he should haye answered,correetly), we planned

to sort each student's file as illustrated by the following schematic:,.,

MAT dtems

1 23 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10

StudenPs pretest. 0 0 , 0 Q 1 1 1 1 0

Covered by. PIP curriculum 0 1 0 1. 1 0 1 0 , 1.

: Student's posttest ' 1 1 AO 1 1 1 1

'A "0" or a "1" for'the pre--or the post-test indicates a child's failure

or succesi.respectively, to correctly answer a particular MAT.item; a \'

"0" or'a "1" for'the 7covered by PIP curriculumindicates _the Student'

.lack.of exposure br.his exposure to materials related to that .MAT item.

From the outset we anticipated having Coo few data points .(students

and materials/MAT.correspondences) to. warrant completing the final sort

into correct'-incOrrect responses or performing the analysis. After we

had determined which. items each student had Covered, it became apparent

that the're were indeed. two rew.data points.

_

Table C-6 displays the result's .of the last step we completed. The

number of students whO.had cbvered at feast one MAT item in their curricula
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:Exhibit 0-1

INVENTOp OF INDIVIDUAL
STUDENT!S PIR-SPECIkED ASSIGNMENTS
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Table G=6

NI'MBER OF ITEMS COVERED BY STUDENTS

IN EACH PIP': GRADE 4c)i.. GRADE. 8

(A) NUmber of students in grades 4 or 8 'whose

teachers were rated as goo,0 or bad

-Total (1c1Las

(B) Number of students in (A),who covered one or

more:items on the MAT in th.eir individual

-reading curriCula

(C) Numher,of reading items possible for.

sttident

(D) Number of reading, items cw.7ered by students

in (BY

Total Math

(E) ,`Nuilher of:sttident's in (A) who co;;;ered one or

more items on tile MAT in their individual

. math curricUIb

(P) Numher of math iteMs possible for students

in (E)

iG) Number Of math,items coveted bi student's.

in (E)

Elementary MAT Advanced MAT

Catch-Up

27

Conquest

30

IRIT

28

HIT

63/40*

8 25 23 1

360 1125 1035

9 129 227 3

21 NA NA 34

1013 'NA... NA 1178.

NA NA 162

.... NA = Not applicable.

./ .Th-er,e were 63 students in the HIT reading Of:ogram and 40 'students.. ia".0-e .HIT.-math:program

The.number of possible items for all students in Group (B). 4.alculated Multiplying

.thc t. numbf pOssible items .(Table'5-15) on each s.nbtest by'tii6,:-ObT.students with. er o
.

scores on -that subtest.



was quite smallmuch'smaller /than the number being considered in.our
fourth and eighth grade sample. Moreover, the numbe'r of items actually
covered, when compared with. the nt-mber of 'possible items, was again
quite 'Small. This was especially oJvious in light of our plans, which
called for analyzing data within .project by comparing the stores of
children who had well-implemented/responsive teacher:s with the scores
of,children who had poorly

implemented/noresponsive\teachers. With so
feW.items,.there did not appear to be enough data in each.category to
analyze effects.

'
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